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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION: CLASS AND REGION
IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Cleavage^ once considered a social and political aberration^ has

become a basic element of contemporary political theory. No longer is

it assumed that oil right-thinking men v/ill agree on what is best for

the whole^ nor that faction is fatal to the body politic. Political

partiesj once defined as a group of men united in pursuit of the common

Interest, more recently have been conceptualized as a means of aggregat

ing diverse interests into units v;hich, in most systems;, confront one

or more other composites of similarly diverse interests.^ It is common-

place that legislatures are--and should be--compo5ed not so much of

Burkean "trustees" as of men representing diverse and often conflicting

interests. While it is but one of his many roles, the executive's

function as an arbiter between conflicting groups both within and with-

out government has recently received increasing attention. ^ If politics

is concerned with the "authoritative allocation of values/' it is only

reasonable that there will be differing opinions on the "proper" al-

location and that at least some of these points of view will be

translated into attempts to influence the allocation.

The existence of conflicting interests and attitudes is not taken

merely as a neutral "given" in contemporary political analysis. It has

come to be considered at least a potentially positive element in the

operation of a political system. Lipset contends that in a stable

democracy a measure of conflict or cleavage is needed "so that there

1



will be struggle ovar ruling positions^ challenges to parties in power,

and shifts of parties in office."-' He adds, of course, that this

cleavage must be counterbalanced by a degree of underlying consensus.

Easton, not limiting himself to democratic regimes, says neither social

diversity nor political cleavage is a synonym for disunity and that

both represent conditions which may help to integrate a political system

or may have the opposite effect. Cleavage would thus seem to be a

factor basic to any political system, with its favorable or adverse ef-

fects on that system depending upon the nature and context of the

cleavage.

The potential bases of cleavage in a political system are many;

region, ethnicity, religion, social class, occupation, race, tradition,

and leadership appeal, among others. The appearance, depth, and relative

importance of diverse bases of cleavage vary from one society to another

and from one time period to another. A recent study of three European

nations has suggested, furthermore, that as one dimension of cleavage

declines in importance it is often replaced by the rising significance

7
of some new type of cleavage.

The present study will attempt to analyze political cleavage in

Argentina over a fifty-year period and relate it to the two dimensions

which appear most relevant to that nat ion--region and socio-economic

class. This is not intended to imply that these are the only significant

dimensions of political cleavage in Argentina; tradition and leadership

appeal --caudi 1 1 ismo as it is known in Latin America--are no doubt of

considerable importance even though the nation has been relatively free

of serious divisions along racial, cultural, or religious lines. Rather,



the selection of these two dimensions of cleavage was based on the

belief that among possible bases of cleavage these two would prove

to be of the greatest explanatory value and that a hypothesized shift

from region to class as the major dimension of cleavage could be

empirically tested.

An understanding of many facets of twentieth century Argentina

must begin with a study of the nineteenth century. This is particularly

important in the case of regionalism, only slightly less so in the case

of socio-economic class. The bulk of the present chapter, therefore,

will be devoted to an overviev; of the historical background of regional-

ism and socio-economic stratification. Although these tv\/o factors viere

often interrelated in Argentine history, they will be treated separately

in an attempt at conceptual clarity. The same will be done with the

important phenomena of immigration and internal migration, which relate

to both regionalism and socio-economic class. The final section of the

chapter v/i 1 1 briefly outline the methodology and conceptual foundations

of the analysis of the six sample time periods which compose the body

of this study.

°

Argentina has been free of the major causes of regional cleavage

found in many nations. Her people have not been separated into isolated

areas by mountain ranges or other geographic barriers. There have been

no language or religious differences from one region to another, and

while some regional ethnic differences v;ere to develop as a result of

heavy European immigration, ttiis was not a factor during the nation's

first half-century of independence and was of limited importance after

that. Yet regional conflict, present even during colonial times,



dominated Argentine politics during much of the nineteenth century and

will be seen to be of some significance well into the twentieth century.

For in a very real sense "there are two Argentines^ and the v;hole

9
history of the nation is the story of their struggle,"

It was long customary to portray the regional conflicts of the

first half of the nineteenth century in terms of cultural differences

--"modern" Buenos Aires versus the "traditional" lnterior--or as a struggle

of "ci vi 1 izat ion"--again represented mainly by the city of Buenos Aires--

against the "barbarism" of the Interior, These themes dominated

Argentine historiography during most of the nineteenth century and are

often found in works by United States authors on Argentine history.

This image, however, has increasingly been challenged by wel 1 -documented

12
economic interpretations of the basis of regional conflict in Argentina.

In this light, the regional struggles are seen as having their origins

primarily in the interior's efforts to defend its economic interests

against detrimental economic policies of Buenos Aires, on the one hand,

and in the efforts of Buenos Aires to economically and politically

dominate the Interior, on the other. It has been common to speak of

"two economies" in Argentina, •^ and even the more cautious who tend

to avoid such a dichotomy note that regional economic differences were

clearly marked in the nineteenth century.

On the eve of independence, the Argentine Interior was the most

populated and wealthiest part of the Viceroyalty of La Plata while the

"Litoral" was the most backward and poorest. Only 130,000 persons

lived in the Intendencia de Buenos Aire5--which included the future

provinces of Buenos Aires, Santa Fe, Entre Rfos, and Corrientes-"



compared to 220,000 in the Interior intendencias of Cordoba and Salta.

The major cities oP the Interior had been founded in the sixteenth

century along trade routes radiating from Lima to the hinterlands of

the then-Viceroyalty of Peru, and by the eighteenth century the region

had developed a rather diversified and self-sufficient, if primitive,

economy. Buenos Aires also was founded in the sixteenth century, but

was long thv/arted in the utilization of its major assef-its port--and

lacked the economic diversification of the interior.

Buenos Aires began seeking more freedom of commerce in the

seventeenth century, and these pressures for direct trade with Europe

1 6
increased as the city's hinterland developed. Until the latter part

of the eighteenth century, Lima's monopoly on the vi ceroyal ty 's foreign

trade limited Buenos Aires port activity largely to contraband. So long

as this situation held, the Interior cities not only were protected from

competition from foreign imports but also had an advantageous position

vis-^-vis Buenos Aires in being along the trade routes which merchandise

Imported legally through Lima had to follow to reach that city on the

Rio de la Plata.

In 1776 the Viceroyalty of P«Io de la Plata was created from

sections of the Viceroyalty of Peru which now compose the nations of

Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay, and Bolivia. V/hile this suddenly made

Buenos Aires the center rather than the outer limit of the viceroyalty

and led to increased trade through the city's port, it did not imrr^edi ately

bring to the surface the economic antagonism between Buenos Aires and

the Interior. Eighteenth century Spain produced virtually no manu-

factured goods, but she did not allow such goods to be imported into



her colonies excspt 'oy '/ry of a complicated structure of taxation and

transhipment which added creatly to the consumer price. Thus,, while

this mercantilist system nov; no longer favored distant Peru^ it did

have the effect of a protective tariff which helped the provinces of

the Interior maintain their economies. The effect of this system be-

came clear when^ during the English invasions^ free trade became

temporarily possible and the price of various basic articles of clothing

imported from England sold for half the price of those manufactured in

the Interior.

The independence movement originated in Buenos Aires with free

trade--free from Spanish control but not necessarily free from revenue-

producing tariffs--its most important economic postulate. Import-

export activity th'-ough the port during even the worst moments of the

independence struggle kept Buenos Aires flourishing while in the

provinces of the Litoral and the north the industries were being ruined

1

8

and the fields were being destroyed by warfare. The Interior^ whose

economy had already been declining in the late eighteenth century, v/as

thus suddenly exposed to the "devastating competition" of European

goods in its former eastern markets at the same time that separatism

deprived it of its former markets in Bolivia and Peru where European

competition was least effective. Consequently, independence and free

trade to the Interior meant "a considerable curtailment of production

in some of its most important industries, the annihilation of its

transandine commerce, and the contraction of its interprovinci al trade

The Litoral provinces other than Buenos Aires had a different

economic problem in the wake of the revolution. Their lack of an

h19



industrial structure comparable to that of the Interior, combined with

their outlet to the sea via large and navigable rivers, led them to be

strong advocates of free trade. But for these provinces of Santa Fe,

Entre R'os, and Corrientes free trade meant free navigation of the

rivers; for Buenos Aires it meant that city's monopoly of all import

and export activity. Thus^ while "under the colonial regime Buenos

Aires had had to fight against the merchant -monopol ists of the Interior

and Lima, so likev/ise in independent Argentina the riparian provinces

20
were rebelling against the stifling monopoly of Buenos Aires."

The deep division on the Issue of national organization became

evident in the Congreso de TucumSn, v/hich declared the country's

independence from Spain in l8l6. Dominated by the conservative elements

of Buenos Aires and parts of the Interior, the congress first considered

various monarchist plans and eventual ly--after moving to the city of

Buenos Ai res --drafted a strongly centralist republican constitution in

1819. Absent from the constituent congress were delegates from the

Litoral provinces and representatives of the advocates of local autonomy

in the Interior. Thus, the Constitution of I8I9 combined the interests

of Buenos Aires with those groups in the Interior who had a deep fear

of the local caudillos and their bands. Of the three major currents of

opinion which were developing on the question of national organization,

the constitution represented but one--the un i tar ios.

The unitarios, whose major strength v;as in the city of Buenos

Aires, wanted to organize the nation under the strong centralized leader-

ship of that city. Both In Buenos Aires and in the provinces the

party addressed itself primarily to the "small but highly articulate



group of v/ealthy merchants and intellectuals whose economic interests and

cultural inclinations blended nicely with the liberal and progressive

21tendencies of the unitary ideology." Contact between the unitarios of

Buenos Aires and the Interior was facilitated by the fact that from

their point of view specific provincial interests were minimal or non-

existent; what was important was order and enlightened leadership rather

than the chaos they sav; in the local caudillos and tlie unlettered masses.

A recent Argentine historian states that the most important element in

understanding the unitarios is the fact that it was a porteno party^ a

Buenos Aires party which "represented the attempts by the ex-viceroyal

22
capital to dominate all the territory of the former jurisdiction."

Economical ly_, they were strong advocates of free trade.

Early Argentine political groups are often divided into unitarios

and federales, but in fact there were two quite distinct types of

federalists. The federales of Buenos Aires^ like the unitarios^ were

strong supporters of a policy of free trade with Europe, But unlike

the centralists; they were unconcerned with the remainder of the ex-

viceroyalty. Representing primarily the rural and cattle interests of

the province^ the Buenos Aires federalists felt little need for the

other provinces and were convinced that their own interests would be

best served by a condition of autonomy accompanied by monopoly of the

port. Thus^ they did not differ with the unitarios on basic economic

policy but rather on the nature of national organization.

To the federalists oF the Interior^ both national organization

and economic protection were important. Unlike the large province of

Buenos Aires_, none of the Interior provinces could hope to survive



alone^ and yet at the same time they saw nothing but economic ruin and

political domination in the proposals of the unitarios. Thus, "perhaps

more than any other provinces (they) were anxious to finish with the

task of political organization in a way that would guarantee their

economic and political autonomy and at the same time stabilize inter-

23
provincial relations." In short, the federalists of the interior

sought a measure of provincial autonomy, tariff protection against

European competition, and a sharing of the Buenos Aires customs receipts

among the various provinces. Federates of the Literal were less

concerned with tariffs, but were strongly opposed to political domina-

tion by Buenos Aires and to that city's monopolization of port activities.

As might have been expected from its failure to take into ac-

count two of the three main currents of political and economic opinion,

the Constitution of 1819 was rejected by the provinces of the Interior

and in early 1820 the centralist government of Buenos Aires collapsed

following battles with caudillo-led armies of the Litoral. During most

of the decade of the l820's, the various provinces acted as independent

states. In 1820 the provinces of TucumSn and Catamarca formed the

"Republic of TucumSn," while the "Republic of Entre Rios" was created

following the failure of efforts to form a larger republic independent

of Buenos Aires vjhich would have included Uruguay, Entre Rfos, Cordoba,

2k
Santa Fe, and Corrientes.

In economic matters, the provinces set up local customs and

transit duties to provide the tariff protection vjhich they had not

received from Buenos Aires. By thus taxing imported products as they

crossed the frontier from Buenos Aires, the provinces were able to

maintain an internal market for wines, liquors, textiles, and leather
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products produced by the local industries. These import and transit

duties also provided the bulk of the governmental revenue for the

provinces during this period. The system of provincial tariffs was

"largely a hit and miss affair" vjhich frequently resulted in economic

wars between provinces,, but it was still preferable to the free trade

policies of Buenos Aires.

The goal of national organization remained alive^ however^ even

if there was little consensus on the form. Representatives of the

provinces met in another constitutional assembly in I825~l826^ elected

Bernardino Rivadavia as president^ and came out with another centralist

constitution. Like the 1819 document, hov;ever, this proposed constitu-

tion was rejected by the majority of the provinces and this rejection

led indirectly to Rivadavia's resignation. Meanwhile, the provinces

continued to follow their independent courses.

The federalists came to power in the province of Buenos Aires in

1829, and for the next two years there was an interesting reversal

--nominally, at least--of the parties representing the regional conflict,

Shortly before federalist Juan Manuel de Rosas became governor of

Buenos Aires, unitario general J056 M, Paz marched on Cordoba to over-

throw the federalist government of that province "and carve out a

nation of his own in the Interior." After beating several Interior

armies which had been sent against him, Paz soon v;a5 in control of the

whole Interior and formed the Liga del Interior as a nominally unitario

alliance of Cordoba, Mendoza, San Luis, San Juan, Salta, TucumSn, San-

27
tiago del Estero, Catamarca, and Jujuy.
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Meanwhile^ in I83I Entre R'os and Santa Fe--later to be joined by

Corr ientes--entered into a "federal pact" with Buenos Aires whereby

Rosas as governor of that province was authorized to represent them in

foreign affairs. This pact, besides ranging a federal ista Buenos

Aires and Litoral against an unitarlo interior^ formed the first realistic,

if limited, foundation upon vyhich to build national unity. After a

federalist army of the Litoral overthrew General Paz in I83I, the

provisions of the federal pact were by "implication or extension" soon

applied to the rest of the provinces. it was through the authority he

derived from this pact that Rosas exercised his de facto control over

the country for more than tv/o decades.

When Rosas returned to the governorship of Buenos Aires in 1835

with dictatorial powers --he vyas considered the only man capable of

bringing the needed unity and demanded broad powers of the provincial

legislature as his price for returning--his initial economic policies

offered the interior a welcome change from those of the unitarios.

Late in 1835 he announced a new tariff act which provided the growing

handicraft industry of Buenos Aires more protection than it had ever

enjoyed before and did the same thing for the wine and liquor industries

of the Cuyo region and TucumSn, the textile and food industries of

C8rdoba and Santiago del Estero^ and the sheep-raising provinces of

the Litoral. Although the act did not mset all the demands of the

protectionists, it v;as the first "serious effort" to adapt a tariff

policy to the economic needs of the various provinces and greatly

increased Rosas' prestige in the Interior.^-'
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IVhether because Rosas was a cattleman and thus at heart a free-

trader whose protectionism had been merely a political debt^ or because

the financial problems of his governm.ent left few other alternatives,

the tariff act of 1835 was short-lived. The first reversal came in I838

during the French blockade of the port of Buenos Aires, and in 18^1 the

protectionist plan v^as effectively undercut by allowing previously

30
forbidden imports to enter the country paying a 17 per cent duty.

Transportation costs from the Interior to Buenos Aires were such that

European goods could pay such a duty and still sell at a lower price in

Buenos Aires than the products of the Interior provinces. Despite this

loss of much of their coastal markets, however, the Interior provinces

kept their internal systems of tariffs and transit duties throughout the

Rosas period and thus were able to maintain their local markets.

It was^ In fact, the other provinces of the LItoral which came to

have the strongest complaint against the Rosas regime. As has been

noted, the location and economies of these provinces inclined them

tov;ard a position of free trade; in this they were thwarted by the

monopoly Buenos Aires maintained on imports and exports. Thus, for

example, Corrientes and Santa Fe supported the French blockade of

Buenos Aires in I838 because the French admiral allowed ships to pass

upstream to ports on the Uruguay and ParanS rivers which practiced free

trade. ^' This end a later blockade of Buenos Aires by both French and

British fleets were primarily reactions to Rosas' monopolistic trade

policies,'^ and when England arid France later recognized the right of

Buenos Aires to close the rivers, the affected ories--Bra2l 1 i ans and

Uruguayans as vie]] as the Argentine provinces of the LItoral --rose up
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against Rosas. The movement v;as led by General Justo Jose de Urquiza^

a caudillo of Entre Rfos who had been one of Rosas' top lieutenants and

qui

3^

33
had led tlie federal army against Paz in the Interior in I83I, Urqui-

za's first act following his victory was to declare the rivers open.

The portenos made little effort to support Rosas when he was chal-

lenged by Urquiza^ but neither were they prepared to follow an "outsider,"

The Entre Rios general used the federal pact of I83I as a point of

departure in his efforts at national organization; on that basis^ Buenos

Aires and the other three Literal provinces concluded a protocol author-

izing Urquiza to represent them in foreign affairs.-^'' Despite this

formal agreement^ in Buenos Aires Urquiza was opposed by both federal-

ists and centralists. The recent supporters of Rosas and the unitarios

returning from exile "took possession of Buenos Aires as absolute owners

and acted as if they alone had overthrown the tyranny [of Rosas]. They

had no faith in the man who had just liberated them."

In contrast to the ill-fated constitutions of I8I9 and 1826^ the

new federalist constitution drafted in Santa Fe following Urquiza's

victory represented a compromise of the economic and political interests

of the Litoral and the Interior. This const i tut ion--which with slight

modifications has lasted more than a century-was designed to prevent

future restrictions to free navigation of the rivers^ to the opening

of new ports, and to internal commerce. It nationalized external

tariffs and abolished internal ones, while providing that provinces

thus cut off from their former source of revenue would receive subsidies

to cover their budgets. In its political provisions, the senate

--representing provinces without regard to popul at ion--was designed to

prevent legislation prejudicial to the Interior.
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But now it v/as Buenos Aires' turn to reject the constitution.

Facing the loss of its special port privileges^ the province saw little

advantage in remaining a part of an interior-dominated confederation and

37chose instead to secede.

The decade of the 1850's thus savj the Argentine territory divided

into two sovereign states. The Argentine Confederat ion_, composed of

all provinces except Buenos Aires^ adopted its constitution in 1853^

established its capital in the Entre R'os provincial capital of ParanS,

and elected Urquiza president for a six-year term beginning in 185^.

Buenos Aires^ meanwhile^ adopted its own constitution in 185^ and

continued with its free-trade policies as before. Although during

Buenos Aires' secession she failed to gain diplomatic recognition

--England^ France^ Spain^ Brazil^ the United State^ and the Papal States

sent their representatives to ParanS--the province did not suffer

38
economically during its independence.-' The Confederation, on the other

hand, was plagued by financial difficulties during early efforts to

organize the governmsnt at Paran^. Urquiza's policies regarding the

port of Rosario in Santa Fe laid the foundation for that city's future

39
greatness as a grain port, but Rosario was no match for Buenos Aires

as a producer of customs revenue.

Urquiza's defeat of a Buenos Aires army at Cepeda in 1859 led to

that province's decision to finally join the Confederation. Still the

conflict persisted, however, and in 1861 the Cepeda outcome was reversed

in the battle of Pavon. The porteno victory resulted in Buenos Aires'

governor Bartolom^ Mitre's establishment of a provisional national

government with the city of Buenos Aires as capital. Mitre was
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inaugurated as president in 1862. National political struggles for the

next half-century were generally between centralists and federalists of

the Buenos Aires type--the former as Liberales and later Nacional istas,

the latter as Autoncmistas. But regardless of which group was momentarily

in power, the gravitation of economic and political power to Buenos

Aires and, to a lesser degree, to the other provinces of the Litoral

and the resultant decline of the Interior continued at an increasing

pace.

Argentine history has been said to be divided into two eras on the

basis of tiie arrival of the railroad. Before rail transportation,

commercial traffic traveled by oxcart over the plains and by mule train

in the mountain regions. Every ton carried in this way between Buenos

Aires and Salta cost approximately the salary of one peon for a year,^'

and in 183^ the ton-per-mile cost of moving goods along this route was

more than sixty-tv/o times that of shipping between Buenos Aires and

Europe. Even the water-borne transportation between Buenos Aires and

Corrientes cost ten times as much per ton-mile as did the transatlantic

shipping. Because of these transportation costs, the wine producers

of San Luis received less than half of what their product sold for in

Buenos Aires, while producers in more distant Mendoza, San Juan, and

TucumSn V'Vere even more seriously handicapped. But while provinces which

depended upon outside markets suffered due to the cost of transportation,

it provided a measure of protection for those whose economy was more

diversified and self-sufficient.

An example of what the railroad meant to a "cash crop" province

can be seen in tlie case of TucumSn. Although sugar cane had become
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established agriculturally in the province some tims before, sugar could

not be shipped economically any farther than Cordoba under pre-railroad

conditions and thus only some 2,000 hectares were planted in cane. Six

years after completion in I876 of the railroad between TucumSn and

Buenos Aires the cane fields had doubled in area, iron machinery had

been brought in to replace the former primitive processing methods,

"and sugar was on its way to becoming a major Argentine industry." ^

By 1895 the area of sugar plantings in TucumSn had expanded to 61,273

hectares, with a further increase to 109,200 hectares in 191^. A

somewhat similar benefit accrued to the wine-producing provinces of

Cuyo, which could now get their product to market cheaply enough to

operate successfully under a reasonable degree of tariff protection.

But to many provinces of the Interior, the rai 1 roads --combi ned

with the economic liberalism practiced by the national administration

in Buenos Aires--had a quite different impact. In La Rioja the propor-

tion of the economically active population employed in the textile

industry dropped from 17.^ per cent in I869 to ^.6 per cent in 191^^

while in the neighboring province of Catamarca those employed in

textiles declined from 17.9 to 9.^ per cent during the same period.

In large measure a result of the expanding railroads, by the end of the

nineteenth century the local and regional structures of production and

consumption had given v;ay to a national structure, but the new

structure was balanced neither geographically nor economically.

Had the integrating effect of the railroad been accompanied by

national economic policies concerned with protecting and developing

the economies of all parts of the nation, a different situation might
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have resulted. A recetit study has pointed out^ for example^ that

Austral ia--l I ke Argentina a primary producer of agricultural commodities

for export--fol lov;ed a protectionist policy since the turn of the

century and as a result had already developed a steel industry by the

1920's and had a rather diversified economy when the economic crisis

of 1930 arrived. But in Argentina the economic policies^ like the

layout of the railroads, ' were concerned with maintaining close ties

with European markets. Governments viewed tariffs as a source of

revenue rather than as a means of protecting and fostering economic

development, and the fev-y nineteenth century examples of protect ionism--

such as Rosas' tariff act of I836 and some limited measures during the

l870's--were short-lived and usually nothing but brief variations in

48
the prevailing theme of free trade.

Like the concept of economic solidarity based on protection of the

Interior industries, the political autonomy of the provinces which had

been the foundation of the 1853 Constitution soon proved to be ephemeral.

A constitutional provision authorizing the national government to

"intervene" in a province to restore order and "guarantee a republican

form of government" has frequently been used in Argentina and--along

with increasing provincial dependence on federal money--has seriously

undermined the political position of the provinces. While there may

have been instances in which intervention v^as justified as the only

means of restoring order to a strife-torn province, the measure was

more often ls ed as a political weapon and resorted to "in many

instances [vjhere] the provinces could very v-;ell have ironed out their

49
difficulties without the benefit of intervention." Thus, while
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various aspects of the 1853 Constitution were designed to prevent a

revival of Buenos Aires' dominance over the other provinces^ the inter-

vention clause seriously weakened the effectiveness of these safeguards.

As long as Buenos Aires served as both the national capital and

the capital of the province of the same name^ the governor of the

province had pov;er in many vjays comparable to that of the president.

While the situation existed^ there could be little hops of curbing the

power of the province over the rest of the nation, Underst5ndably_,

therefore^ the question of a national capital was of serious concern

from the first days of national organization. There had been arguments

for moving the national center of government inland to either Rosario or

C6rdoba^ but the weight of Buenos Aires prevailed on this issue as it

has done before and since on most issues. The federalists^ now

Autonomistas^ of Buenos Aires province opposed the proposed national-

ization of their capital^ but eventually lost the argument in an election

and a brief armed clash over the issue. The centralists in the capital

favored turning it into a federal district and sought support of the

Interior with the argument that such a move would greatly reduce the

economic and political power of the province of Buenos Aires and thus

50
lessen its historic dominance over the other provinces. Although

this solution gained general support --perhaps as the only likely

solution to the capital question--it has been said that "the country

was less afraid of the province than of the city of Buenos Aires."

The federalization of the capital in 1 88O somewhat eased the regional

conflict; but the concern over the growing pov/er of the city itself

would prove well founded.
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A study of the background of tv/entietli century social stratifica-

tion in Argentina might v/el 1 begin vvith the pattern of land tenure

which was established in the early post-independence period. The effect

of that pattern vjas to create a small yet pov;erfu1 group of families

with vast holdings whose wealth and political influence has been a

predominant factor in Argentine history ever since. it is landj not

name or title^ that is the foundation of the traditional upper class

52
in Argent i na.

The distribution of large-scale tracts began in the l820'sj in

part as a means of raising revenue. The initial system^ established by

the unitario government of Bernardino Rivadavia^ was one of emphyteusis

rather than outright sale. Ostensibly aimed at securing a compromise

between preservation of public lands and the need for governinental

revenue, the system provided for a life-time lease with the rent to be

fixed every ten years. The lav/ failed to limit the amount of land one

man might possess, hov/ever, and the lands put up for lease were quickly

taken up by speculators and sublet. During the I820's 538 men obtained

a total of about twenty million acres--an average of about 37^000 acres

each, though some got as much as three-quarters of a million acres. By

the end of the decade, therefore, "two of Argentina's perennial evils

were born: the concentration of seigniorial tracts of land in the

hands of a fev/ families, and the subletting of land down through several

hands to the poor man v-fho actually vjorked it."''-^

Wliatever the merits of the intentions behind it, the system of

emphyteusis broke down early and was finally abandoned. Its fate has

been called "a study in v;hat happens v/hen a piece of legislation is
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outside a period's frame of ideas," for while tenure without ownership

would not have seemed strange in medieval Europe, it was foreign to

nineteenth century America. Thus, by the early l830's the landlords

were secure in their possessions, were letting the rent lapse, and were

coming to consider themselves ov;ners of the land. In I838, furthermore,

Rosas doubled the rent on land held in emphyteusis so as to force holders

to buy the land outright.

The 1830's also saw the growth of policies of both selling and

giving away large areas of public lands, Rosas himself had been given

some ^t30,000 acres of good grazing land in appreciation for his services

in leading campaigns against the Indians in the early l830's, and as

governor of Buenos Aires he gave away vast tracts along the new

frontier line in the southern part of the province. The recipients

"were names that, added to the list from Rivadavia's time, went to make

up the landed aristocracy of Argentina."-'-' In I836 Rosas decreed the

first large-scale public sale of land, facilitating purchase of large

tracts by allovjing payment in kind and without interest.

Following the final national campaigns against the Indians in

the 1870's and iSBO's, land v\/as awarded to participants of all ranks.

As the lands had not been surveyed, the awards v;ere in the form of

bonds good for a certain number of hectares wherever the holder wished

to settle. Many of the Indian fighters sold their land bonds to

speculators at 20 centavos a hectare, leading to a concentration in

v/hich 5^1 speculators presented claims to the government for a total

of more than four and a half million hectares. The policy of giving

land to soldiers in the Indian vjars vyas also fcllov/ed in the province
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of Cordoba^ where many of the recipients sold them to businessmen in

58
the area and to speculators in Buenos Aires who had never seen the land.

When the availability of new lands ?lov;ed down with the end of the

campaigns against the Indians^ the large landowners who had benefited

the most from the distribution policies were able to maintain their

advantage through land prices so inflated relative to productivity that

59
only those who already had land could afford to buy more. By the end

of the nineteenth century^ it v;as "beyond the povjer" of the national

government or those of the coastal provinces to create a land policy

"suited to the needs of the immigrant or small farmer, for the govern-

ments no longer held land in agricultural zones and that in private

hands was quite high-priced." As a result, a much-publicized 188^

"homestead act" was largely a dead letter.

A series of factors thus lay behind the nineteenth century concen-

tration of land in Argentina. From colonial times, there was the tradi-

tion that the suerte de estancia. consisting of some ^,500 acres, was

the smallest unit of the pastoral economy. Abundant lands combined

with scarce capital in the early decades of independence caused the

cattle industry of Buenos Aires and the Litoral to build on a foundation

of large tracts with few employees and a minimum investment in improve-

ments. For the government, the abundance of land provided a source of

revenue, a vjay of rewarding those who had served the country, and a

means of rallying and solidifying governmental support. Around I87O,

for example, the national government v;as in many respects rather weak

but it vias quite powerful when it could count on the support of the

landowning class. And what better way to gain such support than to
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follow a policy providing even more land to the members of this class?

Nor were governmental measures favorable to the large landowners

limited to the distribution of public lands. Public credit^ an item

of particular importance in a society where capital is scarce^ was

controlled by the national government and during the latter half of the

nineteenth century it went mostly to the same large propertyowners. 3

In contrast to the easy credit always available to the large landowners^

particularly those with cattle^ the industrialists and the merchants

encountered a high degree of reticence on the part of the bankers and a

considerable amount of the financing of these activities had to come

from other sources.

Until the latter part of the nineteenth century^ the other strata

of Argentine society were a small commercial middle class^ limited

largely to the towns and cities^ and the large urban and rural lower

classes. in contrast to the ideology of a limited and elite-guided

democracy held by the porteno leaders who tried to organize the country

during the first years after i ndependence^ the lower class masses are

said to have demonstrated a "democratic spirit" which sought expression

in concrete and immediate ways and vjas manifested in support for local

caudillos with the same psychological and social characteristics.

Out of this grew the numerous caudillo-led private armies which dominated

nineteenth century Argentine history.

The porteno historians of the civilization vs. barbarism school

long explained the popular support of the caudillo by citing the

alleged base nature of the lower cl asses--part Icl'1 arly the gaucho--and
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its exploitation by the caudillo. Recently, for example, an Argentine

writer said that rather than joining the "course of freedom" following

independence--mr:ani ng apparently the course of the uni tar ios -"the lower

classes supported the group of provincial caudillos who "praised their

primitive passions and instincts without helping them economically or

raising them culturally." As Alvarez pointed out a half-century ago,

however, the fact that men who would readily follow and fight for their

caudillo showed a strong aversion toward serving in the national army

would indicate that the nineteenth century civil wars were not merely

67
the result of bellicose and violent men.

A more likely explanation seems to lie in the existence of real

dissatisfactions on the part of the masses which they were unable to

articulate in any way other than through the caudillos, Germani, for

example, states that the autocratic authority of the caudillos did not

rest on traditional legitimacy as might be expected in what was es-

sentially a traditional society, but rather upon their acceptance on

the part of the lower class groups "who saw in them their own reflection

68
and the exaltation of their own values." in the same vein, Alvarez

contends that support of a caudillo was the result, among other things,

of the inability of the masses to alter the law or the state of things

which caused their discontent. Therefore, he says, they followed a

caudillo as they would follov; a doctor's orders for curing an illness

69
they did not know how to fight alone. Thus, for example, the practice

of exporting meat tax-free while taxing it at home v;as a source of

discontent that made thousands of men ready to rally behind any caudillo

who rose up against the government which had authored the new economic
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formul a5--and often with more enthusiasm than had been shown in the

wars against Spain.

The same factors applied in class relations at the local level.

To the rural people^ the caudillos represented their interests both

against the city and the merchants and against unpopular rural land-

71owners.' Thus it vias that the unitario General Paz, who as a would-be

caudillo carved out a short-lived nation for himself in the Interior,

was never able to gain the kind of popular support which went to such

men as Guemes or Q,uiroga. As Paz himself described it years later,

"the opposition against me . . . was, rather than personal, directed

against the class they considered an enemy, and which they believed

supported me, . . . The gauchos, the people without property, were our

enemies.

Between I869 and 191^^ the years of the first and third national

censuses, the pattern of social stratification changed from one typical

of a traditional society--a small upper class, virtually no middle

class, and a large lower class--to one in which the middle classes had

an important weight and function and in v/hich the internal structure of

73the classes was that of a modern society. The change was primarily

the result of two related factors: immigration and changes in the

economic structure. Already by 1895, the social structure had been

considerably modified as a result of massive immigration, rapid

expansion of agriculture, transformations in the style of ranching, a

certain degree of industrial development, and a sharp increase in

urbanizat ion.

'
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Although as early as l8l2 the government in Buenos Aires passed

a decree offering aid and protection to immigrants^ it vvas a half-

century before immigration began on a large scale. The rate of

European immigration began to climb sharply in the iSSO's^ and by 1 895

more than 25 per cent of the Argentine population was foreign-born.

The proportion of immigrants ranged from 23.5 per cent to 29.9 per cent

over the next three decades^ after which it declined to 15.3 per cent

in 19V and 12,8 per cent in I96O,' The majority of the more than six

million immigrants were Spanish and Italian, with the remainder divided

primarily among various other European nationalities.

By far the greatest number of immigrants remained in the provinces

of the Litoral; primarily in the major cities. Thus for almost sixty

years foreigners composed more than two-thirds of the population of

Buenos Aires and around half of that of the nation's most populous and

economically most important provinces. The social and economic impact

of this immigration was considerably greater than even these figures

would Indicate, however, because the majority of the immigrants were

males of working age and hence represented a considerably greater pro-

portion of the economically active population than they did of the over-

all population. Hence, while foreign-born represented 25. 't per cent of

the total population In 1895 and 29.9 per cent In 191^, they composed

39 per cent and ^6 per cent of the econoinical ly active population during

78
those respective years. In Buenos Aires, the proportion of foreign-

born among males cf 20 years or older averaged about 80 per cent between

I8g0 and 1920, v/hile tlie figure for the entire Litoral during the same

period ranged between 50 and 60 per cent.
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V/ith the exception of Mendoza and some areas of Cordoba^ few im-

migrants penetrated into the Interior provinces. In the northwestern

provinces of Cataniarca^ TLCum^n^ Santiago del Estero^ La Rioja_, Salta_,

and Jujuy the foreign-born represented only 3.6 per cent of the popula-

tion in 1895 and 8.^ per cent in 191^. Furthermore^ the few im-

migrants who did go to the Interior had little effect on the area because

the economic structure they encountered effectively shut them out of any

81integrated activity in chat area.

8?
The expansion of farming in the Li toral --part icul arly in Santa

Fe--in the late nineteenth century v,fas largely the work of Europeans who

went into the rural areas in connection with colonization projects.

Corrientes made the nation's first venture into agricultural colonies

shortly after the fall of Rosas^ and the example v.'as follov;ed soon after-

ward by the provinces of Santa Fe and Entre Rfos. Santa Fe was quick to

take the lead in colonization, however, and in 1872 that province had

135 of a total of 153 square leagues then devoted to agricultural

colonies in Argentina. The colonists that year were predominantly

Swiss (5,857)^ followed by Italians (^,157), native Argentines, mostly

descendents of immigrants (2,36^+), and small groups of other national -

ities. •' Frequently those recruited for the early colonization projects

had no agricultural experience, coming primarily from among the poor of

the European cities. Furthermore, official colonization in Argentina

was from the start relegated to marginal zones, often of dubious agri-

cultural value and at times exposed to Indian raids. Also, the

provincial governments "invariably lacked the funds or the initiative

to carry out their part of the bargain" in providing housing, tools.
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and other types of assistance promised to the colonists to help them get

started.

Despite the fact that the national and provincial governments had

proved to be rather inadequate administrators of colonization programs

under their impetus the system was picked up by private colonization

firms and landowners as a means of exploiting marginal pastoral lands

Or

and by I87O agricultural colonization was firmly established in Argentina.

In Santa Fe, where most of the colonists located^ landowners were often

willing to sell part of their holdings in order to increase the value of
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the remainder by its then-proximity to cultivated areas. Land was

also cheaper in Santa Fe--about one-fourth what it cost in Buenos Aires

province--and a colonist could gain ownership after a few good years.

As Scobie describes it: "For a moment in the early days of the Santa

Fe colonies it had appeared that an independent and prosperous farmer-

owner would emerge to populate the desert and dilute the barbarism of

87
rural Argentina."

But the promise v/as short-lived. Colonization in Santa Fe began

to decline sharply in the early iSgO's, and by 1895 the tenant-farmer

had replaced the colonist as the principal producer of wheat in

Argentina. Among factors behind this shift in the pattern of tenure

were (1) the advantage the railroad gave to the southern part of Santa

Fe and northern Buenos Aires province over colonies in central Santa

Fe^ (2) a sharp increase in land prices in the I890's, and (3) a crisis

00
in tiie international wheat market. There was a southward shift in

the wheat -growing zone during these years^ accompanied by a shift from

colonization and small owner-farmers to larger rental units. At the
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turn of the century only 39 per cent of Santa Fe's 11^500 v/heat farms

and the 8,000 in Buenos Aires province v;ere owned by the cultivators;

the pattern was for the tenant to grow wheat for two or three years and

89
then return the land to the owner sov/n in alfalfa. -^ There were

colonization projects begun after 1890^ but they did not produce the

same results as those of earlier years and were often little more than

90
new ways for large landowners to expand their holdings at low cost.

Short-term tenancy had become the prevailing system of tenure in agri-

cultural lands in Buenos Aires and the Literal.

Numerous writers have commented on the negative social effects of

the pattern of land tenure which had developed by the turn of the

century, ° As the estancieros who owned the land viewed grain farming

as but a way of preparing it for pasturage and getting the first crop

of alfalfa sown;, they were not interested in long leases. Short-term

leases had the additional advantage^ of course^ of permitting periodic

increases in rents. Faced vilth the prospect of having to move to new

land every couple of years, the tenant had no incentive to make improve-

ments on his holding and usually lived and worked in quite primitive

conditions with the sole hope of having a good harvest or two in order

to be able to leave v.'ith a profit. in what has been described as an

"overwhelming drive toward extensive cul t i vat icn," even those who had

enough capital to buy small farms often preferred to gamble with the

larger tracts they could rent, while among owners "there were quite a

few who continued to live in mud-and-straw ranchos, surrounded by

93
nothing but fields of wheat."
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The cattle industry underv/ent a sharp transformation in the latter

part of the nineteenth century^ one manifestation of which was the need

for improved pasture v/hich in part led to the system of tenant farming.

But immigrants never gained the entry into this economic area which

they did in farming. Cattle activity continued to be largely under the

control of the large landowners^ and even where it wasn't they did not

let go of the 1 emd itself. Thus, in 191'+ only kk per cent of the heads

of ranching establishments were foreign-born, compared to 57 per cent of

the heads of farming establishments.'' And in the province of Buenos

Aires, the cattle-raising area where the most immigrants went out onto

the land, the grazing was done largely on rented land in contrast to

95
the pattern of owner-operators in the other cattle provinces.

Whether he stayed there upon arrival, came back with a stake made

in a few good wheat harvests, or returned broke and discouraged after an

unsuccessful try on the land, it was in the ci ty--part icul arly Buenos

Aires--that the immigrant found his future. In 1895^ when they composed

39 per cent of the nation's economically active population, the foreign-

born accounted for 81 per cent of the industrial proprietors, 7^ per

cent of the commercial proprietors, 60 per cent of the industrial
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employees, and 57 per cent of the commercial employees. A great many

of the Immigrants had been peasants and laborers in their homelands,

but among them were artisans, mechanics and industrial workers who for

a time practically dominated certain Industries. In the developing

show industry, for example, Italians supplied a large part of the

labor and virtually all proprietors, v/hlle the wearing apparel industry

97was developed principally by Spaniards. Italians and Span! ards --and
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immigrants of other nat ionali t ies--became the small shopkeepers^ the

printers^ the bakers^ the tailors^ and the principal holders of many

other occupations in the increasingly complex urban socio-economic

structure.

It has been seen that in 1895 there was a greater proportion

of foreign-born among proprietors in both industry and commerce than

among employees in those same economic areas^ a pattern which was

essentially the same in 191^. V/hen to this is added the fact that

foreign-born represented only 30 per cent of the public employees and

53 per cent of those in the professions in 1 895""droppi ng still further

to 18 per cent and ^5 per cent_, respectively^ in 191^~~the pattern of

occupations and mobility becomes clear. The immigrant was predominant

in commercial and industrial activities^ and it was as a self-employed

member of these sectors that he was able to move upward into the middle

class. The expansion of the professions and v/hite collar workers^ on

the other hand^ v/as primarily the result of the upv;ard movement of

native Argent ines--most of them the sons of lower class immigrantS"-

98
v/hose level of education seems to have been the key to mobility.

The social structure of the Interior provinces around the turn

of the century took various forms, Cordoba^ a buffer of sorts between

the Litoral and the Interior^ received a considerable number of

European immigrants^ as did the western province of Mendoza. To the

latter province as well as to neighboring San Juan^ many immigrants

brought a knowledge of the grape industry from Europe and found that

the price of small holdings suitable for vineyards was much more

within their economic reach than v.'ere the large cattle holdings of the
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Literal. Thus^ while at the time oF the 191'-^ census the provinces of

the Cuyo region had large areas of 1 at if undi a--s ixty holdings covered

58.3 per cent of the area of Mendo^a^ vyhile twenty establishments took

up kj ,2 per cent of the surface of San Ju£n--there were also large areas

of small landov/ners dedicated to grapegrowi ng^ forming the foundation

of a solid rural middle class. In Salta, on the other hand, the rural

population which vyas not part of the large latifundia was involved in

99
only marginal activities and hence their economic level was much lov;er.

In Tucuman, once one of Argentina's most prosperous and diversified

agricultural provinces, the rapid expansion of the sugar industry led

both to the concentration of economic power in a few hands and to the

deterioration of other facets of the provincial economy. The intro-

duction of the more expensive but efficient iron processing equipment

following the opening of the railroad had a sharp effect in concentrating

the industry; in 1877 there were seventy-three sugar mills in Tucuman,

100
while in I88I there were only thirty-four. Because of the industry's

reliance on the Buenos Aires market and on protective tar i f f
s --somet imes

as high as 130 per cent-- as well as perhaps to avoid local pressures

and questions of local taxes, the sugar interests were generally

located in the national capital. it has recently been claimed that

the economic policies of the sugar region are determined by some fifty

or sixty families of Tucuman, Salta,and Jujuy who normally live in

1 02
Buenos Ai res

.

Rapid urbanization was vjell under v/ay in Argentina by the end of

the nineteenth century. Immigration was the major impetus for this,

both directly through the flow of Europeans to the larger cities
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--particularly Buenos Aires--and indirectly as a result of the movement

of immigrants into agriculture and the resulting displacement of many

103
natives who then moved to the urban centers. Although the migration

from the Interior to Buenos Aires has been most conspicuous since it

began to increase rapidly in the 1930's^ this population movement began

in the nineteenth century when as early as I887 almost 30 per cent of

the residents of the capital were from the Interior. A considerable

amount of i nterprovinc i al migration to other major urban centers was

also evident by the end of the century^ as was the intraprovinci al move-

ment toward the towns and cities. Thus in Catamarca, a province little

affected by European immigration, the rural population declined by 7,822

persons betv/een 1895 and 191^, while the urban population of natives of

the province increased by 18,052, For the nation as a whole, the

proportion of the population living in urban areas was 28 per cent in

1869, 37 per cent in I895, 53 per cent in 191^, and 62 per cent in 19^7.

Immigration, urbanization, and the beginnings of industrialization

gave rise to increasing activity in organized labor tovyard the end of

the nineteenth century. Argentina's first labor union was formed in

1857 by typographers in Buenos Aires, but it vjas not until the late

l880's that widespread union activity began. The first labor strikes

were sporadic and somev/hat exotic in an environment unaccustomed to

them; there was one recorded in I878, but noL another one until I887.

After this the tempo increased steadily with several strikes each year.

in 1895, when there were twenty-five labor unions in Argentina, there

106
were nineteen strikes.
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Early labor organization vies led by immigrants,, had a predominantly

immigrant membership, and reflected European political ideologies.

There were socijlist unions, anarchist unions, and syndicalist unions,

while speeches at the meetings were often made in Italian, French, and

German as v/ell as in Spanish. There was a lengthy battle between the

anarchists, who found their greatest following among the unskilled

workers, and the socialists for control of the labor movement, a struggle

which has been called a serious disruptive factor in the development of

the movement. Despite the ideological leadership of the unions and

the extensive labor unrest during the I89O-I9IO period, however, the

complaints were most often over hours, v^ages, or working conditions and

108
seldom had any political implications. The unions in the early years

also sought their ends through petitions to public officials as well as

through strikes; consideration of labor legislation began in Congress

in the early 1890's but it was the following decade before any meaning-

109
ful measures began to appear.

Although the grov/th of the labor movement in the late nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries reflected a significant expansion of the

urban working class and thus a shift in the earlier class relationships,

it did not at the outset represent a threat to the traditional political

dominance of the large landov-yners of Buenos Aires and the Literal.

Labor protest in those early years was aimed exclusively at the

industrial sector which was still quite marginal in the Argentine

society; the unions seldom challenged the existing economic structure

and even favored the policy of free trade over any kind of tariff

no
protection for industry.
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Perhaps partly because of this acceptance of the existing economic

system in an immigrant nation where there was a relatively high degree

of vertical mobility^ the rapidly changing pattern of socio-economic

stratification was slow to be manifested politically. The high incidence

with which immigrants failed to become citizens of Argentina and retained

the citizenship of their homelands even after decades of residence in

Argentina meant that great numbers of them were effectively outside of

the political system. And until the electoral reform of 1912^ the

prevailing system of political control by the landed interests through

limited suffrage^ non-secret voting, and--where necessary--f raud,

provided little opportunity or incentive for political participation even

among native Argentines. Thus, in contrast to regionalism which was

frequently the basis of large-scale political conflict from the earliest

days of independence, the changing socio-economic class structure did not

take on overtly political significance until after the turn of the

twentieth century.

What, then, has been the nature of these two bases of political

cleavage during the twentieth century? Although there continue to be

polemics about the "hydrocephalic" nature of Buenos Aires and its

damaging effects on the rest of the nation, political regionalism

in Argentina seems generally to be considered a phenomenon of the nine-

teenth century v/ith little relevance to the present century. The

solution in I88O of the problem of a national capital, the development

of a national system of production and consumption by the turn of the

century, and the appearance at the same time of the first "national"

political party--the Union Cfvica Radical --are but a few of the events
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taken to indicate the decline of regionalism. As regionalism subsided^

socio-economic class seems to have increased in political importance;

the electoral victory of the [Radicals in 1916 is viewed as marking the

entry of the middle class into the political system, while the rise of

Juan Peron in the IS^O's represents the political debut of the working

class.

But beyond such broad-brush generalizations which are at best in-

adequate and upon closer examination sometimes disclose varying degrees

of inaccuracy, little attention has been given to the bases of polit"

1 13
ical cleavage in tv.;cntieth century Argentina, Still unanswered are

such questions as: Has regionalism actually disappeared, or has it

taken new forms? What is the relationship betv;een the political mani-

festations of class and region? Have the internal divisions of "national"

political parties in the twentieth century been primarily personal and

ideological, as commonly portrayed, or have they represented differences

along class and regional lines? Have the lines of cleavage been over-

lapping or cross -cutti ng, have they changed over time, and what has

been their effect on the larger political system? These are some of

the questions which the present study will attempt to explore on the

basis of available empirical evidence.

Political cleavage will be studied over a fifty-year period,

taking sample time periods from 1919 to 1966, so as to minimize the

distortion of short-term conflicts as well as to allow a search for

indications of change o\/er time. Indicators of cleavage will be

studied at two points in the political process: elections and

legislative behavior. Such a two-front --or two-stage --approach should
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be able to provide a more complete and significant picture of the bases

of cleavage, detecting as it would constituency differences which might

be ignored by their representat i ves^ on the one hand^ or elite conflict

which might be personal or circumstantial and not b^ed on constituency

factors; on the other.

The basic subject of study will be the elections of national

deputies held in 1316^ 1926, 1936, 19^6, I960, and 1965, and the two

annual sessions of the national chamber of deputies immediately follow-

ing each of these elections. Election returns at the departamento

(county) level will be studied through multiple regression analysis in

an attempt to establish the regional and socio-economic bases of party

support. Correlation of the voting returns with census-derived variables

will be conducted at both the regional and national levels in each

election so as to be able to detect regional differences in constituency

characteristics. The study of the manifestations of cleavage within

the national chamber of deputies will be based on Guttman scale analysis

of rol 1 cal 1 votes.

In analyzing the two basic dimensions of cleavage with which the

study is concerned, an indicator of class-based cleavage will be

considered the degree to which:

(1) Nationwide parties show similar socio-economic ecological

correlates irrespective of region and have congressional representatives

who take similar stands on roll calls.

(2) Various provincial parties which show similar class-related

ecological correlates have representatives who take similar issue stands.
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Conversely, an indicator of regional cleavage v;ould be the degree

to which :

(1) Nationv\/ide parties shovv dissimilar socio-economic bases of

support by region.

(2) Nationwide parties show similar bases of support but their

representatives in the Chamber of Deputies differ by region.

(3) Various provincial parties with similar socio-economic bases

have representatives who differ by region.

Authors frequently differ in the way they divide Argentina into

1 1

6

regions. But despite the variety of classification schemes and the

acknowledged fact that economic regions seldom follow political bound-

ariesj the taxonomic differences are most often the result of different

degrees of detail or are concerned v/ith the placement of marginal

provinces. Thus, for instance, one writer may divide the nation into

Literal and Interior while another will subdivide it into five or six

regions, although v;Ith little if any cross -cutt I ng of the Lltoral-

interlor boundary. Or the province of Cordoba, technically not In the

Litoral but in some respects resembling it more than the Interior, may

be classified in the former by one writer and in the latter by another.

Such details notv/i thstanding, there is little disagreement over the

broad bases of regional differences.

In view of both the historical development outlined earlier in

this chapter and methodological considerations, it was decided for the

purposes of this study to divide the nation into three regional groupings,

These will be Buenos Aires (federal capital and province), the remaining

three provinces of the Litoral (Santa Fe, Entre Rfos, and Corrientes),
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and the Interior (Mendozaj San Juan^ San Luis^ La Rioja^ Santiago del

Estero^ Catamarcaj Tucum5n_, Salta^, Cordoba^ and Jujuy). This three-

way division vyould seem to represent the simplest typology vjhich could

be used without distorting the major lines of nineteentli century

regional antagonisms. A more detailed classification of regions^ on

the other hand^ might have disclosed more subtle political patterns but

would have run into statistical di f

f

icul t ies--part icul arly in the roll

call anal ys is--due to an inadequate number of cases in some categories.

Alford defines regions as "those territorial entities less than

a nation v^^hich are potentially capable of becoming the focus of polit-

ical struggle and loyal t ies--i n a sense potentially capable of becoming

1 1
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nations themselves." The three-way classification to be used in this

study conforms with this definition; the province of Buenos Aires was in

fact a separate state during the I850's^ while the interior and Literal

could certainly be said to have been "potentially capable" of becoming

such throughout most of the nineteenth century.

Also following Alford^ the use of the term "class" in the present

study does not necessarily imply any consciousness of membership in a

social class or economic group. While the level of class consciousness

and its effect on political behavior are no doubt important empirical

questions, the concern here is limited to the degree of political

divergence of objectively defined socio-economic groups. Limitations

of available census data make, a clear-cut correlation between voting

and social class difficult for some of the sample time periods under

study, making all the more important a broad "group" interpretation

of the term class. For some elections it will be possible to measure
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"class" only by such gross indicators as degree of urbanization, naLure

and extent of agricultural activity;, etc. For other years, available

data include indexes of the urban and rural class pyramids, the propor-

tion employed in different categories of economic activities, and other

rather sophisticated measures. Although the analysis will thus have to

vary somewhat from one time period to another, it is felt that over the

fifty-year span it should be possible to discover with sufficient

accuracy the major social and economic bases of the various political

groups and to detect any significant changes over time.
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throw of Per&n in 1955 and the election of 1958. Due to distorting

factors in this election which will be discussed in the appropriate

chapter^ it was decided to use the election of I960 rather than that

of 1958,

See Appendices A and B for details on methodology.

For some typologies^ see Roberto Cortes Conde, "Problemas del

creclmiento industrial, 1870-191^," in Di Telia at a).., p. 8^+;

Panettieri, p. 11; and Miguel Angel CSrcano, La sexta re publ ica (Buenos

Aires: Editorial AraujO;, 1958);, p. Ik.

'^^This was for elections through \3kS, when there were fourteen

provinces plus the federal district. Although six national territories

attained provincial status during the Peron regime and thus participated

in the elections of I960 and 1965, the original boundaries were maintained

for the analysis of these elections in order to allow comparability with

the four earlier periods. The small proportion of the national popula-

tion represented by these new provinces and the few deputies they had in

the Chamber of Deputies minimize any "distortion" caused by this approach

in I960 and 1965.

^^°Robert R. Alford, P^rty and Society (Chicago: Rand McNally,

1963), P. 35.

^^^Ibid.. p. 79.



CHAPTER I I

THE RADICALS ARRIVE, I9I6-I9I8

The 1916 election and the administration which followed have been

widely hailed as a turning point in Argentine history. Whether the year

marked the beginning or the end of respectable politics and responsible

government can depend on one's political ideology and affiliation, but

few would disagree that it brought a lasting change in cast and in

style, if not always in program and in policy. Political fortunes--both

of men and of groups --'would vary greatly over the next fifty years, but

underneath there could be seen patterns of partisanship and political

culture which took form during this period.

An understanding of the era can perhaps best begin with a study of

the political groups contending in the I9I6 election. Dominant among

these--at the moment and In lasting Importance--was the Union Cfvica Ra-

dical and its long-time leader, HIpolIto Yrlgoyon. Frequently described

as the "most loved and most hated man in Argentine history," Yrigoyen

was the major figure in the Radical movement from shortly after Its

birth in the late nineteenth century until his death In 1933. !t is

often difficult to separate the movement from the man; Yrigoyen liked

•1

to say that the UCR "is the nation itself,"' but with perhaps more

justice he often could have said "le parti c'est moi."

It is often difficult to pinpoint the birth of a political move-

ment, but the party which was to carry Yrigoyen to the presidency in

1916 can probably best be dated from September 1, 1889. On that date,

k8
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a group of about 3;,000 persons--most 1 y university students --met in Buenos

Aires to form the Union Ctvica de la Juventud. According to its state-

ment of principles^ the group stood for civil liberties^ free and fair

suffrage, guaranteed autonomy of the provinces and municipalities, more

honest administration, and an effort to raise public spirit in the

performance of civic duties. Numerous such clubs were soon in opera-

tion in the city, and on April ]3, I89O, a specific political group--the

Union Civica--was organized under the leadership of Leandro N. Alem, a

former Autonomista.

Combining elements of the old Liberal elite and the nev/ly polit-

icized sons of European immigrants, the new political movement was born

of mounting dissatisfaction over worsening economic conditions and lack

of governmental responsiveness. The latter years of the l880's had been

marked by severe inflation which benefited the exporter and the land

speculator while bringing economic hardship to the small merchant, the

worker, and the immigrant farmer. The governments of the period were

tightly linked to the cattle export interests and v-jorked on the apparent

policy that what was good for those interests was good for the country.

The "order and progress" administration of Julio A, Roca (1880-1886)

--whose policies were largely followed by JuSrez Celman (1885-1890)--

has been likened to that of Mexico's Porfirio D'az during the same

period. Like those of Dtaz, the policies gave rise to revolt.

Three armed uprisings have a place of honor in the early history

of Argentine Rad ical i 5m--l 89O, 1893, and 1905. The first of these--known

as "La Noventa"--was the most important both in its demonstration of

the depth of discontent and in its catalytic effect on the movement
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o
which was to become the Union CTvica Radical. Its planning and leader-

ship were political^ but its intensity and breadth of participation were

the result of factors beyond the influence of the nawly organized polit-

ical opposition. Protests among immigrant farmers for better conditions

of tenure and for harvest payment in gold rather than the rapidly

devaluing paper peso began in the l880's^ while the financial crisis of

1890 ruined many small and medium manufacturers and added them to the

9
opponents of the JuSrez Celman gcvernmsnt. The military had its own

complaints against the administration^ and even before the formation of

the Union C'vica de la Juventud the previous September a group of junior

officers was considering a revolt against the government. When the

newly formed Union Civica called for revolution in 1890^ this dissident

officer group--nov/ considerably larger in number and including generals

as well as men of junior grade--was quick to offer its services.

The 1890 revolt was thus a composite of reaction to economic crisis

and individual institutional grievances. But as was to happen repeatedly

in the subsequent history of the Radical movement^ these grievances

were neither recognized nor remedied by the party's leaders and it was

usually considered sufficient to announce sweeping generalizations

about political ethics. Hence^ while economic factors were basic be-

hind the revolts of both I89O and I893, the men who drafted the revolu-

tionary proclamations did not understand these factors and did not

interpret them in those proclamations. Regarding the 1 893 revolt^

one author notes that the Radicals successfully enlisted the support of

agriculturalists "not because the farmers understood^ or were even

interested in,, the political issues or personalities involved but
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because they were outraged at the corruption of rural authorities" and

at recent actions by Santa Fe's provincial government withdrawing the

right of foreigners to vote in local elections and levying a provincial

cereal tax.

The insurgents of 1 89O were unsuccessful In their attempt to

overthrow the government^ but the late-July affair was put down only

after a promise of total amnesty to the participants and led to the

resignation of President JuSrez Celman, a major symbol of the target of

the revolution. It vias, in the words of one historian^ "a body blow,

13
but not a knockout, for the oligarchy."

The Union CTvica obtained its first electoral victory in March of

the following year, when Alem and Aristobulo del Valle were elected

national senators from the federal district. ^ But the diversity of

the group's membership was soon to cause the first of a series of splits

and internal struggles which in greater or lesser degree have continued

ever since. The schism came at a meeting of the Union Civica's national

committee on June 26, I89I. A faction headed by Bartolome Mitre adopted

the name Uni6n Civica Nacional and sought an accord with the governing

groups, which on the eve of the 1892 elect ion, "seemed to be repentant . "^

^

The remaining members, under the label of Union Civica Radical and the

continuing leadership of Alem, called for "relentless struggle" against

the governing oligarchy, '° Addressing a mass meeting in December of

I89I, Alem said: "They have called us intransigent radicals and we

have accepted this name with pride; and with pride our program is

intransigent." ' This conflict betv;een intransigence and compromise,

between abstention and participation, has been one of the most basic
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divisive elements in the Radical movement.

Nor was all well within the Union Cfvica Radical itself^ where

there was a grovnng hostility betv;een Alem and his nepliew Hipolito

Yrigoyen. The latter^ although already of considerable influence within

the party, did not frequent the party headquarters and meetings during

the early iSSO's. Instead, he sent aides whom no one knew and who in

1 Q
fact were spies designed to obstruct the revolutionary plans of A1em.

The rivalry for leadersiiip of the party broke into the open in 1833

when the two men led unrelated revolutionary plots--Yr igoyen in the

province of Buenos Aires and Alem in Santa Fe. When both uprisings

failed, the party entered a period of crisis in which the hostility

19
between the tv/o leaders divided the followers. The Radicals were

further weakened when Juan B. Justo took his leftist follov/ers out of

the party in 189^ and Lisandro de la Torre departed toward the center

with his follov/ing in 1897. Alem's suicide in 1896 and the defection

of these dissident groups left Yrigoyen with undisputed leadership of

the party, although internal conflicts were to continue.

The UCR reiterated its "intransigence" and refusal to join in

coalition with other parties on the eve of the I898 election, and fol-

lowing Roca's election to a second term as president that year the

party seemed almost to disappear for some years. During this time,

however, Yrigoyen is said to have been methodically plotting the revolu-

tion of 1905 and devoting much effort to winning young military officers

20
over to the cause of Radicalism. The 1905 revolt, coming at a time

of generally good economic conditions, did not draw the popular support

?1which went to the two earlier uprisings in periods of economic crisis.
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Nonetheless^ it caused the government to declare a state of siege in

which police closed labor unions, confiscated their publications, ar-

22
rested labor leadars and deported some of them. It also may have

caused some of the more reflective members of the governing elite

to begin thinking more seriously of the need to adjust politics to

the changing social structure of the nation,

23
V/hat type of man was Hipolito Yrigoyen, this "man of mystery,"

who was for so long the personification of the Union Ctvica Radical?

Although a former school teacher and life-long politician, he avoided

public appearances--even before his own f ol lowers--and preferred to

manipulate the party from behind closed doors. When he had to speak

to a party meeting in the early days of his career, he would allude

to throat difficulty and talk in a low voice, his words then repeat-

ed loudly by a friend. Later on, he did not speak or appear at

meetings at all; he sent his agents, his friends, his political

oil

flunkies. Despite his public ret Icence--or perhaps due to a

mystique engendered by it--Yrigoyen developed a wide and servile

following within the party.

To Yrigoyen, what was needed in Argentina was a regeneration

in public morality. His slogans --nat ional reparation, the cause,

moral i ty--of ten sounded more religious than political, and he once

25characterized Radicalism as a "civic religion." As one author

put it, "there has never been a character whose motivation was more

obscure, or whose personality was more secretive. . . . Witiiout
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26
being intelligent, he vjas almost unfathomable," Said a major biog-

rapher: 'introverted and fanatic^ a man of very few ideas, he was

convinced that the country needed only free elections to be completely

27transformed."

Free elections, plus compliance v;ith the constitution, were about

the only thing in the v/ay of a program which the UCR had during the

years before 1916. Yet in what was perhaps one of the major ironies

of the era, Yrigoyen was by nature, by preference, and by experience

much more of a revolutionary than a constitutionalist. A writer quite

sympathetic to Yrigoyen concedes that he "seems to have worked more

on revolutionary plans that would place him in the presidency than

for electoral reform that would enable the UCR to come to power peace-

fully," adding that this might explain the lack of any party program

beyond vague talk about popular sovereignty and administrative

28
moral i ty.

The Intransigence which Yrigoyen imparted to the UCR was twofold

--electoral abstention and refusal to participate in coalition govern-

ments. Ever since 1892, Yrigoyen had repeatedly refused offices and

candidatures including national senator, national deputy, minister, and

governor. Likewise, he was the major force behind the party's boycott

of elections for many years on the grounds that the balloting was

fraudulent. It did not matter how many years the Radicals had to remain

in the political wilderness, for he contended that "when one places

faith in the cause for which one struggles, one preserves above all

else the power of principle, with tha conviction that victory will
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2"^
come in due time."

But not all Radicals agreed with Yrigoyen that the party's only

road to power was through revolution. In 1909 a prominent Radical

leader in Cordoba^ Pedro C. Molina^ resigned from the UCR with the

accusation that parties

living enclosed in their headquarters like monks in a convent^
giving no more signs of life than occasional indications of a

conspiracy In the forts^ making people believe that apart from
violent revolution there is no sal vat ion--f ar from serving the
ideals of justice, of liberty and law, deny them because the

revolution of a party without Ideas is just as brutal a violence
as is a government v/ithout elections. 30

A Radical revolution could triumph "tomorrow," he said, but the fol-

lowing day v-;ould "see enthroned violence, iniquity, favoritism, and

the art of electoral fraud" beyond the control of the idealist leaders

2 1

of the party.-' Later the same year, a dissident Radical faction led

by Leopoldo Melo issued a manifesto charging excessive "personal ism"

in the party's direction and criticizing the "erroneous obstinance" of

the abstention and revolutionary tactics and the reliance on "enigmatic

phrases" rather than on programs.

This Internal conflict between those who wanted the UCR to look

and act like a political party and those who considered it a movement

destined to reform the nation via revol ut ion--the form.er were known as

azules

,

the latter as rojos --was to grow in intensity during the next

couple of years as electoral reform brightened the prospects at the

polls. Several provincial Radical parties defied Yrigoyen and prepared

to enter elections, and the party's national committee authorized

limited political participation in 1912 against the leader's recom-

mendation. Even after realizing he had lost to the elec cioni sta
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elements of the party^ Yrigoyen retained the Idea and ideal of revolu-

tion, both in the belief that it was the only way to power and that it

was necessary In order to accomplish the political regeneration he felt

33
the nation needed. Thus, on the eve of the election which was to take

him and his party to national pov;er_, the man who had long expressed such

faith In the rsforrratlve powers of free elections seemingly would have

preferred a military uprising to a contest at the polls.

Other major groups contending in the I9I6 election Included the

Socialists, the Progressive Democrats of Lisandro de la Torre, and the

rather heterogeneous grouping of provincial parties v^hlch can be clas-

sified as "conservative." A brief look at each of these groups is In

order before going on to a discussion of the electoral reform which

cleared the way for the peaceful overthrow of the Regimen --Yrigoyen 's

term for the governing conservative group3--by way of the ballot.

Socialism developed in Argentina during the latter half of the

nineteenth century. French, Italian, and Spanish socialist groups

existed in Buenos Aires, but thsy operated separately until the Partldo

Social Ista vjas formed in I896 under the leadership of Juan B. Justo.

From the time he left the Union C'vica Radical until he founded the new

3^
party, Justo v;as active in organizing Immigrant labor. Justo was a

harsh critic of the so-called pol tt I ca cr iol 1 a, the pattern of personal-

ism and violence which had been typical of the nation's politics. To

him the Radicals represented this malady as much as did the conserva-

tives, and from the beginning the Socialists were to follow a course

independent of both the Regimen and Yrlgoyen's Causa In their effort

35
to change both the style and the content of Argentine politics.
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Although the conservative governments had passed a limited amount

of legislation favorable to the workers and the Radicals considered

themselves representatives of the lower classes, it was the Socialists

who were to give precedence to social and economic concerns. While

the Regimen was directing "progress from above" in line with the

interests of the growers and exporters and the Radicals were concerned

with principles of formal democracy and civic regeneration, the Social-

ists dealt with matters of wages, hours, factory conditions, and

. . ,. 36
uni onizat i on.

Despite their concern for the social and economic over the polit-

ical, the Socialists maintained a considerably better record in respect

for the democratic process than did either the conservatives or the

Radicals. While perhaps in part the result of never being in power,

this no doubt also was partly the byproduct of the new "style" of

politics represented by the Socialists. The party, evolutionist from

the outset, rejected both fraud and violence as political means.

instead, the Socialists stressed organization, program, and education.

Through centers, through libraries, through forums, the Socialists

worked to raise the cultural and civic level of the worker as well as

trying to improve his economic level.-'' It was. In short, democratic

Socialism of the European style.

Alfredo Palacios, whose colorful political career was to span

more than half a century, became the first Socialist deputy in America

when he was elected to the national chamber in I90U. His election came

during a brief experiment v/ith single-member districts, and the 1 905

return to at-large election within each province and the federal capital
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prevented any further Socialist victories until the electoral reforms

took effect in 1912. That year both Palaclos and Justo vvon federal

capital seats in the Chamber of Deputies^ where they were joined the

following year by Nicolas Repetto and Mario Bravo. In 191^^ the

Socialists in the capital won six deputy seats to the UCR's three.

Although the Radicals v/ere also winning a number of elections

during the 1912-1916 period^ the victories of the Socialists in the

capital brought harsh criticism from the UCR. Yrigoyen's party claimed

the Socialist victories were the result of "sinister conspiracy" by the

Regimen which realized it could not win here by the fraud and violence

it allegedly utilized elsewhere and thus supported the Socialists as a

means of blocking the Radicals. As to the Socialists themselves^ the

UCR said it was a group "composed mostly of foreigners who are systeiTiatic

38
enemies of the common good."

Within Congress^ the growing blocs of Socialist and Radical

deputies often engaged in more bitter controversy with each other than

either did with the conservative majority. In 1912 a Radical senator^

Jos^ Camilo Crotto^ challenged the election of Justo on the grounds

—among others--that he helped spread "ant ipatr iot ic ideas" around the

39
country and that he was foreign-born. Insults^ threats^ and an oc-

casional file folder were hurled between the rival blocs throughout

the 1912-16 period^ and in 1915 the tension reached the point of a duel

between Palacios and UCR deputy Horacio Oyhanarta. An assassination

attempt against Justo in downtown Buenos Aires also was alleged to

k]
have been the outgrowth of an incident within the Chamber of Deputies.



Although at times they were to obtain an occasional deputy from

the provinces^ the strength of the Socialists from the beginning was

limited to the federal capital. Thus while ostensibly a class-based

party^ the Socialists also were in effect a regional party. Similarly

local in character was Lisandro de la Torre's party in the province of

Santa Fe, first under the name of Liga del Sur and later that of Partido

Democrata Progresista.

Like Juste, a founder of the Union Civica Radical and a participant

in the I89O insurrection,, De la Torre resigned from the UCR in I896

with a sharp blast at Yrigoyen for what he called secretive and negative

leadership of the party. "I am no longer disposed/' he said;, "to

continue contributing my modest efforts to a party which;, impotent to

realize those objectives v/hich the great majority hold and applaud,

serves only to provide Hipolito Yrigoyen with the prestige of national

ii2
connections for his narrow and personal i st i c activities.

De la Torre spent the next ten years involved in Santa Fe politics

and in International travel, emerging in 1908 as the leader of the

newly formed Liga del Sur. The new group combined an ideology of

political liberalism with interests specific to the immigrant agri-

culturalists of the southern part of the province of Santa Fe. At the

national level, these interests stood primarily in opposition to those

of the large cattlemen of Buenos Aires province; at the provincial

levels they sought greater local autonomy from the mors conservative

capital in the north. De la Torre had been greatly impressed with

the local self-government he had witnessed in the United States, and a

major plani< in the Liga's founding program was a call for municipal
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autonomy and the right of rural districts to elect their own police,

court; and school officials. ^

For a time, De la Torre's movement spread to some other provinces

of the Litoral and lnterior--at least nominall y--and seemed to represent

a viable middle ground between the Radicals and the more reactionary of

the conservative groups. In the long run, however, its political impact

was primarily provincial rather than national in scope.

The conservatives, mostly components of the so-called Regimen

which the Radicals liked to portray as a sinister macfiine working relent-

lessly against the will of the people, were far from a centralized and

monolithic political party. They were, rather, a loose coalition of

provincial parties which--while they no doubt gained a certain unity in

the face of the Radical threat --cont i nued to reflect a considerable

diversity of interests and style. These parties were typically composed

of the "traditional and powerful people" of each province, had little

in the way of formal organizational structure, and relied primarily on

the personal prestige of leaders and on traditional political loyalties.

Although Yrigoyen did not discriminate in his opposition to them,

there was a considerable variety among the parties of the Regimen, The

Partido Conservador of Buenos Aires province probably came the

c1osest--at least during some periods--to the UCR's stereotype of a

narrow-based, rather oppressive political group which retained power

through widespread fraud and coercion. In some of the Interior

provinces, on the other hand, conservative groups have kept the polls

honest, have governed well, and have produced some of the nation's

most respected politicians and statesmen. There also has been a
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difference in persistence or "staying pov/er" among conservative provin-

cial parties^ in some provinces the traditional parties crumpled and

sometimes disappeared in the face of the Radicals and later the Peron-

istas^ while in others--part icul arl y Corrientes^ C6rdoba^ and Mendoza--

conservat i ves have continued to be of considerable importance politically.

There was dissatisfaction among conservatives as well as in the

opposition parties vjith the political pattern which had developed in

the last couple of decades of the nineteenth century. The formation in

1891 of the Partido Modernista by Roque S^enz Perfa was an effort by a

group within the ruling "class" to extend the limits of political

participation. -^ Twenty years later^ this same man promoted from the

presidency the electoral reform which was to bring defeat to his class.

Although S^enz Pena's long-term concern with electoral reform would indi-

cate that his motivation was rather altruistic^ there v;ere those who saw

electoral reform as the best vs/ay of coping v/Ith the Radical "threat."

In the early years of the twentieth century, the idea was current among

various members of the oligarchy that the best way to destroy the

Radicals was to let them govern, that as opposition they v;ere indestruct-

^6
ible but that they lacked the ability to govern successfully. Carlos

Pellegrini, who as vice president had assumed the presidency following

the 1890 resignation of Juarez Celman, called Radicalism a "temperament"

rather than a party and said "it has to be allowed to govern so that it

corrects itself, learns, or destroys itself."

In campaign speeches preceding his 1910 election to the presidency,

S^enz Pena contended that electoral reform was the most pressing need of

the nation. After his election, he held a series of conferences with
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Yrigoyen--whom he had known since both participated in the Partldo Repu-

blicano in the iSyO's-- and with the Radical leader reached a compromise

on provisions of the proposed reform bill. Yrigoyen reported on these

meetings to his party's national committee on October S, 1910^ and while

refusing the president's offer to participate in the government the

Radicals agreed to end their electoral abstention if the proposed

reforms were approved and enforced.

The first phase of the reform;, sent to Congress in the final days

of 1910^ abolished the existing system of voter registration and provided

for the use of the military draft registration as the basis of voter

registration. Another bill sent at the same time placed the conduct of

elections under the federal judicial system. The final and most signif-

icant bill^ sent to Congress August 11^ 1911^ fundamentally altered the

existing electoral system. It was designed,, in SSenz Pena's wordS;,

"to assure the freedom of the elector^, the conscientious casting of the

ballot/' and the honest canvassing of returns "which reflect the public

win."^°

In addition to providing broader suffrage and establishing the

secret ballot, the new law guaranteed minority representation. Although

S5enz Pena is said to have favored a plurality system, he eventually

compromised v/ith Yrigoyen on the so-called "incomplete list" system

under which each party could put up candidates for only two-thirds of

the available seats in the national Chamber of Deputies and, in

presidential elections, two-thirds of the province's altatted number of

presidential electors. The practical effect of this system was to

guarantee the second party in each district about cne-half the
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51
representation obtained by the vvinning party. The public^ press^ and

52
Congress generally reacted favorably to the proposed reforms^ but the

novelty of the incomplete list system gave rise to extensive debate and

53
some serious opposition in Congress. In early 1912^ however^ the

reform vias approved and the stage v;as set for a new era in Argentine

,... 5^
poi I t I cs.

The electoral law brought an intensification of political activity

and; with the first national election in 1912^ an indication of the

55
change that awaited the nation's political life. Despite UCR skepti-

cism about the enforcement of the new lav/ and the party's apparent

belief that all elections under Regimen administrations ware invariably

fraudulent; the Radicals won the 1912 election for national deputies in

the capital and in the province of Santa Fe and v/on minority representa-

tion In the provinces of Buenos Alres^ CSrdoba^ and Entre R'os. These

victories gave the UCR eleven deputies in the 1912-1913 chamber, while

the Socialists v^on two minority seats in the capital and the I.iga del

Sur took the minority seat in Santa Fe. The Padicol bloc in the Chamber

of Deputies Increased to tv/enty-elght in 19T+ as a result of victories

in Entre Rfos and Santa Fe and minority representation from the Ccpltal,

Buenos Aires, Cordoba^ Corrientes, and Mendoza. Winning the capital

boosted the Socialist bloc to nine deputies, vyhile the Liga del Sur won

eg
two more minority seats from Santa Fe for a total of three deputies.

But the presidential election of 1916 v^/ould be the big test of

the new policy of "free elections." The death of President SSenz Pena

and the succession of the more conservative Vlctorino de la Plaza,

Saenz Pena's vice president, caused some fears of a return to earlier
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election practices. The new president assured the nation_, hov;ever^ that

the 1916 election v/ould be fair and guaranteed under the new lav'y--and

kept the promise. The fact that both S^enz Pena and De la Plaza were

rather independent politically and untied to particular political

groups may have influenced their willingness to allow a Radical victory.

When the Union C'vica Radical held its national convention, 140

of the IA6 delegates supported the candidacy of Yrigoyen for president.

The Radical caudillo was not at the convention^ and when a committee

was sent to inform him of the nomination he declined it. "My thought

has never been to govern the country^" he said in a reply note to the

convention^ "but rather about a plan of fundamental reparation for

rg
which, in my judgment, ! must sacrifice the holding of an/ public office."

The convention renewed its appeal, and Yrigoyen finally accepted. While

there was little contest for the presidential nomination, the two major

factions within the UCR fought over the vice presidential position.

Yrigoyen's faction won, with the rojo Pelagio B. Luna receiving eighty-

one convention votes to fifty-nine votes for azul leader Vicente C.

Gallo.59

Lisandro de la Torre, the ex-Radical who founded the Liga del

Sur in Santa Fe, was nominated in late 1915 as the presidential candidate

of the Partido Deniocrata Progresista. Like Yrigoyen, he at first

declined the nomination but accepted after further urging by the

convention. It was the first of two presidential candidacies for De

la Torre; both were to be unsuccessful.

The Partido Democrata Progresista was founded In December, 191^^

oF various provincial parties facing the prospect of competing with a
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nationally organized UCR in the I9I6 presidential elections. Led by

De la Torre^ the new party incorporated eight governing provincial

60
parties and two minority part ies --i ncludi ng the Liga del Sur, After

the electoral defeat and break-up of the groups Pe la Torre said the

party had been the outgrowth of sincere beliefs among leaders of the

provincial parties that only a more democratic and responsive style

of politics could stem the Radical advance. Also^ he added^ these

provincial leaders had been willing to sacrifice personal ambition in

order to have a prestigious slate which could draw support from non-

conservatives as well as conservatives.

Fev\; governing conservative parties remained out of the Partido

Democrata Progresista^ but among them was the one which counted most

--the Partido Conservador of Buenos Aires, Marcel Ino Ugarte^ the governor

and conservative caudillo of that powerful province^ had presidential

aspirations himself and refused to back De la Torre's candidacy. He

not only would not take his Partido Conservador into the Partido

Dem6crata Progresista^ but is said to have provided money to fight De la

Torre's group in several provinces and to have conspired vj'ith President

de la Plaza to thv/art it in several others through federal interven-
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tion. In addition to these external attacks^ the party had difficulties

with internal conflicts from the outset as a result of the differing

interests and approaches of the various provincial groups making up

the Partido Democrata Progresista, -^

The third presidential slate in the I9I6 election v;as that of

the Partido Social ista. Founder Juan B. Justo vvas the party's nominee

for president; MIcolSs Repetto^ elected national deputy in ISUi^ was
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the vice presidential candidate.

The UCR received a larger popular vote in the April 2 election

trian all the other parties combined. The Radicals maintained or improved

their positions in the capital^ Buenos Aires^ C6rdoba^ Corrientes^ Entre

RTos^ Mendoza, and Santa Fe^ while obtaining first-time victories in

Santiago del Estero and Tucuman. The election expanded the UCR bloc in

the Chamber of Deputies to forty-four members^ more than one-third of

the chamber. The Socialists won only second place in the capital,

leaving their deputies bloc at nine members.

Dissension among conservative parties had intensified as the

election approached, leading to the disintegration of the Partido Dem6-

crata Progresista between the time of the election and the meeting of

the electoral college. The Partido Conservador of Buenos Aires and its

allies in other provinces had presented unpledged slates of electors;

these plus parties defecting from De la Torre's coalition promoted the

candidacy of Angel D. Roj as in the electoral college. Despite the

initial success of the Partido Democrata Progresista in gaining support

among conservative provincial parties, only Catamarca, San Luis, Santa

Fe, and Tucuman remained faithful to its leader at the July 20 meeting

of the electors. Thus, the Partido Democrata Progres ista 's original

slate drew only twenty-eight electoral votes compared to ]0h votes for

the substitute slate--forty of which were from the Buenos Aires conserva-

tives.

In spite of Yrigoyen's large popular vote total, he did not have

the 151 electoral votes needed to win the presidency. Holding the key

to the election were the so-called Dissident Radicals of Santa Fe, who
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had won in that province and whose nineteen electoral votes could give

the victory to Yrigoyen. The dissidence of the Santa Fe Radicals was

the outgrowth of a party fight six months earlier when the "great

majority" of the province's UCR leaders opposed the national committee's

choice of a gubernatorial candidate^ and their opposition to the

national committee inclined these electors not to vote for Yrigoyen.

There was great suspense and a considerable amount of maneuver ing --one

of the electors allegedly was offered a blank check in return for his

promise not to vote for Yrigoyen-- but when the electoral college met

July 20 the Santa Fe dissidents cast their nineteen votes for the UCR

candidate. This gave Yrigoyen one more than the required 151 votes--and

the presidency of Argentina.

Election Analysis

The Radicals--especial ly Yrigoyen--! i ked to contend that Radicalism

and a rqentinidad were essentially synonymous; any Argentine^ properly

informed and freed of coercion, could not help but be a Radical. Foreign

observers have been in general agreement that the UCR was a party of

the urban middle class, representing its interests against those of

the landed oligarchy and, later, those of organized labor. But few

empirical studies have been made of the demographic and socio-economic

correlates of electoral support for the UCR or any other party in the
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Argentine political system.

The present section and the corresponding parts of subsequent

chapters will report the results of multiple regression analysis of

election returns with census-derived variables in an effort to explore

the bases of support for the different political parties. The unit of
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analysis in all cases Is the departamento^ or county^ and all election

data represent votes for national deputies. Independent variables in

the regression analysis are the major factors or dimensions obtained

through an orthogonal factor analysis of census data as described in

Appendix A. Each county's ranking on each factor is represented by a

factor score; it is these scores wliich are correlated with each major

party's proportion of the total vote cast in the county.

Because three censuses yielding differing numbers and types of

variables are needed to span the fifty-year period under study_, there

will be some variation in the number and nature of factor variables

used from one election to another. As can be seen in Appendix A^ how-

ever^ the types of census data which "load" heavily on each factor as

well as an intercorrel at ion of factors from different censuses reflect

a certain continuity of major factors over the hal f -century. ' The

first two elections studied--191 6 and 1926--wlll be correlated with

factors from data of the third national census taken In 191^. The

next two elect ions--! 936 and 19'+6-"will utilize factors mostly from the

fourth national census of 19^+7^ while the final two election periods,

i960 and 1965, will use factors derived from a combination of data

from the fifth national census of I960 plus some special censuses of

the early 1950's.^

Correlations in this and subsequent chapters will be studied at

the national and regional levels. As was noted In the previous chapter,

of the various vvays in which Argentina could be "regionalized" It

seemed most relevant historically and conceptually to divide the nation

into three regions: (1) the federal capital and the province of Buenos
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Aires; (2) the three Litoral provinces of Corrientes^ Entre Rfos^ and

Santa Fe ; and (3) the re.nainlr.g ten provinces of the interior. For

purposes of election analysis^ the first region covers only the province

of Buenos Aires because boundary problems made it impractical to include

the capital election data. The absence of elections in some of the smaller
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Interior provinces on certain election years as well as the failure

of a particular party to run in some provinces will result in s(

variation in the composition of regional groupings for correlati

analysis. The notes to the tables reporting regional correlations will

in all cases specify the provinces and parties which are included.

Two party groupings are used in the 1916 regression analysis.

All Radical parties including the Dissident Radicals of Santa Fe are

grouped under the label "Radicals." Because of the complicated and

shifting relationship among the various conservative parties, it was

decided to consider them together rather than try to distinguish betv;een

the De la Torre group and the Ugarte-led group. Hence all parties

whose presidential electors voted for a candidate other than Yrlgoyen

or the Socialists' Justo are placed in the category of "conservatives."

The Socialist vote is not analyzed due to the party's limited signif-

icance outside of the federal capital.

At the national and regional levels, a step-wise multiple regres-

sion v-zas carried out v/hereby the equation for each party eventually

included all independent variables. For ease of i nterpretat icn--and

because the factor analysis dealt with much of the intercorrel at ion

among independent variables at an earlier stage of the anal ys is --the

simple correlation coefficients of each party v;ith each factor will be
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shown in the tables^ along with the multiple correlation coefficient for

the party with all factors. The relative importance of the various

factors in the multiple regression equations vji 1 1 be described in the

text.

Table II-] shovjs the correlation coefficients at the national and

regional levels for the two major groups contending in the 1916 elections,

It is readily apparent that--at the national level at least--the general

dimension of rural isni-urbanlsm was the significant variable for both

Radicals and conservatives. The UCR tended to get its support from

areas marked by the various urban-type census characteristics^ while

the conservatives to a somewhat greater degree drew their support from

areas lacking these characteristics. Although the correlation coef-

ficients of .31 and -.37 "explain" only about 10 per cent and 1h per

cent^ respectively, of the parties' total variation in vote, the high

number of cases involved give the correlations a statistical significance

of greater than .01. Thus, there is less than one chance in a hundred

that these correlation coefficients would be this high if there were

in fact no relationship between the "urbanism" factor and the 1916

vote. None of the other factors, in contrast, can explain as much

as one per cent of the vote of either party and they produce correla-

tions of no statistical significance.

As v;ou1d be expected from the extremely weak simple correlations,

the remaining three independent variables together account for but 1.2

per cent more of the UCR variance after the urbanism factor enters the

multiple regression equation and bring the total explained variance to

10.9 per cent. For the conservatives, even less is explained by the
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TABLE I I
-1

CORRELATES OF 1916 DEPUTIES ELECTION

Factors

I II III IV

No. Ranch Rural Farm Mult,

Cases Urban Scale T'ncy Scale R

NATION
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TABLE I 1-1 (Continued)

Radi cal

s

includes the Union Cfvica Radical in Corrlentes, Entre
RTos, and Santa Fe plus the Union CfvIca Radical Disidente in Santa
Fe. Conservat i ves represents the Partldo Autonomista and the Partido
Liberal in Corrientes^ the Concentracion Popular in Entre Rfos^ and

the Partido Democrata in Santa Fe.

Radicals includes the Union C'vica Radical in Catamarca;, Cor-
doba^ Jujuy, La Rioja, Mendoza^ San Luis, and Tucuman. Conservat i ves

include the Concentracion in Catamarca, the Partido Democrata in Cor-
doba, the Partido Provl ncial ista in Jujuy and La Rioja, the Partido
Conservador in Mendoza and Tucumin, and the Union Popular and Partido
Democrata in San Luis.
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other three factors as the negative correlation with urbanlsm accounts

for ]k per cent of the variance and the final explained variance is but

1^.7 per cent.

Moving to the regional level^ It can be seen that the national

pattern generally holds in Buenos Aires province and in the interior^

but that some striking variations appear in the Lltoral. In Buenos

Aires, the UCR tended to receive more votes in the urbanized areas but

the correlation coefficient of .15 is too low to be of statistical

significance. The rural base of the province's conservatives is some-

what stronger, hov;ever, with the coefficient of -.29 on the urbanism

factor carrying a significance of greater than .01. Rural ism, there-

fore, was a better indicator of conservative strength than urbanism was

of Radical strength. In multiple regression, all four factors explained

but ^.6 per cent of the UCR variance In Buenos Aires. For the conserva-

tives, rural Ism accounts for 8.1 per cent of the variance while the

addition of the other three factors to the equation Increases the

explained variance to only 9.1 per cent.

in the three provinces of the Lltoral, the urbanism correlations

hold at about the same level and in the same direction as at the national

level. But unlike the rest of the country, in the Lltoral there are

also other significant correlations; the UCR correlates strongly with

rural tenancy and moderately with large farming while the conservatives

register negatively on these factors at about the same strength. When

the factors are introduced into multiple regression equations, rural

tenancy accounts for by far the greatest part of the explained variance

for both parties. In the UCR equation, tenancy explains 30.5 per cent
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of the variance while urbanism, farm scale, and ranch scale add 2.8, 1.9;,

and 1.1 per cent respectively. For the conservatives, the negative cor-

relation with tenancy explains iS.k per cent of the variance. To this

the remaining factors each add between 2.0 and 3.5 per cent for a total

explained variance of 3^.3 per cent.

Urbanism was a stronger factor in the interior than in any other

region, and the only one of any significance. For the Radicals the cor-

relation of .^8 with this factor accounts for 23.5 per cent of the vote

variance, while the remaining factors together explain only 1.2 per cent

more. Similarly, the conservatives' strong negative correlation with

urbanism accounts for 28.7 per cent of that party's variance, to which

the other three factors add less than one per cent.

Summarizing the 1916 election analysis, it can be seen that of the

four independent variables urbanism is by far the strongest in explain-
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Ing differences in support for the two major political groups. It is

the only explanatory variable of significance at the national level and

in the regions of Buenos Aires province and the Interior, while in the

Litoral it is one of three significant factors. Of the three regions,

the politics of Buenos Aires appears to be the least "structured"--or

is structured along dimensions not tapped by the available census data.

Thus, despite a significant association with rural ism, more than 90 per

cent of the variance in Buenos Aires conservative vote remains unexplained

by all four factors. For the UCR, the unexplained variance exceeds

95 per cent. In the Interior, by contrast, it seems quite clear that

the UCR gained its support mostly in the urbanized areas while the

rural areas voted conservative. This strong urban-rural dichotomy in
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the Interior is somewhat similar to the nineteenth century era in which

the city merchants v.-ere unltarios while the countryside was dominated

by the federales. The situation is not without irony in view of the

UCR's claim that it was the reincarnation of federalism.

The correlations in the Litoral deserve special attention. The

significant correlations with urbanism_, rural tenancy^ and large farming

indicate that the Radical strength in tlie Litoral was generally in the

more prosperous regions of the agricultural colonies and large-scale

f armIng--of ten by i mmIgrants--on rented land^ as well as in the cities

and farm towns of the region. The negative correlations of the con-

servative vote v/ith these same three factors indicate support from

the poorer and more traditional areas^ representing perhaps a considerable

amount of subsistence farming on owned plots. The fact that the moder-

ately strong coefficients for urbanism and large farming lost rriost of

their strength after tenancy entered first in the regression equations

is accounted for by i ntercor rel at Ion among these three variables in the

Litoral. The orthogonal method of factor analysis used on the census

extracts variables with little or no i ntercorrel at Ion, but when only a

part of the distribution is used--as it was for each of the regions--

various intercorrel at ions can appear within each region. Thus, in the

Litoral, urbanism correlates at .^1 with rural tenancy and .26 with

farm scale, while the latter two factors i ntercorrel ate at .27. In

short, the "disappearance" of urbanism and farm scale in the multiple

regression does not indicate that they are not important explanatory

variables but rather that in the Litoral urbanism, land rental, and

large farms v;ere often found together.
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Roll Call Analysis

The 123 men who served at some time during the I9I6 and 1917

sessions' of the Argentine Chamber oF Deputies were elected under

nineteen different party labels. This proliferation of party names

is the combined result of the variety of provincial parties operating

under different names which Fall into the general category of "con-

servative" and the fact that even the same party would often change its

name from one election to another or go into and out of coalitions.

In order to rationalize somewhat this rather confusing pattern of

parties^ deputies will be grouped into three "bloc5"--Radi cal . Social ist,

and conservative. This follows the procedure used in the election

analysis and^ as will be seen, conforms to the voting structure of the

chamber. Deputies elected in I9I6 were assigned to a bloc in the same

manner that the electoral parties were classified; they were labeled

Radical, Socialist, or conservative on the basis of their party's choice

of candidate in the electoral college. For the carry-over deputies

elected in 191'^^ the linkage between parties winning deputy seats in

each province in 191^ and those winning seats in I9I6 was established

through a comparison of majority and minority candidates, their party

identification, and their vote totals in each of the two elections.

On the basis of all deputies who served during the tv/o-year

period, the conservative part ies --i ncludi ng those bacl<ing De la Torre

and those allied with Ugarte--composed the largest bloc with fifty-nine

members. Only slightly behind this were the Radicals, who had fifty-

five deputies during the period. As noted earlier, the Socialist bloc

was composed of nine members.
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A total of thirty-two contested roll calls were held during the

1916-1918 period on questions other than the election of chamber officers.

The difference between the majority and minority vote ranged from 1.3

per cent; representing a one-vote splits to Gk.S per cent in the most

unevenly divided case. The distribution of the roll calls according to

the magnitude of the division is shown in Table 11-2. The distribution

of the roll calls on the basis of degree of participation can be seen

in Table I I -3 . The fact that more than half of the votes had less than

60 per cent participation and that less than 70 per cent of the deputies

voted in twenty-eight of the thirty-tvjo roll calls reflects both the

high rate of absenteeism prevalent in Argentine Chamber of Deputies and

the custom of abstaining from a vote by leaving the chamber temporarily.

Of the three party blocs under study, only the Socialists maintained

a consistently high level of cohesiveness during the session. In all

but one of the roll calls, all Socialist deputies voting took the same

stand. Once, on a budget allocation to fight hoof and mouth disease,

they spl it h-2.

The cumulative scaling technique which will be used to analyze tfie

roll call votes of this and subsequent sessions of the Chamber of

Deputies has tvio important benefits in this type of study. Known com-

monly as "Guttman scaling" after Louis Guttman, who developed it in the

19^0's, the procedure (1) identifies the major issue areas or dimensions

of conflict in a legislative session, and (2) ranks both the individual

roll calls and each of the deputies of the dimensions. The fact that

all roll calls which fit a scale can be said to reflect the same attitude

or issue dimension makes Guttman scaling an important tool in reducing
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TABLE I I -2

CONTESTED ROLL CALLS

Per cent vote difference

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 ^0-49 50-59 60-69

Number of

Roll Calls 10 7

TABLE I I -3

ROLL CALL PARTICIPATION

Per cent of Deputies voting

50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99

Number of

Roll Calls 17 11
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the dimensionality of a legislative session's voting record.

Twenty-four of the thirty-two roll calls fit one or more of five

scales constructed for the two-year period under study. The fact that

a higher proportion did not scale was at least in part the result of

rather rigid criteria for scalability-outlined in Appendix B--plus the

fact that some issue areas had only one roll call. The largest of the

scales contains twelve roll calls, while the other four range from two
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to five roll calls each. Only one roll call was found to fit more

than one scale. '^ jhg nature of the scales, the number of roll calls,

and the number of deputies assigned a scale position on each one Is

shown in Table I i -k.

It can be seen in Table I I -^t that between half and three-fourths

of the deputies are included in three of the scales, while the other

two each contain only slightly more than one-third of the chamber's

membership. Thio small size of the "religion" and "investigations"

scales is the result of their being composed of only two roll calls

each, thus allowing only members who responded on both votes to be

scaled. Despite the effects of a generally high level of non-response

combined with rather rigid criteria for scalability, however, all but

seventeen of the 123 deputies who served at some time during the two-

year period could be placed on one or more of the scales. Thus, a

study of the individual scales and of the interrelation among them

should yield important data on the voting structure of the chamber.

Table I I -5 shows the rank-order correlations among each of the

rive scales. The correlation coefficients, ranging from .00 to -.(

provide statistical evidence of the fact that there were several
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TABLE I I -k

SCALE CONTENT AND SIZE

Scale Subject "Positive" Vote Number Number
Rol 1 Ca] 1 s Deput ies

Partisan issues Pro-Administration

Sugar Protection Pro-Sugar Industry

Religion Pro-Church

Foreign Relations Pro-Break vjith Germany

Investigations Pro-Investigation

TABLE I I -5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCALES

2
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distinct dimensions of cleavage in the I9I6-I9I8 chamber. What these

dimensions were and their association with party and region will be

studied in an analysis of the individual scales.

Partisan Issue s Scale

The Partisan Issues Scale was the outgrowth of an effort to scale

several party votes at the beginning of the session dealing with the

credentials of victorious conservative candidates for deputy. When it

was seen that these roll calls not only were mutually scalar but that a

num.ber of votes on other issues also scaled with them^ the scale was

expanded one roll call at a time until a total of twelve was found to

fit. The two major blocs were in general considerably more cohesive on

the roll calls comprising this scale than their average for the wriole

session^ v^/hile an examination of the content of the roll calls shows

them to be items which might v.;e 1 1 be expected to elicit partisan

responses. Three of the votes dealt with provincial elections in which

conservative deputies had been elected^ while four concerned the inter-

vention of conservative-dominated Buenos Aires province. The remaining

five roll calls in the scale dealt with reapportionment^ tax and budget

matters, the arrest of a conservative deputy, and the breaking of

81diplomatic relations vjith Germany. A "positive" vote in each case

was the pro-administration position, as indicated by the vote of the

majority of the Radical bloc. Each position on the scale is based on

a "contrived" item; the two end items contain two roll calls each, Item

2 has three, and Item 3 is composed of five roll calls.

Table 1 I -6A shows the distribution of scale types among the three

party blocs, while Table I I -6B shows their relation to geographic region.
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The concentration of twenty-five conservatives and twenty-seven Radicals

at opposite ends of the diagonal in the first table Indicates the strong

cleavage along party lines represented by this scale. The fact that

thirty-seven deputies representing all three blocs fell into the inter-

mediate scale types, hovyever, shows that even on partisan issues there

was a middle ground and that there apparently were a number of "brokers"

who operated between the hard cores of "government" and "opposition" in

the 1916-1918 session. The identification of the deputies found in

the intermediate scale positions and an analysis of their attributes

compared with those of the twenty-seven Radicals and tv/enty-five

conservatives at the extreme positions should provide insight into the

partisan structure of the chamber.

The Type 3 scale position^ those whose position was pro-administra-

tion on all roll calls except the approval of the I9I6 election in which

the conservatives won the majority of deputies in Buenos Aires province

and the vote to sever diplomatic relations with Germany^ is held by

nine Radicals and one conservative. Four of these Rad ical s--three

"dissidents" and one orthodox--are from Santa Fe, two are from Entre

Rfos, and one each is from C&rdoba^ Buenos Aires province^ and the

capital. Thus, the break from party unity, though slight, appears to

have come primarily from provinces of the Litoral, The lone conservative

who fell in this position tov/ard the pro-administration end of the

scale was a member of the provincial Concent raci on Cfvica of San Juan,

Of the nine conservatives who make up the population of Scale

Type 2--the median position of the scale--seven are from the Interior

and two from the Litoral. Dominant in this scale type are deputies
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from the northv;est^ with tv;o from Salta^ two from Tucuraan, and one each

from Jujuy and Catamarca. The other Interior deputy is from C6rdoba_,

while the two Literal conservatives who place in this scale type are

from Entre Rfos and Corrientes. Placing in this scale type indicates

that a deputy supports the administration of five of the twelve roll

calls on the scale but has taken an ant i -admi nistrat ion stand on (1)

the election of a conservative deputy from Jujuy, (2) amendment to

alcohol and tobacco taxes^ (3) tv;o bills relating to the intervention of

Buenos Aires, and {k) the arrest of a conservative deputy in TucumSn,

in addition to the roll calls on Germany and the Buenos Aires election

which comprise Item k.

The Type 1 scale position includes those v/ho supported the

administration on the refusal to approve the election of the runner-up

for a deputy seat whose winner--of the same party-died between the time

of the election and sv/earing in, and on a mild Senate substitution for

the original deputies bill criticizing the president's intervention of

Buenos Aires province. The nine-member Socialist bloc and nine conserva-

tives fall into this scale type. The conservatives include two from

Santiago del Estero, two from Corrientes, and one each from Catamarca^

Entre Rfos, Mendoza, San Juan, and Santa Fe. The Type scale position,

the most ant 1 -admini strat ion, is held by eighteen Buenos Aires conserva-

tives, two from Corrientes, two from La Rioja, and one each from

Cordoba, San Juan, and Tucuman.

Tables I I -6C and I I -6D summarize the regional distribution of

scale types by party bloc. The greatest deviation from the pro-admin-

istration position among the Radicals came from deputies of the Litoral,
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who divided evenly between Scale Types 3 and k. Radicals of the Interior

and Buenos Aires^ on the other hand^ showed a high concentration at the

pro-administration end of the scale. Among conservatives, those of

Buenos Aires can be seen to form the "anchor" of the ant i -admi ni st rat i on

end of the scale. In contrast to the Radicals, it is the conservatives

of the Interior who deviate the most from "their" end of the scale, al-

though even the Litoral conservatives spread over three scale types and

shov; more deviation than do the Radicals of that region.

Foreign Relations Scale

The partisan orientation of the Foreign Relations Scale, which

deals exclusively with the question of neutrality in World War !, is

suggested in Table II -5 from the fact that this scale correlates rather

strongly--a Tau coefficient of -,64--with the Partisan Issues Scale.

But only one of the three roll calls which comprise this scale would

fit into the larger Partisan Issues Scale; thus, while the question of

breaking diplomatic relations with Germany was definitely a party-

related issue it did have a dimension of its own. In contrast to the

Partisan Issues Scale, it was the Radicals who deviated the most from

their bloc position on the neutrality issue.

The shift in the cohesiveness of the two major blocs is reflected

in the distribution of scale types in Table I I -7A. Only four of thirty-

nine conservatives are found outside of the position most favorable to

a break in relations v^yith Germany, and two of these four are in the ad-

jacent scale type. Among Radicals, seventeen deputies remained solidly

behind President Yrigoyen's neutrality vjhile six deviated to varying

degrees from this position. The Socialists, as has been typical on the
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party-related scales, are found in the intermediate scale types. ^^

Tables I I -7B, I
1 -7C, and 11 -7D do not disclose any significant regional

patterns on the German question beyond the tendency of the Litoral

Radicals to deviate the most from their party's position which was seen

in the partisan issues scale.

This scale's failure to fit within the larger Partisan Issues

Scale is perhaps due to the nature of one of the three roll calls deal-

ing with the German question. The major substantive vote--the roll call

on the proposal to break relations with Germany-does fit in the Partisan

Issues Scale. Of the two which did not fit the larger scale, a proposal

by a pro-administration Radical to take up the day's agenda and thus

postpone action on the diplomatic issue came quite close to doing so

and in this scale is collapsed with the substantive vote to form a

contrived item (item 1). The remaining roll call is a motion by another

pro-administration Radical to postpone the Germany debate in order to

take up some railroad matters. This roll call is Item 2 on the scale,

separated from I tern 1 by two scale types (a "negative" vote on item 2

is Scale Type 1, a non-response on Item 2 is Scale Type 2). The failure

of the Item 2 roll call to fit the Partisan Issues Scale could be the

result of apparently personal factors which will be seen throughout

this work to show up in procedural votes even when they relate to

important substantive questions, or due to the introduction of the rail-

road issue. It is possible, of course, that both factors were at work.
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Sugar Protection Sca le

The Sugar Protection Scale is composed of five roll calls taken

on various facets of a bill revising import duties on sugar. The move

came as a result of high domestic prices and attempted to reduce duties

until domestic sugar prices dropped to an acceptable level. The

"positive" vote in each case is the position most favorable to the

sugar industry.

Item 1 on the scale^ the item on which the greatest number of

deputies took a pro-sugar industry position^ is a contrived item

composed of Article 2 of the proposed bill which set a gradually de-

clining duty over a ten-year period^ and Article 3 which^ on the assumed

approval of Article 2, canceled the existing sugar tariff law. A

"positive" vote in both cases is nay. Item 2, on which aye is pro-

sugar Industry^ is an alternate proposal providing that seventy days

after the domestic sugar price drops below forty centavos per kilo the

old duty scale would again take effect. Item 3 is a vote specifying

that it would be the retail price which would be the key^ while item k

is on setting ^0 centavos as the maximum price. The positive vote on

both is nay.

Table I I -5 shows that the Sugar Protection Scale correlates quite

weakly with the previous two scales. It has a Tauc coefficient of -.0^

with the Partisan Issues Scale,, and .16 vnth the Foreign Relations

Scale. Despite this independence from the party-oriented scales, it

can be seen in Table I I -8A that the conservatives do tend to cluster at

the pro-sugar industry end of the scale while the Radicals are most
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heavily represented at the anti-sugar end, although this diagonal is not

nearly as strong as it was in the previous three scales. Table I I -8B

shows a similar pattern--wi th a similar lack of st rength--based on

region, with the Interior being the most pro-sugar and Buenos Aires the

most anti -sugar. But whereas in some of the previous scales the regional

variations were clarified when the two major blocs were presented sepa-

rately, in this case the patterns appear to be still weaker when considered

by bloc. This seems to be due primarily to the fact that the nine-

member Socialist bloc, heretofore found largely in intermediate scale

types, is in Scale Type on the sugar question. As all the Socialist

deputies are from the capital, this places them in the upper left-hand

cell in Table I I -8B, v;here they compose nine of the sixteen cases and

form one end of a diagonal which disappears when the blocs are separated.

Table I I -8C shows this dispersed pattern of regional scale types

among members of the Radical bloc. As might be expected from the

specific nature of the scale content, however, the voting structure

takes on more form if intrareg ional variations are analyzed. Thus, the

five Interior Radicals in Scale Type 0--the extreme anti-sugar position--

are from Cordoba, San Luis, and Santiago del Estero. The first two

provinces are completely outside of the sugar-growing region, while

Santiago del Estero is on the fringe of the sugar area. The Interior

Radical at the opposite end of the scale is from Tucuman, heart of the

sugar region, as is one of the tv;o in Scale Type 3 (this case was a

non-response on Item k and hence, although assigned to Scale Type 3

according to scaling criteria, does not represent an anti-sugar vote

on any of the five roll calls). The other Interior Radical in Scale
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TABLE I I -8C

RADICAL BLOC
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Type 3, who voted ant i -sugar only on the roll call setting the '-^O-centavo

price^ is from Santiago del Estero.

At the other end of the scale^ four of the five Radicals from the

Buenos Aires region vr'ho are in Scale Type are from the capital^ while

those from the province fall predominantly in Scale Type 2. These

capital Radicals, combined viith the Socialists, thus form the base of

the anti-sugar industry position, Litoral Radicals, three from Entre

R'os and three from Santa Fe, are spread rather evenly across the scale

and appear to have taken their positions on the basis of personal

factors or temporary coalitions.

Among conservative deputies, a marked concentration of Interior

members can be seen in the most protectionist position. These include

deputies from Tucuman, Salta, and Jujuy--all in the sugar zone--as veil

as Santiago del Estero, La Rioja, and Mendoza, Interior deputies at the

opposite end of the scale include two from Cordoba and one from San

Juan, while a third conservative from Cordoba, one from Catamarca, and

one from San Luis take intermediate scale positions. Litoral conserva-

tives are all concentrated toward the pro-sugar end of the scale; those

from Santa Fe and one from Corrientes are at the end position while

another two from Corrientes and the two from Entre Rtos fall into inter-

mediate scale types. Conservative deputies from Buenos Aires are spread

rather evenly across the scale, although falling slightly heavier on

the protectionist end. It would be interesting to determine if a cor-

relation could be found betv;een the urban-rural orientation of the

individual Buenos Aires conservatives and their position on the sugar

issue, but such an analysis is beyond the scope of the present study.
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In summary^ then^ it can be seen upon a more detailed analysis of

the Sugar Protection Scale that party is an even less important factor

than Table I I -8A v;ould indicate_, while region is a stronger influence

than Tables I

!

-8B, i

I

-8C^ and I I -8D show at first glance. The cleavage

on this issue is not between the regions of Buenos Aires and the Interior

or between Buenos Ai res-Li toral and the Interior. Rather^ it is between

the sugar-growing regions of the northwest --general 1 y supported by some

neighboring provi nces--and the consumer-oriented deputies of the capital.

Deputies outside of the Influence of either the sugar industry or the

urban consumer fall at various positions from one end of the scale to

the other. This was seen clearly In the case of the Literal Radicals^

while the enigmatic situation among the Buenos Aires conservatives has

been noted. It is also possible that some of these Buenos Aires conserva-

tives were ant I -sugar not because they may have been urban but rather

because--as may have been the case with conservatives and Radicals from

C6rdoba as well --they represented a competing agricultural region.

Regardless of the reasons behind the voting positions of these and

other deputies from "neutral" areas, the bases of the pole positions

and the nature of the cleavage are clear. The apparent party correlation

seen in Table I! -8A Is the result of the regional distribution of party

strength; there are no conservative deputies from the capital nor

Socialists from the Interior, while conservatives outnumber Radicals

more than two to one among deputies of the Interior.

Rel iq Ion Scale

The Religion Scale is composed of two roll calls: a 197,12^^ peso

item in the proposed 1917 budget to preside scholarships for training
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priests^ and a Socialist deputy's motion to appoint a committee to

study his proposed divorce lav\f. Both major blocs shov/ed rather low

cohesion on this scale. As can be seen in Table \\~5, the Religion

Scale correlates only weakly with the two party-related scales analyzed

above^ showing a Tau coefficient of .28 with the Partisan Issues Scale^

and .16 with the scale dealing with Germany. It has a slightly stronger

correlation with the Sugar Protection Scale--a Tau^- value of .^l--but

not enough to suggest any significant overlapping of cleavaje dimensions.

The clustering of Socialists at the anti -church end of the scale

would be expected on ideological grounds. Of the twelve deputies vjho

took a position against the church on Item 1, the budget allocation for

seminary scholarships, eight were Socialists. They were joined in that

end of the scale by three conservatives and a Radical. The median scale

type--de.put ies who supported the scholarship but took an anti-church

position on the divorce quest i on--was predominantly populated by conserv-

atives; only two of ten deputies In this category v^yere Radicals. The

most pro-church position, Scale Type 2, represents a vote In favor of

the scholarships and against consideration of a divorce law. Tan

Radicals and nine conservatives are in this scale type.

The fact that Radicals appear to support the church with consider-

ably more strength than do the conservatives might at first seem contrary

to the conventional image of the Radicals as the modern secular move-

ment pitted against the conservatives as defenders of traditional

Interests and values. There was, however, an element of nativism, of

emphasis on "lo criollo," in the Radical movement while at the same

time many of the conservatives were the ideological heirs of the nine-
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teenth century liberals who^ among other things, had secularized educa-

tion in Argentina. It is psrhaps these latter aspects which are reflected

in the Religion Scale.

Analysis of the tv/o major blocs in Tables 11 -9C and I I -9D shows

that the slight deviation among Radicals from the most pro~church posi-

tion came primarily from deputies of the Litoral. Among conservatives,

those from Buenos Aires and the Litoral v-jere spread more or less evenly

among the three scale types while those from the Interior fell more

heavily into pro-church positions.

Investigations Scale

The Investigations Scale also is composed of two roll calls. T'le

"easiest" item is a request to the executive for information on the an-

nual number and amount of national bank loans to national or provincial

officeholders since I89O, and the disposition of these loans. The

second item, approval of which placed a deputy in the most pro-investiga-

tion position, was a motion to appoint a committee to investigate al-

leged Irregularities in the management of retirement and pension funds.

Unlike many legislative investigations, these apparently v;ere not

primarily partisan issues. This is reflected in Table 11-5, where

the investigations scale is seen to have a Tau^. coefficient of only

-.05 with the Partisan Issues Scale, and .00 with the Foreign Rela-

tions Scale.

Socialist deputies made both motions comprising this scale, and

Table II-IOA shows that they were solidly supported by their bloc. The

same table shows how members of the other two blocs were spread evenly

across the scale, with only a slight concentration among Radicals
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toward the pro-investigation end and an even weaker imbalance toward the

other end among conservatives. Table II-IOB, while not establishing a

strong relationship^, suggests some regional influence with more than

half of the Type 2 cases coming from Buenos Aires (all but two of these

from the capital) while two-thirds of the deputies in Scale Type are

from the Interior.

As happened with the Sugar Industry Scale^ separation of the major

blocs in Tables I I -IOC and II-IOD and the resulting elimination of the

Socialists tends to obscure rather than clarify the regional aspects of

this scale, Now^ however^ it is among the conservatives rather than

the Radicals where regional influence seems to disappear. Table I I -IOC

shows Radicals from Buenos Aires and the Litoral tend to concentrate

most heavily in Scale Type 2, followed by Type 1 and only one case in

Scale Type 0. Interior Radicals^ on the other hand^ are divided almost

evenly among the scale types. The conservatives from every region can

be seen in Table II-IOD to spread evenly across tlie scale.

Despite this somewhat similar pattern to that of the Sugar Protection

Scale and the moderately strong Tau^, correlation of -.kS between these

two scales^ the investigations scale does not seem to be explainable on

specific regional or party bases. Thus^ in Cordoba one Radical is in

Scale Type 0^ two in Type 1, and one in Type 2, while the two conserva-

tives from that province are divided between extreme scale types.

A La Rioja conservative is in Type 0^ a Salta conservative and a San

Luis Radical in Type 2, while a San Luis conservative is in the inter-

mediate position. Santiago del Estero has a Radical each in Types

and 1 and a conservative in Types and 2, while the lone Tucuman
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deputy recorded on the sca1e--a Rad ical --f al 1 s into Type 0. Buenos

Aires deputies show the same tendency as those of the interior: three

Radicals each fall into a different scale type vjhile among conservatives

two are in Type 0^ five in Type 1^ and one in Type 2.

In shorty it would appear that except for the Socialists the factors

behind a deputy's position on the investigations scale lay primarily in

the realm of individual ideology or i nterests --or in some other area

equally beyond the scope of the present study.

Conclusion

The five Guttman scales which have been analyzed in this section

include twenty-four of the thirty-two contested roll calls held during

the 1916-1918 session of the Argentine Chamber of Deputies, One hundred

six of the 123 deputies who served at some time during the two-year

period are ranked on at least one of the scales^ and all but seven of

these have a place on two or more of the scales, Thus^ among them the

scales provide a reliable indication of the voting structure of the

.session despite the high rate of non-response typically found on any

one rol 1 cal 1

.

The first two years of the Chamber of Deputies under the new

Radical administration of Hipolito Yrigoyen VN,'ere a period of flexibility.,

with various lines of cleavage and a number of "broi<ers" or middle-

ground deputies along each of those lines. Two of the scales--Part isan

Issues and Foreign Rel at i ons --reflect the same basic dimension:

support of or opposition to the policies of the president. It was seen

that the Radicals of the capital and Buenos Aires^ backed up by those
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of the Intsrior^ formed the core of the president's support while the

Or
conservatives of Buenos Aires vjere the center of opposition. Radicals

from the Litoral and conservatives from the Literal and the Interior

populated the intermediate scale types and served as "brokers" on

these scales--as did the Socialists. The fact that deputies are found

at various intermediate positions on scales which are clearly partisan

in character raises a serious question as to the validity of the common

portrayal of the Yrigoyen congress as one sharply divided between the

Radicals and an obstructionist "opposition" bloc of conservatives and

Sect al ( sts

.

The other three scales ell intercorrel ate more strongly than any

of them correlate with either of the previous twOj Indicating that they

also to some extent reflect related dimensions. This dimension would

seem to be that of geographic region. The fact that these i ntercorrel a-

tions range only between Tau^. values of .33 and .kS, however, shows that

while the dimensions may be related they are not the same. Regionalism,

although on a basis other than the or ig i nal categor ies of regions, was

most clearly seen in the Sugar Protection Scale. A probable combina-

tion of ideological and political factors entered into the religion

scale, while factors likewise beyond the scope of this study were found

to play an even greater part in the Investigations Scale. Thus, aside

from the specific economic question involved in the Sugar Scale,

regionalism does not emerge as an overriding explanation behind these

scales.

Political differences among the various regions of Argentina

emerge with considerable more clarity vjhen the two major blocs are
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considered individually. It will be recalled that vjith occasional

exceptions Radicals and the Litoral veered the most from the voting

position of the Buenos Aires and interior Radicals, while Interior

conservatives regularly deviated the most from those of Buenos Aires.

The cases where this did not occur did not represent reversals of the

pattern, but rather cases--such as the conservatives on the Investiga-

tions Scale--where no pattern was discernible or where no significant

deviation occurred. These patterns vjithin each bloc were found in the

"political" scales related to support of Yrigoyen as well as in the

other three scales.

It is premature to attempt to explain these regional patterns

within the blocs, but a fev; speculative observations seem in order.

Among the conservatives, the division would appear to reflect but a

continuation of the historic conflict between the Interior and Buenos

Aires, with the other provinces of the Litoral falling in the middle.

Although the scales show no great differences between deputies elected

under the Partido Democrata Progresista and those connected with other

conservative parties, that 1916 conflict within the conservative coali-

tion might perhaps have been partly a result of those regional differ-

ences and. In turn, may have contributed to par 1 i airientary Factionalism

among conservatives. This division between deputies of the Interior

and Buenos Aires would likely be found in the chamber in earlier years

were sufficient roll calls available to allow analysis, and may well

have been the major dimension of cleavage before the Radicals made

their appearance in the chamber and brought new dimensions of polariza-

tion.
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The pattern within the Radical bloc would appear to reflect a

somev/hat similar situation although modified by factors stemming from

the party's recent rise as a political force and the control over the

party exercised by Buenos Aires caudillo Hipolito Yrigoyen. It will be

recalled that the first Radical electoral victories came in 1912 in the

capital and in Santa Fe, and that while two years later the UCR in the

capital was defeated by the Socialists, it won once again in Santa Fe

and also in Entre Rtos. Thus, the Radicals of the Litoral understandably

could feel politically strong enough to challenge Yrigoyen's attempts

to forge a "national" party subject to his will. Radicals of the

Interior, on the other hand, had not shown this type of electoral strength

and were operating in a more politically hostile environment. As a

result, it is possible that Interior Radicals sav/ a close relationship

with the "national" party as the only means of assuring political

survival at home.

Finally, the "independence" of the Litoral Radicals may in part

be the result of their particular constituency characteristics. As v\/as

shown in Table Il-1, the UCR was essentially an urban paity in Buenos

Aires and quite strongly so in the Interior. In the Litoral, the 1916

Radical vote showed a solid correlation with urbanism--the strength of

association being about mid-way between that in Buenos Aires and in the

Interioi but also showed significant correlations with the agricultural

factors of rural tenancy and farm scale. The possible influence of

these particular corstituency characteristics of the Litoral Radicals

will be explored further in later chapters.
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of "modernization," and Gino Germani 's correlation of the elections of

I9UO, 19^2, ]3kC:> and 1 g^rS in the federal capital with indicators of

social class. The latter study is reported in Germani 's E st ructura

soci al de la A rgentina (Buenos Aires: Editorial Raigal, 1 955) > PP. Zkj

-

263. Argentine sociologist Darfo Canton currently has an extensive study
under v\;ay which will deal with elections at various periods since 1912.

67
For a discussion of the "power" of factor analysis to extract

underlying dimensions despite considerable variations in the original

operational variables, see L. L. Thurstone, Multiple Factor Ana l ysis

(Chicago: Unjversity of Chicago Press, 19^7); PP. 66-67.

°°The previous two national censuses were in 1869 and 1895.

69
The i960 census contains less relevant data at the departamento

level than either of the previous two censuses. In addition to the

shortage of variables, publication of the census volumes had not been

completed for all provinces at the time the present analysis was carried

out

.

'A province with only one or two deputies usually would elect

only every four years.

Throughout this study, correlations will not be considered of

statistical significance unless p <S .05.

'This conclusion is in general agreement with the findings of

Gallo and Sigal, who found that Radical support in I9I6 correlated with

their "index of modernization," a composite of 191^ census data on

urban residence, foreign-born, and literacy.

The official size of the chamber during this period was 120

members, but actual membership was only 101 deputies at the time of

the session's first roll call vote and ranged betv-^een ll^t and 119

during the remainder of the session.

' The Argentine Chamber of Deputies technically holds a different

session each year, but since membership Is altered by election only

every two years the present study will treat the two annual sessions

following each sample election as a single session or "congress."

75'A contested roll call is one in which at least five per cent

of the deputies voting cast a vote against the position of the majority.

The figure was set at five per cent rather tfian the conventional ten
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per cent on the basis that the prevalence of small partie:3 and factions
might cause some roll calls to be thrown out vvith the conventional
measure although they still reflect significant voting alignments.

Chamber rules require a deputy to vote on a roll call if he is
in the chamber and allow sbstention per se only upon the approval of
the membership for each case. Hence^ announced abstention usually
occurs only in cases wfiere it is considered important for the record
--such as when an item affects a particular deputy.

For a complete discussion of the methodology of Guttman scaling,
see Appendix B,

78
The creation of scales with as few as two roll calls is known

to vary from the conventions of Guttman scale analysis;, but is justified
in this work on the grounds that it is more informative than would be
the only alternative of no scale at all in several issue areas. Among
studies which have built scales with as few as two roll calls is Charles
D, Farris, "A Method of Determining Ideological Groupings in the
Congress/' Journal of Pol itics. XX (May, 1958), 308-338.

79This was the major vote on severing diplomatic relations with
Germany, which fit the Partisan Issues Scale as well as scaling with
two other roll calls on the German question vjhich did not fit the
larger scale. There was an additional roll call dealing with an export
tax which scales with a number of seemingly unrelated items, a fact
which seems due to the voting pattern--Soc ial ists against both of the
large blocs--rather than the issues involved (this pattern would place
it in any scale in which the Socialists took an end scale type position).
Because of this, the roll call has been left out of the scales even
though it could have fit several.

The rank-order correlations in Table I I -5 and comparable matrices
in subsequent chapters are Kendall's Tau^. coefficients. For a brief
description of this measure of association, see Hubert M. Blalock Jr.,
Social Statistic; (Mew York: McGraw-Hill, I96O), pp, 319-324.

81
In the United States Congress as v-;ell as in state legislatures,

"partisan issues" have been said to generally fall into one of three
categories: (1) issues involving the prestige and basic programs of
the administration; (2) social and economic proposals for welfare
programs and the regulation of business and labor; and (3) issues involv-
ing the special interests of the parties or legislative organization
and procedure. Malcolm E. Jewell and Samuel C. Patterson, The legisla -

tive Process in the United States (New York: Random House, I966), p. if30
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Op
On the concept of "brokers/' see Dfean L. Yarvvood^ "Legislative

Persistence; A Comparison of the United States Senate in 1850 and
1860/' Midwest Journal of Political Sc ience, XI (May, 1967), 1 93 -2 1 1

.

The intervention of Buenos Aires has been called Yrigoyen's
"declaration of war" against the Regimen. The opposition, in turn,
was annoyed not only by the action but also by the words of the decree,
which claimed his was the only legitimate government and had a mandate
to correct all the nation's existing "illegal" governments. Galvez,

p. 350.

8^Argentine Socialists v;ere opposed to intervention in the war
or a break in relations with Germany at the war's outset, but later
the majority tended to side with the Allies on the basis of the German
threat to Argentine trade through the sinking of merchant ships. This
split the party into the guerrer istas and the i nternaci onal istas

.

the
latter group opposing any intervention in the war and forming the base
for the subsequent founding of the Communist Party in Argentina.
Cuneo, pp. 363-368.

Or

This would tend to support GSlvez's contention that Yrigoyen's
greatest adversary was the provincial government of Buenos Aires under
the governorship of Marcel ino Ugarte. Galvez, p. 2^^.

86
For the Pxadical i nterpretat i on of the Yrigoyen congress, see

Del Mazo, El radi cal ismo , I, 171-233*, and Roberto Etchepareborda,
Yrigoyen y el Congres o (Buenos Aires: Editorial Raigal, 1950.



CHAPTER I I I

A RADICAL HOUSE DIVIDED, 1S26-1S28

The first decade of Radical rule in Argentina witnessed a variety

of changes both in the party and in the nation. The skeptical could no

longer doubt that the Union Cfvica Radical was to be a permanent player

in the Argentine political game, for it had steadily increased both the

margin of its electoral victories and its strength in national and provin-

cial governments. At the same time, there was no lessening of opposition

either within or outside of the governing party. The irregular and

arbitrary governing habits of Hipolito Yrigoyen had angered many Radicals

and members of the opposition, wliile the Radical administration's drift

toward the right in the 1920's under Yrigoyen's successor probably did

less to placate the conservatives than it did to alienate labor. For

Argentina the decade of the 1920's was a time of prosperity, of concentra-

tion on business rather than social issues. It was what might be called

the end of the golden--or gilded--age, the tv/i light of the heady years of

"centennial optimism" when Argentina's future as a great power was

generally taken for granted. By 1930, there would be growing doubts as

to whether God was in fact cr iol 1o .

Politically, perhaps the most important single aspect of Yrigoyen's

1916"'1S22 administration was his governing style. The tactics vjhich had

brought him criticism v\;ithin the party were magnified manyfold in the

presidency. "It was in the Radicals' method of government that Yrigoyen's

enemies found the most legitimate causes of complaint. ... All that

115
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conservative presidents stood for in the way of excessive centralization

and illegal methods was represented in exaggerated form by the man who

claimed to be the spokesman of democracy."

The "personal ism" about which Radicals such as Molina and Melo had

complained in 1909 v/as to be the keynote of the new president^ a man not

In the habit of consulting others nor of delegating authority. He inter-

vened in all spheres of the government, and in addition to personally

making the appointments which were legally under his jurisdiction he

ordered or requested various appointments in the supposedly autonomous

governmental agencies. Espionage was a basic part of Yrigoyen's polit-

ical and governmental system, and with this net of personally appointed

and loyal informants in the various governmental offices and agencies he

knew who made fun of him and who admired him. Employees reached the

point where they did not trust one another, and all refrained from

criticizing the president for fear he would hear about it and have them

fitred.^

Yrigoyen, who had been reluctant to give up conspiracy for campaign-

ing, is said to have tried to run the country as he had run the Union

Cfvica Radical for twenty-five years--as an "unquestioning, disciplined

machine instantly responsive to his will." The first governor elected

under the new electoral reform, a conservative in Cordoba, noted that

in the 1912 campaign against him the Radicals seldom mentioned their

candidate for governor. "There exists one name and one name only:

Yrigoyen." In the presidency, it was still always Yrigoyen. All Radicals

except those who had been friends of Alem and the intellectuals of the

azul faction were said to have been "equally submissive" before the
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president^ whose followers ware sometimes known as qenuflexos or knee-

benders.

It has become commonplace among Radical historians to lay the

major blame on Congress for Yrigoyen's failure to carry out major economic

g
and social reforms. Luna^ for example, speaks of a "war without quarter"

against Yrigoyen which was evident in the Congress, resulting in the

Q
systematic obstruction of the president's governmental tasks. According

to Del Mazo, "Congress vias constantly remiss in the requests of the first

Yrigoyen government--even the most urgent." As was noted in the previous

chapter, it is also comiiion to picture the Congress as divided into a

Radical bloc struggling against a dominant and monolithic opposition

bloc composed of conservatives and Socialists --an assumption which

was seen to be open to serious question when the Chamber of Deputies

1 2
roll call votes for the period are analyzed.

Whatever Yrigoyen's problems with Congress, they were at least in

part of his own making. Lacking perhaps both the skill and the inclina-

tion for "congressional managen;ent," Yrigoyen increasingly alienated the

members of Congress through both his tendency to slight it as an institu-

tion and his constant criticism of all past administrations. Awaiting a

comprehensive statement of the new administration's program and goals in

the president's first state of the union message in May, 19l7j members

of Congress instead received a four -paragraph statement delivered by the

minister of the interior in which Yrigoyen said he had been too busy

with the "arduous and complex problems" he had inherited to be able to

13
prepare a message for Congress. When the belated annual message did

arrive a month and a half later, it was presented by an underling rather



than the president. Nor did Yrigoyen show up for the opening of

Congress in 1918^ and when the same thing happened in 1919 the

legislators were no longer willing to sit and listen to the annual mes-

sage read by someone else. That year, as at the following three opening

sessions before the end of Yrigoyen's term. Congress dispensed reading

of the message and merely had it entered in the record, thus tending to

"return the discourtesy." Yrigoyen avoided Congress when his party

was in control just as strongly as he did when it had an "opposition"

majority, and in his eight years as president, 1916-1922 and 1928-1930,

he entered the building but twice--to be inaugurated.

Congress, particularly its non-Radical members, was further annoyed

by the president's rather flagrant violation of the traditional separa-

tion of powers. One writer contends that "he did not understand that

only Congress had the right to vote appropriations, and he spent money

not authorized by the budget," ' Nor did the fact that fifteen of the

twenty federal interventions in the provinces during Yrigoyen's first

1 8adn inistrat ion came by presidential decree during congressional recess

endear him to the legislators, particularly in view of the overt polit-

ical nature of some of these interventions.

While Yrigoyen refused to accept the concept of class interests,

he was considered generally sympathetic to labor and the party sought

the support of the urban working class as vie]] as the middle class. His

was a paternalistic concern, however, different from that of former

administrations perhaps in degree but not in kind. It has even been said

that on balance the UCR's record of labor legislation was no better than

that of the preceding conservative administrations, although Radicals
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would no doubt blame this on congressional opposition rather than on

Yrigoyen.

The semana triiq'ica in January^ 1919^ caused some to question the

supposed labor sympathies of the Radical pres ident --al though here as on

other facets of Yrigoyen's administration thei'e are widely varying

Interpretations. The v-veek oF strikes and rioting which left hundreds

dead--many of them uninvolved bystanders --began when police fired upon

19
a group of striking metalworkers in what one author calls "a massacre,"

Betv;een the incident and the funeral of the victims the following day

several other labor groups v/alked off their jobs and took to the street

to protest the police action. When police the following day responded

to fiery funeral orations with further gunfire^ the battle was joined.

Congress failed to cope with the outbreak of violence, for "they met in

an atmosphere of short tempers, and instead of taking action, they threw

their notebooks at each other and said things vyhich had to be deleted

20
from the Diar io de Ses iones . " As to Yrigoyen's role, one historian

contends the police violence throughout the week was contrary to the

president's orders and in sharp contrast to the "prudence" he exercised

21during the incident. Another concludes, hov;ever, that Yrigoyen "seems

to have given the police orders to shoot to kill, because they fired

22
indiscriminately on everyone in the streets,"

When it was over and the various sides took stock of the events,

few were happy with the government's action, "The middle and upper classes

felt that the police had added to the confusion instead of controlling it;

and the workers were angry and resentful at the brutality with v/hich their

strike had been broken and their fellows senselessly murdered," -^ But as
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the sams author adds: "V/ith a world In revolution it is not surprising

that the echoes of great events penetrated even to the Rio de la Plata;

Yrigoyen, like most of Buenos Aires^ merely mistook the echo for the

terrible event itself."

Yrigoyen's first administration has also come under fire for al-

leged corruption. Although the president himself is said to have been

of unquestioned honesty---he even set the example of personal austerity

by paying his own way when he took vacations and bringing the bottled

water he drank at the office from his home-- -'those around him often

were not so honest. While it has been argued that Radical corruption

was petty and relatively insignificant compared to the larger private

"deals" of the days of the Regimen^ that of the 1916-1922 period was

considerably more conspicuous.

There were^ of course^ positive sides to the Yrigoyen administra-

tion. Perhaps the greatest contribution of the first Radical government

was psychological; it made large sectors of the popul at ion--part icul arly

the urban middle cla3S--feel for the first time that they were a part of

the political system. For all the presidential i nscrutabi 1 i ty^ the se-

mana trSgica^ or the administrative corruption, Yrigoyen vjas their man in

a way that few previous presidents had been. The UCR's popular vote,

its control of provincial governments, and the size of its bloc in the

Chamber of Deputies Increased steadily over the six-year period. It

should be noted, however, that the I9I8 or 1920 conversion of provinces

to the Radical cause most often came during or just after one of Yrigoyen's

interventions. Such was the case in the province of Buenos Aires, in

Jujuy, and In La Rioja in 1918; it v;as the same in San Juan and San Luis

in 1920.
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By 1918 Radicals composed a majority of the 120-member Chamber of

Deputies^ although six of the sixty-five Radical members were Santa Fe

"dissidents." Follovnng the 1920 elections^ the UCR bloc in the expanded

156-member chamber had grov/n to ninety deputies^ while there were an ad-

ditional ten dissident Radicals. The 1922 election brought another

slight increase, resulting in a UCR bloc of 101 deputies plus two members

of the new Union Cn/ica Radical Bloquista of San Juan. Thus, when Yrigo-

yen turned over the government to his Radical successor the party had an

almost tv;o-thirds majority in the lower chamber.

Aside from the fact that both were long-time members of the UCR,

there was little similarity between Yrigoyen and his chosen successor,

Marcelo T. de Alvear. The new president v/as more scrupulous than Yrigoyen

in his respect for formal democratic processes, while being less of an

advocate of governmental intervention in society and in the economy.

While Yrigoyen had been criticized for intervening too frequently in the

provinces, Al vear--despi te the seven interventions of his admi nistrat ion--

27
was criticized for intervening too little.

According to a biographer of both Radical presidents, Yrigoyen

had not had time to groom a successor of presidential stature who thought of

the party and the nation as he did. Those who were closest to Yrigoyen's

approach and Ideology--men such as Diego Luis Mollnari, Horacio Oyhanarte

or Jorge Raul RodrTguez--st 1 1 1 needed years of maturity and experience.

On the other hand, men like Melo, Gallo, Le Breton or Saguier who were

of presidential stature had flaws--in Yrigoyen's eyes--in their con-

nections or in their outlook. It v;ould help bring back together the

centrifugal elemants of the party to nominate someone from the azul sector.
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but it could not be soir.sone who v^ould challenge Yrigoyen's leadership of

the party or undermine the regeneration he v^/as bringing to Argentina.

The only answer^ it seemed^ was Alvear---a man close enough to Yrigoyen

so as to not put up too niuch of a fight during their inevitable confronta-

tions^ and of sufficient "nobility" as to not employ underhanded tactics.

What was wanted was a "good sport/' someone who v\/ould put up a good front

and help hold the party together while Yrigoyen continued to run both

the party and the nation from behind the scenes.

But Alvear^ even before his inauguration^ was to shovj more independence

than the retiring president had anticipated. The first sign carr.e when he

insisted on naming his own cabinet^ often running against Yrigoyen's

recommendations. In keeping with his style of one-man government^ Yri-

goyen's mi nisters-~v;i th a few except ions--l acked influence in the admin-

istration and were responsible for few acts of individual initiative

29
since all was absorbed and done by the caudillo. Alvear^ on the other

hand^ believed that excessive presidential pov;er was one of the political

maladies of the country and that it had been made worse during Yrigoyen's

administration. The nev>; president favored a system in which the president

provided the guidance and orientation but where the actual running of

the government was largely in the hands of the cabinet^ whose members

should themselves be of presidential calibre. Instead of filling the

ministries v/ith old party faithfuls, he sought out qualified men prominent

in social and university circles with little regard to the ardor of their

Radical ism.^°

Nor did Alvear's election bring about the anticipated harmony

within the Union Ctvica Radical. In the Chamber of Deputies, long-standing
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31
differences within the Radical bloc crystallized into two formal

groupings^ one supporting President Alvear and one rallying behind the

ex-president. Organising as a separate party^ the former group adopted

the label of Uni&n C'vica Radical Ant
i
personal ista. In 1926^ voters in

most provinces had slates of two--and sometimes more--versions of

Radicalism from which to choose.

To the alvear istas the break represented a return to the principles

on which the UCR had been founded^ principles which had been corrupted by

the leadership of Yrigoyen. "V/e do not consider ourselves infallible,

nor do we feel imbued with the divine inspiration of some apostle,"

concluded a manifesto by a group of Ant ipersonal ista senators in obvious

32
reference to the ex-president. To those faithful to Yrigoyen, the Anti-

personal istas were nothing but conservatives in boinas blancas --the white

berets v/hich had become a popular symbol of the UCR. At best, they

viewed the dissidents as dupes of the Regimen; at worst, the alvearistas

were considered active conspirators against all that the UCR represented

and had accomplished. To the faithful, the rapprochement between the

Ant ipersonal i stas and the conservatives was cont u be rnio- -concubinage --a

term which gained a permanent place in the Argentine political lexicon.

Election Analysis

The 1926 vote for national deputies is perhaps the most difficult

to analyze of the six elections dealt with in this study. In I9I6 there

was a clear division between Radicals and conservatives regardless of \,-jhat

particular names each took in the individual provinces. In 1936 and

thereafter, the increasing nationalization of politics resulted in little
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confusion among major groupings despite some variations at the provincial

level. But in 1926^ the recent division of the UCR at the national level

had resulted in two distinct national Radical parties whose affiliates at

the provincial level could not always be clearly identified, Thus^ for

example^ in Santiago del Estero there was the regular UCR plus the UCR

Alem^ UCR Unificada^ and UCR Blanca, In RucumSn there were ballots for

the UCR^ the UCR Carranza^ and the UCR Roj a^ while in San Juan there was

the UCR Unificada and the UCR Bloquista. in other provinces^ however^

the parties ran under their national labels and caused no problem of

ident i f i cation.

In provinces where it was unclear which Radical groupswere aligned

with the Yrigoyen faction and which were v/ith the Ant i personal istaS;, a

comparison was made with the electoral college vote of 1928 in much the

same way that the various conservative groups had been checked out in

1916. Since this technique serves only for the top tvjo parties in each

province^ the minor splinter Radical gioups in several provinces were

not considered in the regional or national correlations because there

was no way of determining with confidence which of the two major groups

they belonged with--if either. The notes to Table ! 11 -1 list the

provincial parties included in each political category.

An additional problem of analysis in the 1926 election is the fact

that although there were three major national group! ngs--the UCR^ the

Antipersonal istasj and the conservat i ves--one or another of these did

not run in eight of the thirteen provinces which elected deputies. Thus^

at both the regional and national levels the correlations for each party

at times had to be calculated with different provinces and differing
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numbers of cases. Election returns for Socialists v/ere available for

eight provinces^ but as the party failed to win any representation cut-

side of the federal capital the vote was not analyzed at the regional and

national levels. It migfit be noted, hov;ever, that simple correlations

showed the Socialists to have a consistently strong correlation with the

urbanism factor.

In 1926 and for every election analyzed thereafter, an indicator

of "party organization" will be included as an independent variable in

addition to the census -der ived factors. The strength of a particular

party's vote in a given district v^Jould be expected to depend somewhat

upon the nature of the party's organization in that district as well as

upon socio-economic characteristics of the constituency. Thus an indicator

of party organizat ion--the term is used here in a very broad sense v;hich

would include traditional forms of caudillismo as well as more formal

party organization and activity-would perhaps explain a portion of a

party's variance in support which could not be accounted for by the other

variables. As an indicator of party organizat ion--and admittedly a

rather imperfect one--the present study will use the particular party's

vote in the previous election analyzed. In addition to the weakness of

having an intervening decade in which vote patterns may have varied in

other elections, the use of this indicator presents problems because of

the fact that parties at times are different from those analyzed in the

previous time period. Nevertheless, it was felt useful to include this

new type of variable; the "proof" should be in the results.

Table I I I -1 shows the simple correlation coefficients for the 1S26

election at the national and regional levels, Nationally, it can be seen
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that urbanlsm declined somewhat as an explanatory variable--al though

still iipportant for two of the three party groupings--whi le other factors

have gained in importance. For the orthodox UCR^ the only independent

variable significant at the national level is rural tenancy^, registering

a correlation of .^1-8. The party shov/s virtually no correlation either

with urbanisn-i--which had been so important in lSl6-^-or with the Radical

vote in that election a decade before. The Ant
i
personal istas, on the

other hand^ appear to have taken the UCR's place as the "urban" party

and--perhap5 not coi nci dental ly-show a correlation of .39 with the 1916

33Radical vote.-^"^ An additional important variable for the Ant ipersonal is-

tas is ranch scale. For the conservatives of 1926_, both rural ownershIp--a

correlation of -.37 with rural tenancy--and rural ism appear more important

than the sector's 1916 strength, although all correlations are in the

expected direction.

In multiple regression at the national level, rural tenancy ac-

counts for 23.5 per cent of the total variance in the UCR vote, while

the other four variables together explain but another 1.9 per cent. For

the Ant ipersonal ista vote, Radical strength in 1916 accounts for 15.3

per cent of the variance, ranch scale explains another 7.3 per cent, and

farm scale adds 5.7 per cent for a total explained variance at this step

of 28.3 per cent and a multiple correlation coefficient of .53. The

remaining two variables, urbanlsm and rural tenancy, together account for

but another 1.7 per cent of the variance and boost the multiple R to .55.

In the case of the conservatives, the negative correlation with tenancy

explains 13.^ per cent of the total variance viiile rural ism-'the negative

correlation with urbanism--accounts for another 8.5 per cent. The I9I6
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TABLE lll-l

CORRELATES OF 1926 DEPUTIES ELECTION

Factors

I 11 III IV

No. Ranch Rural Farm UCR Con. Mult,
Cases Urban Scale T'ncy Scale 1916 1916 R

NATION
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TABLE II 1-1 (Continued)

a , ,
U.C.

R

. is the Union Civica Radical; Conserv . is the Partido Con-
servador.

b .

U, C. R. includes the Union C'vica Radical in Corrientes^ Entre
Rfos^ and Santa Fe. Ant iper . includes the Uni&n Civica Radical Anti-
psrsonalista in Corrientes and Entre Rios and the Union Civica Radical
Unificada in Santa Fe. Conserv. includes the combined slate presented
by the Part i dos L i beral and Autonomista in Corrientes and that of the Con-
centracion Popular in Entre Rtos.

^U C .

R

. includes the Union Ctvica Radical in Catamarca^ C&rdoba,
Jujuy, La Rioja^ and TucumSn. Ant iper . includes the Union Civica Radical
Ant ipersonal ista in Catamarca and La Rioja^ the Union Cfvica Radical Len-
cinista of Mendoza^ and the Union Cfvica Radical Carranza of TucuniSn.

Conserv . includes the Partido Dem&crata in Cordoba and the Partido Liberal
in Mendoza and TucumSn.
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conservative vote entered the equation third^ explaining another 2.7 per

cent for a total explained variance at this stage of 24.7 per cent.

After chese three variables^ the factors dealing v\/ith ranch and farm

scale together account For less than one per cent of the variance and

increase the multiple R only from .49 to .50.

Examination of the regional sections of Table III-] discloses some

rather sharp regional variations which are disguised at the national

level. In Buenos Aires^ it is the UCR which now seems to be the "rural"

party, correlating at -.Zk with the urbanism factor compared to the

conservatives' correlation of -.10. The only other significant correla-

tion for either 1926 group in the province v;as with its respective party

vote in 1916. The Ant ipersonal istas did not run a slate in Buenos Aires,

Yrigoyen's home province. In the multiple regression analysis, the I9I6

Radical vote and the negative association with urbanism explain 6,1 and

5.8 per cent of the IJCR's variance, respectively, while the remaining

three variables account for but another one per cent. In the conservatives'

equation, I9I6 conservative vote accounts for 6 per cent and all other

independent variables increase the explained variance only to 6,9 per

cent.

The Litoral, which provided the strongest correlations in 1916,

repeats this pattern for all parties in 1926. Both the UCR and the Anti-

personal i stas shov; strong positive correlations v;ith urbanism, tenancy,

and farm scale just as the UCR did in 1916, and correlate at .70 and

.8k respectively with the I9I6 Radical vote. The Litoral conservatives

also shov; a rather similar pattern to that of a decade earlier, although

the negative correlations with urbanism and fa''m scale are somewhat
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stronger while the assoclat ion--al5o negat ive--wi th rural tenancy has

weakened. The 1926 conservative vote correlates at .71 with that of a

decade earl ier

.

Multiple regression for the Litoral shovjs that the 1916 Radical

vote accounts for ^:-8.6 per cent of the variance in the UCR vote in 1926^

while urbanisrn explains another 7.5 per cent. Ranch scale^ entering the

equation third, accounts for 3.3 psr cent of the variance while the

remaining variables, tenancy and farm scale, together add but another 2

per cent to the explained variance despite their strong independent cor-

relations. The 1916 Radical vote explains a considerably higher proportion

of the variance in the Ant
i
personal ista vcte--71.1 per cent. The second

variable to enter was farm scale, which accounted for another k.o per

cent, while the remaining three added only 2.k per cent combined. For

the Litoral conservatives, I9I6 conservative vote accounts for 50.8 per

cent of the 1926 variance. The negative association with urbanisrn explains

another 10.6 per cent, that with tenancy 5.^ per cent, and with farm

scale k.S per cent. These four variables account for 71.8 per cent of

the variance in conservative vote, while the fifth--ranch scale--adds

but one-tenth of a per cent more.

As It was at the national level, in the Interior rural tenancy is

the strongest and only significant variable correlating with the vote of

the UCR, The Ant
i
personal I sta vote in the interior correlates signif-

icantly only with large ranching, vyhile the conservative parties register

significant negative correlations v^jith this factor and with urbanisrn.

In multiple regression, 20,7 per cent of the UCR's variance is explained

by rural tenancy, with another 2.5 per cent accounted for by the negative
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correlation with urbanisai. The remaining three variables together

explain less than one per cent more of the variance. For the Antiperso-

nal istas^ ranch scale accounts for 1^.2 per cent of the variance while

farm scale and the 1916 conservative vote account for an additional 7.3

and 2.6 per cent, respectively. The partial correlation with urbanism

jumped sharply after the "organization" variable entered the equation^

causing it to enter fourth but account for S.k per cent more of the

variance. Tenancy, the last variable to enter, adds virtually nothing

to the explained variance. Both urbanism and ranch scale are significant

in the regression equation for the conservative vote. The former, enter-

ing first, explains 22.2 per cent of the variance while the second ac-

counts for another 13.8 per cent and boosts the multiple R from .hj to

.60. The 1916 conservative vote explains 2 per cent more of the variance,

while the last two var i ables--tenancy and farm scale--togetner add less

than one per cent.

It will have been noted that in the Interior, the "party organiza-

tion" indicator used v;ith the UCR and the Ant i personal istas is the I9I6

conservative vote rather than the Radical vote of that year. Both 1925

branches of the Radicals were found to correlate negat ivel y--al though

at a rather low level --with the 1916 UCR vote, while registering very

weak positive correlations of .03 and .06 v/ith the I9I6 conservative

vote. While a negative correlation witii previous elections might vie]]

be meaningful, it seems invalid as an indicator of organization and

hence if strong v/ould "artificially" inflate the multiple regression

coefficients. Although the coefficients are below the level of statistical

significance, the 1926 correlations for the Interior suggest that the UCR
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and the governing Ant
t
personal i stas were stronger in 1926 In areas which

had been dominated in 1916 by the conservatives. The 1926 conservat i ver,,

on the other hand^ sihow a correlation of -,01 with the 1916 conservatives

but correlate at .20 with the UCR vote in 1916. This reversal of sorts

which appears to have occurred between 1916 and 1926^ it should be noted,

seems not to affect the consistent associations which the UCR of 19l6_,

the Ant ipersonal istas of 1926_, and the conservatives of both periods

register with the urbanism factor.

The fact that the conservatives were in pcvyer at the time of the

1916 election and the Ant ipersonal ista government of Alvear was in when

the 1926 election took place suggests the hypothesis that in the Interior

--or in parts of i t--"organi?.at ion" may relate more to incumbency than

to specific parties. In other words, there may be areas which tend to

support the "official" party from one administration to another. To

test this hypothesis, the regression equations for the Interior will cor-

relate the governing party v^/ith the one vjhich was in pov;er at the previous

election anal yzed--al vjays checking first, of course, to make sure that it

does not correlate "properly" with the previous vote for the same party.

Since it seems less plausible that certain areas would voluntarily be

consistently in the opposition despite turnovers in administration parties,

positive correlations such as that between the 1926 conservatives and the

1916 Radicals will be considered to be mainly the complement of the

administration-support phenomenon. That is, If some areas consistently

support the administration, the "out" party, when two parties are being

analyzed, would tend to be strongest In residual areas. In viev; of this,

the opposition parties v\'i 1 1 be correlated with their own earlier vote.
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if positive^ or with no previous vote if this is negative.

Summarizing the ]9?.6 analysis^ it can be seen that there is a

considerable continuity betv^een that election and the election of 1916.

This is most evident in the case of the conservatives, who continue to

draw their strength from the less urbanized areas and--with the exception

of the special case of the interior which has already been discussed--

correlate significantly with the conservative vote of a decade earlier.

Of the two Radical groups, the Ant ipersonal i stas appear to have "inherited"

most of the 1916 UCR strength in the more urban areas; in Buenos Aires,

where the Ant ipersonal istas did not run, the UCR "lost" the urban areas

to the Socialists and correlate more strongly with rural ism than do the

conservatives. V/hetlier or not there was justification on the basis of

policies for the Yrigoyenista accusation that the Ant
i
personal istas were

nothing but disguised conservatives, it can be seen that the areas sup-

porting Yrigoyen's challenge to the conservatives in 1916 were more

inclined to vote for the Alvear than the Yrigoyeii sector of the Radicals

in 1926.

Roll Call Analysis

Deputies serving in the 1926-1928 session of the Chamber included

the three basic categories of a decade earliei—Radicals, conservatives,

and Socialists. V^hile the latter two groups were classified into blocs

as they had been in the 19l6-19i8 session, however, the Radicals presented

a new problem in the 1926-1928 analysis. The party in 192^1 had formally

split into two groups--those v/ho supported Yrigoyen and those v;ho opposed

the leadership of the long-time Radical caudillo from Buenos Aires
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province. The former vjere often called "personal istas"; the latter

"ant
i
personal istas."

Had the new Radical factions adopted and consistently used nevj

names as they did years later after the 1957 splits there would have been

little problem of classification. This was not the case in the 1920's^

however. While the 1926-1928 chamber did have deputies who had been

elected under the party label of Union Cfvica Radical Ant ipersonal ista^

it also contained Ant ipersonal istas v/ho had been elected as members of

the Union Ctvica Radical, the banner under which most of the pro-Yrigoyen

Radicals were elected. Also_, there were cases of variously named provin-

cial part ies--such as the Partido Radical Unificado of Sarita Fe--w!:ose

deputies were found in both camps.

Various methods were used to discover in which bloc of the Radicals

the individual deputies belonged. In addition to a comparison of the

parties in the 1926 election with support for the various presidential

candidates in 1928--a technique discussed above in the section on election

anal ysis --i nformat ion on a number of deputies was obtained from Radical

histories of the period.-^ Through these various methods, it was

eventually possible to establish the proper bloc identification of all

Radical deputies serving in the session. The regional distribution of

the membership of the two Radical blocs is shovjn in Table I I 1-6.

There were fifty-six contested roll calls during the 1926-1928

session of the chamber. As in the earlier session, Table II I -2 shows

that the majority of the roll calls were fairly even divisions of the

chamber; in thirty cases the difference between the majority and minority

vote was less than 20 per cent. Unlike the 1916-1918 session, however.
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TABLE II 1-2

CONfTESTED ROLL CALLS

Per cent vote difference

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 40-if9 50-59 60-69 70-79 8O-89 90-99

Number of

Roll Calls 16 1^ 11 4 1 2 1 3 1 1

TABLE 11 i -3

ROLL CALL PARTICIPATION

Per cent of Deputies voting

0-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99

Number of

Roll Calls 1 16 14 ]k
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there were a few cases where the difference in voting reached above 70

per cent. A more striking difference between the two sessions is the

participation in roll call voting. In 1916-1918^ slightly more than

half of the roll calls registered the vote of only between 50 and 59

per cent of the deputies^ while only four of the session's thirty-two

roll calls had a rate of participation of 70 per cent or higher. Table

I I I "3 also shows the highest concentration of cases in the 50-59 per

cent category^ but there are also fourteen cases with participation in

the 70-79 per cent range and eight roll calls in which betv^een 80 and

89 per cent of the chamber participated. Partly as a result of this

higher rate of participation^ all but four of the session's 157 deputies

are ranl<ed on at least one of the 1926-1928 Guttman scales.

Table 111-4 lists the Guttman scales which were constructed from

the 1926-1928 roll calls, showing the subject, the meaning of a "positive"

vote, the number of roll calls, and the number of deputies composing each

scale. The size of the scales range from three scales containing only

two roll calls each to the Partisan Issues Scale whose two contrived

items contain a total of twenty-two roll calls. The number of deputies

ranked by the scales ranges from sixty-eight to 139.

It can be seen in Table I !
I -5 that there is a wide variety of

intercorrel at ions among the eight scales for this session. The correla-

tion coefficient of .90 betv;een the Petroleum and Partisan Issues scales

results from the fact that in both cases the Radical deputies v^ere solidly

at one end of the scale while the Socialist bloc v;as in both cases in the

middle scale type. There were enough differences, however, to justify

these as two separate scales. Correlations of -.01 between the Partisan
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TABLE I I I
-if

SCALE CONTENT AND SIZE

Scale Subject "Positive" Vote

Petroleum Pro-nationalization

Women's Rights Expanded rights

Foreign Affairs Pro-Administration

Labor Laws Pro-Labor

Partisan Issues Pro-Administration

Pensions Pro-Pensions

Credentials Approval

Budget Control Pro-Administration

Number
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TABLE I 11-5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCALES

Women's Foreign Labor Partisan Creden- Budget

Rights Affairs Laws Issues Pensions tials Control

Petroleum .12

Women's Rights

Foreign Affairs

Labor Laws

Partisan Issues

Pensions

Credent ial

s

.25
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Issues and Woman's Rights scales and ,03 between this latter scale and

that dealing with budget control suggests that here the scales represent

completely unrelated issue diinensiono. Most of the coefficients show

some degree of i ntercorrel at ion--an expected situation where at least

some of the blocs tend to vote with a rather high level of cohesion--

but are low enough to leave no doubt that the 1926-1923 session showed

a mul t
i -dimens ional configuration of voting behavior. These dimensions

are discussed belov/.

Petroleum Scale

This scale deals with the controversial question of nationalizing

the petroleum resources of the nation. It contains both partisan and

regional elements; nationalization was a major issue for the UCR^ and

the main oilfields were in several provinces of the interior and the

Litoral .

Item 1 of the scale^ the "easiest" of the three questions for

deputies to take a pro-nationalization position^ is approval of the

article of the petroleum bill declaritig national ownership of all hydro-

carbons. I tern 2 is a proposal that the exploration and exploitation of

hydrocarbons also be a national monopoly^ while Item 3 is a motion to

close debate on the exploration and exploitation question. A "positive"

or pro-nationalization vote is an aye on each item.

Table I I I -7A shows the bloc distribution on the Petroleum Scale.

Beginning at the pro-nationalization end of the scale, it can be seen

that only members of the Radical bloc are found in Scale Type ^^--a

positive vote on all three iteiT!5--and that all but three of the Radicals
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are in this scale type. Scale Type 3, those who favored both national

ownership and a national exploration-exploitation monopoly but opposed

closing off debate^ contains the remaining three Radicals, a majority

of the Socialists; and two members each of the Ant ipersonal ist and

conservative blocs. The three Radicals did not vote against their bloc,

however; they fall in this scale type because of a non-response on Item 3,

Scale Type 2, representing a vote in favor of nationalization of

hydrocarbon resources but opposition to a national monopoly on exploration

and exploitation, is populated by the remaining Socialists, nine

conservatives, and four Ant ipersonal ists . Another eight conservatives

and seven Ant ipersonal is ts are in Scale Type l--a non-response on item i

and a negative vote on the remaining two i tem.s --whi le seven conservatives

and eight Ant ipersonal ists had a negative position on all items to rank

at the ant i -nat ional izat ion end of the scale. If the blocs are ranked

from most pro-nationalization to most ant i -nat ional izat ion, therefore,

they would be in the order of Radical, Socialist, conservative, and

Ant i personal ist.

Table I I I -7B shows the regional distribution of the Petroleum Scale

types. Although it is not as pronounced as the bloc distribution, a

regional pattern can be seen on the scale. All but four of the deputies

from Buenos Aires fall in Scale Type 2 or above, compared to only

slightly more than half of those of the Litoral and less than half of

those from the interior. Moving to the regional distribution of the tv/o

blocs which ranged over several scale types, it can be seen in Tables

1 1 I -7c and 111-70 that among both Ant ipersonal ist and conservative

deputies those of the interior tended to be more concentrated at the
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TABLE I I I -7A

PETROLEUM SCALE
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TABLE I I I -7C

ANT I PERSONAL I ST BLOC

Reg ion

Literal

I nter ior

Total

Petroleum Scale Type

2^22063200
8 7^20

Not

Scaled

6

5

11

Total

16

16

32

TABLE II I-7D

CONSERVATIVE BLOC
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35
ant i -nat ional izat ion end of the scale.

In summaryj tben^ the petroleum issue seems to have represented a

partisan question for the Radicals and a regional issue for the Anti-

personalists and conservatives. Radical deputies from the Litoral and

the Interior overrode provincial loyalties in favor of the party--or did

not vote--and favored complete national control. Socialists,, in the

only 1926-1328 scale in which they did not show high cohesion, split on

the question of government vs. mixed systems of exploration and exploita-

tion. Among conservatives, those from Buenos Aires v/ere mostly in Scale

Type 2 while those of the Litoral and--even more so--the Interior were

at the ant i -nat ional izat ion end of the scale. There were no Ant ipersonal is1

deputies from Buenos Aires, but those of the Interior were noticeably

more opposed to nationalization than wore those of the Litoral. It should

be remembered throughout the discussion of the 1926-1928 scales, of course,

that the regional nature of the division in the UCR in 192^, shown in

Table I

M -6, will considerably reduce the intra-bloc regionalism of both

Radical groups.

Women's Rights Scale

One of the scales composed of only tv;o roll calls, the Women's

Rights Scale is based on two clauses in a bill which v;ould expand V'/omen's

legal rights in handling property. The "easier" clause, composing I tern 1,

would give a v;oman the right to administer her own goods and property

and any she may receive In the legal breakup of a household. Item 2

would give her the right to dispose of these same goods and property.

A positive or pro-rights vote is an aye in each case.
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Table I I I -8A snows that of the four blocs only the Socialists are

all in the same scale type on this Issue. A majority of the Radicals and

Antipersonal ists are also in Scale Type 2--an aye vote on both items--but

some of their blocs also spread across the other two scale types. The

conservatives are concentrated in Scale Type 1^ with two members at the

pro-rights end of the scale. Table I i

I

-8B indicates no pronounced regional

pattern to the vote_, but does show that a smaller proportion of Interior

deputies than those from other regions are in Scale Type and that those

of Buenos Aires are predominantly in Scale Type 2 (of which nineteen^

of course, are Socialists).

Checking the Radicals and Ant ipersonal ists for intra-bloc regional

variations. Table II I -8C shows no significant pattern for the former and

Table I I I -8D indicates only a slight pro-rights tendency among Antiper-

sonal ists of the Interior over those of the Litoral. The two conservatives

who were in Scale Type 2 also were from the I nter i or--one from Mendoza

and the other from Salt a.

It would appear, in summary, that for the Socialists the question

of extending women's legal rights was clearly a partisan issue--f i tt i ng

the party's basic doctr ines--whi le for members of the other blocs it was

more a question of personal values or beliefs. One interesting aspect

of the scale is that contrary to what might be expected on the basis of

conventional wisdom about the "traditional" Interior vs. "modern" Buenos

Aires, Interior deputies often tended to be mere "modern" in their

attitude tovsfard vrameri than did some of those from Buenos Aires and the

Litoral.
^^
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Foreign Affairs S cale

This is a scale which actually mixes elepients of diplomacy^

religion^ and perhaps ethnicity; on the basis of its major theme, how-

ever, it will be called a Foreign Affairs Scale. Another two-item scale,

this one is composed of a vote to take up tiie day's agenda so as to avoid

a debate on the elevation of Argentina's representation in Italy to the

rank of embassy (item 1), and a vote to raise the nation's representation

to the Vatican to the rank of embassy (item 2). A positive vote is nay

on Item 1 and aye on I tern 2.

Table I I I -9A shows that the opposite ends of this scale are held

up by the Radicals and the Socialists, with the other two blocs ranging

over two or three scale types each. The Ant ipersonal ists are almost

evenly divided between Scale Types 1 and 2, while the conservatives range

from Type to Type 2 with a concentration in the latter. Table 1 I I -9B

shows no significant regional pattern to the scale beyond the fact that

there are no Litoral deputies in Scale Type and Type 1 is composed

mostly of deputies from the Litoral and the Interior, In regional analysis

of individual blocs, it can be seen in Table I I I -9C that no pattern Is

evident for the Ant
i
personal ist deputies but that conservative deputies

--Table I I I -9D--f rom the Litoral and Interior tend more toward the lower

end of the scale than do those of Buenos Aires. The Radical deputy in

Scale Type 1 also is from the Litoral.

Once again the issue v/ould seem to be one of partisan or doctrinal

importance to the Socialists; this certainly would be the case vnth the

Vatican vote and probably vias so on the question of Italy In the early

days of Mussolini. Dealing as it did with actions of the Foreign Ministry,
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TABLE I i

I -9A

FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE

Bloc



TABLE I 1 I -3C

ANTI PERSONALIS! BLOC

Region
Foreign Affairs Scale Type

Not

Scaled Total

Literal
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this brought solid support for the administration. The other two blocs^

for whom the issue was apparently less precise^ showed considerably more

variation on the scale.

Labor Legi slation Scale

The Labor Legislation Scale is composed of three roll callsj one

procedural and two dealing with specific matters of working hours. item

1 of the scale is a motion to override a presidential veto on a bill

requiring businesses to close at 8 p.m.; Item 2 is a Senate modification

which makes a bill outlawing night work in bakeries apply only to the

federal capital and national territories; and Item 3 is a motion to take

up the day's agenda containing some labor matters. A positive vote is

aye on the first and third items and nay on Item 2.

Table Ill-IOA shows that only the Socialists have any measure of

bloc cohesion on this scale, with all but two of them at the pro-labor

end of the scale and those two in the final item. The Ant ipersonal ists

concentrate at the opposite end of the scale--but are also found in two

other scale types--while the Radicals and conservatives are spread over

almost all scale positions. Table Ill-IOB indicates that the deputies

from Buenos Aires are found more tovyard the upper end of the scale_,

those of the Interior spread somewhat evenly across the scale, and

those from the Litoral show the heaviest concentration at the ant i

-

37
labor end. The lack of significant regional patterns in Tables

Ill-IOC, Ili-IOD, or lil-lOE, however, suggests th?>t this over-all

regional bias is the result of regional distribution of the blocs--

especially the Socialists and the Ant ipersonal ists.
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Partisan Issues Scale

Although it contains twenty-tvjo roll calls^ the high levels of bloc

cohesion in this scale allov/ed the roll calls to be condensed into two

contrived items. item 1 is composed of four roll calls; Item 2 is made

up of the remaining eighteen. The "easier" item--which the Socialists

supported to rank in the median scale type--cons ists of two motions deal-

ing with approval of deputy elections in Buenos Aires province^ a motion

to begin consideration of the budget, and a reaffirmation of the chamber's

sole authority to initiate budgets. More detail on these and the roll

calls composing Item 2 can be found in Appendix B.

It can be seen in Table Ilj-IIA that there was almost complete

party unity on the Partisan Issues Scale. The Radical bloc is entirely

in Scale Type 2 v;hile the Socialists, as indicated, arc all in the median

position of the scale. All but one Conservative and one Ant ipersonal ist

—who join the Socialist in Scale Type 1 --are concentrated in the ant i

-

Radical end of the scale. Table I I I -1 1 B shows a regional pattern to the

scale. This is of course the result of the regional distribution of the

bloc membership--Radicals and Socialists concentrated in Buenos Aires

and the Ant ipersonal ists and Conservatives predominating in the Litoral

and I nter ior--but that fact does not remove the basic element of regional-

ism which appears to underlie both electoral behavior and the 192^ split

in the Union Cfvica Radical.

Pensions Scale

This scale also shows a high level of bloc cohesion, although with

a different distribution of blocs across the scale. Anotiier two-roll
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TABLE II l-llA

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE

Bloc
Scale Type
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call scale^ this one is composed of a motion to consider requests for

pensions from the daughter of a former general and the family of a

deceased deputy (item 1), and approval of the Senate's increase from

^00 to 1^500 pesos per month the proposed pension for the sister of

former Radical leader Leandro N. Alem (item 2). A positive or pro-

pensions vote is an aye on each item.

Table IM-12A shows that on the Pension Scale the Radicals and

Socialists hold the opposite ends. Voting with the Radicals in favor of

both items are the only four Ant ipersonal ist deputies ranked on the scale^

while all but one of the Conservatives fall into the median scale type

by supporting Item 1 but opposing the increased pension for Alemb sister.

Unlike the Partisan Issues Scale, the Pensions Scale in Table I1I-12B

shows no significant regional pattern.

Credentials Scale

Ranking more deputies than any other 1926-1928 scale, this one is

composed of three roll calls taken early in thn session which deal with

the approval of credentials of nev^/ly elected members of the chamber. It

was not unusual during this era of Argentine congressional history to

devote the first several months of a new session to election challenges

and extensive debates over alleged fraud and irregularities in the

biennial bal lot i ng--e3peci al ly in provinces where opposition members had

been elected. On this scale the majority bloc--or Radi cal --pos i t ion is

considered the "positive" vote.

Item. 1 of the scale Is a motion to postpone consideration of the

credentials of two Ant ipersonal Ist deputies from Mendoza; Item 2 is a
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motion to postpone consideration of the credentials and accompanying

resignation of a Radical deputy, Item 3 is a motion to postpone consider-

ation of the credentials of a Radical depjty from Cordoba. A positive

vote is aye on the first two items and nay on Item 3.

As in the previous scale, the Radicals and Socialists hold down

opposite ends of this scale. Table I 11 -15A shows fifty-two Radicals in

Scale Type 6 and another three in the adjacent Scale Type 3, which rep-

resents a non-response on Item 3. All Socialists on the scale are in

Scale Type 0. The conservatives spread over four scale types in the

lower half of the scale, while Ant ipersonal ist deputies can be found in

every scale type. Table III-13B suggests no significant regional pat-

tern to the credentials scale, while Table IM-13C shows the same to be

the case for the Ant ipersonal ist bloc. A slight tendency of Buenos

Aires conservatives to be more toward the end of the scale than those

from the Interior can be seen in Table I I I -13D.

It is interesting that in a scale which dealt primarily with Radical

attempts to give preferential consideration to deput ies -elect of that

party over Ant ipersonal ists and conservatives, it v;as not the latter

groups but the Socialists who most strongly opposed the Radicals on this

dimension. Several explanations are poss

i

ble--incl udi ng interprovi nci al

rivalry among Ant ipersonal ists and conservat i ves --but perhaps the most

likely explanation is that time-consuming and overtly partisan election

challenges were contrary to the Socialist ideal of rational parliamentary

pol i t ics.

Budget Control Sca le

This scale Is composed of three budget questions which all reflect
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an attempt by the majority Radical bloc--ancl through it the administra-

tion--to retain control of budget and spending matters. I tern 1 is a pro-

posal to allow the Senate to spend 300^000 pesos of its budget surplus

on building repairs and other costs; Item 2 is a motion to remain in

permanent session with a quorum until the annual budget is approved;

and Item 3 is a vote on a committee report v;hlch would specify how

surplus profits from the governmental oil operations could be used. A

positive or pro-administration vote is nay on Items 1 and 3 and aye on

item 2.

Except for the fact that the Socialists all show a non-reponse on

Item 1 and thus do not fall in the end scale type, Table lll-l^A shov/s

a bloc pattern rather similar to the configuration of the previous scale.

All but five of the Radicals are in the extreme Scale Type 6, and those

five might be were if not for a non-response on Item 3. The Ant Ipersonal

-

ists are spread ratlier evenly over all but the lov/est scale type, while

the conservatives cover the lower five of seven scale positions but

concentrate in Scale Type 0.

No clear regional pattern emerges from Table ill-l^f8 and the same

is true for both the Ant
i
personal ist and conservative blocs individually

in Tables lll-l^C and 111-1^^0. As in several earlier scales, therefore,

In this case the issue seems to have been a partisan question for the

Radicals and the Socialists but to have depended on factors beyond the

scope of the present analys i
s --such as perhaps personal ideology or friend-

ship--in the case of many conservative and Ant
i
personal ist deputies.
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TABLE II I-1^A

BUDGET CONTROL SCALE

Bloc
Scale Type

12 3^5 6

Not

Seal ed Total

Radical

Ant ipersonal ist

Conservat i ve

Soci al ist

Total

00005 ^5 10

12 2 2 2 2 21

10 3 5 3 ^ 21

Olif 00000 5

10 18 7 5 6 7 if? 57

60

32

hS

_I9
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TABLE 1 I 1-1 ^B

BUDGET CONTROL SCALE

Region
Scale Type

1

Not

Scaled Total

Buenos Ai res

Litoral

I nter ior

Total

5 lit 3 1 2 3^

10 112 4 6

4 4 3 3^1 7

10 18 7 5 6 7 ^7

16

19

22

57

75

kS

157
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TABLE II \-]kC

ANTI PERSONAL I ST BLOC

Budget Control Scale Typs

Not

Scaled Total

Litoral 10 2 I3 16

Interior 12 12 2 8 16

Total 12 2 2 2 2 21 32
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Conclusion

The 1926-1928 session of the Chamber of Deputies contained a

number of issue dimensions which brought out differing voting configura-

tions within and among the four major blocs. As in the I9I6-I9I8 session,

it was a flexible chamber with shifting lines of cleavage and a number

of "brokers" in the middle ground along any one particular dimension.

The 192^ division of the Radicals took much of the internal diversity

out of that bloc, however; in contrast to 1916-1918, the Radical bloc

in this session was concentrated at one end in six of the eight scales.

The Ant
i
personal ist branch of the UCR continued to show a considerable

amount of internal diversity, as did the conservatives. The Socialists,

as in 1916-1918, seldom voted on opposite sides of any question.

Although the tables analyzing the regional voting patterns within

blocs show less variation by region than they did in the earlier session,

there is no indication that regionalism as such had declined. What had

happened, it seems, is that the split in the UCR and perhaps general

Radical gains over the decade had resulted in a situation where v/hat was

clearly regional voting in I9I6-I9I8 had now come to coincide more with

bloc voting and thus might seem to be lower. As was clear in the

Partisan Issues Scale, hov/ever, when the Radicals and Socialists voted

toward one end of a scale and the conservatives and Ant ipersonal ists

toward the opposite end, the scale would show a clear regional pattern.

Finally, it is interesting to note that despite the 192'-^ division

of the UCR and the general identification of President Alvear with the

Ant ipsrsonal i St faction, it appears that it was the pro-Yrigoyen Radicals

who still composed the "government" bloc in 1926-1928, On matters which
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would be of most interest to the execut i ve--mat ters such as foreign af'

fairs and budgets--it was the Radical rather than the Ant
i
personal i st

bloc which consistently took the pro-administration position.
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Regimen magnificently." Luna, p. 269.
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(Buenos Aires: A. Pena Lillo Editor, 1959), pp. 57"58.
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'Alvear's refusal to intervene in Buenos Aires province toward

the end of his administration led to the protest resignation of Interior
Minister Vicente Gallo, one of the leaders of the original Ant
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personal ista

movement. Ricardo Rojas, El rad ical is mo de man ana (Buenos Aires: I.. J.

Rosso Editor, 1932), p. 153.
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From the extensive debate over the petroleum question, it is

clear that while the Radical spokesmen argued that complete nationaliza-

tion was necessary in order to keep "the economic future of the nation

[from falling into] foreign hands," Interior deputies often saw it as the

"unwarranted expropriation" of the petroleum resources of the provinces.

See, for example, Diarlo de Sesiones , 1927, III, l84-i85, and ibid..,

1927, IV, 362.

^ One opponent to these measures maintained that their approval

would allow women to be victimized by opportunistic men who would take
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Sesiones, 1926, IV, 430.

37
Several deputies maintained that the setting of a nation-wide

closing time for businesses v\/ould be an infringement of the rights of

the provinces, \>/hich had the power and authority to regulate such matters,

Diarlo de Se siones, 1926, 111, 568-569.



CHAPTER !V

THE CONSERVATIVE RESTORATION, 1936-1938

Radical failure, miutary intervention, and a return of the conserv-

atives to pov/er highlighted the eight years separating the end of the

session of the ChsiTibcr of Deputies studied in the previous chapter and

the national election of 1936, Yrigoycn was elected in 1928 to another

term as president on a tidal wave of electoral support, yet tvvo years

later he was overthrown by a civilian-military gol pe which also enjoyed

general support among the public. For the fir^t time since the nation

was organized in i860, the constitutional pattern of governmental suc-

cession was interrupted by the armed forces. Proscribed by the conserv-

ative-military groups which gained power in 1930, the Radicals returned

to their pre-19l6 pattern of electoral abstention mixed with revolutionary

plotting. Marcelo T. de Alvear, who as president had become the bl'te

noi re of the orthodox Radicals, returned from Europe in 1931 to lead the

reorganization of the party and after tiie 1933 death of Yrigoyen served

as its standard bearer. In 1936, the UCR lifted its abstention and--as

in the election two decades before--met a wel 1 -entrenched of i ci a! i smo

at the pol 1 s
.

'

President Alvear had virtually assured the 1928 return to power of

the yr igoyenistas by ref us i ng-'-the previous year--to heed the pleas of

many of his closest associates for federal intervention in Buenos Aires

province. Buenns Aires was the strongiiold of the aging UCR caudillo,

just as it had been of tho conservatives in 1916. It would have been

169
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difficult for the Ant ipersonal i sta-conservat ive coalition of 1928 to vvin

without the capital^ which also was strongly yr i goyeni sta; vyithout either

the capital or the province,, it vrould be impossible, h!or, of course^ was

Yrigoyen's strength limited to tiiese tvjo important districts. He beat

the slate of the so-called Frente Unico--a coalition between Antipersona-

listas and conservat

i

ves~~i n all of the provinces except San Juan^ where

the UCR boycotted the elections. His natlonv/ide popular vote was 838,583

compared to 414^026 for the Frente Unico slate of Leopoldo Melo and

2
Vicente Gallo^ while Socialist candidate Mario Bravo polled 64,985 votes.

In 1916 Yrigoyen had edged through the electoral college v/ith one vote

3
to spare; in 1928 he received 2^5 of the 319 electoral votes cast.

Such a victory would be heady for even the most unassuming of men,

and easy to interpret as a mandate. For Yrigoyen^ it could be nothing

but proof of the Tightness of everything he had done for and represented

to the nat ion--proof that in fact "Radicalism v;as the nation." Eut the

mandate to continue \-j\th the reparaci on begun in 191 6 was to prove

ephemeral; without his ever really realizing it, the support of 1928

began to erode practically from the day after the election.

In evaluating the 1928-1930 period, even a strong defender of

Yrigoyen concludes that perhaps the UCR leader's "gravest error" was

deciding to seek the presidency for a second time in 1928. He was

seventy-eight years old at the time, and is said by many to have already

become rather senile. In any case, there is little question that he v;as

not up to coping Vv/ith the problems of the day. 1 1 wi 1 1 be recalled that

in his first term Yrigoyen found it di f

f

icul t--or did not try--to shift

his outlook and tactics from those of a revolutionary to those of a
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constitutionally elected president whose party's only platform was insti-

tutional integrity. In 1928^ the question of respect for the constitution

was no longer an issue; but v;h i 1 e betv;een 1928 and 1930 a variety of

social^ pol i t ica'^ arid econoir.ic problems called for solutions^ Yrigoyen

seemed oblivious to them.

Yrigoyen 's decachment from the realities of the day was augmented

by his staff end advisers. Whether through habitual subservience and a

desire to protect their chief from unpleasant realities^ or through a

self-serving plan to isolate the president so as to give themselves more

freedom of action^ those around Yrigoyen shielded him from his environ-

ment and told him what he wanted to hear. In the v/ords of one writer,

"for two years, as the old man got feebler in mind and body, the govern-

ment passed into the hands of the worst element in the Radical Party,

and the nation was treated to a spectacle of plunder and inefficiency

such as it had never seen."

To the extent that Yrigoyen did make political moves--or moves that

were assumed to have originated with him--he continued to alienate erst-

v;hile party faithfuls as he had done during his first administration.

The first message to Congress during his second term was filled with only

lightly veiled criticism of ttie Alvear administration and spoke of the

arduous task of putting the governmental house in order In much the same

way as his 1917 message. Politically inspired interventions in the

provinces also became more frequent --and this time they were most often

against the other wing of the Radicals Instead of against the conserva-

tives as in the 1916-1922 admi nistraL ion. The interventions of San Juan

and Mendo2a--approvcd by Congress just before Yrigoyen 's inauguration
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but after the yrigoyenisto deputies elected with him had been incorporated

into the chamber--is said to have done more to erode support of the UCR

administration than any other single act of the 1928-1930 period. ^ The

Cantoni family in San Juan atid the Lencitias family in Mendoza were in

firm control of provincial parties v/hich had long gone under the Radical

label but v.'hich moved into the Ant i personal i sta camp when the party split
o

at the national level. The yrigoyenista bloc successfully challenged

the election of deputies from both provincial groups, and the 1929 as-

sassination of Carlos W. Lencinas was believed by many to be the vvork of

the president.

Nor was tiie opposition unready or unwilling to cr i t ici2e--and per-

haps often exaggerate--thc questionable moves of the second Yrigoyen

administration. The conservatives had revived and reorganized during the

Alvear admi nistrat ion_, and while as a national party the Ant i personal istas

became somewhat disorganized after 1928, this wing of the Radicals still

contained many able and articulate men whose long-standing criticism of

Yrigoyen gained in intensity during the caudillo's second term. The Par-

tido Social ista ! ndependiente, which split from the Socialist Party in

1927, vvas more vehemently ant i -Yr igoyen than the main party had ever been

and--lil<e the Ant ipersonal istas--i t was staffed vyith men of energy and

prominence. As the excesses and shortcomings became increasingly evident,

particularly after the first shock waves of the world economic crisis

began to be felt, these and other groups became increasingly convinced

that something had to be dore.

The economic crisis wfiich began in Argentina in 1929 deepened the

follov-nng year--one observer says 1930 v-^-'as a year of "total crisis in all
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q
of the nation's economic activities"-- but still the administration took

no serious steps to cops with the problem. Fven the sharp drop in sup-

port made obvious by the national deputies election of March;, 1930^

10
failed to shock the ad.ni ni strat ion into meaningful action. instead,

the government bloc in Llie Chamber of Deputies concentrated Its energy

on challenging the credentials of opposition members who had been elected

in that election. The v^rangle went on for months, leading to the so-

called "Manifesto of the forty-four" of August 9 in which opposition

deputies and senators urged the executive to comply with the constitu-

tion by opening the regular sessions on time rather than spending months

on election challenges and called for "proper investment" of public

monies and the "honest application" of basic laws. More importantly,

the signers said they had agreed to coordinate their efforts in taking

their ant

i

-administrat i on battle out of the chamber and into the street

and the countryside.

The August 9 manifesto was in effect the call to the barricades.

Various leaders of the opposition had for some time been in contact with

ant i -Yr igoyen military men and gradually both the civilians and the

officers became convinced of the necessity and desirability of a military

12
overthrovi/ of the UCR caudillo. Toward the end of August and the early

days of September there were increasing indications of an imminent golpe,

but Yr igoyen refused to make a move to head off the conspiracy. The

great majority of the military \-i3S still on his side, and his loyal

minister of war. General Luis Dellepiane, urged the president to authorii^e

him to move in and halt the planned uprising. But the authorization did

not come; Yr igoyen, v-4iose movement represt'nted "the nation," could not
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13
conceive of a revolution against him. On September 3, the frustrated

Dellepione resigned his post. Three days later the government of Yrigo-

yen fell without resistance before a column led by a retired general end

composed mostly of military cadets.

September 6, 1930, marked the first time since the national organ-

ization three quarters of a century before that an administration had

been overthrown by force. The day after General Jose F, Uriburu marched

his column to the Casa Rosada^ he was sworn in as provisional president^

dissolved congress, and intervened in all but two of the provinces.

There v^/fcre a variety of political tendencies involved in the September

6 movement --as I de from the administration^ only Lisandro de la Torreb

Democratas Progresistas and the orthodox Socialist Party remained on the

sidelines-- but tFiey 'were in agreemient in their opposition to the aged

Radical leader and the need to begin anev;.

Politically and ideologically, the leaders of the 1930 golpe can

generally be divided into tvjo groups. One, headed by Uriburu, had been

impressed v;ith the institutional innovations then in vogue in Europe--

particularly the Italy of Mussolini and the Spain of Primo Rivera--and

felt that the Radical experience had indicated a failure of institutions

as well as of men. To this group, a sim.ple reinstallation of the liberal

state follovying new elections v;ould not solve the problems. Instead,

they favored some form of corporativism, probably v/Ith the Church In an

important role. The other group, headed by General Agusttn P, Justo,

had less ambitious goals. They believed in the institutional system set

out in the 1853 Constitution which had worked successfully for the better

part of a century. The problem was not the institutions but the UCR-'-and
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most specifically, Yrigoyen. The ansv/er^ therefore^ was simply to

dismantle the Radical admi n; st rat ion^ hold new elections^ and return to

., , 16
constitutional government as soon as possiole.

The constitutionalists prevailed. Convinced that the UCR had col-

lapsed and been adaquately discredited follov/ing the September 6 move-

ment^ Uriburu called several provincial elections early in 1931^ but

when the Radicals v;cn the first one--Buenos Aires province--he aniTulled

the results and canceled the others. In May_, the provisional government

announced plans for general elections the followinci Noveiober. To guerd

against a repetition of tiie Buenos Aires election,, various Radical leaders

were deported and anyone connected with the deposed UCR administration

was prohibited from seeking office in the 1931 election. In the face of

these restrictions^ the UCR resorted to its pre-19l6 policy of abstention.

The major political groups which had been behind the 1930 golpe

--conservatives^ Ant ipersonal istas, and Independent Soci al ists --formed a

political coalition under the name of the Concordanci a. On November 8^

1931^ Concordancia candidate Agust'n P. Justo was elected president of

the nation. Elected with this Ant
i
personal ista--he had served as Alvear's

minister of war--on the "official" slate was the conservative Julio A.

Roca as vice president. With the UCR out of the elect ion^ the major

opposition v-;as a coalition of Da la Torre's Partido Democrata Progresista

and the Partido Social ista^ which won only in the federal capital and

in the province of Santa Fe. V/hen the national deputies elected November

8 held their first session the follov/ing January 2.0, it consisted of a

"government bloc" of ninety-four marribers^ an "opposition" bloc of fifty-

seven deputies, and seven v;ho were said to be uncommitted to either bloc. '
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When Central Uriburu turned the presidency over to Justo^ the na-

tion seemed to be safely in the hands of its more conset vat i \/e interests.

With the presidency^ a good majority in both houses of Congress^ and

control of most of the provinces^ the conservatives were once again in

the position from which they had been displaced in 1916. It was, in

shorty the restoration. Policy, particularly economic policy, was made

by and for the agricultural export interests. Perhaps the epitome of

this orientation V7as the notorious "Roca-Ruricimarin" pact signed with

Great Britain in 1333. !n return for a guaranteed beef and grain market,

the Argentine government agreed to stipu'aticns which were later said to

have sold the nation into economic bondage. Whether or not the Justo

administration had much alternative in the world economic conditions of

the early 1930's, the Roca-Runcimann pact became the symbol of the 1930-

13^!-3 period whose economic policie% combined with frequent political

18
fraud, led to the designation of "infamous decade."

As they had done during the years before 19io, the Radicals once

more combined electoral abstention v/ith revolutionary plotting. But

under the leadership of Alvear In the early 1930's, there was no uprising

similar to those of 18S0, 1893, or even 1905. After sitting out the

I93U elections for national deput ies --v/here the results were similar to

those of 1931 --the UCR lifted its abstention fo." the 1936 deputies

renewal. It has been said that the Radicals' reentry into electoral

politics merely meant that the government had to perfect and extend the

20
fraud it had practiced in every election since the 1930 golpe. The

fact that the UCR won majority representation in the capital, Cordoba,

Entre R'os^ Santa Fe, and TucumSn, plus second place in various other
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provinces, would Indicate that perhaps fraud was not a decisive factor

in the election.

The question of how much fraud there was in the I936 election

cannot be answered here; perhaps it cannot be answered at all. For the

purposes of the present analysis, however, this question is only of

marginal iniportance. The concern here is not with how many votes the

respective parties received nor even with who won which provinces in a

particular election. Rather, what is of importance to the study is the

regional and socio-economic correlates of support for the various contend-

ing slates. Hypothesizing that there is a given amount of fraud in the

election, it would not be a matter of serious concern here if either (1)

the resulting distortion of results vjere spread more or less evenly

throughout the nation, or (2) the fraud was mostly found in counties

v/here the defrauding party was dominant anyway and merely Increasing Its

margin. Only If the unlikely pattern occurred where fraud effectively

reversed the "true" distribution of electoral support would this type of

analysis be seriously undermined. A comparison of the I936 correlations

with those of earlier and later periods of "honest" elections should

help answer this question.

Election Analysis

The 1947 factor scores are used In the multiple regression analysis

of the 1936 election since they represent data which are closer in time

than those represented by the 191^ factor scores. Party vote in the

previous election will continue to be used as an indicator of "party

organization" as it was in 1526. Because of the present study's particular
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concern with the question of social dass^ a 1 9^r7 "urban class index"--a

ratio of middle class to working clas5--which did not load significantly

on any of the factors" will be used separately as an additional independ-

ent variable.

Table !V-1 shows the national and regional correlations for the

1936 election. As before^ these are the simple correlation coefficients

of the party groupings with each factor and special independent variable

rather than the partial correlations obtained at different stages of the

step-wise multiple regression analysis. It was thought that this would

make the table more easily i nterpretable^ v/hile the outcomes of the

regression equations will be discussed in the text.

At the national level, the 193^ Radical vote can be seen to cor-

relate most highly with that party's vote a decade earlier. The party

also shows relatively v.'eak but statistically significant correlations

with urbanism, rural middle class (a negative correlation on Factor il),

small ranching,, an absence of large industry, the factor tentatively

labeled "paraurban," dairy farming, end urban middle class. V/ith the

exceptions of Factors I and VIM, these would all seem to suggest sup-

port among the middle class elements which had traditionally been the

mainstay of the Union Cfvica Radical. Since I9I6 it has been seen that

the Radicals typically drew more support from the urban areas than did

the conservatives, and vjhile the significance of Factor VIII is not

entirely clear it obviously involves a facet of urbanism.

The Concordancia at the national level correlates negatively v;ith

urbanism, with the rural middle class, vjith paraurbanism, and with dairy

farming. Wirh small rancfiing the Concordancia, like the UCR, shows a



TABLE IV-1

CORRELATES OF 1936 DEPUTIES ELECTIOM

l-actors

I II III IV V VI

No. Rural Agri. Rich Small Ind.

Cases Urban Class Size Farm Ranch Scale

mil OH
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TABLE IV-1 (Extension)

VI I

Out'

Miqr
,

VI I I

Para-
Urban

iX

Rural Dairy
Trad. Farm

Urban UCR
Class 1926

Anti,

1926
Cons, Mult,

1926 R

JO :i5"" .06 .l6-'wV Ji4.v-,v

.I8>v -.3bv -.09 -.l^vv^v ji

29-- ,51

M

-.15 .12 .03 .02 .09

.1^ -.19 -.02 .05 .02

-.06 ni

,06

.31

.32

.33'-'^
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TABLE IV-1 (Continued)

ILiLJ.. is the Union Civica Radical; Concord
, is the Partido

Democrata Nacional.

LLX^R. is the Union Civica Radical in Corrientes, Entre Rios^
and Santa Fe. Concojd.. is the Partido Deni&crata Nacional and U.C.R.
Antipersonal ista in Corrientes, the Partido Democrata Nacional in Entre
Rfos; and the Union Civica Radical dc Santa Fe in that province.

LLiJl. includes the Union Civica Radical in C&rdoba^ Mendoza,,
Santiago del Estero, and TucumSn. Concord, includes the Partido Demo-
crata Nacional in Cordoba and Mendoza, the U.C.R. Unificada in Santiago
del Estero^ and the Concordancia in Tucum^^n.
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positive. If si ight 1 y 1 ower correlation. The conservatives show no sig-

nificant correlation v/ith industry scale, but their vote does correlate

at a significant level vvith areas rural stabi 1 i ty--the reverse of "out-

migration." Because o^ conflicting regional tendencies the 1926 vote

showed rather meaningless correlations with the Concordanci a--.08 for

the 1926 Ant ipersonai ista vote and -.19 with the 1926 conservative

vote--and hence all 1326 categories were left out of the multiple regres-

sion equation.

In the multiple regression analysis^ the party's 1926 vote explained

8 per cent of the I936 UCR vote^ while Factor 11 explained another ^.6

per cent and raised the multiple correlation coefficient from .29 to .36.

The next five variables entering the equat icn--out-migrat ion^ small ranch-

ing^ paraurbanismj industry scil;,, and dairy f arm! ng--each explained

about 2 per cent of the variance. With these seven variables in the

equation the multiple R for the UCR was .kS, accounting for 2k per cent

of the total variance of thot party's vote at the national level. The

remaining five variables increased the multiple correlation coefficient

to only .51. It is interesting to note that although the special urban

class index variable had shov;n a significant if v/eak independent cor-

relation of .1^^ its partial correlation dropped to .Ok after the first

variable—the UCR's 1926 vote--v^35 entered and never reached far above

that level throughout the remaining steps oF the analysis. This was the

last variable to enter the equation^ and by itself explained none of the

variance in the vote.

For the Concordanc i a^, Factor VI I! 's correlation of -.31 explained

9.3 per cent oF the variance v;hlle Factors VII and X explained another
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3.1 and 2.5 per cent respectively, bringing the multiple R to ,39. In

contrast to the situation with the UCR, the urban class index was in-

significant in its original correlation with the Concordancia but increased

its importance with partial correlation and in the fourth step entered

the regression equation to explain another 1.8 per cent of the total

variance. Urbanism, small ranching, and "rural tradi t i onal i sm" entered

the equation at the next three steps, each explaining less than one per

cent of the variance and together bringing the multiple correlation coef-

ficient to .k'^. The last four variables increased the multiple R to

only .^5.

Moving to the regional section of Table iV-1, it can be seen that

Buenos Aires failed to show a significant correlation for either party on

any of the independent variables. In the case of the UCR, no variable

explains more than 3.2 per cent of the variance and the multiple correla-

tion of .31 when all variables are included represents a reduction of but

9.7 per cent in the unexplained variance. A similar situation exists for

the Concordancia, where the strongest var iable--Factor VI I I --accounts for

but 3.7 per cent of the total variance and the final multiple R of .32

explains only 10.1 per cent of the variance in the party's vote among the

departamentos of the province.

The Literal presents a sharp contrast to Buenos Aires. The in-

dependent correlations in Table IV-l show coefficients or .50 or stronger

for the UCR with small ranching, UCR 1 926 vote, and Ant
i
per sonal i sta 1926

vote, and for the Concordancia with the urban class index, the Ant
i
per-

sonal ista 1926 vote, and the conservative 1926 vote. Both parties also

show additional correlations of significance, if somev'/hat less strength.
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with vaiious other independent variables. in addition to the strong

evidence of party continuity or "organization/' the UCR registers signif-

icant correlations with urbanism, small ranching^ the urban middle class^

and "out-migration." This Vv'ould seem to present a composite of support

similar to that seen in the earlier time periods, with the exception of

the absence of any correlation with Factors III or IV wriich are most closely

related to the 191^4 rural tenancy factor which was seen to be so important

in the Litoral in 1916 and 1926.^^

In addition to the party organization variables, the Concordancia 's

1936 vote in the Literal correlated negatively at significant levels with

the urban middle class, prosperous farming, small ranching, and paraurbanism,

while correlating positively with industry size. While it is below the

level of statistical significance, there is also the expected negative

correlation v\/ith urbanism. On the basis of these coefficients, the

Concordancia 's support in the Litoral would seem to have been heaviest in

the less prosperous rural areas and in the urban areas with the lowest

proportion of middle class.

Almost one-third of the total variance in the UCR vote in the tFiree

provinces of the Litoral in 1936 is explained by the party's vote a decade

earlier. Another ]k,k per cent is explained by the small ranching

variable, while urbanism enters the equation thi^d to account for 8.5 per

cent of the variance. These three variables produce a multiple R of .73

and explain 55.7 per cent of the total variance. The 1926 Ant Ipersonal ista

vote enters the equation next to account for another 3 per cent of the

variance, followed by "out-migrat ion" and dairy farming at 1.6 and 1.0

per cent respectively. The remaining seven independent variables
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increase the multiple R only from .78 to .79^ and together account for

less than another 2 per cent of the total variance.

For the Concordanci a^ the "party strength" indicator plays an even

more important part. The correlation coefficient of .72 which the Concor-

dancia registers v;rth the 1926 conservative vote accounts for 52.8 per

cent of the variance in that conservative coalition's 1936 vote in the

Literal. The next variable to enter the equat ion--i ndustry s ize--expl ai ns

but another 1.9 per cent of the variance, while the third--a negative

correlation with prosperous f 3rming--adds an additional 1.^ per cent.

These three variables produce a multiple R of .75 accounting for 56 per

cent of tiie total variance; the remaining ten variables increase the

multiple coefficient only to .78 and together account for but ^.6 per

cent more of the variance.

In the Interior, the strength of the more important simple cor-

relations generally falls between those of Buenos Aires and the Litoral,

although the multiple correlation coefficient for each party group is

the highest of the three regions. For the UCR, the highest correlation

is a -.51 with Factor 11, indicating a rather strong association with

the rural middle class. This is followed by a correlation of .kS with

the UCR vote in 1926 and by somewhat lower but statistically significant

associations with prosperous farming, absence of large industry, para-

urbanism, and dairy farming. The correlation with urbanism is positive,

as usual, but belov; the level of significance.

The Concordancia 's highest association in the Interior was v/ith

the Ant ipersonal i sta vote in 1926, yielding a correlation coefficient of

.65. This is follov;ed by correlations of -.3^+ and -.35 with paraurbanism
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and dairy farming; of .28 each with rural class and small ranching^ and

-.2^ with urbanism. Thus^ in the Interior the Concordancia would seem

to be strongest in the rural areas --part icul ar] y those areas marked by

latifundia or small ranch I ng--whi le the UCR had its major strength in

the urban areas and among the rural middle class. It will be noted^

however^ that the urban class index variable was not significant in tiie

Interior in explaining the vote of either party.

The pattern suggested in the previous chapter whereby the "organ-

ization" variable in the Interior seemed to respond more to adr.iinistra-

tion than to party is much more apparent in 1936. The governing Concor-

dancia thus shows a correlation of .65 with the then-governing Antiper-

sonalista vote of 1326, while correlating at --.76 with the 1926 conserva-

tive vote and -.^0 with the UCR that year. The I936 Radicals;, on the

other hand, do show a "proper" association of .-^9 v;ith the UCR of a

decade earlier but have an even higher correlation of .76 with the

conservatives of 1926 and -.7^+ with the Ant i personal istas. Thus, in

1936 the Concordancia seemed to do best in areas where the Antipersona-

listas had predominated in 1926, while the UCR benefited both from

organization and from the "residual" areas. To avoid artificial escala-

tion of the multiple regression coefficients, a party's previous vote

was entered in the Interior regression equations only if the correlation

was positive or if it was a correlation between a previous and present

23governing party.

The UCR's association with the rural middle class explains 26 per

cent of the party's variance in the Interior, while the correlation with

the 1926 Radical vote adds another 27.1 per cent to the explained
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variance. ' After the first tv\io variables^ there is a sharp drop in

explanatory power with urbanism adding 3.6 per cent^ dairy farming 2.8

per cent^ and industry scale 1.8 per cent. None of the remaining variables

accounts for as much as one per cent of the variance^ and togetiier in-

crease the multiple R orily from .78 to .81 arid the explained variance

from 61.3 ptif cent to 6^4.9 per cent.

Explaining the greatest proportion cf the variance in the Concor-

dancia vote in the Interior was the 1926 Ant i personal ista vote, whose

correlation of .65 accounts for U2.7 pt^r cent of the variance. Small

ranching adds another 22.7 per cent to the explained variance and increases

the multiple correlation coefficient to .81, The entry of urbanism and

rural class explains an additional 2.3 and 1.5 per cent respectively^

bringing the multiple R to .83 and the explait^ed variance to 69.2 per

cent. The eight remaining variables, none of which accounts for as much

as one per cent of the variance, together increase tfie multiple coef-

ficient to .85 and the explained variance to 72,8 per cent.

In summary, it can be seen that basic similarities exist between

1936 and the two earlier voting patterns studied despite the introduction

of a nev; set of independent variables and the alleged widespread practice

of electoral fraud. Urbanism continued to be one of the most consistent

variables in its positive association v/ith the Radicals and even more so

in its negative correlation v/ith the conservative parties. In the

Litoral t!ie areas of prosperous farmi ng--whi ch have been seen to conform

rather closely to the rural tenancy factor of 191'i-""Cont inued to reject

the conset vat i ves, although this variable's positive association with the

UCR v/as weaker trian had been its 191^ counterpart in earlier analyses.
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A somswhat similar— if less pronounced--pattern can also be seen in the

Interior^ just as it was in 1916 and 192S.

Contrary to what was expected on the basis of questionable empirical

validity of Factors Vl ! through X in the 19^7 Factor analysis^^^ the

factors seemed to correlate significantly v.'ith the 1936 voting as frequently

as did the first six strong factors. This is particularly true of Factors

Vl! I (paraurbanism) and X (dairy farming). It will have been noted^ how-

ever^ that in both the Litoral and the Interior^ areas where politics

seemed to be the most structured^ none of the "weak" factors entered the

regression equations until the fourth step or after and thus accounted

for but a small fracticn oT the total variance for each party. In the

four equations involved^ the great part of the variance was accounted for

by the "organization" variables plus combinations of Factors 1^ 11^ IV,

V, and VI. Factors VII and VI II did enter the regression equations early

in Buenos Aires, but it will be recalled that none of the correlations

for that province were of statistical significance. At the national

level, these two plus Factor X also entered at early steps in at least

one of the equations, and here they are of significance. It would thus

seem that these "weak" factors cannot be summarily discarded at this

stage of the study even though their meaning may not be entirely clear.

As predicted, the alleged electoral fraud of the 1930 's seems not

to have greatly distorted the previously existing voting patterns. The

absence of significant correlations in Buenos Aires could be interpreted

as an indication of manipulation of the polls, but It will be recalled

that In both 1916 and 192.6 this province also shovjed correlations

considerably lovver than those of the Litoral and the Interior. Thus if
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fraud was the cause of this phenomenon in 1936^ it may also have been

the case in ]3]G and 1926. Other plausible expl anat i or,S; of course^

include (1) politics of the province are rather uns t rue tured^ or (2;

political allegiances are structured along dimensions v^jhich are not

tapped by any of the available independent variables. Regardless of

the explanation^ the continuity between the "honest" period of Radical

government and the "fraudulent" 1930's under the Concordancia cannot be

ignored.

The similarities betv/een the 1936 correlations in the Litoral and

that region's vote pattern during the previous two elections have already

been noted. In the interior^ the unique relationship to the previous

election which was suggested in 1926 becomes much more pronounced in

1936. Some correlation between the Concordancia and the 1926 Antiper-

sonalista vote could of course be explained by the fact that the Concor-

dancia contained certain Ant
i
personal i s ta groups as well as conservatives.

However^ this v;ould hardly seem to account for a correlation of .65 with

the 1926 Ant
i
personal ista vote combined with a correlation of -.76 with

the conservative vote of that year. Rather, it seems that the areas

which are most pro-administration in 1936 v/hen the Concordancia was in

control v;ere also those which most strongly supported the Alvear admin-

istration in 1926 and--al though there the relationship is much v.'caker--

voted for the then-governing conservatives in 1916. Once again there

are several possible explanations. It is possible that some sections of

the Intsrioi—particularly the less "developed" areas--are particularly

susceptible to fraud by those in charge of elections. it is equally

plausible, however, that this is more a case of "clientele politics"
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than of fraud; there may be areas which are more dependent upon the

national government and whose pclitica] leaders or caudillos "deliver"

27
for the Official party regardless of who may be in power at the moment.

Interestingly, despiLe the strong correlation between the 192& Antiper-

sonalista vote and the 1S3& support for the Concordancia in the Interior,

the 1526 Ant iperscnal istas and the 1936 Radical both correlated positively

with urbanism while the 1926 conservatives and the 1936 Concordancia

showed even stronger negative correlations with this Factor.

Rol 1 Cal 1 Ana lysis

The 1936-1938 session of the Chamber of Deputies was divided into

two blocs--Concordanci a and Opposition. Of the 157 deputies wlio served

at some time during the session, seventy-six are classified as members

of the Concordancia bloc, seventy-four are in the Opposition bloc, and

seven were formally members of neither bloc. The major party in the

Concordancia bloc vias the Partido Democrata Nacional, vvhile the largest

member of the Opposition was the Union Cfvica Radical,

The Chamber of Deputies held only twelve contested roll calls

during the session under study. As in previous sessions, the majority

of the votes vyere quite close and, due to high levels of non-response,

seldom recorded more than two-thirds or three-fourths of the membership.

Table IV-2 shows that the difference betv^een majority and miriority votes

was less than 10 per cent in eight of the twelve roll calls, while on

only one was there a difference of more tfian 25 per cent. Table \\J~3

shows that the distribution of the roll calls ranked by the degree of

participation in each vote.
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TABLE IV -2

CONTESTED ROLL CALLS

Per cent vote difference

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-69 70-79

TABLE IV -3

ROLL CALL PARTICIPATION

Per cent of Deputies vot

i

ng

t)-ifS 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99
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Eleven of the session's twelve roll calls Fit into one Guttman

scale^ which on the content of the issues and the high party cohesion has

been labeled a "partisan issues scale.'' in an effort to gain as much

information as possible from this one scale^ the policy of collapsing

scale types with less than 5 psr cent of tPie cases was not followed

for this session. The extra discrimination which this approach allov/s

28
can be seen in Table !\/-5 and in the scale itself.

The two extremes of the Partisan issues Scale are each composed of

a single roll call, while in each case the adjacent scale type represents

a non-response on the end item. The three items in the center are

contrived items composed of three roll colls each. The most extreme pro-

administration vote on the seal e-'ranki ng a deputy in Scale Type 7--was

a negative vote on a motion to override a presidential veto on a labor

code amendment taking private chauffeurs out of the category of domestic

servants and thereby guaranteeing them a weekly day off. Fourteen

deputies are in this scale type. The next most pro-administration group

is the thirteen deputies in Scale Type 6 who voted with the Type J

deputies on the other four items but did not vote on the veto question.

The thirty-four deputies in Scale Type 5 are ones who voted to

override the presidential veto but took a pro-administration stand on

the other items. Their position on I tern ^t--the cutting point between

them and Scale Type ^--represents a vote of nay on two roll calls dealing

with a Socialist proposal to raise the minimum wage of government workers

and on a proposed request that the executive furnish details on persons

who had been depoited since 1932. Six deputies are in Scale Type k,

representing a pro-administration position on I terns 1 through 3. item 3
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is ccaipose.d of tv.o roll calls on procedural questions dealing with the

approval of the I53& election and a motion to discuss the intervention

in Santa Fe province. A pro-administration vote in the latter case was

"nay.'' Item 2, on which four deputies voted pro-administration who were

ant i -admi nistraL i on on all items to the rights represents two minor

budget items and a Concordancia proposal favoring an increased effort by

the executive to "preserve public education from Communist propaganda

30
and that contrary to public order."

Item 1 on the scale is a motion that the chamber president take

v4iatever measures might be necessary to maintain a quorum. The vote it-

self lacked a quorum, coming at a time when a large majority of the

Concordancia bloc was absent. The twenty-three deputies in Scale Type

2 are those who voted nay--pro-admI ni st rat i on in the sense that the

motion was aimed at solving a problem caused by the absence of the ad-

ministration bloc--on this question but were ant i -admi nl st rat i on on all

other items. Scale Type 1, with eleven deputies, represents a non-

response on this vote and an ant i -admi nist rat ion position on the other

items, while Scale Type signifies an ant i -admi ni strat ion position on

all five items. Thirty-nine deputies are in this most ant

i

-admini strat ion

scale type.

Distribution of scale types by bloc can be seen in Table IV-4A.

There are no scale types in which members of both blocs are included,

indicating a rather clear and constant division along partisan lines.

On the other hand, the fact that Concordancia deputies are scattered in

significant numbers en:o ig four scale types while the Opposition bloc is

divided among thi ce type... shoves that despite the clear division betv^een
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blocs there were varying degrees of admin !str?t ion support and opposition.

Of the five "uncommitted" deputies included in the scale^ three are in

Scale Type 3 separating the Concordancia and Opposition ends of the scale.

Table IV-'+B shows the regional distribution of the scale types.

Aside from a predominance of capital and Buenos Aires deputies in the'

scale types at the Opposition end of the scale-—due largely to the fact

that forty-one of the seventy-four members of the Opposition bloc are

from that region--the table discloses no apparent regional pattern.

Analyzing Tables \\l-k/\ and WI-kB togetiier^ the scale thus seems to rep-

resent cleavage along party lines with little independent regional

effect.

As was the case in the earlier years^ however^ regional variations

becoine apparent when the blocs are analyzed individually. Table \\l-hC

shov;s that once again among conservatives it is those of Buenos Aires

who are the "most conservative" and--in this case--the most pro-administra-

tion. The interior members of the bloc tend more toward the center of

the scale_, with the Litoral deputies falling between the other tvio

regional groupings. When the administration bloc is divided into its

component parties, other interesting variations appear. Table i\/-5

shovys that the various "Ant i personal ista" members of the Concordancia

--UCR Ant ipersonal ista^ UCR Unificada^ UCR de Santa Fe^ and UCR Federa-

lista--are scattered toward the center of the scale while the Partido

Democrata Nacional holds up the end position. Deputies elected in 193't

under the label of Concordancia^ including both former Independent

Socialists of the capital and conservatives of the interior^ also are

more "moderate" on the scale than the Partido Democrata Nacional.
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TASLE IV-'iA

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE

Scale Type

1 2

Concordancia
1 6 34 13 14

Not

Scaled Total

76

Uncommitted 2 3
2 7

Opposition
2_7_ 11 23 3 74

Total 39 11 23 4 6 34 13 14 J7 i^
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TABLE IV-^C

CONCORDAMCIA BLOC

Partisan Issues Scale Type

Not

12 3^ 5 6 7 Scaled Total

Buenos Aires

Li toral

I nter ior

Total

15

00005 2

1 I 17

000163^

7
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TABLE IV -5

SCALE TYPE BY PARTY

Scale Type

Party- Bloc--'- 0123^567
P. Democrata Nacional



Looking at tPie regional distribution of the Partido Democrata Macional,.

Table !V'6 shows the familiar pattern of Buenos Aires being more

"extreme" than the Interior; unlike previous conservative distributions^

however, here it is the Literal deputies who have the highest proportion

in the end scale type. Summarizing the three tables, it can be seen

that the Concordancia bloc was not monolithic but rather had an extreme

end dominated by the Democrata Nacional deputies of Buenos Aires and

the Literal, a middle which included many of this same group but cep-

resentfed a higher proportion of Interior members of the party, of

capital Independent Socialists and Interior conservatives elected under

the Concordancia label, and of members of various Ant ipersonal ista parties,

and a moderate or "centrist" end which was largely made up of Antiper-

sonal istas.

In the Opposition bloc. Table IV-^D gives the impression that in

contrast to earlier years and to the Concordancia bloc just arialyzec,

the more moderate or centrist faction is that of the capital and Buenos

Aires. More than half of this group is in Scale Type 2, compared to

less than 20 per cent of either of the other tv/o regional groupings.

Going on to Table IV-S, however, it can be seen that variation betv^een

the parties composing the bloc explains this apparent reversal of

earlier patterns. Of the twenty-three Socialists ranked on the scale

--and it will be recalled that all but two of the Socialists are from

the capital or Buenos Aires province--twenty-two are in Scale Type 2.

Thus, the Socialists compose the "centrist" side of the Opposition bloc

while the Radicals, v-jhen viewed separately in Table IV-6, show a pattern

similar to that of the UCR in earlier years. Although the latter table
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Region

Buenos Ai res

Literal

I nter ior

Total

TABLE IV-6

MAJOR PARTIES

Partisan Issues Scale Type

UCR Partido Democrata Nacional

15
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must be viewed with caution due to the fact that the difference involves

only one roll call and the "deviant" scale type is based on non-response^

the distribution tends to conforin to that previously seen among Radical

deputies. Fifteen of the sixteen Buenos Aires Radicals are in the extreme

scale type, while less than tv;o-thirds of those of the Litoral and

Interior rank in this type.

Once again, therefore, it seems to be the Radicals and the conserva-

tives of the capital and Buenos Aires province who form the opposing poles

of the Argentine political spectrum. Their position relative to the

administration is reversed from what it was in the first two time periods

studied, but their position relative to each other is unchanged. And as

in the earlier periods, it is the Socialists, the small provincial parties,

and the Litoral and Interior sectors of the two major parties which tend

most to populate the middle scale types and thus serve as "brokers" of

the legislative system.

Compared with the sessions of I9I6-I9I8 and 1926-1928, the voting

patterns among deputies in this chamber were structured much more

strongly along party and bloc lines. There were variations within each

major bloc and in many of the party groups, but the Partisan Issues Scale

showed that on eleven of the session's twelve roll calls there was no

overlap betv/een the two blocs. While there was thus evidence of a

deepening cleavage along party lines, intraparty regional patterns

remained generally similar to what they had been during the two previous

sessions studied.
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CllAPTER V

THE PERCN ERA OPENS, ]3ko-]3kS

Like the ConcordoncI d administration of the 1530's, the govern-

ment of the ]3'l6-12':3 period was constitutionally elected but K'as the

direct outgrowth of the military overtlirow oP the '^ormer administration.

The Concordanci a- -a coalition of conjervat i >/es, Ant i personal i btas, and

independent Soc i al I s ts --reiiia i ned in power until June k. ]9h3, v./hen it

was displaced by a militgi'y golpe. The military held control of the

government for three years this time, and when elections -were called in

IS^fS^the wi nner --1 i l<e Justo a decade and a half earlier--was a man who

had risen through the revolt. The winner was Juan Domingo Peron, a man

vjho could easily rival Kipolito Yrigoyen as the "most loved and irost

hated" of Argentines. He was to govern for less than a decade, but his

influence would be decisive for at least a quarter of a century. Like

i9l6, the election of 19'-iS was a major v^/atershed i ii Argentine political

h I story.

The first six years of Concordancia government ended v/ith the

close of the legislative session studied in i:i'ie last chapter. The Con-

cordaiicia's candidate for a successor to President Justo i .1 the elections

of September 5, 1937, was Roberto !•'. OrtiZ; described as a "liberal

Ant i personal ! sta v;ho was supi'osed to give just the right touch" to I'-.e

governing coalition." A corpcrot i on lavjyer, Ortiz had been minister of

public works in the '1922-19/.8 Alve;:r adiiii n i .;t rat i on and m.inister of

finance under Justo. Bal antii nq this "liberal" on the official slate

20^
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was Ramon S. Castillo^ dean of the Buenos Aires law school and "the

3
most reactionary man" in that rather conservative institution. The

only major opposition slate v;as that of the Union Cfvica Radical with

Harcelo T. de Alvear for president and Enrique Mosca for vice president.

The Concordancia slate received about 1,097^000 votes to the

Radicals' 815,000. The UCR won in the federal capital, Cordoba, La

Rioja^ and Tucumon for a total of 127 electoral votes; Concordancia

victories in the other eleven provinces provided that slate with ?.85

L
electors. ' As with all elections of the decade, there v^;as v-jidespread

accusation of fraud in the 1937 balloting although at least one critic

admits it is hard to prove.

Despite losing the election. Radicals are said to have been

generally pleased v^/ith the Concordanci a 's choice of Ortl-i for president.

They were confident of the depth of his Radicalism, and che new president

appeared to confirm this when he began denouncing the electoral fraud

of the conservatives since I930--i ncl ud i ng his ov;n e 1 ect ion---and

intervened in Buenos Aires province ('ol lowing a questionable conservative

election victory. By the end of the decade, therefore, the optimistic

among the opposition could look forward to a i^eturn to honest elections

and- -perhaps--a return to power.

But Ortiz was an ill man. His health declined sharply in early

19^0, and at mid-year he was forced to turn the govei'nment over to

Castillo. The succession of this archconservat i ve thwarted the hopes

oF the Radicals and reversed the liberalizing trend inaugurated by .

Ortiz. Castillo appointed a new and more conservative cabinet and soon

began intervening in provinces to assure consei^vat i ve victories, A
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fraudulent election in Buenos Aires in February, 1 9'i-0^ had led to

Ortiz's intervention in that province; in December^ 19'^l^ it was re-

peated with immunity.

If Argentine politics had lagged behind social change in earlier

periods^ the gap was small compared to the chasm betvjeen government and

society in the 1930-19^3 period. As was noted in the previous chapter,

governments of the Concordancia wei'e oriented toward the agricultural

export interests and gave little attention to other groups or problems.

But Argentina v^as not the same as it had been at the turn of the

century, and policies which had served then were inadequate now.

Perhaps the most important change was the increasing industrial-

ization. V/hile the world depression had hurt the agricultural export

interests, it liad stimulated the growth of a consumer goods industry

because of the reduction in imported goods. industrial expansion further

diversified the pattern of social and economic stratification, creating

new sources of wealth and i\cvj groups of elites. Irdicative of this

change is the fact tiiat among the 100 highest incomes reported in 19^1

there were thirty-five manufacturers and industrialists compared to

3
only ten estancieros and four cereal brokers, !n an era when the

major concern was securing foreign markets for beef and wheat and main-

taining the social and economic dominance of the agricultural interests

at home, the rising industrial elites v;ere frustrated both by govern-

q
mental policy and by status inconsistency.

There v-vas also widespread discontent among other miidule class

gi'cups, particularly the university educated. As one author described

it In the early 'i9^0's, the young people viho came of age during the
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decade of tlie 1930's "were a frustrated generation.
. . . Graduate

engineers^ graduate chemists^ graduate teachers found every avenue

10
closed to them. Cynicism became the Fashion." Another writer has

compared the situation in 19^6 to tliat of I89O: "the prosperity of a

few camouflaged a sea of discontented elements" including both middle

11
sectors and labor groups as vie]] as growing numbers of nationalists.

On the basis of numbers, perhaps the most in^portant discontent of

the 1930-19-6 period was that of the workers. Fifteen years after the

adoption of a national law requiring that \yage3 be paid in national

currency, the use of script or tokens negotiable only at the "company

1 2store" was still coiiifiion In the Interior. I ii the northv'estern provinces

of Salta, Jujuy, and Tucuman--where provincial governments were dominated

by the cash crop and agr i cul ture -rel ated industrial i nterests --a1

1

social legislation, worker rights, and even civil liberties v;ere said

1 1
to be "mere words." Perhaps motlv/ated by a combination of adverse

conditions in these rural ai'cas and the attraction of the growing urban

Industrial sector, urban migration began to climb sharply around the

middle of the decade.

For the nligr^nt, it vjas of;en easier to break with the old environ-

ment than to adapt to the new. There v/as no longer the patron or the

family to provide social at tciclinont and orientation, but voluntary as-

sociations --soci a1 , political, 1 aboi—were foreign to the experience of

most migrants. Thus '.vhen many found the urban reality considerably

dimmer ihan hud bee/i the promise, the migrants co,ii:r I bu ted significantly

to "a vast di'jconterrted and di soryan ix.ed popular sector without a firm

1 6
democratic tradition and without political or labor union experience"
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which was to be a major factor in Peron's rise to power. By the end of

the decade "a profound and general resentment against the ruling groups,

together with a deep political skepticism, developed among the masses,

as well as an avyakened consciousness of certain social and economic

rights that they considered justly deserved,"

Argentina's foreign relations during the 1 930 's --part icul ar
1

y

with Great Br i tai n--gave rise to a grov/ing nationalism among some

sectors of the opposition. The issue of nationalism was basic behind

the 1935 formation of F. O.R.J. A. (Fuerza de Orientacion Radical de la

Joven Argentina), a group of Radicals dissatisfied both with the Con-

cordancia administration and with the leadership and direction of the

1 8
UCR. For a decade the f or j istas wrote and spoke in advocacy of

neutrality in \7orld War I!, economic independence from Great Britain,

and other current nationalist causes. The question of whether to remain

within the UCR split the group around 1 9'+0 and led to the resignation

of several Radicals such as Gabriel del Mazo and Luis Dellepiane, after

which the movement v^ent its independent way Uiider the leadership of

19
Arturo Jauretche. V/iien F.O.R.J.A. formally disbanded in I9h5, many

of its members joined the Peronista movement.

Nationalism also took a more pronounced form In the military

during the latter part ol' the ]930--19'l-3 period. The Argentine military

had been trained by German military missions for decades, and as V/orld

\'Jar II increasingly divided the world the military's viewpoint diverged

20
more and more from that of the British-oriented oligarchy. The Axis-

orienteJ military nationalism crystallized v/i';h tne formation or the

GOU (Grupo de Oficiales IJnidos), a secret "lodge" v/nich '/as "perhaps
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the only army faction that knew exactly what it wanted and vjas prepared

21
to get it." What it wanted was a unified continent under the leader-

ship and control of an industrially and militarily powerful Argentina.

This would require a military govei-nment^ for "a civilian vji 1 1 never

22understand the greatness of our ideal." The ideal would be attained

through an "inflexible dictatorship" whicti would take the nation along

the "heroic road" to greatness following the example of Hitler's

Germany.

Argentina remained neutral during the early years of V/orld War 11^

but tliose favoring this policy grew concerned on the eve of the 19^3

presidential elections. Robustino Patron Costas^ a sugar magnate from

Tucuman^ v/as the presidential candidate of the Concordancia and was

v;idely known to be pro-British. "He was Iiated by the left because of

his unsavory record as a feudal landholder In the north. The Nazlphiles

and nationalists hated him v-.'orse because he was known to be strongly

pro-British^ and his Foreign policy as president could not but lean

23
toward the Allies." ihis was hardly a pleasant prospect for those

who dreamed of Argentine hegemony through blood and steel.

Unlike the military uprising of 1930, the revolt of June h., 19^3,

occurred independent of civilian political forces. Perhaps because of

thls^ it came rather unexpectedly. Nonetheless the upset represented

Vidthin the military both pro-Axis elements opposed to Patron Costas and

pro-Allies who were opposed to t!io expected fraud in the coining

elections^ and w^is greeted favorably by all poiitlcal sectors except

the conservatives and the Communists. Over the next three years the

Radicals and Socialist? were to pull further and further away from the
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military government largely in reaction to Its pattern of antidemocratic

tendencies. At the same timie^ the intense nationalism which grew with

the fortunes of Peron in the military government proved increasingly

attractive to some civilian nationalists such as the forjistas.

Peron's name did not figure prominently among initial leaders of

the June h movement^ but it was not long before the colonel began to

outmaneuver the generals and the admirals. He was aided considerably

by the failure of efforts at a rapprochement V'jith the United States by

moderate members of the military government. -^ The intense nationalism

of the GOD was only one of several orientations among the military

leaderslilp; but the influence of this sector of opinion and Its loader,

Peron^ grew as the policies of the moderates were discredited.

The key factor in Peron's rise to power, however, was his per-

ception of a powerful and largely untapped const i tuency--tlie vvorking

class. A fev^f months after the golpe Peron was put in charge of the

National Department of Labor. Many v.'ould have considered such a post

lacking both the prestige and Influence of even a sub-cabinet position,

but to Per&n it presented a unique opportunity to build a solid base of

political support for himself and"--to the extent that It followed his

wl5he5--For the military government of which he was a part. His goal

was a corporate union structure in wliich all labor would be hierarchi-

cally organized under government leadership and control. Existing unions

which cooperated v/Ich the plan Tound favor vm th tlie government; those

v.'hich did not were soon faced with a myriad of harassmcnts while

or
parallel "official" unlcr,s were formed to lure away the membership.'"

In a military governn^ent \vhlci-i lacked any solid basis of popular support
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and faced increasing opposition from the political groups v.'hich had

initially vyelcoined the overthrow of the Concordanc i a, this growing bloc

of organized supporters was of crucial importance.

By mld-19'4'+ Peron had added the ministry of war and the vice

presidency to his labor post and was recognized as the true povyer

27
behind the presidency of General Edelmiro Parrel 1.

" But when World

War I! ended with the defeat of the Axis and more and more upper and

middle class Argentines became alarmed by the sponsored militancy of

the working class, there was increasing pressure for a return to civilian

and democratic government. The major target of the attack was Peron,

representing as he did both the pro-Axis foreign policy and the pro-

worker domestic policy. He was imprisoned on October 3, 19'45, by a

group of fellovj officers who--when tliey were thus free to remake the

regime--fe]l to quarrelling among themselves over the succession,

Peron's supporters, hov^ever, acted more decisively. Under the leader-

ship of Eva Duarte--soon to become Eva Per6n--and union leader Cipriano

P\eyes, among others, thousands of workers converged on the Plaza de Mayo

in front of the presidential palace and demanded Peron's release. When

the demonstrators refused to disperse and the government was faced v;ith

the alternatives of yielding or of firing on the crowd and perhaps

29 ,starting a civil war, a compromise v/as reached. Peron was released,

but was stripped of his offices in the military government.

Separation from the government had little effect In curbing the

power of Peron. His two years in labor activities had assured him a

solid constituency in this sector and he retained the support of much

of the military. Referring to only one of Peron's labor ir.easures, an
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author notes that the extension of social security In ]3'-\k and 19^5 to

cover al] business and industrial labor had an "enonnous emotional

impact" in millions of Argentine homes. Freed for the first time from

fears of economic disaster in illness and old age^ these people "saw In

Peron and in his movement the authentic leader and the authentic miova-

30
ment representing the human interests of the woikers." The so-called

"statute of the peon^ " perhaps the first meaningful legislation dealing

vnth rural working conditions^ also had been adopted in 13^'^ and thereby

presented Peron as the champion of this long-neglected sector of the

vjorking class. Pcron's activities in organizing laboi" Iiave already been

cited; the union structure he forged during the 19^3"19'+5 period remained

loyal to him after he left the military government.-^

A week after tlve October 17 siiowdown^ the Partldo Laljorista was

formed by a group of labor leaders with the avowed aim of supporting

3 2
Peron for pi'esident in the elections the follovving year. The party's

statement of principles stressed the need for improved labor conditions

a!>d better representation of the vyorker within a democratic society and

governmental structure. V/hile unions were to provide the link bstvycen

party and workers;, t!ie statement pledged that the party v/ould "absolutely"

33
respect the autonomy of the labor movement.

in other sectors, Peron in 1 S'-^S Is said to have represented the

army's general desire for Indiistrial expansion and for a more just

distribution of the natiorial wealth v/hich '..'Ould help insure working

3'4
class support For the developmient of Ai-gentine capital ism. Govern-

mental support of i nous tr I al i .::at Icn also v/as welcome to many of the

ue\-jer industrialists \/ho had been frustrated under the Concordancia
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administrations' orientation toward the agricultural export sector of

the economy, Peron also was supported by a sector of the Radicals under

the general label of Union CTvica Radical^ Junta Renovadora. Like the

founders of F.O.R.J.A.^ these Rad icals --who in some provinces went under

the name of UCR Yr igoyeni sta--v;ere dissatisfied both with the Concordan-

cia record and with the direction of the UCR in recent years.

In opposition to Peron's candidacy, the orthodox Radicals, the

Socialists, the Partido Democrata Progrcsista, and the Connnunists formed

35
a coalition under the name of "Union Democrat i ca, " Like the Radicals

of thirty years before, the coalition stressed political democracy,

respect for tlie constitution, and Individual liberties. Its platform

did include planks calling for labor legislation, land reform, and

expanded social security, but the vague proposals had little impact in

the face of the accomplishments and rhetoric of Peron. On the issue of

nationalism, one author has said that "against the dreams of autarchy

and absolute statism bolstered by Peron, the opposition promoted a vague

36
and confused liberalism."

Many claim to see a direct link betvyeen Yrigoyen and Peron as rep-

resentatives both of the dispossessed and as champions of Argentine

nationalism. There is no question but that F.O.R.J.A. furnished a

37considerable amount of the ideological content of Peronismo nor that

the Junta Renovadora sector of the Radicals provided electoral support

for Peron in the ]3hG election. Both Yrigoyen and Peron had stronger

personal followings Lhon any other Argentine president of the period

under study, and both v/ere to come under sharp criticism For choir

govcrriing techniques. But if in fact Peron was the political descendant
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of Yrigoyen^ there had been a considerable amount of evolution betv;een

them. As one author put it^ Peron's "combination of ardent nationalism

and aroused vyorkers seeking greater social and economic justice^ as

distinguished from the political equality that the Radicals had offered,

produced for the first time In Argentina a politically charged movement
•30

with strong indigenous roots,"

In summary, then, Peron was backed In the ]3kS election by the

government, by most of the military, by the Church, by m.ost of organized

labor, by some of the nevjer industrialists, and by a group of dissident

Radicals, In addition to the four political parties composing the Union

Democratica, opposition candidate Jose P. Tamborini had the backing of

the Union Industrial, the Socledad Rural, and the Bolsa de Comercio

--together representing much of the nation's powerful industrial, agri-

cultural, and financial i nterests--as well as student groups, profes-

39
slonal groups, and most intellectuals.

Although there was a flurry of charges and countercharges of

campaign irregularities and the government candidates had a monopoly

on the state-run radio network, there is genei'al agreement that the

February 2h voting and counting of the ballots was basically honest,

Peron v;on the election v;ith a nationwide total of some l,'f80,000 votes

to 1,211,000 for the opposition slate. \/innIng the majority in the

capital and ten of the Tourtean provinces gave Peron a much greater

margin in the electoral college; 30^ electors cast their vote for him

compared to only 72 v.'hich the Tamborini slate received through victories

in Cordoba, Corrlcntes, San Juan, and San Luis.
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V/hen he v^as inaugurated on June ^l-^ 19^6--the third anniversary of

the goipe which launched his rise to powei Peron is said to have en-

joyed more political power than any other Argentine president before

him. * It would not be long before that power was felt by opponents as

well as supporters of the new government.

Electio n Analysis

Parties composing the two presidential slate coalitions in the

19^6 election ran their own lists of candidates for national deputy in

most provinces. With the exception of the minority representation in

Corrientes and San Luis^ v^hich v^as won by conservatives, all candidates

winning Chamber of Deputies seats were Radicals or belonged to parties

supporting Peron. These vjill be the three blocs which will be studied

in the election analysis.

As in 1936, this election will be correlated v/ith the 19^1-7 factor

scores plus a measure of "party organization" and the 19'+7 urban class

index as separate independent variables. Table V-l sho'ws the national

and regional correlations for the 19'+6 election. Following the pro-

cedure of earlier analyses, these are the simple correlation coefficients

of the party groupings with each factor and special independent variable

rather than the partial correlations obtained at different steps of the

multiple regression analysis. The outcomes of the regression equations

will be discussed in the text.

in contrast to what might be expected on the basis of its working

class appeal, the Peronista vote registered the weakest correlations at

the national level of the three party groupings. The only correlation



TABLE V-1

CORRELATES OF 19^6 DEPUTIES ELECTION

Factors

I II I II IV V VI

Rural Agri. Rich Small Ind.

Cases Urban Class Scale Fairn Ranch Scale

NATION
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TABLE V-1 (Extension)

VII
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TABLE V-1 (Continued)

" Significant at .01 level.

""" Significant at ,05 level,

ni Not included in multiple regression equation.

Peroni stas represents the combined votes cast for the Partido
Laborista and the Union Cfvica Radical - Junta Renovadora; Radi cal

s

is Union Cfvica Radical; Cons erv. is the Partido Democrata Nacional.

Peronis tas are the coalition slate of PL-RJR (Partido Laboris-
ta and UCR^ Junta Renovadora); Radi ca l s. are the Union Cfvica Radical;
Conserv . is the merged slate of the Partido Democrata Nacional and UCR
Ant

i
personal i sta in Corrientes^ the Partido Democrata Nacional in Entre

Rtos^ and the Partido Democrata Progresista in Santa Fe.

Peronistas include the PL-RJR in Cordoba and Mendoza^ the

Partido Laborista in Santiago del Estero and Tucuman^ the UCR Junta
Renovadora in San Luis^ and the combined votes cast for the Partido
Laborista and the UCR Yrigoyenista in Jujuy; R adi cal

s

represent the
vote cast for the Union Cfvica Radical in Cordoba^ Jujuy, Mendoza,
San Luis, Santiago del Estero, and TucumSn; Conserv. is the Partido
Democrata Nacional in Cordoba, Mendoza, San Luis, and Jujuy.
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of statistical significance is a rather weak .]'-i with urbanism^ while

all independent variables combined produce a inultiple correlation coef-

ficient of only .23. The Radical bloc registers Its highest national

correlation \i\th that group's vote of a decade earlier^ follov,'ed

closely by a correlation of .29 vvith .the urban middle class. Other

Radical correlations of significance are a negative association with

large industry and a weaker positive correlation with si.^all ranching.

The strongest correlation at the national level is ".51., registered by

the conservatives on the prosperous farming factor. The conservative

vote also correlates negatively at significant levels with urbonism and

the urban class index.

Moving to multiple regression analysis at the national level,

only 2 per cent of the variance in the Peronista vote is explained by

the urbanism correlation. Another 1.2 per cent is accounted for by the

Peronista vote's correlation vjith large industry, while the remaining

nine independent variables together explain only 2.1 per cent more.

Thus, as vicis suggested by the low miultiple R, almost 95 per cent of the

national variance in the Peronista vote remains unexplained by all of

these independent variables.

in the national Radical vote, the party's 193^ vote accounts for

9.3 per cent of the variance and the positive correlation with the

urban middle clasS; entering the equation second, adds another h.7 per

cent to the explained variance. Paraurbani sin, whose partial correla-

tion had increased to -.1/ after the second step, entered the equation

next to explain onotlier 2.6 per cent of tfie variance. The next three

variables to enler the equat ion--each explaining betvveen 1,2 and 1.8
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per cent of the var i ance--were Factors 111^ VI I^ and IX^ while the

remaining six variables together accounted for less than 2 per cent

more. A total of 22,8 per cent of the variance in Radical vote at the

national level is explained by all independent variables combined.

For the conservatives^ the correlation of -.51 with prosperous

farming explains 25.6 per cent of the variance while the second variable

to enter the equation--a negative correlation with urbanism--i ncreases

the explained variance to 33.5 per cent. Small ranching enters the

equation third to account for an additional h,h per cent of the variance^

followed by a negative association vj'\th the urban class index explaining

2.^ per cent more. These four variables bring the explained variance

to ^0.3 per cent with a multiple R of .6'+. The remaining eight variables

together explain less then one per cent more of the variance in con-

servative vote.

Regional correlations in Table V-l disclose a shift from the pat-

tern of earlier elections. Buenos Aires, heretofore the region con-

sistently registering the v;eakest cor rel at ions, contains a number of

significant coefficients and an average multiple R of about .61. The

Litoral, an area of strong correlations in each of the first three

elections studied, now replaces Buenos Aires as a region of "unstructured"

politics or of bases of political support no longer tapped by the avail-

able independent variables.

In Buenos Aires, each of the three party blocs sho'ws significant

correlations with the factors of urb--;nism, small ranching, industry

scale, and paraurbani sm, while iv/o of the three correlate significantly

with agriculture scale, prosperous farming, and the urban class index.
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It is interesting to note tliat despite the fact that more than half of

the coefficients in the Buenos Aires section of Table V-l are of

statistical significance, neither the Radicals nor the consei'vat i ves

correlate significantly with their 1936 vote.

For the Peronistas of Buenos Aires, industry scale proved to be

the strongest independent variable; the correlation of -.'^l with this

"reverse polarity" variable represents a moderately strong connection

between large industry and Peronista voting. Peronista support also

is associated with urbanism and paraurbanism, small-scale agriculture,

prosperous farming, small ranching, and the urban working class. Radical

vote in Buenos Aires v;as p-'imarily associated with rural ism (negative

correlations vjith urbanism and paraurbani sm) , large-scale agriculture,

the absence of large industry, and the urban middle class. The conserv-

atives in this region demonstrate a pattern <]uite similar to that of

the Radicals although registering a stronger negative correlation with

prosperous farming, a significant correlation vjith dairy farming, and

no significant association with the urban class index.

The Peronista association v;i th large Industry in Buenos Aires

explains 16.^+ per cent of the variance in that group's vote. Prosperous

farming enters the multiple regression equation second to explain another

5.8 per cent of the variance, followed by agriculture scale and para-

urbanism vjhich account for '4.3 and 3.9 per cent respectively. Increases

in partial correlations of several valuables by this stags of the

regression cause Lhe association between Peronista vote and the rural

v/orking class to enter the equation fifth and account For 4.5 per cent

of the variance, whi'e another 3.1 pei' cent is accounted for by the
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negative entry of "rural traditionalism" in the seventh step. Urbanism,

whose correlation coefficient dropped sharply after the entry of industry

scale in the first step^ explained 2.6 per cent of the variance when

it entered the equation at the sixth step. The remaining five variables

account for slightly more than 2 per cent of the variance^ giving a

total explained variance oP ^3 . 6 per cent for all Independent variables

combi ned.

In multiple regression analysis for the Radicals in Buenos Aires^

the correlation with large agriculture explains 15.2 per cent of the

vote variance while negative associations with urbanism and prosperous

farming add 6.8 and hj per cent respectively. The negative correlation

with paraurbanism enters the Radical equation Fourth to account for

another k.S per cent of the variance^ while rural middle class^ 1936

Radical vote, and dairy farming each add betv/een 1.2 and 1,8 per cent

to the explained variance. These seven variables bring the explained

variance to 35.9 per cent; the remaining five increase this only to 36. 't

per cent.

For the conservatives of Buenos Aires, the first three variables

to enter the multiple regression equat i Qn--each representing a negative

cor rel at ion--are prosperous farming, ui'banism, and paraurbanism. These

factors explain 12.3,- ?'.2, ?nd 6.2 per cent, respectively, of the

variance of the conservative vote in tliat region. The conservative vote

in 1936 adds 1.9 per cent to the explained variance, followed by the

negative association with large industry at 1.1 per cent. The last

seven variables to enter the equation together explain only about 1.3

per cent of the reinaining variance, reaching a total explained variance

of 32. 1 per cent.
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It can be seen in Table V-1 that both the Peronistas and the

Radicals lacked any significant correlations in the Litoral. The

highest Peronista correlation is .20 with Factor VII, vjhich explains

only 3.9 per cent of the vote variance. As a result of changing values

of partial correlations at different steps of the regression analysis,

variables explaining the largest amount of the Peronista variance were

Factor IX, entering second to account for h,h per cent, and a negative

association vvith the 1936 Radical vote which entered at the sixth step

and explained another h,J per cent of the variance. All independent

variables together accounted for 23.9 per cent of the variance in

Peronista vote in the Litoral, but at no point in the regression did

the equation attain statistical significance. The Radical regression

equation accounted for 20. '4 per cent of the variance in that party's

vote, and, like the previous case, never attained statistical significance.

The first three variables entering the Radical equation were Factors

IX, V, and Vll, which respectively explained 5.7, ^.0, and 3.9 per cent

of the variance.

In contrast to the other tv;o party groups, the conservatives of

the Litoral correlate significantly v;ith tvio independent var i abl es --1 93^

conservative vote and the absence of "out -migrat ion. " Although it is

belov^ the level of statistical significance, there also is the expected

negative correlation with urbanism. In the multiple regression equation,

the "party organisation" variable enters first to explain 15.9 per cent

of the variance in conservative vote, followed by Factor Vll which ac-

counts for another 6.9 per cent of the variance. Prosperous farming

and small ranch i ng --each wit!i a simple correlation of only -.02-'-gain
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in importance witli the partial ling process and enter the eciuation at the

third and fourth steps to account for 6.6 and 6.1 per cent of the

variance, respectively. These four variables bring the explained vari-

ance to 35.5 per cent with a multiple R of .60. The remaining eight

variables increase the multiple correlation coefficient only to .65 and

together account for 6 per cent more of the variance.

As in 1936, the Interior registers the highest multiple correla-

tion coefficients among the three regions. In what has been seen to be

a pattern in the Interior;, the Peronista vote in 1 9'46 correlates at a

solid .46 with the Concordancia vote of a decade earlier. The Concor-

dancia, of course, was the governing party at the time of the 1936

election; in 19'^6, the fact that Peron was the choice of the military

government meant that he was the de facto administration candidate.

Thus the same areas which had tended to support the incumbent party in

1916, 1926, and 1936 continued to do so in 19^6. The conservative vote

In 19^6, by contrast, correlates at -.10 with the Concordancia vote of

the previous decade.

Peronista support In the Interior also correlates significantly,

though not strongly, with large industry, the rural middle class, and

large farming. The correlation with the 1936 Concordancia vote accounts

for 20.8 per cent of the variance in the Peronista vote, vjliile the as-

sociation with large farming--a negative correlation with small ranching-

explains another 10. 'l- per cent. Industry size enters the regression

equation third to explain 5.'+ per cent more of the variance, followed

by urbanism accounting for k.8 per cent. These four variables together

account for k] .h per cent of the total variance and bring the multiple
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R to .6h; the remaining eight variables together add less than 7 per

cent to the explained variance and bring the multiple R to .69. The

significant correlation of -.20 vvhich the Peronistas registered with

the rural class Factor in Table V-l dropped after 1936 Concordancia

vote entered the equation^ causing tliis factor to not enter until the

eighth step where it added only 1.1 per cent to the explained variance.

UCR vote in 1936 proved to be by far the most important single

variable in accounting for variance in the Radical vote in the Interior.

Additional Radical correlations of statistical significance are .37

with the urban middle class, .38 vjith small ranching, and .29 with the

absence of large industry. The correlation of .57 with 1936 party vote

accounts for 32.3 per cent of the variance in Radical vote, while small

ranching enters the equation second to explain another 9.7 per cent.

The next two variables to enter the Radical equation are negative as-

sociations vyith urbanis.n and large industry, each explaining 2.6 per

cent oF the variance. These first four variables in the equation bring

the multiple R to .69 and account for 47.3 per cent of the total

variance in Radical vote; tlie remaining eight variables increase the

multiple R to .73 and the explained variance to 53.5 per cent. Despite

its relatively strong independent correlation, the urban class index

declined steadily in its partial correlations as the first Pew variables

entered the Radical equation and was the last of the tv^elve independent

variables to be included.

Moving on to the interior conservatives, it can be seen that this

group lias both the highest single correlation aiid the highest multiple

R of any party ni^ouping in any region in Table V-l. The multiple R of
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.88 means that less than one-fourth of the variance in conservative

vote remains unexplained by the available independent variables. The

single most important variable behind conservative support seems to be

small ranching^ where a correlation of .66 explains k3 per cent of the

variance. Other significant conservative correlations are -.38 with

prosperous farming and -.?.9 vjith urbanism. These factors are the next

two to enter the regression equation after small ranching^ accounting

respectively for 10.9 and 12.6 per cent of the vai'iance. Entering the

equation in the fourth and fifth steps are a positive correlation vj'\th

the rural vjorking class, accounting for 4.3 per cent of the variance,

and a negative association with paraurbanism v;hich explains an additional

5 per cent. These five variables bring the multiple R to .87 and ac-

count for a total of 76 per cent of the variance. The other seven

variables together add only 2 per cent to the explained variance.

In summarizing the 19^6 election analysis, perhaps the most

striking change from earlier election periods is the pattern of stronger

correlations in Buenos Aires and a parallel v/eakening of correlations

in t'le Litoral. In the case of Buenos Aires, it would appear that the

19'^6 election proved to be a catalyst for political opinion in a way

that none of the earlier elections had bee-i, it is also possible, of

course, that a tradition of electoral fraud in the province had finally

broken down and for the first time a "natural" structure of political

support v;os able to emerge. In view of tiie generally unchallenged

honesty of the 19^6 election, the sudden lack of structure in the Litoral

is more difficult to explain. If fraud is not the explanation, the

absence of significant correlations for the Peronistas and Radicals v;ith
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any of the same factors which shov/ed strong associations with the 1936

election v/ould seem to indicate that in the Litoral the 13^6 election

caused a general "across-the-board" fracturing of political alignments,

particularly among the Radicals.

Although at the national level only urbanism correlates signif-

icantly with Peronista support, a review of the regional sections of

Table V-l shows a general pattern of Peronista strength in areas marked

by urbanism, large industry, and the urban wori<ing class. This pattern,

of course, is consistent with the origins of the Peronista movement as

vjell as the findings of both impressionistic and empirical studies of

the election. -^ But the fact that Peronista voting correlated at

significant levels with small agriculture, prosperous farming, and

small ranching in Buenos Aires v-jhile showing significant negative cor-

relations v;ith the rural working class and with small ranching in the

Interior indicates that the appeal of the Peronista movement v-jas rural

as v;ell as urban and that it varied somewhat from one region to another.

It is tliis interregional variation v;hich at least in part accounts for

the lov; correlations at the national level.

The general pattern of Radical support in 19^+6 shows that party's

major strength associated with the urban middle class, with the absence

of large industry, and to some extent with rural ism. Like the Peronis-

tas, the Radicals varied considerobly from one region to another in

their association with some of the independent variables. Radical vote

correlates vjith small ranching at -.27 in Buenos Aires and .38 in the

Interior, for example, v;hile only in the Interior Is tlie "party organ-

ization" variable of any significance.
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Conservatives show their usual association with rural ism in all

regions in 19^6^ and except in the Literal show a solid negative cor-

relation v;ith prosperous fanning. At the national level the conserva-

tives also register a significant negative correlation with the urban

middle class, but all regional correlations v^ith this variable are with-

out significance. in general^, then, the areas of conservative support

have about the same characteristics as in previous elections.

The apparent tendency of seme areas of the Interior to support

the administration candidates regardless of which party is in power has

been seen to be evident in the IS'-fS election. Thus although there

would appear to be little connection between either the parties or the

policies of the Concordancia In 1936 and the Peronistas in 19'+6, their

electoral support in the Interior correlates at .hS,

Finally, a brief evaluation of the 19^+7 factors used in the 1936

and 19^+6 election analyses is in order. Urbanism, prosperous farming,

small ranching, and Industry scale emerge from both elections as

generally the most meaningful of the ten factors in explaining variance

in the vote for various party groupings. Rural class and dairy farming

are of more value in 1936 than 19'^6, while the reverse Is true of

agriculture scale. It Is interesting to note that of the four "weak"

factors which to varying degrees seemed to be artifacts of the factor

analytic process. Factor IX (rural traditionalism) registered no

significant correlations in either of the elections vjliile Factor Vil

(out-migration) correlated significantly v/ith only one party in one

region in each analysis. Factor X (dairy farming) proved significant

in the Interior and nationally in 1936 and for the conservatives in
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Buenos Aires in 1 9'f6, but still was weaker than most of the first six

factors. The enigmatic Factor V ! I I (paraurbanism) seems to be the

strongest of the four v;eak factors^ but its obvious relationship to

urbanism also makes it the most defensible of the four. It is also

interesting to note that in neither Buenos Aires nor the I nter ior--the

regions with the most "structured" politics in 19'+6--did Factors Vll,

IX^ or X enter the regression equation of any party until after the

fourth step. In shorty the original assessment of tliese factors as

being artifactual and probably of little explanatory value has generally

been borne out by the election analysis.

Rol l Call Analysis

Deputies serving in the ig'^i-S-l 9'+8 session of the Chamber of

Deput les --li ke those of a decade before--can easily be divided into

Government and Opposition blocs. Tiie Government bloc^ which will be

referred to as the Peronista bloc in the follov;ing analysis, is composed

of I 1 of the 158 deputies who served during the session. Most were

elected on the slate of the Partido Laborista, the dissident Union

Cfvica Radical (Junta Renovadora), or a combined slate of the two

groups. Also joining the Peronista bloc were deputies of San Juan's

UCR Bloquista and several elected in the Interior under the banner of

UCR Yr Igoyani sta. Forty-four meiiibers of the Opposition bloc represented

the orthodox Union Cfvica Radical, while the remaining four were

conservatives from the Litoral and the Interior.

The 275 contested roll calls during the lS'->6-19U8 session far

exceeded the total of any other two-year period during the history of
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the Argentine Chamber of Deputies. Because the great majority of

these roll calls were sharp divisions on which both blocs voted v%fith a

high level of cohesion, only Lhose issue areas in which at least one of

the blocs showed a lack of unanimity v.'ere examined for scalability. In

practice, this often meant an issue in which the Peronista bloc was

divided while the Opposition bloc remained unanimous since the latter

group maintained a higher level of cohesion throughout the session.

Table V-2 shows that while the majority of the IS'^G-ig^fS roll

calls represented a division of betv/een 10 and 29 per cent and forty-

five were divided by less than 10 per cent of the vote, there also vjere

more unevenly divided cases than in some of the earlier sessions. In

sharper contrast to some of the earlier sessions is the rate of participa-

tion sliovjn in Table \l -3 . Vihile the largest single group--105 roll calls--

registered the vote of only betv^een 50 and 59 per cent of the deputies,

there v/ere also many roll calls in v^hich the rate of participation was

betvjeen 70 and 89 per cent and six cases in which more than 90 per cent

of the deputies voted.

The issue area of the Guttman scales, along vjith the number of

deputies and number of roll calls composing each one, is shov/n in Table

V-'K The size of the scales range from three composed of tvjo roll calls

each to the Foreign Affairs Scale made up of six roll calls. More than

two-thirds of the session's 158 deputies ave recorded on five of the

eight scales, while the smallest scale includes only slightly more than

one-third of the deputies. As has been noted in previous chapters,

building scales with only two roll colls reduces the number of scalable

deputies because a non-response cannot be tolerated on any of the items.
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TABLE V-2

CONTESTED ROLL CALLS

Per cent vote difference

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 ^0-^9 50-59 60-69 70-79

Number of kS 79 76 k] 9 12
Roll Calls

TABLE V-3

ROLL CALL PARTI CI RATION

Per cent of Deputies voting

50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89 90-99

Number of
Roll Calls 105 85 56 23
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TABLE V-^

SCALE CONTENT AND SIZE

Scale Subject "Positive" Vote Number Number
Rol 1 Cal 1 s Deput ies

Labor #1 Pro-Labor 3 8l

Labor #2 . Pro-Labor 2 69

University Law Pro-Autonomy k 107

Export Investigation Pro-Investigation h 118

Rights £ Immunities Support of Immunities ^ 129

Foreign Affairs Pro-Administration 6 110

Aboriginal Protection Pro-Protection 2 117

San Juan Disaster Pro-Action 2 5^
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In contrast to earlier chapters^ there is no Partisan Issues Scale in-

]SkG-]Sk8 . This of course is not because there were no partisan

i5sues--v i rtual ly all issues drew a partisan response from the Radical

deputies and the great majority did likev;ise from the Peronistas --but

because the large number of roll calls and the fact that most of them

viere sharp partisan divisions led to the decision to ignore these in

the search for scales. This procedure would not have been defensible

had the goal of analysis been to map the issue areas of the session^

for many issues on which there were a nuir.ber of roll calls do not ap-

pear in any of the scales. The goal of roll call analysis in this

study^ however, is to determine the dimensions of voting behavior in

the chamber, making the issue content important only to the extent

which it is relevant to these dimensions. From this perspective,

validity of the analysis would seem to be little harmed by ignoring

large numbers of partisan divisions.

Table \J~S shows the rank-order correlations among tlie eight

scales of this session. This matrix leaves no doubt that each of the

scales does in fact represent a distinct voting dimension. The

strongest correlation betv/een any two scales is a coefficient of .71

between the Universicy Law Scale and the Rights and Immunities Scale,

while there are a number of coefficients weaker tlian .25. The scales

representing these different voting dln'.enslons of the 19'i6-lS)'!3 session

are discussed below.

Labor Scale //l

This scale is composed of three roll calls dealing with questions

of workers' salaries. Two of the votes vyere on amendments liberalizing
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the salary supplement law while the third vjould have required employers

to pay regular salaries during "lock-outs." A "positive" vote on all

questions is the one which vyould extend or increase the pay of the

v/o r ke r

.

Item 1 was a motion to extend the salary supplement law to include

domestic servants; I tern 2 v;ould likewise extend the law's coverage to

all government employees earning less than SOO pesos per month. Item

3, dealing with a separate 1 aw^ was a vote on a provision in the meat

v/orkers statute which would require all employers guilty of lock-outs

to pay employees their regular salaries during the time they were kept

away from the job.

Table V-GA shows that all but three Opposition deputies recorded

on the scale are in Scale Type k, representing a pro-labor vote on all

three items^ v;hile only one member of the Peronista bloc is in this end

scale type. The adjoining scale type^ representing a positive vote on

Items 1 and 2 and a non-response on I tern 3, contains tvyo of the remain-

ing three Opposition deputies and nine members of the government bloc.

The remaining three scale pos i t i ons --Scale Type 2 representing a pro-

labor vote on the first two items and a negative vote on the third,

Scale Type 1 indicating support of the first item and opposition to all

three quest ions- -are populated exclusively by members of the Peronista

bloc with the exception of a single Opposition deputy from Cordoba in

Scale Type 0.

A slight regioiial trend in vjhich deputies from Buenos Aires tend

to be at the pro-lnbor end of the scale and those of the Interior at

the opposite end can be seen in Table \I~GQ, This same tendency, although
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TABLE V-6A

LABOR SCALE //I

Bloc
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still weaker^ can be seen vyithin the Peronlsta bloc in Table V-6C.

This Peronista table suggests, hoviever , that despite the slight

regional bias the position of most deputies in the majority bloc vjas

based on factors beyond the scope of the present analysis.

Labor Scale #2

Also dealing with labor matters but correlating with the former

scale at only -.42;, this scale is composed of tvio roll calls. Item 1

is a clause in a 1 avj governing private chauffeurs which would set 90

days as the minimum period of employment required to qualify for benefits,

Item 2 concerned an amendment to the retirement and social security law

which would make it applicable to government employees over the age of

eighteen. As opposition in each case was based primarily on the

contention that the proposals were too restrictive, a pro-labor vote

on each item is nay.

In contrast to the former labor scale, it is the Peronista bloc

vjhich holds up the pro-labor end of this scale. Table \/~7A shoves

government deputies about evenly divided betv-yeen Scale Types 1 and 2,

with two members in the most anti -labor scale type. The Opposition

bloc contains fourteen deputies in the median scale type and nine at

the anti -labor end of the scale. Again in contrast to the former

scale. Table V-7B shows a regional tendency for Interior deputies to be

more pro-labor on this scale than those of the Litoral or Buenos Aires.

Looking at regional vote patterns within the individual blocs.

Table V-'/C shovys that it is the Peronista blcc wliich is responsible for

the pattern seen in the previous table. More than twice as many Interior
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TABLE V-7A

LABOR SCALE #2

Bloc
Scale Type

1

Not

Scaled Total

Peroni sta

Oppos i t ion

Total

2 23 21

9 14

11 37 21

25

89

110

158
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Peronistas are in Scale Type 2 than in the other two scale positions

combined^ while those of the Literal and Buenos Aires are concentrated

in Scale Type 1. In the Opposition bloc^ on the other hand, Buenos

Aires and interior deputies show identical distributions between Scale

Types and 1, with Litoral deputies tending to be a little more "anti-

labor."

U niversity Law Scale

This scale is composed of four roll calls--three substantive and

one procedural --on various facets of a new law governing the national

universities. It is somewhat difficult to label the positive end of

this scale, combining as it seems to elements both of increased autonomy

from governmental control and increased professional standards for the

faculty. Items 1 and 2 represent votes on Senate amendments to the

university law; the first would prohibit faculty members from

simultaneously holding other public positions, the second would require

all persons joining the faculty to hold degrees. Item 3 is a proposal

that deputies who are also university professors either resign from

their university positions or refrain from voting on the university law.

Item ^ is a vote to approve the law "in general" prior to various

amendments. A positive vote is aye on the first three items and nay on

I tern 4.

Table V-SA shows a rather pronounced partisan alignment on the

university issue. More Peronistas are in Scale Type than in all of

tlie other four scale types combined, while all members of the Opposition

bloc are in either scale types 3 or ^4. Although Peronista deputies are
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found in every scale type^ their frequency steadily declines toward the

upper end of the scale. As a further indication of partisan polariza-

tion on this issue^ only one of the thirteen Opposition deputies in

Scale Type 3 cast a negative vote on item k; the remainder are in that

scale type because of a non-response on the final item. Likevjise, five

of tlie Peronistas in Scale Type I are there due to a non-response on

item 1; had they voted, they might have joined the thirty-eight Peronis-

tas v;ho populate Scale Type 0.

in contrast to the partisan alignment, Table V-8B discloses no

regional pattern to the scale type distribution beyond a very slight

tendency for Buenos Aires deputies to be toward the upper end of the

scale and those from the interior toward the opposite end. Litoral

deputies are spread almost evenly among all scale types. This weak

regional pattern seems to be based primarily upon the Peronista bloc;

Table V-8C shows that Interior members are somevyhat more concentrated

at the lower end of the scale than are those from Buenos Aires. For the

Opposition bloc, Table V-SD shows no Important regional pattern. In

sum.mary, the university law would seem to have been a strictly partisan

question for the Opposition and one involving both partisan and regional

considerations for members of the Peronista bloc.

Export I nvestigation Scale

The Export Investigation Scale Is composed of four roll calls on

questions dealing with a congressional investigation into alleged ir-

regularities In the government-controlled export of wheat. As It in-

volved at least an implicit criticism of the administration, this is the

type of issue which has often been found to fit into the heterogeneous
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TABLE V-8A

UNIVERSITY LAW SCALE

Bloc
Scale Type

1 2

Not

Scaled Total

Peronista

Oppos i t ion

Total

38 11 9 5 1

13 30

38 11 9 18 31

U6

5

51

110

kS

158
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"partisan Issues" scales in the past. Here it correlates moderately

vje]] with several of the other scales but is clearly a dimension of

i t s own

.

Item 1 of the Export Investigation Scale is a notion to refer to

committee the requested creation of a special committee to investigate

alleged irregularities in the export of wheat to Uruguay. Item 2 is a

request that the committee investigating the Uruguay issue be granted

broader authority to check into all matters dealing with export licenses,

item 3 is a proposal that the investigating conimittee be given full use

of the facilities of the Chamber of Deputies, while Item k is tiie

proposed authorization for the cc;nmittee to investigate back to June k,

}3k'i, rather than just to June k, 19^6. These extra three years v;ould

have covered the time the country was under military rule prior to the

election of Peron. A positive or pro-Investigation vote is nay on

Item 1 --which would likely have buried the matter--and aye on the

remaining three items.

Table V-SA shov-js a high cohesion for the Opposition bloc on this

scale, with thirty-four members in Scale Type 5--a positive vote on all

four items--and another four in the adjacent scale type which represents

a positive vote on the first three Items and a non-response on Item h.

The Peronlsta bloc, in contrast, is quite spread out over the scale

although concentrated in Scale Type 1 (a positive response on Item 1

and negative responses on the other three Items). Table V-9B shows a

slightly higher proportion of Buenos Aires than Interior deputies tov/ard

the upper end of the scale, but the absence of a regional pattern for

the Peronistas In Table V-9^- would suggest that this is largely the
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EXPORT iNVESTI CATION SCALE

Bloc

Scale Type

Not12 3^5 Scaled Total

Peronista 7 39 11 10 12 1 30 110

Opposition 0^+3^ 10 k8

Total 7 39 I! 10 16 35 ^0 158

TABLE V-9B

EXPORT INVESTIGATION SCALE
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result of the higher concentration of Buenos Aires deputies in the Op-

position bloc. Once again^ then, it seems that the export investiga-

tion issue was a strongly partisan question for the Opposition while

the stand of the individual Peronista deputies was often dependent upon

factors beyond the scope of this analysis.

Rights and Immunities Scale

The scale which in the absence of a more specific label will be

called "rights and immunities" is composed of four roll calls. Two

deal with questions of the internal operation of the Chamber of Deputies;

two are concerned with an assassination attempt against a member of the

chamber. Since all seem to in one way or anotlier touch upon the rights

and immunities of members oF the chamber, that common theme was chosen

as the dimension represented by the scale.

Item 1 involves a mot i on--taken at a time when the Opposition

bloc v/as absent--to take roll and send the list to the chamber business

office so that the pay of deputies absent without permission could be

withheld for that day. Item 2 was a motion to consider changes in the

chamber's rules vjhich would make the dismissal of chamber employees

less of a discretionary matter in the hands of the chamber president

and more subject to the chamber as a whole. Item 3 is a motion to set

up a special committee to investigate an assassination attempt against

deputy Cipriano P,eye:s, a leader of the Parti do Labor 'sea, while Item k

involved a proposal to expand that investigation to include a general

probe of recent attacks on public liberties. A positive vote is nay on

Item 1 and aye on the remaining three items.
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As in the previous tv.o scales^ this seems to have been a strong

partisan issue for the Opposition bloc but much less so for the Peronls-

tas. Table V-10A shoves that all but one of the forty-eight Opposition

deputies recorded on the scale are in Scale Type 6--a positive vote on

all four items, Peronista deputies, on the other hand, are found in

all scale types although they shovv their heaviest concentration in

Scale Type 2 (a positive vote on item 1 and negative votes on all other

items). In contrast to some earlier scales with similar paitisan pat-

terns, hov/ever, Tables V-lOB and V-IOC show virtually no regional pat-

tern either for the chamber as a whole or for the Peronista bloc. Once

again, therefore, it appears that there are divisions within the govern-

ment bloc which lie beyond the scope of the present analysis.

Foreign Affairs Scale

This scale is composed of six roll calls on matters dealing with

Argentine foreign policy, including approval of the United Nations

Charter. The positive position on each roll call is that which supports

the position of the administration. As would be expected in an issue-

area involving important executive policies, the scale shows a definite

partisan pattern--especi al
1
y in the Opposition bloc--but does not

correlate any more highly than -.68 with any of the other scales.

I tern 1 of the Foreign Affairs Scale is a contrived item composed

of three roll calls dealing v/Ith (1) a motion to consider approval of

the United Nations Charter and the Act of Chapultepec, (2) approval of

the United Nations Charter, and (3) a minority report recommending

several reservations in approval of the Act of Chapultepec. A positive
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TABLE V-lOA

RIGHTS AND IMMUNITIES SCALE

Bloc
Scale Type

Not

1 2 3^5 6 Scaled Total

Peronistas 13 8 32 12 8 6 2 29 110

Opposition 1 47 48

Total lit 8 32 12 8 6 it9 29 158

TABLE V-lOB

RIGHTS AND IMKUNITIES SCALE
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PERONISTA BLOC
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vote is aye on the first two roH calls and nay on the third. item 2

is a vote approving Argentina's adherence to the Act of Chapultepec;

a positive vote is aye. Items 3 and 4 represent roll calls dealing

with affairs in other Latin American nations; the first was a declara-

tion of solidarity with the national congress of Guatemala in its claim

of national rights over Belize (British Honduras)^ the second a declara-

tion urging Bolivia to cease political executions. A positive vote is

nay on Item 3 and aye on Item k.

Table V-llA shows that v;h i 1 e Peronista deputies are found In all

scale types^ their concentration is steadily heavier tov;ard the upper

end of the scale. All but three Opposition deputies are in the lowest

scale type^ and those three are not members of the Union Ctvica Radical.

Scale Type 5, populated by thirty-four members of the Peronista bloc,,

represents a pro-administration position on all four Items; the adjacent

scale type^ where another thirteen Peronistas are ranked^ represents a

pro-administration stand on the first three items and a non-response on

Item h. Scale Types 1, 2, and 3 indicate support of the "easier" one^

two and three Items^ respect i vel y^ and opposition to the remaining

Items. Scale Type 0, the most ant I -admi nist rat ion position^ Indicates

a negative stand on all items (although all Opposition deputies in that

scale type show a non-response on Item 2).

A slight regional bias of Buenos Aires deputies concentrating

toward the lower end of the scale Is seen in Table V-llB^ but the

absence of any regional pattern within the Peronista bloc in Table

V-llC suggests that this apparent regionalism was the result of the

distribution of the Opposition blcc. As in several past scales^
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TABLE V-llA

FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE

Scale Type

Not12 3^5 Scaled Total

Peronista 1 5 5 13 13 3^ 39 110

Opposition 36 2 1 9 48

Total 37 5 7 1^ 13 3^ 48 158

TABLE V-llB

FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE

Reg Ion
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therefore^ it appears that in the Foreign Affairs Scale considerations

other than those analyzed in the present study lay behind the voting

pattern of the Peronistas.

Aboriginal Prot ection Scale

Composed of tv/o roil calls dealing with national territories and

governmental protection of the nation's aboriginal peoples,, this is the

only IS^^-IS'+S scale in which the Opposition bloc showed a level of

cohesion 1ov;er than that of the Peronistas. Item 1 of the scale is a

resolution dealing with protection of the aboriginals; I tern 2 is a

proposed allocation of 30^000 pesos to the Committee on National Ter-

ritories for use in study trips. A positive vote is aye in each case.

Table \/-12A shows that the majority of both blocs is in Scale

Type 2, representing approval of both items^ while declining numbers of

each bloc are found In the tv/o lower scale types (Scale Type 1 repre-

senting approval of Item 1 but rejection of item 2, Scale Type

indicating opposition to both items). Although following the same pat-

tern as the Peronistas, a greater proportion of Opposition deputies is

found in each of the lov/er two scale types. No pronounced regional

patterns are disclosed for the chamber as a whole in Table V-lZB or for

either of the individual blocs in Tables V-12C and \/-12D.

San Juan Reconstr uction S

c

a1e

This scale is composed of tvio roll calls dealing with governmental

aid in the reconstruction of San Juar. province following extensive earth-

quake damage. Item 1 is a proposal to add a representative of the

propertyov'iners to a special committee which would administer the national
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TABLE V-12A

ABORIGINAL PROTECTION SCALE

Bloc

Scale Type

1

Not
Scaled lotal

Peronlsta

Oppos it ion

Total

2 4 71

k 11 25

6 15 96

33

8

k]

110

158

TABLE V-123

ABORIGINAL PROTECTION SCALE

Region
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TABLE V-12C

FEKONISTA BLOC

Regio'-

Aboriginal Protection
Scale Type
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funds allocated for the reconstruction. Item 2 is a motion to set a

date to consider the cjuentlcn or San Juan reconstruction with or with-

out a committee report. On both items a positive vote is aye.

Table \/-13A shows that all ranked members of the Opposition bloc

are in Scale Type 2- -represerit ing approval of boih items-~while Peronista

deputies are found in all scale types but are concentrated in Type 1.

Scale Type 1 indicates approval of Item 1 and opposition to Item 2;

Scale Type represents rejection of both items.

The slight concentration of Buenos Aires deputies in Scale Type

2 in Table \/-13B once again seems to be due to the regional distribu-

tion of members of the Opposition bloc. As can be seen in Table V-13Cj

the only regional pattern within the Peronista bloc is a tendency for

deputies from Buenos Aires and the Interior to concentrate in the median

scale type while those from the Lltoral are found more toward the

upper end of the scale,

Conci us ion

Despite the high frequency of sharp partisan divisions in the

19^6-19^8 session of the Chamber of Deputies, it has been seen that

there were some issue areas In which the cohesion of one or the other

bloc--or occasionally both--decl i ned and thus allowed construction of

cumulative scales. In contrast to the 1936-1938 session where all but

one of the votes ranged along a single dimension^ at least elgiit dif-

ferent dimensions were found among the 19^6-19'+8 roll calls. The

i ntercorrel at ions among tliese eight scales varied from .12 to .71.

Although the Opposition was found to have dropped its usual
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TABLE V-13A

SAN JUAN RECONSTRUCTION SCALE

Bloc
Scale Jypi

TABLE V-13B

SAN JUAN RECONSTRUCTION SCALE

Not

Scaled Total

Peronista
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high level of cohesion on some scales^ the gradations on most issue

dimensions during the 19-^5-19^3 session were the results of differ-

ing voting patterns among members of the Peronista bloc. Unlike many

similar cases in previous sessions^ however^ this intrabloc variation

in 19^6-19^8 seldom seemed to be based upon regionalism. Although the

present study does not include indicators to measure these facets^ it

seems likely that this non-regional variation within the Peronista

bloc might be explained at least in part by the heterogeneous class

and group backing which Peron had in 19'-.'6, But what is evident--and

important to the thesis of the study-Is that regionalism seemed

considerably less important in the 19^6-19^8 chamber than in any of

the previous three sessions analyzed.
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Notes

Much has been written about the Peron period both by Argentine
and foreign authors. Like the historiography of the Yrigoyen period,
however, heated polemics far outnumber analytic works and nothing ap-
proaching a definitive history of the period has yet appeared. An over-
view of the literature appearing up until about 1958 can be found in

Fritz L. Hoffman's two-part bibliographical essay. "Perdn and After,"
Hispanic American Historical Review, XXXVi (November, 1956), 510-528,
and XXXIX (May, 1959), 212-233. Perhaps the best work in English deal-
ing with the rise of Peron and the first few years of his administra-
tion is George 1. Blanksten, Peron's Argentina (Chicago; University of
Chicago Press, 1953). Other accounts in English include Robert J.

Alexander, The Peron Era (New York: Columbia University Press, 1951);
Arthur P. Whi taker. The United States and Argentin a (Cambridge: Harvard
University Press, 195^); and Arthur P. Whitaker, Argen tine Upheava l (New
York: Praeger, 1956). A recent brief study which includes a critique
of these and other earlier v^riters on the theme is Alberto Ciria, Pero -

nismo-'Mythology or Ideology ? (Riverside: University of California,
Lat in American Research Program, 196?). Sociological interpretations
of the Peronista movement include Gino Germani, Integracion politica de
las masas y el total i tar ismo (Buenos Aires: Colegio Libre de Estudios
Supcriores, 1956) and Torcuato S. Di Telia, El sistema politico arge n-
t ino y la cl ase obrera (Buenos Aires: EUDEBA, 1964). Among the better
recent studies is Carlos S. Fayt, "Naturaleza del peronismo," Aportes,
No, 1 (July, 1966), pp. 5"120. Current research includes a study by
Argentine sociologist Miguel Murmis of the mobilization of the vjorking

class in Greatei- Buenos Aires during the 19^0-19^5 period.

2
Austin F, Macdonald, Government of the Argentine Republic (New

York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 19^2)" p. 101.

Ysabel F(isk) Rennie, The Argentine Republic (New York: Mac-
mi 11 an, 19^5), P. 262.

L
Argentina, Ministerio del Interior, Las fuerzas armadas restitu -

yen el impe rio de la sobcranfa popula r; las elecciones generales de

1946 (2 vols.; Buenos Aires, 19^6), I, 950. The electoral law had been
changed to give the winning party all electors in a district.

Ernesto Palacio, Histor ia de la A rgentina (2 vols.; 4th ed.

;

Buenos Aires: A. Pena Lillo Editor, 1965), I I, 391.

Rennie, p. 288.

In a 1967 interviev^; with the author, a prominent conservative who
had been a young party worker at the time said the only thing which kept
the 1941 election in Buenos Aires from being a national scandal was the

fact that it was held on December 7 and the bombing of Pearl Harbor

buried the news of fraud in Buenos Aires.
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Rennie^ p. 31/.

The literature on the concept of status inconsistency is extensive,

Among recent studies of tlie relationship between status inconsistency

and politics in the United States are Gary B. Rush^ "Status Consistency

and Right-Wing Extremism," American Sociolog i cal Review , XXXII (February^

1967), 86-92, and David R. Segal, "Status Inconsistency, Cross Pressures,

and American Political Behavior," American Sociological Review , XXXIV

(June, 1969), 352-359. For a recent theoretical discussion of the

subject, see James C. Kimberly, "Status Inconsistency: A Reformulation

of a Theoretical Problem," Human Relations, XX (May, 1967), 171-179.

Ysabel Fisk (Rennie), "Argentina: The Thirteen-Year Crisis,"

Foreign Affairs. XXI I (January, 19^^), 263.

John J. Johnson, Political Change in Latin America; The Emergence

of the Middle Sectors (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press,

1958), pp! n 1-1 12.

1 2
Juan Antonio Solari, Parias argentinos; explotacion y m i seria de

los trabaj adores en el norte del pats (Buenos Aires: Librer'a La Van-

guardia, 19^0), p, 7.

^^
Ibid . . p. 15.

Gino German i, Polftica y sociedad en una epoca de transicion; de

la sociedad tradlcional a la sociedad d e masas (Buenos Aires: Editorial

Paidos, 1966), p. 230.

For a study of migrant participation in voluntary associations,

see Gino German!, "Inquiry into Social Effects of Urbanization in a

Working-class Sector of Greater Buenos Aires," in Urbanization in Latin

America , Philip M. Hauser (ed.) (Paris: UNESCO, 1961), pp. 206-233.

Enrique Naya (pseud.), "La crisis argentina: peronismo y antl-

peronismo," Cuadernos (Paris), No. 43 (July-August, I960), p. kG.

JosI Luis Romero, "Trends of the Masses in Argentina," Social

Science , XXVI (October, 1951), 219.

1

S

For a reviev-j of the movement by a founder and long-time leader,

see Arturo Jauretche, F.O.R.J.A. y la decada infame (Buenos Aires:
Editorial Coyoacan, 1962). For an example of an early polemic of the

movement, see Manuel Ortiz Pereyra, El S.O.S. de mi pueblo; causas y

remedios de la crisis economica argentina (n.p.: Coleccion F.O.R.J.A,,

n.d.).

J. J. Hernlndez Arregui, La formacion de la conc ie ncia nacional ,

1930-1960 (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Hachea, 1960)^ p. 305n.
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For a brief discussion of military-oligarchy relations in the

twentieth century^ see Darfo Canton^ Military I n tervention s in Argen -

tina, 1900-1966 (Buenos Aires: Instituto Torcuato Di Telia, Centro cle

Invest igaciones Sociales, Documento de Trabajo No. 39, 196?).

^^Rennie, p. 3^5.

"Procl ama hecha circular entre los oficiales del ejercito antes

del k de junio de 19^3j," printed in Juan V. Orona, La log i a mi 1 i tar q ue

derroco 5 Cast i i lo (Buenos Aires: By the author, I966), pp, 110-111.

^Rennie, p. 3^'+.

2kAlberto Ciria, Partidos y poder en la Argentina moderna, 1930 -

kS (Buenos Aires: Jorge Alvarez Editor, 196^), pp. 98-99.

-^For a discussion of Argentina's policies and U.S. reaction
during this period, see Alberto Conil Paz and Gustavo Ferrari, Pol f t ic a

exterior argentina, 1930-19^2 (Buenos Aires: Editorial Muemul, 196^4),

pp. 123-161.

26
On labor relations during this period, see Alexander, pp. 20-32.

^'Joseph R. Barager, "Argentina: A Country Divided," in Pol it -

ical Systems o f Latin America , Martin C. Needier (ed.) (Princeton, N.J.:
D. Van Nostraad Co., 196^), pp. k03-hkk.

?8
Arthur P. Whitaker, Argent i na (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice-

Hall, Spectrum, ]3Sk) , p. 118.

29
For a participant's account of the incident, see Angel Perelman,

Como hicimos el 17 de octubre (Buenos Aires: Editorial CoyoacSn, I96I).

^ Agust'n Rodr'guez Araya, Revolucion inconclusa (Buenos Aires:

Editorial Proceso, 196^), pp. hj-kk.

3 1

Peron's activities and appeals during that early period are
reflected in several collections of his speeches. See especially Juan
Peron, El pueblo quiere saber de que sc trata (Buenos Aires: n.p.,

19^)^ and, in English, Per&n Speaks ([Buenos Aires]: n.p., 19^9).

a 9
•'The party's charter and platform are printed in Fayt, pp. 67-76.

^^Ibid., pp. 66-67.

^ Jorge Abelardo Ramos, H istoria polftica del ejercito ar gentin o
(Buenos Aires: A. Pena Lillo Editor, 1959), P. 68.

^''The Union Democrat i ca 's program is printed in Ciria, Part idos

y poder . . . , pp. I6I-I63.
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^^Naya, p. 50.

•''See^ for exai^iple, Ciria^ Peronismo . . ., p. 7. Several Peronis-

tas who had been national deputies during the 1963"1966 period mentioned

this alleged connection with Yrigoyen during interviews with the author

in 1967.

Johnson^ p. 1 13

.

39Fayt, p. 91.

Many complaints and other pre-election documents can be found

In Argentina, Las fuerzas armadas . . ., \\, 9"3l8.

Alexander, pp. 51 "52.

hi
Argentina^ Las fuerzas armadas . . ., II, 602.

^ C i r i a , Pa rtidos y poder . . . , p . 131.

^he 1936 Radical vote in Buenos Aires and the Literal was

included in the Peronista equations because of the fact that some

Radical sectors joined the Peronista movement. In both cases, however,

the correlations proved to be insignificant and negative.

-"For one of the few empirical studies dealing with this election^

see Gino Germani, Estructura social de la Argentina (Buenos Aires:

Editorial Raigal, 1955), pp. 2^7-263.

See Appendix A.

For a tentative explanation of differences in the frequency of

roll calls, see Appendix B.

There were, for example, numerous roll calls on attempts by the

Opposition bloc to abrogate the controversial "Ley de Residencia"
authorizing the deportation of aliens on political grounds. For an

extensive discussion of this \avi, adopted in 1902 and apparently useful

to subsequent administrations if not to opposition parties, see Carlos

SSnchez Viamonte, Biograffa de una ley an t i

a

rgent ina: la ley h]kk

(Buenos Aires: Nuevas Ediciones Argent inas, 1956).

"Under the Saenz Pena electoral system minority parties would

often be somewhat underrepresented in the smaller provinces due to the

inability of following the 2-1 ratio. For example, in a province with

two deputies both seats would be vjon by the majority party, in one with

four deputies they would be divided 3~1^ and in one with five seats

they would be divided h-\ (assuming in each case that all are up for

election at the same time).



CHAPTER V!

THE FAILURE OF "NATIONAL INTEGRATION"
IS6O-I962

The two-year time period dealt v/ith in this chapter is character-

ized by tvio major features: the return to power of the Radicals and the

continued influence of Peron. The champion of the descami sados had been

reelected in 1952^ but his support began to erode during the following

years and in September, 1955^ he was overthrown by the military. As it

had after the 19'i-3 golpe, the military retained power for almost thi-ee

years before holding elections and returning the government to civilian

control. The electoral contest this time was between two Radical

f act ion5--the Union CTvica Radical had formally split into two parties

in 1957~"which vjere to develop a rivalry as bitter and uncompromising as

that between Radicals and conservatives or Radicals and Peronistas in

earlier times. Arturo Frondizi, elected by an unprecedented majority

in 1958, headed the first Radical government since 1930. Btit in many

respects Per6n--al though in exi le--cont i nued to be the dominant figi.ire

. ,^ . , . . 2
in Argentine politics.

Peron had steadily consolidated his control over Argentina during

the late 19^0's and early 1950's. This was accomplished largely in

informal v;ay5--pol i cies of higher wages and lower prices v/hich were

popular with labor, the grov/Ing influence of Eva Peron and her vast

welfare operations, constant harassment of opposition politicians and

the opposition press. ViOrc formal measures included a nev^ constitution

in 19^9 which institutionalized the social welfare orientation of the

266
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administration as well as strengthening the executive and allowing the

president to be reelected. Also of undoubtable aid in broadening

Peron's base of support v;as his action on two items which had been

long debated but long po5tponed--woman suffrage and the raising of

national territories to the status of provinces.

Perhaps the loudest source of opposition to Peron v;as in the

national Chamber of Deputies, but even here criticism became increasingly

difficult. Ricardo Balbfn, leader of the Radical bloc in the chamber,

was arrested in 19'^S under the law of desacato--author iz i ng the arrest

of a person who showed "disrespect" in word or action toward any

government of f i ci al --and later sentenced to a total of five years in

prison on twelve counts. Arturo Frondizi succeeded Balbfn in leader-

ship of the Radical bloc v/hich, already greatly outnumbered in ]3hG,

lost a few more deputies in the 19^8 election and voluntarily cut its

size in half in 1950. The 19^+9 Constitution extended all congressional

terms until 1952, when along with the presidential election the entire

chamber v/ould be up for renev;al on the basis of six-year terms. The

UCR had opposed the new constitution, and rather than compromise its

position on the issue the party voted to withdraw those deputies who

had been elected to four-year terms in 19^6 on the date in early 1950

when their normal "constitutional" terms would have expired. This

left only the eighteen Radical deputies who had been elected in 19^8.

The popularity of Eva Peron and her husband's constant efforts

to strengthen his position of power led to her consideration as his

vice presidential candidate in the elections of November 11, 1951.
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But this was too much even for some solid Per&n supporters, and she

declined the candidacy which was then given to incumbent vice president

J. Horacio Quijano. On the opposition side, the UCR nominated Balbin

--who had been freed early that year--and Frondizi as its presidential

and vice presidential candidates. As in 19^6^ the election itself was

considered to be quite honest, although the opposition had to campaign

under severe handicaps and harassment. Peron won by a two-to-one margin,

The intensity of the UCR opposition end the severity of the govern-

ment's repressive measures increased after the I95I election. Police

continued to arrest outspoken Radicals under the desacato lav; and broke

up numerous party meetings; in one case, six UCR members vjere arrested

for criticizing the government during debates at a party convention.

Peron's troubles also increased during the early years of his

second administration. The death of Eva in 1S52 was a blow to his

government, for in some ways she was the more popular of the pair and

—perhaps--the better politician. Popular economic policies which were

possible in the early years due to lai-ge surpluses of foreign exchange

had to be increasingly replaced with austerity measures in the early

1950's. Peron also began to have increasing conflicts with the Church

and sectors of the military, which along with the workers had provided

the foundation of his support. By early 1955 Peron's position had

weakened to the point where he attempted, unsuccessfully, to negotiate

a truce with the Radicals. In September of that year he was overthrown

by the mi 1 i tary.

The fall of Peron left the UCR as the only political group in

Argentina with organization and programs of a national scope. It also
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had young leadership and the record of having been the voice of

"democracy" during many difficult years since 1930. But when opposition

to Percn no longer served as a unifying force^ the factionalism which

had already been evident among the Radicals rapidly intensified.

The UCR v;as divided into four factions^ and in August^ 1956^

Balbfn resigned from the national committee after that group issued a

directive calling for party members to support Frondizi as presidential

candidate in the next national elections. Frondizi officially announced

his candidacy in late September and resigned as head of the party's

national committee. At the party's national convention^ Frondizi won

the nomination with 136 out of 20^ votes while his opponents accused

him of "steamroller" tactics and quickly solidified into an Opposition

bloc. Thus Frondizi 's nomination led to the fourth major split-'the

others were in 1891, 1897_, and 192^--in the Radical party. In 1957

a coalition of four groups --| ntrans igenci a y Renovaci&n (Buenos Aires),

I ntrans igenci a Nacional (C&rdoba) , I ntrans igencia Popular (capital),

and "Unionismo"--l ef t the party and formed the Union Cfvica Radical del

Pueblo (UCRP) . The portion of the party which follovved Frondizi was

thereafter called Union Civica Radical I ntrans igente (UCRI).

Frondizi immediately began campaigning for the election which the

military provisional government had promised to call by the end of 1957.

His approach appeared to be aimed at the working class rather than the

middle class which had traditionally been the mainstay of the UCR, a

tactic which brought accusations of demagoguery and alienated large

segments of the Radicals as v;ell as powerful sectors within the provi-

sional government of General Aramburu and the armed forces.
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The two factions of Radicals faced their first national test of

electoral strength when the provisional government called a constitu-

tional convention election for July 28^ 1957. When the government dis-

closed the plan the previous summer^ Frondizi took an immediate stand

against the proposal on the grounds that no changes in the constitution

--the 1855 Constitution to which the government had returned following

the overthrow of Peron--or electoral system should be made until the

country v/as returned to a civilian government. Instead of a constitu-

o
tional election, Frondizi urged that a date be set for general elections.

As the constitutional election approached, the UCR! took a position at

the head of a list of parties opposed to the changes proposed by the

Aramburu government--changes which would v/eaken the power of the president,

strengthen that of the legislature and judiciary, and give more autonomy

to the provinces. The ant i -Frondiz i UCRP led the groups favoring the

reforms.

The UCRP proved to be the strongest of the two Radical groups in

the election of the constitutional convention, polling 2,105,000 votes

to the UCRI 's 1,848,000. The Peronistas were banned from participating

as a party, but their strength was shown by the 2,1^7,000 blank votes

cast after the exiled leader instructed his supporters to register

their protest in this way.

Frondizi 's party had promised to disband the convention if it won

a majority; as it did not, it did the next "best" thing and had its

seventy-seven delegates walk out before the first formal session. There

was additional conflict over leadership within the UCRP bloc and among

some of the minor parties represented at the convention, making the
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coalition of ]0k votes needed to approve any proposed reform increasingly

remote. As one faction after another walked out of the meeting,, the

convention eventually was reduced below the point of a quorum and

Frondizi's UCRI thus won the issue by default.

The UCRP nominated Balbfn as its presidential candidate in

December^ 1957. Thus the men who had been partners in opposition to

Peron and had been on the same slate in the 1951 election were pitted

against each other for the presidency of Argentina. Both the UCRi and

9
the UCRP claimed to be the true representative of the Radical tradition^

and to some extent they were both right. On the eve of the February

election^ a journalist termed the choice largely one of personalities

rather than ideas or programs since the UCRi and the UCRP agreed on most

key issues and the split betv/een Frondizi and Balb'n had come largely

from rivalry over control of the UCR.

But there were differences. The UCRP di'ev/ the support of the more

conservative elerrients of the Radical movement and as the election drew

near there was v;idespread criticism in the Argentine press of the alleged

fact that Balbfn was the "official" candidate of the military government.

While the provisional Aramburu government v;as officially neutral^ its

sympathies for Balbtn v;ere evident. Frondizi and a number of other

UCRI members^ in turn^ v/ere viev-jed with a lack of confidence by those

who had deposed Per6h in 1955; this group advocated, in the eyes of the

11
military, little more or less than what Peron had realized in part.

In his campaign Frondizi openly appealed to--and recei ved--the

support of the Peronistas, who were prohibited from running their own

candidates. Rogel io Frigerio, one of Frondizi's closest advisors, made
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a trip to the Dominican Republic to see Peron prior to the election and

on February 3 the exiled ex-presldent Is said to have told his supporters

1 pto vote for Frondizi. The move caused widespread debate over what

kind of a deal Frondizi may have made with Peron^ but the UCRI leader

himself said he had never signed a pact with the Peronistas and that

13the only promises were those made publicly during his campaign.

The appeal to the Peronlstas was a basic aspect of the "national

integration" theme v;hlch grew out of the magazine Q.ue published by

Frigerlo for tv;o years prior to the 1958 election. Que was a world news

weekly when he took it over^ but Frigerio changed it to almost exclusive

emphasis on national matters^ opened it up to more contributors, and

turned it into a forum for debate. Readers in growing numbers began a

dialogue through letters to the editor, and it was through the pages of

Q.ul that Frondizi 's electoral front, the Movimlento Naclonal, was born.

During the campaign Frondizi played down the economic crisis resulting

from Peron's policies, saying that the economic difficulty was

transitory and could be easily cured by his programs. When he did

dwell on economic difficulties, Frondizi was inclined to stress the

inflation since 1955 and blame the provisional government rather than

Peron for the nation's problems.

On February 23, 1958, Frondizi v;on the presidency by the largest

margin in Argentine electoral history, receiving the support of the

Peronlstas, the Communists, and the small Independent Party in addition

to that of the UCRI. Victory in all the nation's election districts

assured him of the maximum 319 seats (two-thirds) In the electoral col-

lege and control of the national Chamber of Deputies. Of the minority
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third of the Chamber seats, fifty-two went to the UCRP and two were v;on

by the local Liberal Party v.'hich fiad placed second in Corrientes. UCRl

victories in the provinces assured unanimous control of the national

Senate. ' The president-elect thus had a formidable mandate and no

apparent obstacles in other branches of government, but the diversity

of his support combined with the hostile watchfulness of the military

were soon to lead to a maze of political crosspressures

.

Two days after the election, the Peronistas--who had given Fron-

dizi an estimated 1,500,000 votes--demanded full legality for the move-

1

8

ment and participation in government. This demand for compliance with

their version of the alleged deal with Per&n included the return of the

Confederacion General de Trabajo to the control of Peronista union

leaders, legalization of the Peronista movement, freedom of its leaders

who were under arrest and police vigilance, and the eventual return of

19
Peron. To meet these demands v/ould have mieant immediate opposition

from both the military and various ant i -Peroni sta sectors of the civilian

population, probably resulting in the cancellation of the election.

Instead, Frondizi began what was to be a four-year balancing act between

pressures of the military on one side and the Peronistas on the other.

Some of the majoi—and most controvers i al --programs of the new

administration viere outlined in Frondizi 's opening address to Congress

on May 1, 1958. Noting that the nation's reserves of foreign exchange

were practically exhausted while the cost of living had risen 13 per

cent in 1956 and 25 per cent in 1957^ the new president said a program

of austerity and rationing would be needed for economic recovery. On

the touchy question of petroleum, Frondizi said the nation must stop
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paying large amounts of its limited foreign exchange for oil imports

while known reserves sufficient to keep Argentina self-sufficient for

the next quarter-century v^;ere inadequately exploited. in shorty

economic development was to be the chief aim of the admi ni strat i on--a

goal Frondizi said would require a climate of tranquility^ security^

20
and stabi 1 i ty.

Some early measures of the Frondizi administration appeared to

contradict the austerity theme. One of the new president's first acts

was to announce plans for a 60 per cent wags increase^ and as the an-

nouncement came at the same time that all price controls were abolished

21
it led to an immediate markup In prices. During the first three

months of Frondizi 's term^ living costs rose 13 per cent and the price

of some Items--including beef and bread --sp i ral ed far above the average.

When the retail price celling on meat was lifted In late July as a means

of freeing more for export, the price doubled during one week and

brought widespread protests. By August, the new president began to

find labor peace and his economic recovery plans threatened by the

deterioration of the peso and the growing public criticism.

Perhaps even more threatening politically was Frondizi 's announce-

ment in late July, 1958, of a billion-dollar oil agreement v^ith United

States and European firms to help the state oil monopoly, Yaclmlentos

Petrol'feros Fiscales (YPF), triple the domestic production of

petroleum. The move accomplished the purpose of increasing production

--output v/ent from 5.1 million tons in 1958 to 12.1 million tons In

1961 and about 1^ million tons the following year-- but success did

not ease the political difficulties.
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Argentina's basic problem in petroleuin had long been that in the

interests of nationalism she had wanted to keep foreign firms from

exploiting the fields but the nation had not had the financial resources

to exploit them adequately alone. These conflicting factors had led to

a chronic economic-political problem which began soon after the first

oil was discovered in 1907. Frondizi^ as opposition leader under Per&n

and later as presidential candidate, had been an outspoken advocate of

fully nationalized petroleum on the contention that the fiscal problem

could be solved by foreign loans to finance state operations. Explain-

ing his deviation from this position which he had taken both in his

195^+ book, Petro leo y polttica, and In his 1958 presidential campaign,

Frondizi said his original proposal had been sincere and idealistic but

when he arrived at the presidency he found the state did not have the

necessary resources and that the need to cut dovin on petroleum imports

was too pressing to allow the time needed for the government to raise

the necessary financial and technical resources. The choice, Frondizi

said, was whether to save the intellectual prestige of the author of

23
Petroleo y polTtica or to save the nation.

The opening of oil development to foreign firms plus the austerity

program announced the following December were praised by financial and

business groups but appeared so contrary to Frondizi 's nationalistic

tradition and campaign pledges that they shocked many backers, including

the Peronistas. The oil contracts led to a strike by the nationalistic

oilfield workers, and Frondizi 's subsequent declaration of a state of

siege gave a new coloration to the administration and led to charges

of "strongman" rule. The Communists, who had supported Frondizi in
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the February election^ broke with him over the oil contracts and the

controversy was the first major step in the alienation of the Peronistas,

The oilfield strike also precipitated the first major internal

crisis of the Frondizi administration. Vice President Alejandro Gomez

resigned under pressure after he was accused of plotting to overthrow

Frondizi. Gomez denied the allegations^ contending that he was the

victim of an intrigue by Rogelio Frigerio's "national integration"

faction of the electoral coalition. Military pressure caused Frigerlo

to resign his own post as presidential secretary for economic and social

affairs. The crisis brought Into the open a conflict within the admin-

istration between the UCRI and the national integration group, which was

said at the time to be in the process of forming a new party with

D • . ^ 26Peronista forces.

On December 29, 1958, the president went to Congress with his

program for economic stabilization and development, a nationwide "belt-

tightening" which was to have far wider impact--and be even less popular-

than his petroleum contracts. Outlining a variety of specific measures

the program would involve, Frondizi said the national standard of

living would decline during the next two years for the simple reason

that Argentina could not go on consuming more than It was producing.

He predicted, however, that the living standard would rise to new

heights when the economy was stabilized and production had risen

adequately. While saying that Argentina was suffering the consequences

of many errors over many years, Frondizi stressed--in keeping with his

efforts to pacify the Peronistas--that his administration was not

interested in placing responsibility or attributing blam,e, but rather
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in solving problems. The president announced that on the basis of the

stabilization program his government had pledges of $329,000,000 dollars

in foreign cred i ts --$25^ OCO, 000 from the United States and $75,000,000

from the International Monetary Fund (IMF).

The new austerity program v;as immediately attacked by the Peronis-

tas, the Socialists, and the UCRP. A Peronista statement said the plan

"condemned the nation to the yoke of foreign capitalism" and was a

betrayal of the program and promises which won Frondizi his Peronista

support. A Socialist weekly said that despite his campaign promises

Frondizi had satisfied only the conservatives since taking office and

hence the people did not accept as sincere his "call to sacr if ice.
"^^

The austerity program would mean sacrifices by industrial and white-

collar workers while immediately benefiting industry; in the words of

one author, "it was the Argentine version of what was good for General
?8

Motors being good for the country."

But while Frondizi had lost most of his leftist following by the

end of his first year, he continued to be the target of the conservative

press and in jeopardy from the army. Never a favorite of the military,

Frondizi 's campaign is said to have won him the reputation of a demagogue

in moderate circles and the "undying animosity" of influential army

officers and leading conservatives. The harassment from the right only

subsided--and then only to a degree—after U.S. President Eisenhower

praised the stabilization program as an example for all of Latin America. ^^

The opposition from the workers increased during 1959, especially

after the government announced that a million federal employees would be

graded on efficiency, discipline, and attendance in preparation for an
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anticipated cut of 80_, 000 v/orkers fr'om the gcvernmant payroll. Up to

two million workers participated in some of the brief nationvjide walk-

outs and several thousand employees were involved in the longer strikes

by particular unions, but the government succeeded in preventing the

strikes from seriously crippling the nation through a combination of

meeting some demands and declaring other walkouts illegal.

Frondizi had to rely increasingly on the army to cope with strikes

and intermittent terror ism--mostl y bombings. This led to a steadily

growing military influence in his administration, perhaps most clearly

evident in a series of cabinet changes which throughout his period in

office represented a gradual shift toward older and more conservative

members. By mid-1939 his entire cabinet had been reshaped to military

demands.

The unpopularity of the austerity program caused the government

party to suffer some severe defeats in local elections in 1939 and early

1960j even though the Peronistas had not been legalized as promised and

the Communist Party--1 argel y suppressed since December, 1958, under the

state of siege--was formally outlawed the following April after it

showed four times its 1958 strength in the important Mendoza provincial

elections. On the eve of the I96O nationvN/ide by-elections, Frondizi

yielded to military pressure for an effective way of dealing with the

wave of terrorist bombings which had killed twenty-six persons in nine

months and injured many others. Reviving an old Peron law, the cabinet

placed the nation on a footing of "internal war" which gave the armed

forces control of police facilities throughout the country and provided

the death penalty for sabotage, terrorism, and rebellion. Within ten
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days after the measure v;a5 adopted^ an estimated 5^0 persons had been

^ ^ 30
arrested.

The UCRI losses were heavy in the I960 elections^ including the

populous province of Buenos Aires--with ^0 per cent of the nation's

10^000^000 voters--a5 v;ell as the federal capital^ Cordoba^ Entre Rfos,

and other provinces. Whereas Frondizi had polled ^'+.8 per cent of the

vote in 1958 compared to the 28,8 per cent for the UCRP slate, in the

i960 election oF national deputies UCRP candidates received 23.2 per

cent of the total vote while the UCRI slates obtained 20.4 per cent.

Blank voting, representing less than 10 per cent of the total vote in

1958, exceeded both major parties in I96O at 25.2 per cent.

Elect ion Analysis

The two major parties contesting the I96O elections appeared to

be better organized nationally than had been the case in the elections

analyzed in previous chapters. In contrast to earlier patterns of

coalition among semi -autonomous provincial parties, both the UCRI and

the UCRP ran slates in all national electoral districts. This

removes the problem--somet imes of considerable magnitude in former

elect ions--of determining the proper national affiliation of provincial

parties, particularly among the Radical factions. Blank voting, the

traditional Argentine symbol of electoral protest, will be used as an

indicator of Peronista strength in the I96O election. This meaning

of the i960 blank vote is generally accepted in Argentina and is sup-

ported by empirical evidence. The fourth party group to be studied in

the present section is the conservatives; as in the past, this group

is composed of provincial parties frequently bearing different labels.
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The i960 factor scores are used as the Independent variables in

multiple regression analysis in this and the following chapter. Using

available data from the 1 96O census plus some of the same data used in

the 19^7 analysis, the 1 96O analysis yielded seven factors which largely

paralleled those or the earlier period. These nevj factors, in the order

in which they emerged, are: urbanism, prosperous farming, rural class,

32
Industry scale, farm-ranch ratio, dairy farming, and agriculture scale.

As in earlier time periods, the party vote in the previous election is

used in multiple regression as an indicator of "party organization."

Table Vj-l shows the national and regional correlations for the

i960 election. As in earlier chapters, these are simple correlation

coefficients of the party grouping with each factor and relevant previous

party vote. Where they are considered significant the partial correla-

tions obtained at different stages of the step-wise multiple regression

analysis will be cited and discussed in the text.

At the national level, the highest correlation is between the

conservative vote and that group's vote in 19^6. This would indicate

a strong continuity over the fourteen-year period in counties which

are conservative "strongholds." The conservative vote nationally also showed

significant correlations with rural ism, the rural middle class, subsistence

farming, and the absence of large industry.

The second highest correlation at the national level is the coef-

ficient of .kh registered by blank votes on the urbanism factor. Fol-

lowing urbanism, variables showing significant correlations with blank

voting in I960 were Peronista vote in 19'+6 and a high ratio of farming

to ranching--each v/Ith a coefficient of .22--rural labor at .21, and

large industry at . Uf.



TABLE VI -1

CORRELATES OF I36O DEPUTIES ELECTION
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TABLE VI -1 (Extension)

VI

Farm:
Ranch
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TABLE v:-l (Continued)

" Significant at .01 level.

'"" Significant at .05 level.

ni Not included in multiple regression equation.

a
LLCRf. is the Union Civica Radical del Pueblo; UCRI is the Union

Civica Radical I ntrans igente; Conserv . is the Union Conservadora.

UCRP is the Union Civica Radical del Pueblo and UCRI is the Union
C'vica Radical I ntrans igente in all three provinces of the Litoral.
tojQsery.. represents the combined vote for the Partido Autonomista and
Partido Liberal^ in Corrientes, the Partido Democrata in Entre Rios;, and
the Partido Democrata Progresista in Santa Fe.

UCRP is the Uni&n Civica Radical del Pueblo and UCR.L is the Union
Civica Radical I ntrans igente in Catamarca^ Cordoba, La Rioja, Mendoza,
Salta, San Luis, Santiago del Estero, and Tucuman. Conserv . includes
the Partido Democrata Conservador in Catamarca, the Partido Democrata in
Cordoba and^Mendoza, the Partido Democrata Liberal in San Luis, the
Partido Democrata Union Provincial in Salta, and the Defensa Provincial
Bandera Blanca in TucumSn.
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National level correlations in Table V!-l offer some interesting

comparisons in sources of strength of the tv/o Radical parties. The

"party organization" variable would indicate that regardless of their

respective claims and polemics;, it was the UCRP which in 19^0 vjas the

closest "descendant" of the old Union Cfvica Radical. The vote for

opposition Radicals in I960 shows a correlation of .^40 with the 1 9'f6

UCR vote^ while the UCRI vote correlates at only .02 with the earlier

Radical strength. The only other significant correlation registered by

the UCRP is a coefficient of -.30 with industry scale. The UCRI, on the

other hand^ shows significant correlations vi]th five of the seven census-

data factors: -.39 with farm-ranch ratio,. .38 with (the absence of)

prosperous farming^ ".32 with urbanism^ -.15 with dairy farming^ and-, 13

with rural class. Deprived as it was of the traditional areas of Radical

strength and the Peronista support it had enjoyed in 1958^ the UCRI in

i960 thus seemed closer to the conservatives in the nature of its sup-

port than it did either to the UCRP or to the blank (Peronista) vote.

In multiple regression analysis at the national level^ urbanism

explained 19 per cent of the variance in the blank vote. Factor V^

entering the equation second, accounted for another 5.3 per cent of the

variance while rural class entered third to bring the total explained

variance to 27.^ per cent. After the first three variables were in the

equation^ 19^6 Peronista vote entered to add another 2.k per cent to

the explained variance. The remaining four variables account for less

than 2 per cent more of the variance in blank vote^ bringing the final

multiple R to ,56 for a total explained variance of 31.7 per cent.

As suggested by the simple correlations in Table Vl-l, the first

two variables to enter tlie multiple regression equation for the UCRP
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were the ) 9^6 UCR vote and industry scale. These respectively explained

16.1 and h.2 per cent of the UCRP vote variance. All remaining variables

together add only about 1.5 per cent to the explained variance; the

final multiple R of .'+7 accounts for 21.8 per cent of the variance in

UCRP vote. For the UCRI^ farm-ranch ratio entered first to explain 15.5

per cent of the variance. This was followed by Factors II and I, ac-

counting for 11.4 and 11.0 per cent more of the UCRI vote variance.

After these three factors explained a total of 37.8 per cent of the

variance^ the explanatory value of the remaining variables fell off

sharply; Factors IV^ VI. and Vli each added about 1.3 to 1.5 per cent

to the explained variance. After the final two variables entered the

equation with very little effect^ the multiple R reached .65 to explain

a total of ^2.5 per cent of the UCRI vote variance.

The correlation of .51 which the national conservative vote

registered with that grouping's support in 19^6 explains iG.k per cent

of the i960 variance. The negative association vjlth urbanism accounts

for another k.k per cent of the variance in conservative vote^ while

the negative correlations with Factors iV and Vll each added between 2.3

and 2.5 per cent to the explained variance. The next three variables to

enter the regression equation were rural cl ass --account i ng for 1.3 per

cent of the var I ance--and Factors III and Vl^ each adding less than one

per cent to the explained variance. The prosperous farming factor

declined in importance during the partial ling process and entered the

equation last to add very little explanatory pov/er. The multiple R for

all eight independent variables accounts for 38.6 per cent of the

variance in 1 9^0 conservative vote.
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At the regional level^ it can be seen at a glance in Table VI -1

that a considerable number of relatively strong and statistically signif-

icant correlations are found in each of the three analytic regions.

Starting with the blank vote in Buenos Aires province^ there is a solid

correlation of .62, with urbanism followed by coefficients of .'^48 with

large industry and .k^ with 19^j6 Peronista strength. Weaker but still

significant at the ,01 level are correlations of .27 with small ranching

and .26 with the absence of prosperous farming. As it was nationally^

the strongest correlation with the UCRP vote in Buenos Aires was the

Radical vote in 19^+6. After this coefficient of . 56_, there are correla-

tions of -.kh with urbanism^ -.3^ with agriculture scale (representing

a positive association with large agr icul ture)
_,

and -.28 with large

Industry.

The UCRI 's strongest correlation in Buenos Aires is -.35 with

prosperous farming (indicating strength in areas of prosperous farming),

followed by -.33 with urbaiiism and -.22 with large industry. As at the

national level, the UCRI 's association with the 19^6 UCR vote is not

statistically significant. The conservatives' strongest independent

variable in Buenos Aires was the 19^6 conservative vote with a correla-

tion of .53. Following this are correlations of -.kS with urbanism,

-.32 with large industry, and .19 with rural class.

In multiple regression of the Buenos Aires vote, the correlation

of .62 with urbanism explains 38.2 per cent of the variance in blank

voting. Another 5.8 per cent is explained by the 19^1-6 Peronista vote,

which entered the equation second and raised the multiple R to .66.

Industry size was the third variable to enter and accounted for 2.3 per
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cent more of the varisnce^ vyhile the remaining five variables together

increased the multiple R only from .69 to .70 and account for about 2

per cent of the variance for a total explained variance of ^8.5 per cent.

For the UCRP in Buenos Aires^ the 1 9^& Radical vote accounts for

31.4 per cent of the 19^0 variance v;hile the negative association with

urbanism adds another ^.8 per cent. Entering the equation at the third

and fourth steps were Factors Vli and V^ explaining 2.0 and 1.5 per cent

of the variance. The final four variables together account for less

than 3 per cent more of the variance for a final multiple R of .65

with a total explained variance of ^2.6 per cent. In the regression

equation for the UCRI, the correlation v-nth prosperous farming explains

12.2 per cent of the Buenos Aires variance. This is follovyed in the next

three steps by Factor V at U.3 per cent, Factor I at 3.6 per cent, and

Factor Vi I at 2.1 per cent. At this stage the multiple R is .^7 for an

explained variance of 22.1 per cent; the next four variables raise the

former figure to .hS and the latter to 2^.1.

Conservative vote In 19^6 accounts for 27.8 per cent of the

variation in that group's I96O vote in Buenos Aires. The negative

correlation vjith urbanism enters the equation second to explain another

9.5 per cent of the variance, follov/ed by Factors Vli and V at 5.0 and

3.5 per cent respectively. The first four variables thus explain a

total of 45.9 per cent of the variance with a multiple R of .68, while

the remaining four raise the multiple coefficient to .71 and the

explained variance to 50.1 per cent.

As it has frequently in earlier elections, the Literal in I96O

showed voting patterns different from those of Buenos Aires and the
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Interior. Among the differences is the fact that in the Litoral only

the conservatives shov; a significant correlation v-'ith the "party

organization" vari able--and In this case it is weaker than either of

the tv-^o other regions. Conservative vote in the Litoral correlates at

.41 with Factor iV-'a reversal of that group's usual negative associa-

tion with i ndustry--f ol lov'jed by correlations of -.37 each vjith urbanism

and small agriculture^ .3^ with the absence of prosperous farming^ and

-.31 with dairy farming.

Blank voting in the three provinces of ttie Litoral correlates at

a strong .61 with the urbanism factor. Other significant correlates of

the blank vote are prosperous farming at -.55^ small agriculture at .35,

and large industry at -.27. The latter correlation represents a reversal

of the usual pattern on the industry factor similar to that seen in the

case of the conservatives. UCRP support in the Litoral appears to be

most closely associated with small ranching and dairy farming^ correl at i ng

at .37 and .33 on these factors. Other significant UCRP correlations

are Factors IV and V at -.32 each and prosperous farming at -.27. The

UCRI's strongest independent variable In the Litoral Is (the absence of)

prosperous farming with a correlation coefficient of .39. The govern-

ment party also had correlations of -.30 on the urbanism factor and -.29

on the factor dealing with agriculture scale (a negative correlation

indicating large farming). in this region both Radical parties seemed

to be equally associated V'/ith--or unassoclated with--the areas of UCR

support in 19^6.

In multiple regression, urbanism accounts for 37,9 per cent of the

blank vote variation In the Litoral while the association with prosperous

farming explains another 13.2 per cent. Variables entering the blank
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vote equation after this fall off sharply in explanatory power: dairy

farming at 3.^ per cent^ industry scale at 1,3 per cent, agriculture

scale at 1.6 per cent;, and farm-ranch ratio at 1.3 per cent. In contrast

to Buenos Aires, 1 9^46 Peronista vote is of very little value as an

explanatory variable for blank vote in the Litoral, All eight variables

raise the multiple R to .77 and account for 58.8 per cent of the total

variance.

Factor VII accounts for 14.0 per cent of the variance in UCRP vote

in the Litoral. In one of those rather unusual cases where the partial -

ling process causes a subsequent variable to explain more than a preced-

ing one. Factor V enters the UCRP equation second to bring the total

explained variance to 33.1 per cent at this stage. This is follovjed by

industry scale at 9.7 per cent, dairy farming at 2,7 per cent, and

urbanism at 2,0 per cent. The remaining three variables together add

less than 0.5 per cent to the explained variance, bringing the total

variance explained by the eight variables to 48.0 per cent. For the

UCRI in the Litoral, prosperous farming entered the regression equation

first to account for 14.9 per cent of the variance. This was followed

by industry scale at 8.6 per cent, urbanism at 4.6 per cent, farm-ranch

ratio at 2.5 per cent, and the rural class factor at 2.7 per cent. The

last three variables added betv^een 1.2 and 1.9 per cent each, bringing

the total explained variance to 37.8 per cent.

Factors dealing with the scale of industry and agriculture were

of about equal explanatory value for conservative vote in the Litoral;

the former entered the regression equation first to account for 16.9

per cent of the variance, followed by the second which added 15.6 per
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cent to the explained variance. Unlike the other Literal groups,

earlier party vote v;as of value in accounting for variation in con-

servative vote in 1S60. The 19'46 conservative vote entered the equation

third to account for an additional 10.3 per cent of the variance. Farm-

ranch ratio, urbanism, and dairy farming were the next three variables to

enter, accounting for 7.^, ^.3, and 5.2 per cent of the variance in

conservative vote. After the remaining two variables together account

for less than a quarter of a per cent more, the multiple R of .79 means

that the eight independent variables combined explain 6i.9 per cent of

the variance in conservative vote.

Moving on to a regional analysis of the interior. Table Vi-1 shov/s

that once more the "party organization" variable assumes a considerable

degree of importance. Except for the UCRI, the 19^^6l vote in each case

showed a higher correlation than did any of the seven census -der ived

variables. And for the first time in the I960 analysis, the UCRI votes

shov/ a s ignlf icant --If relatively weak--correl at ion with the earlier

Radical vote.

After the correlation of .^1 with 19'^6 Peronista strength, the

more substantial correlates of blank voting in the Interior are Factor

V at .37, rural (laboring) class at .28, and large industry at .22,

While the correlation of .18 with urbanism is of statistical significance,

It is much weaker than the other two regions. Only tv^o variables cor-

relate significantly v/ith UCRP vote in the Interior: 19^6 Radical vote

at .59 and large industry at -.25.

The strongest correlates of UCRI strength in the Interior are farm-

ranch ratio at -.59 (indicating strength in cattle areas) and prosperous
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farming at .43 (support In areas lacking prosperous farming). Others

of weaker but significant levels are large industry at -.25, rural

class at -.23 (or support in areas with a large rural middle class),

and 1946 UCR vote at .19. Significant independent variables for the

Interior conservatives are the 1946 conservative vote with a correlation

of .45, agriculture scale at -.36 (support in areas of large farms), and

large industry at -.24.

In the step-wise multiple regression, the 16.5 per cent of the

variance in blank vote in the Interior explained by the 1946 Peronista

vote was increased to 25.5 per cent with the entry of Factor V and on

to 31.2 per cent when rural class entered in the third step. The next

two variables, industry scale and urbanism, added 1,4 and 1.1 per cent

respectively to the explained variance, while the last three combined

increased this by only about one per cent more. All eight variables

account for 34.7 per cent of the variance in blank vote.

For the UCRP, the 1946 Radical vote is the overwhelmingly signif-

icant variable in the Interior. This single correlation of .59 explains

34.9 per cent of the variance, while the remaining seven variables

increase the multiple R only to .60 and the total explained variance to

36.2. In the case of the UCRI, the first two factors to enter the

regression equation-farm-ranch ratio and prosperous farming-explain

Factors IV and VII at 3.2 and 3.7 per cent, respectively, while the

remaining four variables together add only 1.1 per cent more to the

explained variance. For the eight variables, the multiple R of .71 ac-

counts for a total of 54.8 per cent of the variance in UCRI vote
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Conservative vote in 19^6 explains 20.5 per cent of the variation

in that group's I960 vote in the interior. Agriculture scale adds an-

other 18.0 per cent to the explained variance, while rural class enters

the equation third to account for another 7.8 per cent. Factors V and

I add 2.9 and ] .k per cent respectively to the explained variance, while

the last three factors are of virtually no explanatory value. The final

multiple R of .71 explains a total of 50.8 per cent of the variance.

Summarizing the I96O election analysis, several important aspects

of Table VI -1 should be reemphas ized. The multiple correlations are

generally somev;hat higher than in earlier periods, and for the first

time both the Litoral and Buenos Aires register relatively strong multiple

coefficients. Except for the UCRI, the "party organization" variable

shows stronger correlations than in past elections despite the longer

time interval between 19^6 and I96O. The combination of higher correla-

tions with census-derived variables and with earlier party support VN/ould

seem to indicate that in I96O Argentine politics v/as somewhat more

structured--or perhaps more i nf lexi ble--than in earlier elections studied.

Blank voting in I96O was consistent with general impressions about

the source of continuing Peronista strength--wi th a partial exception in

the Litoral. Nationally, blank voting tended to be highest in those

counties which v;ere urban, had large industry, had a high proportion of

rural workers relative to rural middle class, tended to have more farms

than ranches, and had voted Peronista in 19'+6, These same variables

--In slightly different degrees of relative importance--were also the

significant correlates of blank voting in the interior. In Buenos Aires

province, blank voting VN/as strongest in the urban, industrialized areas
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which had voted Peronista in ]3kG but also shov.'ed significant correla-

tions with subsistence farming and small agriculture. In the Litoral

blank voting was also strong in areas of urbanization and small-scale

farming;, but chare was a strong correlation with prosperous farming and

a somewhat weaker but significant negative association with large

industry.

The only significant correlates of UCRP vote nationally were 19^6

Radical vote and a negative association with industrialization. The

situation was the same in the Interior, while in Buenos Aires these

indicators of UCP^P strength were joined by rural ism and large agriculture.

In the Litoral the UCRP retained its negative association with large

industry, but was also associated with large agriculture, dairy farming,

ranching, and prosperous farming.

The governing UCRI in I96O shov;ed sources of strength markedly

different from those of its erstwhile allies, the Peronistas. Nationally,

the UCRI vote v\;as associated with rural ism, the absence of prosperous

farming, ranching, and the rural middle class. In Buenos Aires, the

correlation vjith rural ism remained but there was a correlation v/ith

prosperous farming and a negative association with large industry. The

UCRI in the Litoral gained its support mostly from areas of rural ism,

non-prosperous farming, and large agriculture, while in the Interior the

party was associated with non-prosperous farming, rural middle class,

the absence of large industry, and a predominance of ranching over farm-

ing. As noted earlier in this chapter, the Interior is the only region

in which the UCRI shovys a significant correlation with 1 9^^6 Radical

vote--an association which is weak at best and loses its explanatory
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value in multiple regression. There seems little question, therefore,

that the UCRP more closely approached being the "true" Radical party in

i960 than did the UCRI

,

Conservative vote in I96O followed the usual pattern of that polit-

ical sector. Nationally, it was associated v;ith rural ism, non-prosperous

farming, the rural middle class, the absence of large industry, and

conservative strength in 19^6. The Buenos Aires conservatives were as-

sociated with rural ism, the absence of industry, earlier conservative

voting^ and the rural working class. In the Interior, conservative sup-

port was correlated viith large agriculture, rural middle class, and 19^6

conservative voting. Litoral conservatives drew their support predom-

inantly from areas of rural ism, non-prosperous and large-scale farming,

19^6 conservative voting, and large-scale industry. The seeming contra-

diction of the last variable represents the reverse of the situation

noted above with blank voting in the Litoral and is consistent with the

19^6 pattern of conservative voting in that region. The explanation,

at least in part, probably can be found in the fact that much of the

"large industry" in the Litoral is related to agriculture rather than

manuf actur i ng.

Finally, It should be noted that the pattern of "clientele areas"

in the Interior which in earlier elections consistently supported the

incumbent party is not evident in I960. That region's correlation

between the incumbent UCRI and the 19^6 Peronista vote is -.17, compared

to equivalent correlations between incumbent parties of .kS in 19^6, .65

in 1936, and .06 in 1926. Thus it would appear that by 1 96O the Interior

had fully joined the rest of the nation in voting on the basis of party
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rather than of incumbency.

Roll Call Analys is.

The gradual trend toward tighter party discipline in roll call

voting v;hich had been apparent in earlier sessions reached an extreme

degree in I96O-I962. The twanty-eight contested roll calls during

the session covered a vnde range of subjects--teachers ' pay, drug and

contraband investigations, police brutality, telephone rates, electoral

reform, among others--but the two major party blocs were in constant and

virtually unanimous opposition on all of them. The nature of the

divisions will be discussed briefly in the following pages, but the

rigidity of voting during the session vrauld make Guttman scale analysis

meaningless.

In order that the voting behavior in the I96O-I962 session can be

compared with other time periods despite the lack of scaling. Tables

VI -2 and \l\-3 present the usual data on the vote difference and degree

of participation. All but ten of the roll calls were divided by less

than 10 per cent of the vote, while another six shovjed less than a 20

per cent spread between ayes and nays. Participation was somewhat

higher than in many past sess ions --perhaps due to a combination of (1)

the discipline of the large blocs, (2) the close division of the chamber,

and (3) the intensity of the opposition. More than half the roll calls

recorded the vote of betvjeen 60 and 69 pp-r cent of the deputies, while

six were in the 70"79 per cent range compared to five in the 50-59 per

cent category.

All but thirteen of the 172 deputies who represented the capital

and original fourteen provinces in the I96O-I962 Chamber of Deputies
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TABLE V! -2

CONTESTED ROLL CALLS

Per cent vote difference

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 ^0-^9

Number of

Roll Calls 18

TABLE VI -3

ROLL CALL PARTICIPATION

Per cent of Deputies voting

50-59 60-69 70-79 80-89

Number of

Roll Calls 5 16
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3i|
belonged to one of the two major Radical groups. The UCRi had the

largest bloc with eighty-five deputies,, followed by tlie UCRP with seventy-

four. Of the remaining thirteen^ eight vient under the label of Radical

Nacional y Populor--a group which split with the UCRI and joined the

oppos i t ion--and one v^as listed as belonging to the UCRI Disidente.

This left only four deputies who represented parties other than Radical

factions. There were three members of the conservative Federacion de

Partidos del Centro--one representing the Partido Liberal of Corrientes

and two the Partido Democrata of Mendoza--and one deputy elected by the

Defensa Provincial Bandera Blanca of TucumSn.

The UCRP provided a virtually "perfect" opposition during the

1960-1962 session. Of the twenty-eight roll calls;, the party was

unanimous in its opposition to the UCRI position in government bloc.

The UCRI was not quite so consistent in its voting^ but still represented

considerably more "discipline" than the administration party in any of

the earlier time periods studied. UCRI deputies v/ere unanimous on

tV'^enty-two of the tv;enty-e ight roll calls^ had one dissenter on four of

them^ and three opposition votes on one issue. The one vote on which

the UCRI v;as very d i v ided--twenty-three to thi rty-three--deal t with a

procedural question concerning debate of an alleged conspiracy against

the UCRI administration.

The group of Radicals under the label of Radical Nacional y Popu-

lar voted unanimously with the UCRI in the first eight roll calls of

the session. From the ninth roll call onward, two RNyP deputies

continued to vote with the official party--al though both voted In-

frequent 1 y--whi le the rest began consistently voting with the opposition.
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The other deputy of Radical extraction was a woman from the capital who

had been elected as a UCRI candidate in 1958 but who in 1 96C listed

herself as "UCRI Disidente" and consistently voted with the opposition

UCRP. The TucuDiln deputy elected in I960 by the Defensa Provincial

Bandera Blanca alio voted with the UCRP bloc throughout the session.

The only deputies to even approach the function of "brokers"--

flexible members vyho move in and out of administration support on the

basis of issues or temporary alliances and thus mediate the governm.ent

vs. opposition battle--were the three conservatives of the Federacion

Nacional de Partidos del Centro. Voting together throughout the session^

the FNPC bloc supported the UCRI four times and voted with the UCRP on

the remaining roll calls on v/hich it was recorded.

In summary, then, the I96O-I962 session of the Argentine Chamber

of Deputies was a rigidly structured struggle between two groups un-

interested in or incapable of even the slightest public compromise. In

view of the wide range of issues which came before the chamber, it would

appear that the position taken by the UCRI or the UCRP v/as much more

important than the content of the roll calls in determining the other

side's vote. It was, in short. Radical "intransigence" at its best--or

worst

.
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Notes

Whe pattern of taking a sample election and legislative period

every ten years could not be fol levied in the post-Peron years. As the

country vjas under military rule from 1955 to 1958, there was neither

election nor congress in 1956. Because of the distorting effect of the

shortlived FrondizI -Peron alliance on the 1953 election, it was decided

that the I960 election and the I96O-I962 legislative period would be

the most suitable for analysis.

^The Frondizi administration is too recenf-and controversi al --to

have yet been the subject for much dispassionate analysis with an

adequate time perspective. There was, hovN/ever, a great deal written

during the period about the ideas, goals, and problems of the government

--particularly by major participants. Among the more important works by

Frondizi himself are Petroleo y polttica (Buenos Aires: Editorial Rai-

gal, 195^); Ni odio ni m iedo : reconstruir el pais (Buenos Aires: Servi-

clo Editorial y Period ist ico Argent ino, 1956); lDdMLLria._ar3entj;jia_y.

de^a r_rp.l .1 o n a c ! oxia 1 . (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Qu^, 1957); La_p_oLi t i ca^

exteri or a rgent ina (Buenos Aires: Trans ici on, I962); Petroleo y nacion

(Buenos Aires: Transicion, 1963); and Po litica economi ca nacip rial

(Buenos Aires: Ediciones Arayu, 1963). Many of Frondizi 's ideas can^

also be found in Felix Luna, Dialogos con Frondizi. (Buenos Aires: Edi-

torial Desarrollo, I963). Rogelio Frigerio^ the controversial economic

architect of the Frondizi administration, is also the author of numerous

works dealing with the period. Among Frigerio's works are Lo s cuatro

anos, 1958-1962 (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Concordia, 1962); El desarrollo

arg ent ino y la comunidad americana (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Cure, 1959);

FTlibro azul y bianco (3rd ed.; Buenos Aires: Editorial Concordia, 1962);

Petr&leo y desarro llo (Buenos Aires: Editorial Concordia, 1962); and

Los trabajadores y el Fren t e Nacional (Buenos Aires: Movimiento de Inte-

gracion Nacional, I963). Other books dealing with the era include Nestor

Grancelli Cha, De la crisis al desarrollo naciojiaij^_LaJlLBI--y--L3-Jie^LLdjad.

economi ca (Buenos Aires: Comi te Nacional de la Union Civica Radical

Intransigente, 1961); Mar I ano Montemayor, Claves para e ntender a un

gobierno (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Concordia, 1963); Nestor Morales Loza,

Frondizi' y la verdad (Buenos Aires: Editorial Urania, 1957); Juan Ovidio

Zavala, Desarrollo y r acional izacion (Buenos Aires: Ediciones Arayu,

1963); Francisco Hipolito Uzal, Frondizi v la o l igargula (Buenos Aires:

Cla. Argentina de Editores, 1963); and Ismael Vinas, Or den y progr e.sp^

l a era del Fron dizismo (Buenos Aires: Editorial Palestra, I960),

^For the debates of the constitutional convention and text of the

new document, see Argentina, Djario de Sesione^-de 1g caD:>i£;n-CJL6ji_jiar-LQiial

constituvente: sno 19^9 (Buenos Aires: Imprenta del Congreso de la Na-

cion, 19^t9).

Both of these measures had been proposed and discussed from time

to time in the Chamber of Deputies since the early years of the century,

but neither was enacted until Peron.
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John J. Kennedy^, "Accountable Government in Argentina^" Foreign

Affairs, XXXVI 1 (April. 1959), ^5^-.

25
New York Times , August k, 1958, p. 39.

^^New York Times, November ]k, 1958, p. 11; and November 19, 1958,

p. 23. The alleged plans for a new party apparently were either non-
existent or unsuccessful, although the factionalism may have played a

part in the division of the UCRI five years later.

^ New York Times, January 8, 1959, P. 3.

Henry Rayrnont, "Why Frond izi Lost," New Republ ic, CXLVI (April 9,

1962), 15.

^^ Ibid . . pp. 15-16.

^°New York Times. March 25, I960, p. 10.

31
•* The elevation of all national territories except Tierra del

Fuego to provincial status betv/een 19^6 and I960 added eight new provinces
to the original fourteen. In order to maintain the continuity of regional

classification and the highest possible level of comparability between
time periods, the I960 and 1965 anal yses --both electoral and roll call--
have been limited to the same provinces and capital district used in the

earlier chapters. Although the new provinces cover an extensive area,

the population distribution in the nation minimizes any distortion which
might result from eliminating them from the analysis. In the I960
election, for example, less than 6 per cent of the national total of

9,129,000 votes vjas cast in the eight new provinces. The constitutional
provision giving each province a minimum of two national deputies led to

a degree of overrepresentat ion for some of the new provinces, but the
eight provinces together accounted for only twenty of the 192 deputies
in the I96O-I962 session.

^'^For a more complete discussion of the methodology and census data
used in the election analysis, see Appendix A.

33
Since the UCRP was the major opposition in I96O as the UCR had

been in 19^6^ it is possible that this might reflect areas of consistent
"opposition support" rather than party continuity (in other words, the
reverse of the phenomenon discussed in earlier chapters where some areas
of the Interior seemed to consistently support the administration party).
More evidence would be needed before such an interpretation could be

given serious consideration, however.

•'The chamber v;as composed of 192 deputies, but the twenty represent-
ing the eight new provinces are excluded from the analysis (see Note 31).
Of those dropped from consideration here, fifteen represented the UCRI,

three the UCRP, one the Radical Nacional y Popular bloc, and one the UCRI

Disidente.
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35
Another "dissident" of the UCRI^ not included in the analysis

because he was from the new province of Rio Negro^ also voted with the
UCRP on the few roll calls on which he was recorded.

'There were two roll calls on v/hich none of the FNPC deputies
voted and another six on v-;hich only one of the three is recorded.



CHAPTER V!

I

A SHORT-LiVED ATTEMPT AT
"NORMALCY/' I965-I96S

As with all sample time periods except I9I6 and 1926_, the admin-

istration analyzed in this and the previous chapter are separated by a

military intervention and a change in governing parties. Frondizi was

overthrown by the army in early 19^2^ and when elections were held

fifteen months later the UCRI and the UCRP reversed their roles of

government and opposition. The 19^5 election was the first and last

national by-election of the UCRP administration^ while the following

session of thp Chamber of Deputies lasted 'jntil the military once again

took control of the government in June^ 1966.

It would have seemed that the political problems of the Frondizi

administration might have eased somewhat during its third year. Despite

serious losses in the I96O congressional elections the UCRI had retained

control of both chambers. The cost of living index v/hich had risen 50

per cent in 1958 and climbed at the average rate of 10 per cent per

month during the first half of 1959"while the government held down

wage increases to curb i nf 1 at ion--leveled off in late 1959. During

i960, the cost of living rose less than 10 per cent while wages increased

2
by 20 per cent to represent a real rise in income and purchasing povier.

Argentina's foreign reserves had risen from $3^ million dollars in mid-

3
1959 to $230 million dollars in November of that year, and a year after

receiving the initial $329 million dollars from the United States and

303
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the International Monetary Fund the nation was extended another $3C0

million dollars in assistance.

But while Frondizi's economic policies v;ere praised abroad^

they were widely criticized at home. Despite the success of the

petroleum concessions in increasing domestic product ion--output climbed

from 5.1 million tons in 1958 to 12.1 million tons in 1961 --^they as

well as the loans from the United States and the IMF came under chronic

attack by the opposition as threats to nationalism. AlsO;, the admin-

istration's program continued to be accused of benefiting the business-

man far more than the worker--a charge easy for the worker to believe

when railroad fares doubled^ gasoline prices rose 200 per cent^ the

cost of food and clothing soared^ and during the first year of the

austerity plan 80^,000 national government employees were fired or

6
ret i red.

The basic conflict betv/een the Peronistas and the military

continued unabated following the I96O elections, and Frondizi remained

caught in the middle. In economic matters, for instance, the Peronista

labor unions were demanding the resignation of Economy Minister Alvaro

Alsogaray for allegedly being anti -labor while a group of army officers

wanted him replaced by someone who would make even fewer concessions to

labor,' The UCRI thus continued to lose elections, including the I96I

balloting for a senator in the federal capital which both the govern-

ment and opposition parties turned into a virtual referendum on

Frondizi 's economic program. Despite disqualification by the govern-

ment of the Peronista candidate the day before the election, the UCRI

ran third behind the Socialists and the UCRP and only slightly ahead of
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the blank-vote total representing mostly Peror.istas.

Frondizi also ran Into domestic political trouble in the field

of foreign relations. Froiii the beginning of his term the UCRI presi-

dent had set out to establish an active and i ndependent --though not ant i

U.S . --fore ign policy for Argentina. Between his election and inaugura-

tion in 1958 he had toured Latin American capitals making a series of

speeches on the theme of Latin American unity. Frondizi helped set

up the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA) and was a strong

supporter of the Alliance for Progress. He was the first Argentine

9
president to visit the United States^ and traveled to Europe and Asia

as well during his administration. The rapprochement v/ith the United

States--and to an extent some of his other foreign pol

i

cies--brought

charges from the opposition that he was selling out the nation's

interests to the imperialists. Few charges can be as damaging to an

Argentine politician as that of vendepatr i a .

Although revolution or guerrilla v/arfare of the Cuban variety was

not considered very likely in Argentina, there was during the early

1960's a considerable sympathy in that nation for the changes Fidel

Castro was bringing to Cuba and--perhaps --the trouble he v/as causing

Washington. This sympathy understandably did not extend to the armed

forces, v/ho saw in Castroism a threat of the same variety as internal

Peronism and communism. A shov/dov;n between Frondizi and the military

over Argentina's stand on Cuba at the Punta del Este foreign ministers

conference in early 1 9o2 vjas the first of a rapid series of events which

led to the fall of the UCRI administration that spring,

Frondizi set out his position on the upcoming conference in a
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January 1, \3^2, letter to U.S. President John F. Kennedy. In essence,

he said that the preoccupat ion with Cuba was causing a lack of attention

to more important problems in the hemisphere^ which included, on the one

hand, the possible rupture of the hemispheric system and, on the other,

the fracture of political order and institutional stability within the

Latin American nations. Cuba would remain effectively isolated as long

as it failed to participate properly in the hemispheric organization,

Frondizi said, and there was no need to nominally isolate it. The

10
problem of Castro would be solved by time and the Cuban people.

But when Argentina abstained at Punta del Este on January 31 in

a vote to evict Cuba from the Organization of American States the

military demanded a break with Castro and called for the immediate

resignation of Foreign Minister Miguel Angel Carcano. Frondizi, who

had been forced by the military to go on the radio to reaffirm the

government's opposition to communism after he had met briefly v/ith

n
Cuban Minister of I ndustry, Ernesto "Che" Guevara, the previous August,

once again bowed to the army and on February 2 agreed to go along v/ith

the Punta del Este resolution on Cuba. The UCRI also appeared to be

12
starting the process of a diplomatic break with Castro,

The government party, after many months of election losse^ began

to do better at the polls in local elections in the latter part of I96I

and won important contests in several provinces. In October, the govern-

ment announced that the ban on the Peronistas would be lifted for the

fol levying March's important national elections "providing the party

13
adjusts itself to the laws of the country and the Constitution," -^ As the

March 18 election neared, the old Peronista Party was still outlawed but
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the Just i ci a1 ista Party--a neo-Peronista group--v;as told it could seek

and win office if it adhered to democratic principles. It was a

calculated risk for the government; recent successes suggested that

the UCRI could win the election., while lifting the ban on the Peronis-

tas should go far in easing the domestic conflict.

Frondizi lost his gamble. In an election in which thousands of

voters viere said to have switched to Peronista candidates in anger over

1^
the president's yielding to the military on the break with Cuba, the

Peronistas won ten of fourteen governorships including that of Buenos

Aires province, and fcrty-fojr seats in the national Chamber of Deputies.

In districts they did not win, the Peronistas cam.e in second. The UCRI

was the winner in most of the districts not won by the Peronistas, while

the UCRP trailed in third place.

Reaction to the Peronista sweep came quickly. The day after the

election, the national governm.ent took control of the provinces of

Buenos Aires, Tucuman, R'o Negro, Santiago del Estero, Chaco, and

Neuqu^n and canceled the election results. The armed forces were

divided betv/een a large group of younger officers demanding Frondizi 's

resignation and a group of senior officers who v^/anted him to stay if a

satisfactory coalition government could be set up. But the leaders of

the other major parties rejected Frondizi 's offer to come into the

government--Bal b'n of the UCRP accused him of trying to save his own

government v;ith "false talk" about national unity and preserving

democratic i nst i tut ions--3nd agreement spread that the only way out v;as

Frondizi 's resignation. General Pedro Arambiiru, who had served as

provisional president following the fall of Peron and whom Frondizi had
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appointed to mediate the crisis resulting from the 1962 Peronista

victories^ also announced he had "painfully" come to the conclusion

that the president must resign.

Frondizi refused to resign^ and on March 29 he was arrested by

the military and taken to the prison on Mart'n Garcfa island. Senate

President Jos^ Marfa Guido^ the next in line of succession since the

1958 resignation of vice President G&mez, withdrew from the UCRI and

assumed the position of president under close control of the military.

Guido's acceptance of the presidency brought mixed reactions

within the UCRI. Some party members said it was the only alternative

to outright military rule^ but others were critical of the move arid

demanded Frondizi 's return. Both the UCRI and the UCRP blocs in

Congress--in agreement for perhaps the first time in two years --i ns isted

that the legislators^ not the president, should determine who vjas to be

seated in that body; Guido, nonetheless, was forced by the military to

cancel the election of the forty-four Peronistas to the Chamber of

Deputies. The move brought increased opposition from the party blocs,

leading Guido to first recess and then dissolve Congress.

Among the first major acts of the Guido interim administration

were tvjo measures aimed at preventing a recurrence of the 19^2 electoral

crisis. A new decree governing political parties outlawed the Peronista

Party as well as the Communist Party and "other totalitarian parties."

Peronistas, labor leaders, and military men less than two years out of

uniform could not be candidates on any election slate. The government

also ordered the parties to open their ranks to new members, to renew

their leadership, and to reregister with the electoral tribunals.
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Of greater impact was the nevi electoral lav/ which replaced the

50-year-old SSenz Pena law's 2-1 formula with the D'Hondt method of

proportional representation. Although they usually represented less

than one-third of the total vote^ the Peronistas in 19^2 had won two-

thirds of the seats in many districts by obtaining more votes than any

other single party; under the new system the number of seats won would

have been roughly proportionate to their percentage of the total vote

16
cast in the district.

The first few months following the fall of Frond izi were little

more than a military governrr^ent behind a civilian faj:ade^ but the victory

of the insurgent azul military faction over the colorados in the battle

for Buenos Aires in late Septeixber assured the plan for national

elections in I963, The rigidly ant i -Peroni sta colorados were headed

by General Toronzo Montero^ who was said to favor a "democratic military

dictatorship" for at least five years and claimed that his plan was sup-

1

8

ported by 85 per cent of the army. The more moderate azules favored

the reincorporation of the Peronistas into the political system although

remaining strongly opposed to the return of Peron or a recurrence of

his form of government. The new ruling faction^ led by general Juan

Carlos Onganfa^ set the tone for the nev; policy v;ith a decree calling

for an election plan "which v/i 1 1 not leave out of the political solution

truly Argentine sectors which^ erroneously and tendent i ous1 y led in the

1

9

past^ can todsy be incorporated honestly into the constitutional life."

The UCRI was left disorganized and fragmented follovying the over-

throvj of Frondizi. Oscar Alende^ the former governor of Buenos Aires

province^ rose rapidly in influence and as early as June^ 1962^ was
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being mentioned as a possible presidential candidate. He was identified

with a faction of the UCRI vvh i ch v;as trying to unify the divided party

20
under new leadership. Alende's opponents, mainly led by former

Interior Minister Alfredo R. Vitolo, accused him of trying to take

control of the party av;ay from Frondizi while the ex-president was in

prison.

The UCR! platform for the I963 election remained basically un-

changed, calling for more equitable distribution of income, increased

efforts at Latin American economic integration, reorganization of

Argentine state enterprises to cut out waste, aid to development of

the nation's interior regions, and specific support of the principle

of "social justice." The latter term was associated mainly with the

Peronistas, who now claimed their movement was fully democratic. The

Peronista party, the Union Popular, was allowed to campaign as long as

it avoided all contact vjith Peron, did not use his name, and agreed

not to nominate candidates for president and other top offices. In

May, 1963, a formal coalition between the UCRI and the Union Popular

was announced.

The coalition, called the Frente Nacional y Popular (FNP), agreed

to present candidates only for president, vice president, and governor-

ships while the member parties would offer their own slates for other

offices. Several other minor parties also joined the electoral front.

A poll by a government intelligence agency in mid-June showed 31 per

cent of the public favoring the FNP, while one political commentator

predicted the coalition would take kS to 50 per cent of the vote in the

July 8 elections in which every elective office in the country was at

stake. 21
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But the FNP was not solid on either side. Alende had already

filed as a presidential candidate and the largest sector of the UCRI

followed him when^ upon Peron's orders from exile^ Dr, Vicente Solano

22
Lima was named the candidate of the front. Nor \^ere the Peronistas

entirely hsppy^ for while Solano Lima had followed a Peronista line

for a number of years he was still a conservative.^^ Frondizi, who in

March had been moved from Martin Garcia island to a ranch near San Car-

los Bariloche where he was given more freedom although still under

technical arrest^ broke a fourteen-month silence in late May to issue

a long statement backing the FNP as the only way out of the current

pol i t ical crisis.

The UCRI was so divided over the issue that it was unable to

call its national convention to order for tv/o days when it met in early

June. The national committee eventually followed the factions led by

Vitolo and Dr. Hector Gomez Machado--f orrtier leader of the UCRI bloc in

the Chamber of Deputies--to support the FNP while Alende resigned his

position as head of the committee but continued as a candidate. Rogelio

FrigeriOj In exile in Montevideo^ played a key role once more in

cementing a front between Radicals and Peronistas.^''

As the July 7 election neared^ the Guido administration placed

increasing restrictions on the FNP on the basis of its affiliation with

Per6n. A June 20 decree in effect disqualified the front's slate for

president^ vice president^ governors, and senators from the federal

district. The front's leaders accused the government of organizing a

fraudulent election and said the repeated harassment was a violation

of the pledge by the arn.cd forces to allow voting in which all sectors
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of Argentine society v;ou1d be represented. After the government

issued a decree disqualifying FNP presidential electors in eleven of

the nation's provinces^ the front announced July 3 that it vjould boy-

cott the election.

The UCRP, with 25 per cent of the popular vote^ s'wept the July

7 election at both the national and provincial levels. Presidential

candidate Arturo lllia^ whose campaign was mainly an attack on Frondizi's

petroleum contracts^ polled 2,4^1,000 votes to second-place Oscar

Alende's 1^593^000. General Aramburu, backed by the Uni&n del Pueblo

Argentino and the Partido Democrata Progresista^ was in third place

with 1^3^8^133 votes. Provincial victories gave the UCRP thirteen of

twenty-two governorships and the assurance of twenty-five seats in the

national Senate and seventy-two seats in the Chamber of Deputies. The

UCRI won forty seats in the chamber, giving it the second largest

25
bloc. The fact that there were less than 2,000,000 blank ballots

--some of which no doubt represented the Communists --was interpreted as

reflecting a decline in the influence of Peron in Argentine politics.

Instead of the predicted 33 per cent, the blank vote represented only

about 16 per cent of the total.

The UCRI's national committee agreed to cast the party's 109

electoral votes for I11ia--which added to his own 169 votes gave the

UCRP candidate more than the 239 votes required in the electoral col

-

lege--but said it would serve as "constructive opposition" rather than

join in coalition with the UCRP. Internal factionalism, however, soon

tended to reduce the strength of the UCRI as opposition.

Frondizi was released from military custody upon the electoral

college's selection of lllia as president, and the former president's
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return to political activity deepened the division which had developed

within the UCRI during the period he was in custody. The judiciary

had in several cases recognized the legal authority of the party's

national committee headed by Alende, leaving Frondizi the alternatives

of trying to regain control of the UCRI party structure from Alende or

of starting a nev; party. Frondizi traveled extensively in Argentina

during late 1 963 and early 1 S64 defending the policies and actions of

his government and rallying support for a political comeback. Alende,

meanwhile, declined a government offer of the ambassadorship to London

so he could remain at home and defend his control of the UCRI. By

April, while the Frondizi group In some provinces continued to fight

for control of the UCRI, in others it was applying for legal recogni-

tion of a new party under the name of Movimlento de I nt ras igenc I a Ra-

dical (MIR). The UCRI bloc in the Chamber of Deputies had earlier

divided about evenly into Alende and Frondizi factions.

The MIR was officially formed April 18, 1964, at a meeting in

Cordoba. Joining Frondizi in the leadership of the nev/ party was Roge-

llo Frigerlo, who had returned from exile in late 19^3. The MIR, which

claimed to be a revival of the "popular current" which brought victory

27
to the UCRI in 1958, quickly became the most vocal critic of the

UCRP administration. In addition to the new Frondizi party, opposition

blocs in the Chamber of Deputies in the latter part of 19^4 included

the UCRI, the Partido Demccrata Cristlano, and Aramburu's UDELPA.

Frondizi 's party changed its name to Movimlento de Integracion y

Desarrollo (MID) In late 1964 after the national electoral tribunal

refused to recognize its original name on the basis of alleged confusion
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which would be caused by its use of the term "Radical." In its

decision^ the electoral body supported MIR opponents who contended

28
that the group did not have any connection with traditional Radicalism.

Any decision as to which among the many groups that over the years had

branched off from the UCR crunk had sufficient connection v/ith "tradi-

tional Radicalism" to carry the label is of course political and

subject to challenge. Frondizi hod been active as a Radical since the

1930's; but it is true that in the MIR he tried--with little success--

to forge the Radi cal -Peronista coalition he had briefly had in 1S58.

In any case^ the forced change of name had little effect on the new

party.

In campaigning for the 19^5 by-elect ionS;, the government party

centered its platform on two basic achievements of the previous twenty

months--domest ic peace and political democracy. Since the election of

Mlia there had been an absence of military intervention, states of

siege, or serious general strikes, while the authorization of general

Peronista participation in the election v;as cited as evidence of demo-

cratic progress. The MID took a strong developmental position in the

campaign, citing the need to bring in and encourage heavy industry and

to set up economic conditions which would attract foreign governmental

and private capital. The UCRI in 19^5 based its campaign on political

rather than economic foundations, claiming it was the party best able

29
to unite classes and heal party wounds.

The Uni&n Popul ar--represent i ng the so-called "hard line" of the

Peronista movement which had been prevented from participating in the

1963 elect ions--was permitted to run candidates in the 19^5 by-elections.
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The party campaigned on several issues concerning labor and national-

ization of public services^ criticized the political and economic

conditions under the UCRP admi nis t rat ion_, and demanded a universal

amnesty for all former Peronista leaders and all those who had been

politically exiled during the period from the fall of Peron to the

30
inauguration of lllia.

Results of the March ]k election demonstrated two clear trends

In Argentine politics. Most evident and of greatest importance^ of

course^ was the fact that ten years after the fall of their leader and

despite years of official harassment and repeated attempts to incorporate

them into other parties^ the Peronistas were as strong as--if not

stronger than--ever as a political group. Secondly, the election showed

that despite the adoption of proportional representation in 19^2 and

the continuing proliferation of minor parties^ there continued to be a

strong tendency toward a system of two major parties.

The Union Popular received the highest number of votes among the

parties competing in the congressional election, edging the UCRP total

2,828,000 to 2,676,000. The 31 per cent of the total vote received by

the Union Popular was the strongest Peronista showi ng --e i ther In party

support or in blank vot I ng--s I nee the fall of Peron. When to this Is

added the 620,000 votes received by the various neo-Feroni sta parties

In the provinces, total Peronista support in 1 965 reaches 38 per cent.

It was no longer possible to predict'-as some did after the relatively

low blank vote In 1963--that the Peronistas were losing strength or

losing unity, although it was probable that the movement was slov'jly

gaining more and more independence from Peron himself.
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Although there ware more than 100 nominally different parties

running slates in the I965 elections and candidates bearing almost two

dozen different party labels won seats in the Chamber of Deputies,, the

election and the subsequent session of the chamber viere dominated by

the UCRP and the Union Popular. These two parties together received

61 per cent of the total vote and seventy of the ninety-nine contested

chamber seats. As had occurred in the past between Radicals and con-

servatives,, between Yr
i
goyenistas and Ant

i
personal i stas, and between

Peronistas and Radicals^ the I965 election apparently was seen by many

as e clear-cut "either-or" choice despite the ostensible variety of

parties from which to choose. Both major parties contributed to the

image of the election as one in which the major issue was to vote

against the government or against the Peronistas; and the decline of

minor party strength from I963 would seem to support the contention

31
that many voters were reluctant to "waste" their vote on minor parties.

Placing third In the election was Frondizl's MID with 589,,000 votes^,

follov/ed by the conservative Federaclcn de Partldos del Centro with

489^000 and the UCRI with ^^07,000.

Elect ion A n al ys Is

The adoption of the d'Hondt system of proportional representation

in 1962 and the further fragmentation of both the Radical and the

Peronlsta groups make the 19o5 election analysis somewhat more compli-

cated than those of earlier chapters. In addition to the many

provincial part ies--u5ual ly of conservative or neo-Peroni sta orienta-

tion--there were a number of "national" parties which ran candidates

in most or all provinces but drev-/ only a small fraction of the vote,
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frequently less than 5 per cent in any given province. Because inter-

county variation under such circumstances could easily be caused by

the political vagaries of local notables or a particularly active

party organization vvhich might be absent in the neighboring county^

ecological correlation for these parties would be somewhat less

reliable than for major parties receiving a sizable vote in virtually

all electoral districts.

Because of this issue of reliability^ combined with the relatively

small importance of many of the other party groups during the 1965"

1966 period^ only the UCRP and the Peronistas are analyzed nationally

and at each of the three regional levels. Due to its unusually strong

support in the three provinces of the Litoral (18.9 psr cent in Corrien-

tes, 15.1 per cent in Entre R'os^ and 7.3 per cent In Santa Fe), the

MID vote is analyzed for that region. And although they viere not

included in the multiple regression analysis, the simple correlation

coefficients for the UCRI, MID, and conservatives have been included

in Table VI I -1

.

As indicated in the notes to Table VI I -1, the various neo-

Peronista parties in the provinces were merged with the Union Popular

to obtain a "Pcronista vote" for the correlation analysis. While there

are certain important differences between the "hardliners" and the neo-

Peronlstas --i n some provinces the Union Popular ran against a neo-Pero-

nista party--they all maintained a measure of ideological unity and,

more importantly, v-Jorked together in the same bloc during the 19S5~1966

session of the Chamber of Deputies. The situation is thus somewhat

similar to that of earlier elections when "national" and provincial



TABLE VI 1-1

CORRELATES OF I965 DEPUTIES ELECTION

Factors

I II III IV V

No. Urban Rich Rural Incl. Farm:
Cases Farm Class Scale Ranch

NATION
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TABLE VI I -1 (Extension)

VI VII

Dairy Agr.
Farm Scale

Blank
i960

UCRP
i960

UCRI

i960
Cons

,

i960
Mult,

R

,10

,0^

,05

,27--

ni 9b'>- ,93

,59

07
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TABLE VI i

-1 (Continued)

" Significant at the .01 level.

-A-v Significant at tine .05 level,

ni Not included in multiple regression equation,

UCRP is the Union Civica Radical del Pueblo; Per onista is the
Union Popular; UCRI is the Union Cfvica Radical I ntrans igente ; MID
is the Movimiento de Integracion y Desarrollo; Conserv . is the Union
Conservadora.

UCRP is the Union Civica Radical del Pueblo; Peronista is the
Union Popular in Corrientes and Santa Fe and the Partido Tres Bande-
ras in Entre Rfos; Ml

D

is the Movimiento de Integracion y Desarrollo.

UCRP is the Uni&n Civica Radical del Pueblo in Cordoba^ Men-
doza,. San Luis^ Santiago del Estero^ and Tucurnan; Peronista includes
the Union Popular in Cordoba^ San Luis^ Santiago del Estero, and
Tucuman^ plus the Movimiento Popular Mendocino in Mendoza_, Accion
Popular Sanluisena in San Luis^ Acci&n Provincial in Tucum^n, and
Tres Banderas in Santiago del Estero.
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Radical parties had to be combined for purposes of analysis^ or when

provincial parties had to be merged into a soiiiewhat fictitious

national "party." There was no problem of this type for the UCRP vote

in 1965^ as the party ran under its national banner in all provinces.

The follov/ing analysis uses the I96O factor scores which v/ere

described and used in the previous chapter. As before, the party vote

In the previous election is used in multiple regression as an indicator

of "party organization." Following the pattern of earlier chapters,

the figures in Table Vll-l are simple correlation coefficients of the

party groupings with each factor and relevant "party organization"

variable. Where they are considered important, the partial correla-

tions obtained at different stages of the step-wise multiple regression

analysis will be cited and discussed in the text.

Support for the UCRP at the national level shows a strong cor-

relation of .91 with that party's vote in I96O indicating a consider-

able stability in the source of party strength. Far below this but

still of statistical significance are correlations of -.27 with large

industry, -.22 with farm-ranch ratio, and -.1^ with Factor II (indicat-

ing a positive association with areas of prosperous farming). Although

It is considerably below the UCRP figure, the correlation of AZ

between national Peronista vote and the blank vote in I9GO is an

indication of moderately strong party "organization" or stability and

exceeds any other correlate of I965 Peronista strength. Also of

statistical significance are the Peronista vote's correlation of .30

with urbanism, .2? with small ranching, -.2^ with farm-ranch ratio

(strength In areas devoted predominantly to cattle rather than crops),
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and .21 v/ith Factor II (a negative association with areas of prosperous

f armi ng)

.

In multiple regression analysis at the national levels the cor-

relation of ,31 vjith the "party organization" variable entered the equa-

tion first to account for 83.6 per cent of the total variance in UCRP

vote. The next two variables to enter the equat ion--rura] class and

farm-ranch rat io--together explain another 1.5 per cent of the remain-

ing variance^ while the remaining five variables combined add but one-

half of one per cent more for a total explained variance of 85.6 per

cent. For the Peronistas^ correlation with the I960 blank vote ac-

counts for 17.9 per cent of the 1 965 vote variance, while Factor V

enters the equation second to add another 8.1 per cent to the explained

variance. Agriculture scale and prosperous farming are the next tvio

factors to enter the regression equation, bringing the total explained

variance at this point to 3^.0 per cent. The last four variables to

come into the equation add a total of 1.2 per cent more for a final

explained variance of 35.2 per cent.

As at the national level, the regional analysis for Buenos Aires

province shows the I96O UCRP to be by far the strongest correlate of

that party's 1 965 strength. In addition to that correlation of ,89,

other variables correlating at significant levels with the UCRP vote

are urbanism at -.3k, industry scale at -.29, and Factor Vll at -.28

(a positive association with areas of large agricultural establishments)

The Union Popular shows a stronger correlation with the I96O blank vote

in Buenos Aires province than it did at the national level, followed by

correlations of .55 with urbanism, .^3 with large industry, and .38
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with small agriculture. The strong coefficients which the two parties

register in opposite directions on these three factors show clearly

the 1955 voting structure in Buenos Aires; Peronista support vjas

concentrated in areas marked by urbanization^ large industry^ and

small agriculture, while the UCRP strength vvas concentrated more in

the rural areas characterized by large farms and little or no large

industry.

Turning to the multiple regression equations for the two major

parties in Buenos Aires province, the UCRP's correlation of .89 with

the "organization" variable accounts for 79.1 per cent of the total

variance in that party's vote. Once this has entered the equation, no

remaining variable accounts for as much as one per cent more of the

variance and the entry of all variables only raises the explained

variance to 81 per cent. In the equation for the Union Popular, entry

of the i960 blank vote accounts for the first 37.5 per cent of the

variance, while Factors I and VII each add an additional 4.7 per cent

to the explained variance. These three variables bring the total

explained variance to 46.9 per cent; the last five to enter the equa-

tion increase this to 49.9 per cent.

Correlations in Table VI 1-1 for the UCRI and the MID in Buenos

Aires suggest that at least in this province the Alende party was more

of a direct descendant of the I96O UCRI than was Frondizi's MID; the

former correlates at .78 with the I96O governing party's vote, while

the MID shows a correlation of only .21 vjith that variable. Buenos

Aires conservatives also show a rather strong consistency in areas of

strength over the five-year period, as evidenced by a correlation of
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.65 between that group's vote in I96O and I965. Like the UCRP_, the

conservatives registered a correlation of -.3^ on the urbanism factor

while the UCR! was a little less "rural" with a coefficient of -.28

on this variable. The MID shows no significant correlation with

urbanism in Buenos Aires and a relatively weak but significant -.20

with both the rural class and agricultural scale factors.

The respective party's I96O vote in the Litoral once again

proves to be by far the most meaningful variable in accounting for

1965 party strength. The UCRP in this region registers a correlation

of .96 with its vote five years earlier^ while the Union Popular cor-

relates at ,k3 with the I96O blank vote. In contrast to the rather

weak correlation in Buenos Aires^, the MID in the Litoral registers a

correlation of .68 with UCRI vote In the region in I96O. The Union

Popular and the MID each have only one additional variable which cor-

relates at a significant level --a coefficient of .31 with small agri-

culture for the former and .30 on prosperous farming (indicating sup-

port in areas lacking prosperous farming) for the latter. The UCRP^

by contrast, correlates at significant levels with five of the seven

factors in the Litoral analysis. These are coefficient of .37 on agri-

culture scale, -.37 on industry scale, .35 on dairy farming, and -.33 on

both prosperous farming (support in areas of prosperous farming) and

farm-ranch ratio. The latter two coefficients would suggest UCRP

strength in the Litoral areas of prosperous grain farming.

Multiple regression analysis for the UCRP in the Litoral shows

that despite the numerous significant correlations little variance is

explained beyond that accounted for by the I96O party vote. This
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coefficient of .96 sccounts for 92.6 per cent of the total variance in

UCRP vote in the Literal, v;hile the subsequent entry of the other

seven variables add only another 1.5 per cent to the explained variance.

The i960 blank vote explains 24.1 per cent of the variance in Union

Popular vote in the region. The next two factors to enter the Union

Popular equation are rural class and farm-ranch ratio, explaining k.5

per cent and 3.3 per cent more of the variance, respectively. Except

for urbanism, which enters last to explain only one-half of one per

cent, the remaining variables entering the Union Popular equation each

account for between 1.9 and 2.3 per cent of the remaining variance,

causing the total variance explained by all eight variables to reach

40.9 per cent. Multiple regression for the MID discloses a pattern more

like that of the UCRP than the Union Popular; after the I96O UCRI vote

accounts for 46.0 per cent of the variance and Factor III enters second

to add 1.4 per cent to this, the remaining five variables together

explain less than one per cent more of the variance. Total variance

explained by the MiD's multiple R of .69 is 48.3 per cent.

Moving on to the Interior, it can be seen in Table Vll-l that the

i960 vote continues to be an important variable for the UCRP but that

it loses all explanatory value for the Peronista vote. For the govern-

ment party, the only correlation of significance after that of .85 with

i960 UCRP vote is a moderately weak -.25 on Factor V. The strongest

correlates of I965 Peronista vote in the Interior were farm-ranch ratio

at -.48 and agriculture scale at .43, together suggesting support in

areas marked by small cattle establishments. Weaker but also of

significance are correlations of .28 on Factor II (support in areas
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lacking prosperous farming) and -.22 on the rural class factor (a

relatively high proportion of rural middle class).

The strong correlation with 1 96O party vote accounts for 72.6

per cent of the variance in the UCRP vote in the Interior, The next

two variables to enter the multiple regression equat ion--f arm-ranch

ratio and rural class--add 1.6 and 2.2 per cent respectively to the

explained variance^ while the remaining five factors together increase

this by another 1.3 per cent for a total explained variance of 77.8

per cent. In the multiple regression equation for the Union Popular_,

Factor V enters first to explain 23.5 per cent of the variance. This

is followed by Factor Vll for another 12.7 per cent^ while the entry

of i960 blank vote in the third step--its value had been increased by

the partial! ing process --adds 6.0 per cent mere to the explained

variance. Factors II and I account for 3.8 and 3.5 per cent more,

respectively, while the remaining three together add less than one per

cent for a total explained variance of 50.3 per cent.

Summarizing the I965 election analysis, the most pronounced

feature of the I965 vote appears to be its consistency with that of

five years before. Except for the Peronistas of the interior, every

party showed its strongest correlation with this "party organization"

variable--in most cases much higher than the next strongest correlation.

Interior Peronistas drew their support primarily from areas of impover-

ished rural middle class; in I960 these areas tended to support the

UCRI rather than vote blank.
'^
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Roll Call Analysis

Elected in 1963 and I965 under the new system of proportional

representation, the 1965-1966 session of the Chamber of Deputies had

representatives of twenty-eight different parties. The problem this

presents for roll call analysis was somewhat eased by the fact that

the deputies of seventeen of these parties belonged to one of three

formal mul t i -party blocs : Bloque Just i ci al ista (Peronista), Federacion

Nacional de Partidos del Centre, and the Confederaclon de Partidos Pro-

vinciales. The remaining eleven parties each was its own formal

parliamentary bloc, however, resulting in a chamber composed of fourteen

voting groups.

Despite the proliferation of parties and blocs in the 1955-1966

session, the chamber was dominated by the UCRP and the Peronistas. Of

the 192 members, sixty-eight belonged to the UCRP and fifty-two were

members of various Peronista and neo-Peronista parties composing the

Just icial ista bloc. The third bloc in membership size was the Mov i

-

miento de Integracion y Desarrollo with sixteen deputies, followed by

the UCRI with eleven, the FNPC with ten, and the Partido Democrata Pro-

gresista with nine members. The Union del Pueblo Argentine began the

session with seven members, but the UDELPA bloc was reduced to five

deputies after Internal party conflict caused two deputies to resign

from the bloc and remain in the chamber as independents. The remaining

seven "blocs" had from one to four deputies each.

From the opening of the session in May, I965, until Congress was

dissolved by the military in June of the following year, a total of

twenty-five contested roll calls were held by the Chamber of Deputies
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on questions other than the election of chamber officers. The differ-

ence betVy^een the majority and minority vote, ranged from 0.9 per cent^

representing a one-vote split; to 77.7 per cent in the most unevenly

divided case. In sixteen of the roll calls the difference between the

aye and the nay vote represented less than 10 per cent of those voting,

and in only five of the twenty-five roll calls was the difference

greater than 20 per cent. The distribution of the roll calls accord-

ing to the magnitude of the division is shown in Table VIJ-Z. The

distribution of roll calls on the basis of degree of participation can

be seen in Table \/li-3. Although in this session the average rate of

participation was somewhat higher than in some of the earlier periods,

there were still only seven roll calls in vyhich 70 per cent or more of

the deputies participated and only two in which 80 per cent or more

took part.

The 1965"1966 session yielded two Guttman scales, one composed of

fifteen roll calls and the other made up of four roll calls. The

subject, size, and "direction" of these scales are shown in Table VI I -4.

The larger of the two falls into the multi-issue "partisan" pattern

found in previous sessions and has been labeled accordingly. Four ad-

ditional roll calls would have fit into this scale, but as they would

have substantially increased the proportion of "error" without adding

significantly to the meani ngf ul ness of the scale, they were discarded.

The "error" on these votes appears to have been of the type previously

seen on roll calls which include both procedural and substantive

aspects. The second scale is composed of four roll calls dealing with

labor legislation. in addition to the two scales, this analysis will
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TABLE VI 1-2

CONTESTED ROLL CALLS

Per cent vote difference

0-9 10-19 20-29 30-39 ^+0-49 70-79

TABLE VI I
-3

ROLL CALL PARTICIPATION

Per cent of Deputies voting

0-49 50-59 60-69 70-79 80-
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include two individual roll calls which fit neither of the scales but

whose content would seem to justify attention. These are votes on

(1) a proposal to end tax exemptions for the Jockey Club and some

sports clubs, and (2) a proposal to include fourteen counties in

Buenos Aires province in the priority area for the Chocon-Cer ros

Colorado electric power complex. As in 1360, the roll call analysis

deals only with the deputies from the federal capital and the original

fourteen provinces.

Table VI I -5 shows the rank-order correlation between the scales

and the two independent roll calls. The correlation of -.60 between

the Partisan Issues Scale and the Labor Legislation Scale indicates

that there is some relationship between them but that there is no

question but that they represent different issue dimensions. The

larger scale correlates rather strongly at .7^ with the roll call on

the Buenos Aires electricity issue, much v;eaker at -.k] with the tax

break vote. The tax vote correlates at .15 with the Labor Legislation

Scale and .03 with the electricity question, showing virtually no as-

sociation with either issue. A moderate negative association of -.5^

is registered between the Labor Legislation Scale and the Buenos Aires

power question. Thus there vjere at least four voting dimens ions--wi th

varying degrees of interrel at i onshi p--in the I965-I966 session; what

these dimensions were and their association with party and region will

be analyzed below.

Partisan Issues Scale

The Partisan Issues Scale is composed of fifteen roll calls

covering a variety of subjects. Seven of the votes dealt with direct
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TABLE VI I -4

SCALE CONTENT AND SIZE

Scale Subject "Pos i t i ve" Vote Roll Call

Number Number
Deput ies

Partisan Issues Pro-Administration 15 134

Labor Legislation Pro-Labor ^^

TABLE VI 1-5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN SCALES

116

Scale
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or indirect criticism of the executive^ three of them in matters of

foreign relations. Three votes v;ere directly or indirectly related

to the Peronlsta issue; others dealt with such matters ss political

parties^ taxes^ a rent control 1 aw^, and Buenos Aires street repairs.

A "positive" vote in each case vjas the pro-administration position^

as indicated by the vote of the majority of the UCRP bloc. Each posi-

tion on the scale is based on a "contrived" item; the two end items contain

two roll calls each^ I tern 2 has three^ and Item 3 is composed of eight

rol 1 cal Is

.

Table \I\\-Sl\ shov;s the distribution of scale types according to

party blocs^ while Table \/II-6B shows the distribution on the basis of

geographic region. The concentration of forty-nine UCRP deputies in

Scale Type 5 and thirty-six members of the Just ici al ista bloc at the

other extreme clearly suggests that the main dimension of cleavage on

these roll calls was government vs. opposition. There were, nonethe-

less, a number of deputies in the intermediate scale types; as in

earlier sessions, these "brokers" tended to represent minor parties

operating betv<;een the chamber's two major blocs. it will be noted,

however, that the deputies of the Partido Democrata Cristiano and the

MID v/ere solidly in the opposition on all items of the scale.

A comparison of Tables \/l|-6A and VII-6B shows that It was

clearly party rather than region which was the major influence on voting

patterns of this cale. Deputies from the Litoral vjere more likely to

be in the middle scale types than vjere those of Buenos Aires or the

Interior, but representatives of the latter two areas were almost

Identically distributed at each end of the scale.
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TABLE VI I-6B

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE

Region
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Because cf the loiy level of "deviation" of either major bloc on

the Partisan Issues Scale, there u^as little point in presenting tables

of scale type distribution by region separately for the UCRP and the

Peronistas. As Scale Types 1 and k represent non-responses, only two

UCRP deputies--one from the capital and one from C6rdoba--are actually

recorded as opposing the administration position; in the Just ici al ista

bloc, the scale records no deputy as taking a pro-administration posi-

tion on any item.

In addition to forty-nine UCRP deputies, the only member of the

chamber who supported the administration on all items of the scale was

a UDFLPA dissident who became an independent. Supporting the government

position on I terns 1 through 3 but registering a non-response on Item k

were five more UCRP deput ies --two from Buenos Aires, two from the

Interior, and one from the Litoral-and another former member of UDELPA.

The pro-administration position on Item k represented negative votes on

proposals to ask the administration to explain why teaciner pay was

behind schedule and for tax relief for the growers of Entre Rfos and

the southern part of Corrientes, plagued by drought.

Deputies who took an ant

i

-administrat ion position on Item k but

supported the UCRP government on the three "easier" items are represented

in Scale Type 3. In addition to the capital and C6rdoba UCRP deputies

mentioned above, these include three conservative FNPC deputies from

Buenos Aires province and one from Entre Rfos, plus an Autonomista

from Corrientes.

Scale Type ?,, the most heavily populated of the middle scale posi-

tions, represents administration support on I terns 1 and 2 but opposition
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on the eight-roll call Item 3 as well as on Item 4, Nine of the

fourteen deputies in this scale type are members of the Partido Demo-

crata Progres ista--three from the capital, one from Buenos Aires

province, and five from Santa Fe. Other deputies who supported the

administration on the first tv^o items and opposed it on the second

two included two members of UDELPA and two Democratic Soci al ists --al

1

from the capital or Buenos Aires provi nce--and a member of the FNPC

bloc (Partido Liberal) from Corrientes.

The eight deputies in Scale Type 1 may very well represent an

artificial grouping little more than an artifact of the scaling procedure.

The scale type seems "real" enough for the three UCRI deputies and the

member of the Confederacion de Partidos Prov i nci ales ; all are recorded

as pro-administration on Item 1 and ant i -admi nist rat i on on the rest,

while neither bloc contains deputies in any other scale type. The

two Just i c i al ista deputies and the two members of the Partido Social isca

Argentino, hov;ever, are in Scale Type 1 due to a non-response on I tern

1 because there were insufficient cases of this pattern to form a

separate scale type. Since deputies of both blocs are also found in

Scale Type 0, it is thoroughly possible that the non-reponse represents

nothing more than inadvertent absence when the roll calls of Item 1

were taken. With this warning, however, they are ranked in Scale Type

1 according to the criteria outlined in Appendix B.

Scale Type represents an ant i -admi ni strat ion position on all

four items. In addition to the remaining members of the Just i ci al ista

and Socialista Argentino blocs, this ant

i

-administrat ion end of the

scale contains the blocs of the Partido Democrata Cristiano and the MID.
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Labor Legislat i on Scale

The Labor Legislation Scale is composed oF tv/o contrived items^

each made up of two roll calls. All four roll calls deal v\;ith aspects

of changes in labor legislation which were considered during the

session, A total of 115 deputies are ranked on this scale, which shows

only a moderate correlation of -,60 with the Partisan Issues Scale.

Table VII-7A shows the distribution of deputies on the Labor

Legislation Scale according to parliamentary b!oc. There is a strong

concentration in Scale Type 3~~the most pro-labor pos i t ion--whsre fifty-

eight deputies in this category include all scaled members of six

blocs: Just ici al i sta, MID, UCRI, Christian Democrats, and both Social-

ist groups. As in the Partisan Issues Scale, the Democrata Progresista

deputies take a center position on this scale and are all located in

Scale Type 2, In contrast to its cohesion on the former scale, the

UCRP bloc was spread over all scale types on the Labor Issue but showed

the highest concentration in Scale Type 2. In addition to six UCRP

deputies, the most anti -labor end of the scale is populated by all

ranked members of UDELPA and the FNPC.

Analyzing the Labor Legislation Scale types by region, it can be

seen in Table Vli-7B that there is virtually no regional pattern to the

distribution. Regionalism, therefore, seems to be no more important on

this issue than it was in the Partisan Issues Scale. The search for a

possible regional explanation behind tiie dispersion of UCRP deputies

across all scale types yielded no significant resul ts ; there is no more

of a regional pattern within this bloc than In the chamber as a whole.
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TABLE VI 1-7B

LABOR LEGISLATION SCALE
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A "positive" vote on Item 1 of the Labor Legislation Scale rep-

resents support of tv/O motions to consider proposed changes in the

labor cods. item 2 of the scale--cons i derabl y "harder" than v;as the

question oF considering cl)anges--is composed of an amendment to the

law which would give tenure to eniployees with ten years seniority and

a vote to retain maritime workers among those covered by the labor law.

A pro-labor or "positive" vote is aye on each issue.

Individual Rol ] Cal 1 s

The first of the two individual roll calls which will be analyzed

is one which would be expected to create strong cross-pressures for many

deputies. It was a proposal to end the tax exemptions which had been

35enjoyed by the Jockey Club and various sports clubs. The Jockey Club

was perhaps the strongest symbol of the conservative economic elite of

Argentina^ while sports clubs were popular among the middle and lower

classes and had received special privileges under the Peron administra-

tion. The proposed bill^ which thus would affect the favorite clubs of

both the rich and the poor^ brought out some unusual voting patterns

among the various blocs.

It can be seen in Table VII -8 that the bill was supported by all

but one Just ici al ista voting as well as by all voting members of the

conservative FNPC. The UCRP split on the issue^ with sixteen members

voting aye and twenty-four opposing the measure. Also in opposition

were the UCRI, the MID, three of four members of UDELPA_, and the Demo-

crata Progresista deputies. Thus on the "left" there were the Peronis-

tas and the Social ista Argentino deputies supporting the bill and the

UCRi and the MID opposing it; on the "right" the FNPC voted aye while
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TABLE VI 1-8

TAX BREAK ROLL CALL, I965-I9S6

Bloc-.v

Vote Region

1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 Total

Aye Buenos Aires 9150021000 3 1 31

Literal i+30030000
1 11

Interior 3 70020120 00 16

Nay Buenos Aires 12 6 2 10 4 1 26

Litoral 3 00001005 0000 9

Interior 9 12301000 00 16

Total ifO 26 8 5 7 4 1 2 9 3 1 1 1 IO8

'•>1, UCRP; 1, Justicial ista; 3, UCRI; k, MID; 5, FNPC; 6, UDELPA;

7, Partidos Prov i nci ales ; 8, Democrata Cristiano; 3, Democrata Pro-
gresista; 10, Social ista Argentine; 11, Social ista Democr^tico;
12, Autonomista; 13^ Independent.
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most of UDELPA voted nay. Table VI 1-8,, furthermore, indicates that

there is no major regional pattern to the vote. Analyzing the UCRP

vote by region, there also appears to be no strong regional tendency

beyond a slightly heavier negative vote among Interior deputies.

Whatever the determinants of voting positions on this issue, therefore,

they seem to be beyond the scope of the present investigation.

The roll call on the proposal that a section of Buenos Aires

province be included in the Chocon-Cerros Colorado power network

reveals a considerably different voting pattern, correlating as It

does at only .03 with the previous roll call. It can be seen in Table

Vll-S that the UCRP bloc was quite united on this roll call, with

forty-seven of forty-nine favoring the question. The Just ici al ista

bloc, on the other hand, tended to oppose the issue although its Buenos

Aires members split about evenly. Blocs whose entire voting membership

favored the question were the UCRI, FNPC, and both Socialist groups;

Interestingly, all participating deputies of these blocs v;ere from

Buenos Aires. Opposing the inclusion of the fourteen Buenos Aires

departments in the power grid were the deputies of UDELPA, Conf ederacion

de Partidos Provinci ales, Democrata Progresista, Democrata Cristiano,

and all but one Buenos Aires member of MID.

As might be expected in an issue of specific regional interest.

Table VI I -9 reveals a stronger regional pattern than was seen in either

of the scales or the roll call on tax exemption. While Interior deputies

split about evenly on each side of the question and those from the

Litoral were 3"2 against the proposal, forty-six Buenos Aires deputies

voted aye compared to only fourteen from that region who were against

the issue.
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TABLE VI 1-9

BUENOS AIRES POWER ROLL CALL, 1965-1966

B 1 OC"

Vote Region

1 2 3 ^56789 10 11 12 Total

Aye Buenos Ai res 25 8 6 1 3 1 1 1 kS

Literal 800000000000 8

Interior 14 00000000000 1^+

Nay Buenos Aires 7 1 3 1 2 \k

Litoral 2050^+1000 00 12

interior 290000112000 15

Total 49 26 6 7 3 7 3 1 4 1 1 1 I09

'"-1, UCRP; 2, Justicial ista; 3, UCR! ; k, MID; 5, FNPC; S, Democrata

Progresista; 7, UDELPA; 8, Partidos Provi nci ales ; 3, Democrata Oris-

tiano; 10, Socialista Argentine; 11, Socialista Dsmocratico;

12, Independents.
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Conci us ion

Analysis of the 1965~1966 session of the Chamber of Deputies has

disclosed a voting pattern somev;hat more rigid than that found in the

pre-1930 period but more flexible than that of the 1960-19^2 session.

The proliferation of parliamentary blocs under proportional representa-

tion no doubt contributed to a "loosening up" of the voting rigidity

which was seen in the I96O-I962 session^ but aside from this there also

was somewhat less cohesion in both major blocs than there had been when

the UCRP and the UCR! opposed each other during the Frondizi administra-

tion.

Fifteen of the session's twenty-five roll calls were found to

fit a scale which on the basis of bloc alignments and issue content

was termed a "partisan issues" scale. Four other roll calls would

have fit into this scale, but were omitted because they would have

added little explanatory value while the "errors" common to procedural

votes would have added a considerable number of errors to the scale.

Only the UCRP and one independent ex-member of UDELPA were on the most

pro-administration end of the scale, while the opposition end was

populated by the Peronistas, the MID, and the Christian Democrats.

The middle scale types contained the minor blocs such as FNPC, UDELPA,

Democrata Progresista, and Social ista Democr5tico, who served as

"brokers" between the government and opposition.

The second scale, composed of four votes on labor legislation,

appears to rank the deputies along a "1 i beral -conservat i ve" or "left-

right" dimension more so than does the Partisan Issues Scale. On the

Labor Scale, the pro-labor end is dominated by tiie Just icial istas, the
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MID, UCRl, Christian Democrats, and both Socialist groups; concentrated

at the anti-labor end are deputies of the conservative FNPC and the

only scaled member of UDELPA. The Progressive Democrats were in an

intermediate scale type, while members of the UCRP were spread across

all four positions on the scale. Analysis by region uncovered no pat-

tern to the UCRP vote; the dispersal of the bloc's deputies across the

scale apparently was the result of personal ideology or other factors

beyond the scope of this study.

The two remaining roll calls which would fit neither of the scales

were analyzed separately as they seemied to reflect additional voting

dimensions which might have yielded scales had there been more roll

calls in the session. The first of these, a proposal to end tax exemp-

tions of a number of private clubs, apparently presented a considerable

amount of cross-pressure which divided the UCRP bloc and arranged the

minor blocs in alignments unique for the session (this was the only

roll call, for example, vihere the MID opposed the Jurt i ci al ista bloc).

In contrast to the tax question, the other roll call concerned an issue

of specific regional interest and yielded a clear regional bias in the

vote. A proposal that fourteen counties in southern Buenos Aires

province be included in a regional electric pov/er grid, the question

drew the support of Buenos Aires deputies 46-14 while those of the

interior v/ere about evenly divided and those of the Litoral tended to

oppose the issue.

In summary, then, four different dimensions were found in the

voting behavior of the I965-I966 session of the Chamber of Deputies,

although tvio of these are substantiated by only one roll call each.
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These dimensions, in the order Jiscussed^ would appear to be (1)

partisanship^ (2) ideology^ (3) unci ass i fi abie^ and {k) regional

interests.
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CHAPTER Vi II

CONCLUSION: CLASS AND REGION, I5I6-I9S6

Six national elections and six subsequent sessions of the

Chamber of Deputies have been analyzed in an atteiiipt to trace the

relative influence of class and region in Argentine politics since

1916. Each of the chapters summarized the quantitative findings for

that particular time period and to some degree related these findings

to those of earlier chapters and to the guiding concepts of the study.

What remains to be done in this concluding chapter, therefore, is to

take a brief look at some of the major trends over the fifty-year

period and to evaluate the hypotheses in the light of these trends.

Tables VI I 1-1 through VI! I -5 bring together the correlation

coefficients of party vote with the most significant Independent

variables over the period of the study. The first four tables deal

with census-derived factors, while Table VI II -5 summarizes the associa-

tion with party support in the previous election analyzed. The factors

chosen for the tables were selected on the basis of two criteria: (1)

degree of correlation between related factors from different censuses

and (2) strength of correlation coefficients between party vote and

the factors. This allowed the selection of two independent variables

spanning all six elections (urbanlsm and prosperous farming) and

another two covering the period between 1936 and 19^5 (industry and

ranch-farm ratio), each of which shov^ed a number of significant cor-

relations with party vote.

350
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Urbanism, the first factor to emerge in each of the three census

periods;, is traced over a fifty-year period in Table Vill-1. A

considerable degree of continuity in correlation with this factor can

be seen to exist for each major party grouping. Beginning with the

Radicals, it can be seen that although the UCR began as an urban-based

party it soon ceased to show any meaningful association with urbanism

and in the case of Buenos Aires came to have a rather strong rural

base of support. The Ant
i
personal i stas showed a considerably stronger

association with urbanism (except in the Litoral) in 1926 than did the

Yrigoyen branch of the UCR, but in I96O the UCRI was more strongly

"rural" than the UCRP. Throughout the fifty-year period the Radicals

of the Litoral tend to be the most urban--a1 though at a rather low

level after 1936--while those of Buenos Aires are the most rural.

Conservatives do not register a singie positive correlation with

urbanism from I9I6 through I96O. Except in the Interior, where there

is a declining association with rural ism, the coefficients indicate

that conservative strength was limited largely to rural areas during

both the earliest and latest elections under study--when it was in

the opposition--but had more diffuse support in 1936 during the era of

Concordancia rule. For the three elections with Peronista correla-

tions, the only negative correlation with urbanism is a low -.I7 in

the Interior in I965. There is a low but consistently positive asso-

ciation with urbanism in 19^6, a strong association in all areas but

the Interior in I96O, and a continuing strong correlation In Buenos

Aires in I965, although the coefficient in the Litoral dropped sharply.
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TABLE VI I

!

-1

URBAN! SM^ AND PARTY VOTE, i9] 6-1 365

Radicals

Nat ion

Buenos Aires

Literal

I nter ior

Conservat i ves

Nat ion

Buenos Aires

Li toral

I nter ior

Peronistas

Nat ion

Buenos Aires

Li toral

I nter ior

Political Party National Deputies Election
and Region

1916 192& 1936 19^6 i960 1965

31
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TABLE V'l I
1-1 (Continued]

Correlations are for the UCR through 1946 and for the UCRP in
the last two elections. Coefficients in parentheses represent the
Antipersonal istas in 1926 and the UCR! in I96O,
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Summarizing the connection between urbanisn and voting^ the

findings for the conservatives and the Peronibtas both conform quite

closely to widely held impressions of those two groups'-the first as

based upon the rural landowners^ the second as representing the urban

working class. The case of the Radicals^ however^ brings into question

much of the conventional opinion about that political sector. While

there have been a few recent rei nterpretat ions of Radicalism, much

that has been written and is still being written in Argentina and abroad

pictures the Radicals as an urban-based, middle-class, progressive and

modernizing political movement. While this may have been the case in

1916, such a definition of the Radicals in recent decades does not

seem to be substantiated by their sources of electoral support.

Table Vl! I

-2, also covering all six elections, correlates party

vote with the tenancy factor of I9I6 and the prosperous farming factors

of 19^7 and i960. The 1916 tenancy factor correlates at .57 with the

19^7 prosperous farming factor, while the latter factor correlates with

Its i960 equivalent at -.81 (the sign is reversed on the I960 and I965

coefficients in Table VI I I -2). Thus, over the fifty-year period this

table represents the correlation of prosperous f armi ng--especial ly

grain f armi ng"-wi th party support.

Despite stronger i ntercorrel at ions of the different census

factors, the coefficients in Table VI 11 -2 shov; less consistency than

did those in the previous table. In contrast to the correlations v\;ith

urbanism, it is not uncommon for a party to jump from Insignificant to

strong association with prosperous farming or to oscillate between

positive and negative correlations from one election to another. The
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TABLE VI I
1-2

PROSPEROUS FARMING^ AND PARTY VOTE, 1 91 6-1 9^5

Political Group Election of National Deputies

and Reg i on

1916 1926 1936 19^6 i960 I965

Rad I cals

Nation -.03 .^8 .11 ,12 .11 .14

(.10) (-.38)

Buenos Aires -.08 .08 -.18 -.16 .12 .Ok

(.35)

Litoral .55 .^9 .12 -.13 .27 .33

(.55) (-.39)

Interior -.07 .46 .23 .05 -.04 .00

(.06) (-.43)

Conservat i ves

Nat ion

Buenos Aires

Li toral

I nter ior

Peronistas

Nat ion

Buenos Aires

Litoral

I nter ior

Correlation coefficients for I9I6 and 1926 are with 1914 Census
Factor I I I

_,
those 1936 and 1946 are with 1947 Census Factor IV, and

those for I96O and I965 are with 1 96O Census Factor !l with the sign
reversed.

02
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TABLE V! !

! -2 (Continued)

the last two elections. Coefficients in parentheses represent the

Antipersonal istas in 1926 and the UCRI in I960.
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UCR, for example^ showed a national coefficient of ,48 in 1926^ while

ranging betv;een -,03 and .]k during the other five time periods.

Similarly^ conservative coefficients in Buenos Aires for 1936^ 19^6^

and I960 were .13^ ".35^ and .Ok, while Peronista coefficients in the

Literal went from -.06 in 19^6 to .55 In I960 and back to .17 In 1965.

The variability in Table VIII-2 probably Is at least In part due

to less stability in voting patterns among different farm groups than

was found along the more constant urban-rural dimension. Thus,

particular policies of administrations or particular problems of farmers

in any given election year may have had a considerable Influence on

voting behavior despite the general stability of the underlying urban-

rural conflict. With such wide variation In Table VIM -2, about all

that can be said regarding the over-all position of the different polit-

ical groups is that the Radicals tended to gain more support from areas

of prosperous farming than did the conservat i ves --especi al ly In the

Litoral--but that In the last two elections the Radicals had to share

this sector of Litoral support with the Peronlstas.

Table VIM -3 shows the correlations of party vote with large

industry during tfie last four elections analyzed. The elections of

1916 and 1926 could not be Included In this table as there was no

comparable factor in the 191^+ census analysis. Despite some variability,

it can be seen at a glance that the continuity In this table Is more

like that of urbanlsm than like the previous table.

The Radical5--Including both the UCRP and the UCRI in I96O--

show consistent negative correlations with large industry throughout

the four elections. Conservatives also register a consistent negative
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TABLE VI M -3

INDUSTRY'^ AND PARTY VOTE^ 191 6-1965

Political Group Election of National Deputies

and Reg ion

1936 19^^6 I960 1965

21
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TABLE VII i -3 (Continued)

Correlation coefficients for 1936 and 19^6 are for the UCR;
those for I960 and I9S3 are for the UCRP. The I96O coefficients in

parentheses are for the UCRl

.
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association with large industry--a1 though it is often quite weak--in

Buenos Aires and the interior^ but show a reverse pattern in the

Litoral. The opposite situation is found in the case of the Peronistas,

who show a steady^ strong correlation with large industry in Buenos

Aires, a weaker but still consistently positive association with this

factor in the Interior, and negative correlations in the Litoral.

This regional variation in the conservatives and Peronistas can

probably be explained in terms of the composition of the industry

factor and the regional differences in what "large industry" might

represent. It can be seen in Appendix A that in both 19^7 and 1 96O

the industry factor was basically a combination of industry size in

terms of personnel and the proportion of cash crops in the total agri-

cultural production. Thus the industry factor represents both urban-

based manufacturing and the agricultural industries associated with

such crops as sugar cane, cotton, tobacco, and green tea. In Buenos

Aires, the factor would primarily refer to urban manufacturing but

in the Litoral it would consist primarily of operations connected with

various cash crops. (An additional consideration in the Litoral might

be the continuing strength of the conservative Liberales and Autono-

mistas in Corrientes.) In the Interior, the industry factor includes

both the urban manufacturing centered around the city of Cordoba and

the agricultural -based industries such as sugar, in the northwest.

Thus, while there is some Peronista support in the casii crop areas, it

would seem that the primary strength of the Peronistas Is among the

urban industrial v/orkers. Rather than basic regional differences in

source of party support, therefore, the seeming inconsistencies among
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conservatives and Peronistas in Table VIM "3 would seem to reflect

regional differences in v/hat the factor means. Had the factor be?n

limited to urban manufacturing^ the "deviation" of the Litoral may

have disappeared.

Table VI 1

! -^ contains the correlations between party vote and

the ratio of ranches to farms within the agricultural sector. Becaus

areas devoted to ranching and those where farming predominates often

2
differ in social and economic structure^ this was considered to be a

potentially important variable in accounting for voting patterns.

Like the table dealing v;ith prosperous farming^ Table V I i I -^ shows a

considerable amount of fluctuation between time periods and between

regions. The strongest correlation \-j',th ranching in the Interior^ for

example^ is held by the conservatives in 19^6, the UCRI in I960, and

the Peronistas in 1965. Nationally, the Peronistas show a correlation

of -.22 with ranching in I960 and .2k with the same factor five years

later. As an example of regional variation, 19^6 Radical vote correlated

at -.27 in Buenos Aires and .38 in the Interior. In short, about the

only long-term pattern that can be derived from Table V ! I I -4 is that in

the Litoral the Radical vote tends to correlate rather strongly with

areas of ranching.

The correlations betv/een party support in succeeding elections,

previously identified as a rough indicator of "party organization,"

are shovm in Table VI I I -5. Use of this measure of consistency in party

support is based on the dual assumption of the imperfection of census

data in measuring ail social characteristics and the fact that even if

all social variables could be measured there would remain a uniquely
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TAB LP. VIM -k

RANCH-FARM RAT 10^ AND PARTY
VOTE, 1956-1965

Political Group Election of National Deputies
and Region

1936 19^6 i960 1965

Radicals''

Nation

Buenos Aires

Literal

Interior

Conservat Ives

Nat ion

Buenos Aires

Literal

I nter ior

Peronistas

Nat ion

Buenos Aires

Literal

Interior

17
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TABLE Vi I I
-if (Continued)

'^Correlations for 1336 and 19^6 are for tine UCR; those for I96O
and I9S5 represent the UCRP. The I96O coefficients in parentheses are

those of the UCRI

.
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TABLE VI I
i-5

CONTINUITY IN PARTY VOTE, 1916-1365^

Pol it i cal Group
and Region

Election of National Deputies

1926 1936 19^6 i960 1965

Radical s

Nat ion

Buenos Ai res

Litoral

I nter ior

Conservatives

Nat ion

Buenos Ai res

Litoral

Interior

Peronistas

Nation

Buenos Aires

Litoral

Interior

Incumbent Party Support'

I nter ior

.01

(.39)
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TABLE Vi I i-5 (Continued)

atCorrelation coefficients for the Radicals, conservatives, and
Peronlstas represent the correlation betl^/een their vote in the cited
election and in the previous election analyzed.

Correlations are for the UCR through 19^6 and the UCRP in the
last tuo elections. Coefficients in parentheses represent the correla-
tion between Ant

i
personal ista vote in 1926 and UCR vote in 1916.

*^These coefficients for the Interior represent the correlation
in that region between the vote for the incumbent party in the cited
election and that for the incumbent party in the previous election
anal yzed.
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"political" aspect of politics. in other words, even after all the

relevant social characteristics were accounted for there would remain

a number of voters whose party choice would depend upon such factors

as past voting habits, being contacted by campaign workers, subjection

to party propaganda, etc. It is the effect of these political aspects

that the coefficients in Table \/ll|-5 attempt to measure in a crude

way.

Lool<ing first at the Radicals, it can be seen that nationally

there is a gradual increase in consistency of vote over the five

elections, rising from a coefficient of .01 in 1926 to .91 in I965.

(It will be noted, however, that the Ant
i
personal istas in 1926 correlated

at .39 with the I9I6 UCR vote at the national level.) Regionally, this

same steady increase is shown by the Radicals in the Interior, while

in both Buenos Aires and the Litoral the coefficients drop to lov/

points of -.06 in the former region and .11 in the latter before begin-

ning a pattern of increasing continuity. By I965, the Radicals (UCRP)

in all three regions show extremely high correlations with their I96O

vote.

Conservatives show relatively strong correlations in all regions

with their ear-1 ier vote by I96C, but only in the Litoral dees this

group register a consistently strong though declining association

with earlier elections. Peronistas, for whom only two-time correla-

tions are possible, correlate the strongest with their former areas

of support in Buenos Aires, v;ith coefficients of .kh in I96O and ,61

in 1965. All coefficients are positive for the Peronistas, but vary

considerably in magnitude in the Litoral and the Interior.
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The last line of coefficients in Table VI I I -5 is the correlation

between the vote for the incumbent party at the time of erxh election

and the vote in the previously analyzed election for the party that

was then incumbent. As was noted in the appropriate chapters. In the

Interior through 19^6 the incumbent party in each election correlated

more strongly with the previous "administration vote" than with its

own support in the previous election. Thus, the Ant
i personal ista vote

in 1926 correlated at .06 with the I9I6 conservative vote (this is an

insignificantly low coefficient, but it will be noted higher in the

table that both the Ant ipersonal istas and the UCR in I926 correlated

negatively with the I9I6 UCR vote). The "administration support"

coefficients jump sharply for the next two elections, yielding coef-

ficients of .65 between the 1926 Ant
i
personal i stas and the I936 Con-

cordancia and .^6 between the latter vote and the 19^+6 Peronistas.

This pattern appears to end sometime between the elections of 1946 and

I96O; in the last two elections analyzed, the incumbent party correlates

much more strongly with its own former vote in the Interior than with

the former administration vote.

Summarizing Table VI I I -5, it can be seen that electoral politics

became considerably more "structured" in the last two decades. With

a few exceptions, both Radicals and conservatives in I96O showed more

consistency with their 19^6 vote than between earlier elections,

despite the longer time gap. Also, although there is no earlier basis

for comparison, the Peronistas --as indicated by blank voting--

registered a consistent correlation in 1 96O with their 1946 vote.

As noted above, it vyas also during this fourteen-year interval that
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the pattern of supporting the incumbent party in the Interior gave way

to consistent support for the party regardless of whether it was in or

out of office. Finally^ with the sole exception of the Interior

Peronistas^ the 19^5 coefficients in Table VIM -5 are stronger than

their I96O counterparts. Whether because of better party organization

or because of increased polarization among the electorate^ voting pat-

terns were much more consistent in the IS^O's than in the 1520's and

1930's.

Like the patterns of popular elections, the voting behavior with-

in the Chamber of Deputies became increasingly more tightly struc!:ured

over the years covered by this study. Roll call voting in the session;

of 1916-1918 and 1926-1928 represented various issue dimensions; each

dimension, furthermore, contained a number of deputies in the middle

scale types as v;ell as at opposite ends of the issue. Neither the

conservatives nor tfie Radicals showed a great deal of cohesion on many

of the roll calls during those sessions, and intrapsrty variation in

voting often appeared to be at least in part based upon region.

By 1936, the voting lines within the chamber had become more

sharply drawn. All but one of the roll calls of that session fit into

a single Guttman seals despite a wide variety in issue content,

indicating that the question of administration vs. opposition now

took precedence over the particular content of a bill or motion.

Despite this single voting dimension, however, the 1936-1938 chamber

was not completely polarized; between the governing Concordancia bloc

at one end of the scale and the opposition Radicals at the other were

a number of deputies who supported the administration on some issues
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and voted with the opposition on others.

The 19^16-13^^8 session of the Chamber of Deputies yielded eight

scales^ as had the chamber of I926-192S. These first two years under

the presidency of Juan D. Peron represented a much more rigid align-

ment than had existed in the session two decades before, however.

Whereas most of the fifty-six roll calls of the 1926-1928 session fit

one of the scales, the great majority of the 275 roll calls in 19'46-

19'-<3 were sharp party divisions between the Personal ista bloc and the

Radical minority and were of no value in scaling. Those few 19^^6-1948

votes which were useful in constructing scales represented cases where

the Peronista bloc divided on an issue dnd some of its members voted

with the opposition; rarely was there any voting deviation among the

Radicals. And unlike earlier sessions, intra-bloc divisions seldom

showed any regional pattern.

Of the six legislative sessions studied, that of I96O-I962 showed

the most rigid voting structure. Both the UCRI and the UCRP, together

holding all but fifteen of the chamber's 192 seats, maintained almost

complete voting cohesion throughout the twenty-eight roll calls.

There was a v/ide variety of questions which came up for roll call

votes during the session, but to both the pro-administration UCRI bloc

and the opposition UCRP the most important issue was clearly what

position the other side v/as taking. Under such conditions where there

was not only a single voting dimension but a virtual absence of any

deputies in the role of "broker" between the opposite poles, there

was little point in constructing a scale with the I96O-I962 votes.

Two scales vyere constructed from the roll calls of the I965-I966
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session^ suggesting that the chamber had loosened up somevjhat from the

situation five years before. This renewed flexibility seems to be

primarily the result of a change from the Saenz Pena electoral system

--which sometimes tended to create a de facto two-party system--to the

d'Hondt system of proportional representation. Most of the party blocs

in the I965-I960 chamber continued to show a high level of voting

cohesion^ but the fact that there was a number of small blocs in ad-

dition to the two large groups--the administration's UCRP bloc and the

Peronista bloc in oppos I t i on--al lowed differing voting patterns based

upon various alignments of the blocs.

The major hypothesis of this study has been that between I9I6 and

1966 there was a discernible shift from geographic region to social

class as the major dimension of political cleavage In Argentina. It is

now time for a final evaluation of that hypothesis In the light of the

analysis of elections and roll calls over the fifty-year period. Has

regionalism In fact been replaced by social class as the major dimension

of Argentine political cleavage?

It was noted early In the study that one of the major problems

in testing the hypothesis would be the crude and perhaps inadequate

indicators of "class" which were available. In addition to the limita-

tions inherent in aggregate data analysis^ fundamental problems are

presented by the absence of reliable class Indicators in many

Argentine censuses. Thus the use of the term "social class" In the

present study must be understood to carry a very broad and general

meaning. That is^ rather than class in the sense of a specific pat-

tern of strat i f Icat icn_, the available indicators require that class
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be defined in tsrrrs of group: urba.i vs. rural,, prosperous farmers vs.

subsistence farmers, etc. Interestingly, these group indicators rep-

resented by rhe factors derived from the three censuses often showed

more significant correlations with voting patterns than did the

specific 19^7 class index which was used as a separate independent

variable in the election analyses of 153^ and IS'^^.

The election analysis has shown that in many cases there was a

significant association between such characteristics as urbanism,

industrialization, or farming and support of a particular political

party. There does not appear to be a general increase in the strength

of such associations over the fifty-year period, as might be expected

on the basis of the hypothesis. However, the consistency of the cor-

relations in many areas from one election to the next is rather con-

vincing evidence of a socioeconomic or group basis to the vote

throughout the period. Also, some interesting differences in cor-

relation coefficients among the three analytic regions of Argentina

lend support to the importance of regionalism in party support.

In terms of the indicators of class and region outlined in

Chapter I, then, the elections throughout the fifty-year period show

elements of both types of cleavage. There are cases--such as the

conservative association vyith rural ism--where a party consistently

shows similar sources of electoral strength in all three geographic

regions. On the other hand, there are a num.ber of examples of cor-

relations varying considerably from one region to the next; the

Radicals often appeared to be an urban party in the Litoral, a rural
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party in Buenos Aires. Looking only at the election analysis^ there-

fore, one vjould reasonably conclude that both region and "class" have

been important bases of cleavage throughout the period under study but

that there is no convincing evidence of a decided shift from one to

the other. What is perhaps the most strii<ing change over time is the

sharp increase in the consistency of voting patterns after 19^6.

But the indicators of class and region set out in Chapter I were

based upon both electoral support and voting behavior in the Chamber

of Deputies. In contrast to the findings in the election analysis,

patterns of roll call voting show a definite decline in the manifesta-

tion of regionalism since 1916, As the parties became more national

in scope and organization, there was an increasing degree of party

cohesion v\/ithin the chamber. in the early sessions there tended to be

several issue dimensions, some of them clearly regional differences

between the extreme and central scale types. In the latter sessions,

in contrast, government vs. opposition was often the only meaningful

dimension of cleavage and there was less of a regional basis to

position on that dimension. If one were to look only at the roll call

analysis, there would thus seem to be evidence of a considerable

decline in regionalism since 19i6.

Considering both forms of analysis together, however, a more

complicated pattern seems to emerge. Since a steady decline in the

manifestation of regional differences within the Chamber of Deputies

has not been accompanied by a similar decline in regional differences

in voting patterns, there would seem to have been a suppression rather

than an elimination of regionalism. During the 1916"1930 Radical Era,
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when even "national" parties such as the UCR were largely confedera-

tions of provincial parties and Buenos Aires had not yet achieved

quite such an immense economic and demographic donii naL io.T over the

rest of the nation^, regional political differences were dealt with

openly and were often evident in the Chamber of Deputies as well as in

election campaigns and voting results. With ttie increasing central-

ization of control over the major national political parties and the

ever -increas ing political pov^er of Buenos Ai res--disproport ionate

population growth manifested politically through reapportionment of

the Chamber of Deputies--a different pattern developed. There continued

to be regional differences in bases of party support, but these ap-

parent indicators of regional interests were less frequently translated

into roll call votes in the chamber. The party position was v;hat

mattered.

The foregoing comments are not intended to imply that all

regional differences vjere unable to "surface" in the political system

of the 1950's and IS^O's, There continued to be some regional dif-

ferences in party strengLh--5uch as the UCRP and the UCRI in I96O--

which could be said to be regional representation in partisan guise.

Also, no doubt, many regional differences were worked out in party

bloc caucus and compromises reached before an issue came to the

chamber floor. Until an analysis such as this one is complemented

with a detailed study of regional interest articulation and campaign

strategies ot the one hand and an examination of the decision-making

process v.'ithin legislative blocs on the other, the conclusion regarding
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the "suppression" of regional differences can be no more than suggestive,

Still, it does suggest a pattern of regional relations reaching back

at least to the porteno constitutions of 1819 and 1827.
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Notes

See Chapter 2, Note 1

.

2On rural conditions^ see Carl C. Taylor, Rural Life in Ar aent;j_n_a
(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 19'+8), and James R.
S c ob i e , ReyohjtJ.on__Qn_ the Pampas; A Social History of Argentine Wheat .

1860-1910 (Austin: Unive.rsity of Texas Press, 1964).

3 For a discussion of some problems of aggregate data analysis^
see W. S. Robinson, "Ecological Correlations and the Behavior of
Individuals," Arre rican Sociolooical Review. XV (June, 1950), 351-357.

Although the correlations for any given party do not indicate
a marked increase in class voting over the fifty-year period, there
has been more class polarization since the emergence of the Peronistas
than before. Prior to 19^6, no party was able to claim such extensive
and consistent support from the working class.

As an indication that perhaps Argentine politicians themselves
sometimes do not see the regional dimensions underlying some of their
partisan and ideological conflicts, a Peronista who served as a deputy
in the I965-I966 session seemed surprised when the author in a I967
interview pointed out that the split in the Peronista bloc in early
1966 v;as largely along Buenos Aires vs. Interior lines. The division
--which did not break the bloc's voting cohes ion--was over the
recurring issue of loyalty to the exiled leader's orders for intransigence
vs. a union-based "peronistno without Peron." After thinking about it'
for a moment, the e.<-depucy agreed that it had been mostly the Interior
members of the bloc who had formed the new hard-line faction, but said
he had not thought about it in regional terms before.
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APPENDIX A

METHODOLOGY: ELECTION ANALYSIS

Due to the half-century of Argentine history which the present

study spans, three sets of ecological variables v/ere used in the analy-

sis of voting data. By utilizing the last three national censuses

--those of 19!^, 15^7,- 2"C 19oC--it was possible to keep to a maximum

of about thirteen years the distance in time between any particular

election and the census from which variables were derived to use In

that year's analysis. The number and nature of variables differed

considerably from one census to the next, but, as will be seen belov-^,

certain major underlying dimensions could be extracted for all three

census periods.

The variables from each census period were subjected to factor

analysis in an attempt both to find the minimum number of "basic"

variables reflected by the census data and to discover similar dimen-

sions from one census to another which might underlie superficially dif'

ferent census indicators. The factor scores--the "loading" of each

departamcnto or county on each of the factors --were used in the

multiple regression analysis v/ith the election data. The orthogonal

method of factor analysis was utilized, with Varimax rotation. Var-

iable communal i t its viere set at unity in all cases, and the number of

factors to be rotated v-;as set at the lesser of (1) ten factors, or (?.)

all factors with en eigenvalue of 1.0 or greater. This procedure

377
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resulted in four factors for the 1914 dnta^ ten for the 19^+7 data^ and

seven for 19''50. The original variables and tlie factors obtained for

each of these time periods will be discussed in separate sections

belovj.

1914 Census

The factor analysis of data from the third national census of

191^ involved fifteen variables. Five of these dealt with population

characteristics and ten were related to agriculture and ranching, i^o

data were available on urban economic activities or social character-

istics. The fifteen variables utilized were:

1. Total population in 1914.

2. Population growth, (Average rate of population Increase per

year since the previous census in I895.)

3. Population density. (Population per km .

)

4. Per cent urban. (Proportion of total population living in

places containing 2^000 or more residents.)

5. Per cent foreign-born.

6. Farm tenure. (Proportion of all farms which are owner-

operated.)

7. Large farming. (Proportion of all farms which exceed 500

hectares in size.)

8. Ranch tenure. (Proportion of all livestock establishments

which are owner -operated.

)

9. Large ranching. (Proportion of all 1 i vestock establ ishments

which exceed 5^000 hectares in size.)
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10. Rural tenure, (Proportion of all agricultural establish-

ments which are ovyner-operated.

)

11. Farm-ranch ratio; establishments. (Per cent farms of all

agricultural establishments.)

12. Farm-ranch ratio; area. (Proportion of total hectares

devoted to agriculture which are in farms.)

13. Farm size. (Average size of farm.s in hectares.)

]k. Ranch size. (Average size of ranches in hectares.)

15. All -agr icul ture size. (Average size of all agricultural

establ ishnients.)

The rotated factor matrix obtained from these variables is shown

in Table A-1. The four factors which emerged with an eigenvalue greater

than 1.0 account for 70 per cent of the total variance of the fifteen

variables^ while the communal it ies (h ) show that only in the case of

total population and population density did the four factors fail to

account for at least half of the variance of each individual variable.

This^ plus the fact that each of the fifteen variables had a loading

of at least .61 on one cf the factors, v-yould Indicate that the four

factors are an accurate representation of the basic dimensions under-

lying the original census indicators.

The composition and interpretation of the four factors or

dimensions represented by the census indicators is as follows:

Factor I. This was the strongest factor to emerge from the

analysis,, accounting for 30 per cent of the total variance of all

variables. All five population variables load heavily on this factor,
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TABLE A-1

]3]k ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
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as do the two indicators of ratio of farms to livestock establishments.

As these loadings are all positive, a high score on this factor would

indicate (]) large population, (2) rapid population growth, (3) high

population density, (h) a high proportion of the population living In

urban areas, (5) a high proportion of foreign-born residents, and (6)

a predominance of farming over agricultural activities dealing with

livestock. When It is recalled that In 191^ one-fourth of the popula-

tion of Argentina was foreign-born and that these immigrants were

concentrated In the urban areas, the fifth item also seems clearly to

be an indicator of urbanism. Agriculture of any sort might be expected

to correlate negatively with urbanization, but to the extent that areas

of an urban county are used for agricultural purposes it would seem

most plausible that they would contain truck farming and other concen-

trated types of crop farming rather than pastureland. If this inter-

pretation is accurate, these variables would thus also seem to be

valid indicators of urbanization. Factor I, therefore, seems to

reflect a broad urban-rural dimension and will be labeled "urbanism."

Factor II. The second strongest factor accounts for another 20

per cent of the total variance and has high loadings for three variables

The positive loadings of from .8? to .9^; for average ranch size,

average size of all agricultural establishments, and proportion of

livestock establishments of more than 5,000 hectares mark this factor

clearly as one dealing with the scale of livestock establishments.

The fact that the variable combining the average size of all agri-

cultural establishments loads heavily on this factor and not on Factor
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IV which deals with farm size can be explained by the fact that live-

stock establishments^ due to their considerably larger size^ influenced

this variable much more than did the size of farms. Factor II will be

cal led "ranch scale."

Factor III. This factor, accounting for 12 per cent of the total

variance among census variables, also has high loadings for three

variables. The highest loading of -.93 is with rural tenure, followed

with slightly lower loadings of -.88 for ranch tenure and -.79 for

farm tenure. These strong negative loadings of variables dealing with

ownership identify this factor as a dimension of rural tenancy. The

higher the score on this factor, the lower will be the proportion of

agricultural establ ishments--both farms and ranches --which are operated

by the owners. Although in some cases the non-owner operator Is a

hired manager and in some isolated departamentos non-ownership is

accounted for by utilization of government lands, the census indicates

that the great majority of agricultural establishments which are not

owned by the operator are on rented land. It will also be noted that

variable No. S, per cent foreign-born, has a moderately high loading

of .k7 on this factor. This conforms to the historical pattern

discussed in Chapter I in which the immigrants who did leave the

cities and go into agricultural activities did so primarily on rented

land

—

particularly in the grain-growing areas of the Lltoral. (it

will be seen below that this factor correlates relatively strongly

with a 19^7 factor more specifically identifiable with the immigrant

farms of Buenos Aires and the Literal,) It seems clear, then, that

Factor ill warrants the name of "rural tenancy."
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Factor IV. The last factor with an eigenvalue greater than 1.0

deals with farm size. Accounting for 8 per cent of the total variance^

Factor IV has relatively high loadings for the variables dealing with

average farm size and the proportion of farms which arc larger than 500

hectares. This factor will be labeled "farm scale."

Although the author would disagree with those critics who dis-

credit factor analytic techniques generally because of the alleged

"artificiality" of the newly generated variables or factors, it is true

that one can obtain factors which are more artifacts of the process

than manifestations of strong intercorrel at ions among original variables.

In order to judge the validity of a factor and to identify such

artlfactual factors, it is useful to examine a correlation matrix for

all variables with high loadings on each of the factors. Table A-2

contains such matrices for the four 1914 factors.

The correlation matrix for Factor I indicates that it is without

doubt a valid factor representing a "real" underlying dimension which

is variously reflected by the census variables. At the same time, the

broad range in correlation coefficients as well as the diverse nature

of the variables included argues for a broad definition of the term

"urbanism." The factor obviously represents more than simply the

proportion of the population living in urban areas; while the term

"urbanism" has been chosen here, the factor could perhaps as well have

been labeled "development" or "modernization."

In the case of Factor II, the correlation matrix in Table A-2

shov;s a strong i ntercorrel at ion among the three original variables and
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TABLE A-2

CORRELATION MATRICES FOR 191^ FACTORS

Factor 1
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leaves little doubt of the validity of the factor. The matrix for

Factor ill shov/s a moderate correlation of .kS between the discrete

variables of farm tenure and ranch tenure, while each expectedly cor-

relates more strongly with the composite variable of rural tenure.

The foreign-born variable, in turn, shows a correlation of -.kl and

-M with the two types of agricultural ov^mership and -.59 with tne

composite tenure variable. As the tenure variables all are based on

the proportion of establishments which are owner-operated, the negative

correlations of course reflect the high rate of tenancy among immigrants

The intercorrelation among these four variables strongly supports the

validity of Factor Ml as a dimension dealing with rural tenancy.

On the basis of intercorrelation. Factor IV is by far the weakest

of those emerging from the 1914 census data. The only two variables

with moderately heavy loadings on this factor show an intercorrelation

of only .29. This may in part be the result of the arbitrary selection

of 500 hectares as the cutting point for "big farms"; the fact that

the nationwide mean for this variable is 2.k per cent compared to k.k

per cent for the ranching counterpart would indicate that perhaps the

definition of "large farms" should have been set lower. Had this been

done, it is possible there would have been a closer association between

large farms and average farm size. In any case, the conceptual

similarity of these two variables would seem to minimize the problem of

the low intercorrelation and allow Factor IV to safely be utilized as a

dimension of "farm scale."

Finally, it will be recalled from the rotated factor matrix that

the variables with the lowest communal it ies--.45 in each case--were
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total population and population density. It will be seen below that in

the 19^7 analysis these are among the very few variables which show a

moderately high loading on more than one factor; they load on a strong

urbanism factor as they do here and then again on a more specific

factor which--if it has any conceptual s ignif icance--wou]d seem to

perhaps reflect urban fringe areas or maybe a more "traditional" or

"less modernized" type of urbanization. The unrotated factor matrix

for 191'+ indicates that a rather similar second factor Involving these

two variables might have emerged had the prescribed minimum eigenvalue

not limited the rotated matrix to four factors. This has no bearing

on the 191^ factors being used in the election analysis^ but it is worth

noting both as ari explanation of the relatively lov^; communal it ies and as

an indication of the consistency of underlying dim.ensions from one time

period to another.

19^7 Censu s

A considerably greater number and variety of census variables was

available for the 19^7 factor analysis than for either that of 191^ or

i960. This was due In part to the format of the published results of

the 19^7 census, but it was mostly made possible because a number of

variables obtained by Argentine sociologist Torcuato S. Di Telia from

unpublished census data, from special censuses, and from the data files

of the institute Torcuato DI Telia In Buenos Aires, as well as from the

19^7 census, were available to the author. A total of thirty-four

variables are used in the factor analys Is--thl rty from the DI Telia

data and an additional four taken directly from the published volumes
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of the 19V census. These variables are:

1. Total population in 1947.

2. Population growth. (Average rate of population increase per

year since the previous census in 1914.)

3. Per cent urban residential. (Proportion of total population

living in places containing 2^000 or more residents.)

4. Per cent foreign-born.

5. Economically active population in 19^7.

6. Total urban occupational. (Per cent of economically active

population engeged in secondary, terciary, and extractive activities.)

7. Secondary urban occupational. (Per cent of economically

active population engaged in industrial activities.)

8. Tertiary urban occupational. (Per cent of economically

active population engaged in business and services.)

9. Mining occupational. (Per cent of economically active pop-

ulation engaged in mining.)

10. Urban class index. (Urban middle class divided by urban

laboring class.)

11. Urban middle class dependency. (Number of self-employed

members of the urban middle class divided by the total members of the

class.)

12. Business size. (Total number of business employees and self-

employed divided by the total number of business firms.)

13. Industry size. (Total number of industrial employees and

laborers divided by the total number of industrial firms.)
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]k. Rural occupational. (Per cent of economically active popula-

tion engaged In agricultural and other primary activities with the ex-

ception of mining.)

15. Rural class index R2. (Rural middle class divided by rural

laboring class.)

16. Rural class index R3 . (While the previous index was limited

strictly to agricultural personnel^ this one includes persons whose oc-

cupation is mainly urban but who classify as rural middle class on the

basis of ovnership of rural property.)

17. Al 1 -agr icul ture size; area. (Average size of all agricul-

tural establishments in hectares.)

18. Al 1 -agr i cul ture size; personnel. (Active rural population

divided by the number of agricultural establishments.)

19. Rural occupational instability. (Number of temporary rural

workers divided by the number of permanent salaried rural workers.)

20. Rural tenure. (Number of self-employed landowners divided

by the total number of agricultural supervisors.)

21. Production per capita. (Value of production per capita for

1S53 in 1953 pesos.)

22. Population density. (Population per km .

)

23. Illiteracy. (Per cent of population over 1^ years of age

that is Illiterate.)

2^. Family size. (Average number of persons per family.)

25. Index of male population. (Male population over the age of

14 divided by total population over that age.)
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26. Non-paying jobs. (Percentage of non-paying jobs from total

active population over 1^ years of age. Non-paying jobs include house-

keepers and students,, but not retired persons or the unemployed.)

27. Cereals and oils. (Percentage of the gross combined product

of cereals and oils at cost value from the total agricultural product.

The total agricultural product excludes fishing^ mining^ and timber.)

28. Cattle. (Percentage of the gross product of cattle at cost

value from the total agricultural product.)

29. Sheep and wool. (Percentage of the gross product of sheep

and wool at cost value from total agricultural product.)

30. Cash crops. (Percentage of the gross combined product of

sugar cane^ tobacco^ indigo^ tapioca, hemp, cotton, green tea, etc. at

cost value from total agricultural product.)

31. Truck farming. (Percentage of the gross combined product of

vegetables, fruits, vineyards, and flowers at cost value from the total

agricultural product.)

32. Animal husbandry. (Percentage of the gross combined product

of hogs, rabbits, and poultry at cost value from the total agricultural

product .)

33. Dairy farming. (Percentage of the gross product of dairy

farming at cost value from the total agricultural product.)

3^. Mining production. (Percentage of gross value of mining at

cost value from the total agricultural product. Since mining is not a

component of the total agricultural product, this variable can exceed

100 per cent.)
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While all population variables in the preceding list are for the

year 19^7> some of the economic variables are from the early ^SSO's.

Thus, variables 16 through 20 are for the year 1952^ variables 21 and

27 through 3^ pertain to 1953, and variables 12 and 13 are for 195U.

The remaining eighteen variables are for 19^7.

The rotated factor matrix obtained from these variables is shovjn

in Table A-3. The ten factors together account for 67.5 per cent of

the total variance among all variables, although only the first factor

explains more than 10 per cent of the total variance and the last six

factors each explain less than 5 per cent. The introduction of a large

number of diverse social and economic variables in the 19'-+7 analysis

thus appears to have resulted in a considerably more complex pattern

of dimensions yielding factors more speci f ic--and at times less cleai—
than those of the 191^ analysis.

The I9U7 factors are:

Factor I. As i t did in 191^, urbanism, clearly accounts for the

first and strongest factor to emerge in 19^7. Accounting for 21.1 per

cent of the total variance--more than twice that explained by the next

strongest factor--the urbanism factor has loadings of from .65 to ,95

for seven variables and moderately high loadings of ,^5 to .kS for

another four variables. Scoring highest on this factor are the

complementary variables urban occupational and rural occupational v;ith

loadings of .95 and -.95 respectively. Following these are tertiary

urban occupational, urban residential, urban middle class dependency,

secondary urban occupational, and population density. Loading on the

urbanism factor at between .k5 and .kS are total population and



TABLE A -3

19'f7 r^OTATEO FACTOR MATRIX

Vari able

Factor

II III

6 Urban occupational

1^ Rural occupational

8 Tertiary urban occupational

3 Urban residential

11 Urban middle class dependency

7 Secondary urban occupational

22 Population density

9 Mining occupational

29 Sineep and wool

3^ Mining production

15 Rural class index R2

17 Al 1 -agri culture size; area

27 Cereals and oi Is

k Foreign-born

21 Production per capita

28 Cattle

18 Al 1 -agr i cul ture size; personnel

16 Rural class index R3

31 Truck farming

.95
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TABLE A-3 (Extension)

IV



TABLE A-3 (Continued)

Variable
Factor

II III

32 Animal husbandry

13 Industry size

30 Cash crops

25 Index of male population

1 Total population

5 Active population

20 Rural tenure

23 illiteracy

2k Fami ly s ize

33 Dairy farming

2 Population grovjth

10 Urban class index

19 Rural occupational instability

26 Non -paying jobs

12 Business size

.Ok
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TABLE A-3 (Extension)
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economlcany active population, per cent foreign-born, and population

growth rate. As before, this first factor will be labeled -urbanism."

Factor 11, Although it could be interpreted as a "mining" or

"sheep and wool" dimension, this factor seems to more plausibly be a

measure of rural social class. Because the economic activities of

mining and sheepraising are significant in only a small proportion of

the 347 departamentcs involved in the 19^7 analysis,^ variables 9, 29,

and 3^ are very low-often ;jero-for a great many of the cases. The

class index represented by variable 15, on the other hand, is relevant

regardless of the specific type of rural economic activity which pre-

dominates in an area. Because the rural class index thus has a much

less "skewed" distribution than the other three variables loading

heavily on this factor, it seems reasonable to interpret Factor 11 as

a rural class dimension. The presence of mining and sheepraising on

this factor simply indicates that in Argentina the latifundia are found

on the plains and lowlands of Buenos Aires, the Litoral, and the eastern

Interior-areas generally lacking both mining and sheep activities.

Factor 11 therefore will be labeled "rural class."

Factor III. This factor shows a strong negative loading of -.78

for all-agriculture size in hectares and moderate loadings of -.kS for

cattle and .kO for truck farming. It would thus seem to represent a

continuum running from small farms at the positive end to large cattle

establishments at the negative extreme. The fact that the strong

negative loading of the variable dealing with the area of agricultural

establishments is not accompanied by a significant loading for that
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dealing with agricultural personnel would indicate a rather concentrated,

intensive cultivation at the positive end of the dimension. This factor

will tentatively be called "truck farming/' although it is understood

that at its negative end it refers to large ranching.

Factor !V. The combined hiigh positive loadings of cereals and

oilsj per cent f oreign-born_, and production per capita rather clearly

identify this factor as one dealing primarily with the immigrant-

dominated grain areas of northern Buenos Aires province and the Litoral.

Following the same reasoning outlined in the case of Factor 11^ this

factor will be labeled "prosperous farming" on the basis of the foreign-

born and per capita production variables rather than basing the defini-

tion on the more narrow variable of grain and oils.

Factor V. This factor shows heavy positive loadings for cattle,

the rural class index R3, and animal husbandry, plus negative loadings

for al 1 -agr icul ture size in personnel and for truck farming. In addi-

tion, it can be seen that the high loading on the P3 index is not ac-

companied by a significant loading on the R2 rural class index, and

that production per capita loads at -.3^. All of this would appear to

identify Factor V as a dimension dealing with a combination of part-

time and subsistence ranching. It will be called "small ranching,"

although at the negative end it would likely represent large farming.

Factor Vi. Loadings of -.81 for Industry size and -Jh for cash

crops combined with loadings of -.^5 for secondary urban occupational

and .k2 for the urban class Index mark this factor as a measure of the

scale of industry. Reversing the polarity of the loadings, the factor
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represents a high average number of employees per industrial firm^ a

high proportion of the agricultural product coming from cash crops^ a

moderately high proportion of the urban labor force engaged in secondary

activities^ and a corresponding predominance of the urban laboring class

over the urban middle class. The high loading of cash crops on vjhat

might be generally thought to be a strictly urban type of factor can

be explained by the fact that this factor also appears to include the

more "traditional" forms of industry such as sugar processing^ cigar-

making^ etc.^ which are frequently located in the agricultural zones.

Factor VI vnll be labeled "industry scale/' and it must be remembered

that because of the polarity of the loadings a negative factor score

means large industry and vice versa.

Factor Vi I , This factor presents some difficulty in interpreta-

tion, showing a high loading only on the index of male population and

moderately strong negative loadings on rural occupational instability

and non-paying jobs. Reversing the polarity in an effort to aid inter-

pretation, the factor would seem to perhaps reflect areas of unstable

rural employment from 'which a considerable number of the men have

migrated. With reference to the negative end of the dimension, there-

fore, this factor will be labeled "out -mi grat ion.

"

Factor VIII, At first glance^ this factor would seem to be

merely an indication of the size of the counties, conceptually a rather

meaningless variable and often little more than a reflection of urban-

ization. Loadings of .25 for the index of male population and .26 for

i 1 1 i teracy--vari ables which load at -.01 and ,03 on the urbanism

f actor--sugge3t that Factor Vlil might in part be the reverse of the
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previous factor^ an indicator of in-migration to the fringes of the

urban areas. On the other hand;, a loading of only .I3 for population

9rowth--compared to that variable's loading of .kS on Factor I --would

seem to argue against interpreting this factor as a measure of in-

migration. As suggested earlier^ it also might represent a more "tradi-

tional" type of urtanismj lacking the immi grants^, the industry^ anc the

growth rate of the "modern" urban areas. If in fact this factor rep-

resents nothing but population size^ it should either show no signif-

icant correlation with voting patterns or should closely parallel the

correlations oF the urbanism factor; if it seems to correlate independ-

ently at a significant level,, this would appear to indicate some ad-

ditional meaning to the factor. Factor Vli I will tentatively be called

"paraurbanism/' with a final evaluation of its validity postponed until

further analysis.

Factor IX. This factor v/ould seem to be a measure of rural

"traditionalism" or perhaps rural poverty. On the basis of the original

polarity^ a high score on Factor iX appears to represent a high rate

of tenancy^ widespread illiteracy^ and large families. This factor

will be designated as "rural traditionalism."

Factor X. The last factor to emerge from the 19^7 analysis ap-

pears to be a single-variable factor dealing with dairy farming. After

a loading of .77 for the dairy farming variable^, the next highest load-

ings on this factor are -,38 for family size, -.3^ for truck farming,

and -.32 for population growth. This factor will be called "dairy

farming."
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Follov/ing the procedure used in the ]S]k analysis,, the correla-

tion matrices for the variables loading heavily on each of the factors

will be examined as a means of checking the validity of the factors.

These matrices ere shown in Table A-4.

The matrix for Factor I once again leaves little doubt as to the

strength and validity of the urbanism factor, shovnng a varied array

of solid coefficients within the .40-, 50 loading range as well as for

those variables loading on the factor at .50 and above. Factor II also

clearly represents a "real" i ntercorrel at ion among original variables,

with only the association between rural class index R2 and the value of

mining produc;tion falling below .hO. Moving en to Factor III, however,

it can be seen that while truck farming and cattle correlate well at

-.61, each of these variables shov'/s a relatively low correlation with

size of agricultural establishments, V/hen this is considered along with

the fact that size loaded on this factor at -.78 while cattle and truck

farming had loadings of only -.^9 and .40 respectively, Factor III seems

a better indicator of agriculture scale than of agriculture type. In

view of this, the label "al 1 -agr icul ture scale" will be substituted for

the original name of "truck farming" given to the factor.

Although no two of the three variables loading the heaviest on

Factor IV i ntercorrel ate at more than .50, the matrix is solid enough

to support the original designation of this factor as one dealing with

prosperous farming. The fact that non-paying jobs loads on this factor

at -.40 but does not correlate with any of the principal three variables

with a coefficient of more than -.13 indicates that this variable is
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TABLE /\-k

CORRELATION MATRICES FOR I S^f? FACTORS

Factor 1
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TABLE A-k (Continued)

Factor IV
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of little conceptual significance to the factor. The matrix for Factor

V contains a number of relatively weak correlations between variables

which load strongly on the factor, but the fact that five variables

which are conceptually related do load well on the factor seems suf-

ficient "validation" when added to the correlation matrix. The original

designation of this variable will therefore remain unciianged. in the

case of Factor Vl, the correlation matrix seems sufficient to support

the validity and original interpretation of the dimension. The lowest

correlation, .17 betv^een secondary urban occupational and cash crops,

is to be expected due to the "incompatibility" between urbanism and

agriculture. Correlations of .k2 and .^3 betv/een industry size on the

one hand and urban secondary occupational and cash crops on the other

support the original interpretation of this factor as covering both

urban Industry and the more "traditional" types of industry related to

agr icul ture.

Factor Vli, which was thought to be a micasure of out-migration,

seems seriously weakened by an examination of its correlation matrix.

The index of male population correlates at only -.09 v;ith both rural

occupational instability and non-paying jobs, while the latter two

variables i ntercorrel ate at only .02. To the extent that a low ratio

of males is an indicator of out-migration, the original interpretation

of the factor may be accurate. However, the loadings of rural occupa-

tional instability and non-paying jobs on this factor seem to be

largely an artifact of the factor analytic prccess and thus suggest

caution in the use of Factor VII. A somewhat similar situation exists
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In the case of Factor Vlii. Here total population and total active

population correlate almost perfectly at .99, but each correlates at

only .17 with illiteracy and .05 with "maleness," while the latter two

variables correlate with each other at only .Oh. As with the previous

factor, this one will require great caution in its use as an explana-

tory variable for voting patterns. The correlation matrix for Factor

X substantiates vyhat has already been noted--that it is a single-

variable factor. The dairy farming variable's highest correlation is

-.22 with truck farming, followed by a correlation of -.05 with family

size and -.Oh with population growth rate.

In summary, a check of the correlation matrix for each 19^+7 factor

has substantiated the validity and original interpretation of Factors

I, II, IV, V, and Vl. Factor III was found to be solid enough, but

seemed better interpreted as a measure of the scale of agriculture than

of the type of agriculture. Factors VII, VIII, IX, and X all turned

out to be quite weak as anything other than s i ng le -var i abl e factors and

thus will be utilized and interpreted with considerable caution.

So as to furtfier examine the consistency of underlying dimensions

from one census to another, the factor scores from the 191^ census were

correlated with those from the 19^7 analysis. Table A-5 shows this

correlation matrix. The table indicates that the urbanism factor in

191^ was somewhat more inclusive than its 19^7 counterpart, correlating

as it does not only with this at .kS but also with the "prosperous

farming" factor at .39 and the "paraurban ism, " or county-size factor at

.^9. The "ranch scale" factor of 191^ correlates at -.^tO with the



191^
Factors

koh

TABLE A-5

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FACTORS OF

191^ AND 19^+7

19^7 Factors

II III IV V VI V I I V ill IX

1
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"all-agriculture scale" factor oF I9/+7. It will be recalled that in

1914 the "all-agriculture size" variable loaded heavily on the ranch

scale factor, while the negative sign of the 1914-134? correlation is

due to the reversed polarity of the 194? factor. The highest correla-

tion between 3 1914 factor and a 194? factor is .51, between 19l4's

rural tenancy and 194/ 's prosperous farming. It has been noted that

both factois seemed to in large part reflect the immigrant -domi nated

grain farming of the northern pampa and the Litoral. Perhaps the most

significant difference between the two factors is that in 1914 the

predominant theme was tenancy while ownership loads at an insignificant

.07 on the 1947 factor. Nor, apparently, is this simply the result of

several narrow 194? factors replacing a broader 1914 factor, for 1914

tenancy correlates at only .03 with the only 194? factor on which

ownership has a significant loading. Factor IX. Rather, it would ap-

pear to reflect a changed pattern of tenure in which owner-operators

were considerably more common in 194? than in 1914.^

i960 Census

There is some overlap in the variables used for the 1947 factor

analysis and those utilized for the third and last time period. Data

available from the I96O published census were more limited than either

1914 or 1947, due in part to the format of the published data and in

part to the fact that at the time this research was conducted some

census volumes had not yet been published. Because of this and the

proximity in time of many of the economic variables from the Di Telia

data, it was decided to use both sources of variables. Wherever there
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was a choice^ oF course^ the I96O data were used.

Variables used in the I96O factor analysis are:

1. Total population in I960.

2. Population growth. (Average rate of population increase per

year since the 19^+7 census.)

3. Population density. (Population per km .)

k. Per cent foreign-born.

5. Al 1 -agr icul ture size; area. (Average size of all agricultural

establishments in hectares.)

6. Rural tenure. (Proportion of all area devoted to agriculture

which is owner -operated.

)

7. Al 1 -agr i cul ture proportion. (Proportion of total area which

is devoted to all forms of agriculture.)

8. Urban class index. (Same as 19^+7 analysis.)

9. Business size. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

10. Industry size. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

11. Rural class index R2. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

12. Rural class index R3 . (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

13. Al 1 -agr i cul ture size; personnel. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

14. Rural occupational instability. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

15. Production per capita. (Same as 1 9'^7 analysis.)

16. Cereals and oils. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

17. Cattle. (Same as 19'^7 analysis.)

18. Sheep and wool. (Same as 19'^7 analysis.)

19. Cash crops. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)
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20. Truck farming. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

21. Animal husbandry. (Same as 194? analysis.)

22. Dairy farming. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

23. Mining production. (Same as 19^7 analysis.)

As to the time periods of the various indicators, variables 1

through 7 pertain to 1960, variables 15 through 23 are for 1953, vari-

ables 9 and 10 pertain to 195^ variables 12, 13, and 14 are for 1952,

and variables 8 and 11 are from the 19^7 census. Thus, with the

exception of the two latter variables, which were included because of

the study's particular concern with the question of social class, all

data used in the I960 analysis fall within an eight-year time span.

The i960 rotated factor matrix can be seen in Table A-6. The

twenty-three variables produced seven factors with an eigenvalue of

1,0 or greater, which together accounted for 65.6 per cent of the total

variance among all variables. All variables had a loading of at least

.50 on one of the factors, and the communal i t ies (h^) fell below .50

on only two of tfie variables.

The seven factors and their composition are:

Factor I. Once again urbanism emerges as the dominant factor in

the analysis. The First I96O factor, accounting for l6.it per cent of

the total variance, has high loadings for such standard indicators of

urbanism as population density, total population, per cent foreign-

born, and rate of population growth. Data on the proportion of the

population living in places of 2,000 or more were not available for

i960 due to the incomplete publication of the census volumes at the

time of the present research, but on the basis of the 1914 and 19^7
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TABLE A-6

i960 ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX
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TABLE A-6 (Continued)

Variable
Factor

I! Ill IV V VI VII h^

]k Rural instab. -.1? .Oh -.03 .01 .15 ".77 .11 .65

22 Dairy farming -.03 -.17 .08 -.09 -.01 .69 .21 .56

5 Ag, size, area -,14 .01 -.Ok .Ok -.32 -.11 -.67 ,59

21 Animal husbandry .0^+ .01 .02 -.10 -.31 .01 .63 .51

7o of total var. 16.4 13.2 11.2 8.0 6.8 5.2 k.8 65.6
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analyses that variable would also be expected to load heavily on this

factor. An interesting addition to the urbanism factor In 1S60 is the

variable on rural tenure^ loading at -.56, Rather than representing a

deviation in the meaning of the variable, this is most likely but a

reflection of the higher land prices in the more urbanized departa-

mentos. As in the earlier analyses, this factor will be called "urbanism.

Factor il. Loading most heavily on this factor are cereals and

oils at -.78, proportion of total area devoted to agriculture at -.72,

production per capita at -.66, and business size at -.61. In addition,

the factor carries a loading of -.39 for per cent foreign-born. Revers-

ing the polarity of the loadings. Factor II seems to reflect a dimension

of "prosperous farming" quite similar to Factor IV of the 19^7 analysis.

It will, therefore, carry that same label.

Factor Mi. Carrying heavy negative loadings for sheep and wool,

rural class indexes R2 and R3, and mining production, this factor ap-

pears to be the I96O equivalent of 19^7 's Factor II, As I n 19^^7, it

will be called "rural class."

Factor IV. This deals with the same dimension as did the sixth

factor in the 19^7 analys is--i ndustry scale. As it did then, the factor

has its heaviest loadings with industry size and cash crops. Urban

secondary, which had a loading of -.45 (original polarity) on the 19^7

factor is not included in the I96O variables, but the next two variables

with the highest loadings then--urban class index and al 1 -agri culture

size in personnel --are also the next two highest in I960. Thus, with-

out the reversal of polarity of 19^7, this factor once again will be

called "industry scale."
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Factor V. This is the first of three "two-variable" factors

emerging at the v.-eaker end of the I96O rotated factor matrix. The only

two variables with significant loadings on Factor V are cattle at -.83

and truck farming at .81. These two variables have been seen to be

somewhat complementary before^ thus indicating that this factor is a

measure of the ratio of farming to ranching. Following the designation

of somewhat similar original variables used in the 191^ analysis^ this

factor will be called "farm-ranch ratio."

Factor Vl. The meaning of the second two-variable factor is some-

what less clear than v;as the case above. The factor links dairy farming

negatively with rural occupational instability^ but requires a rather

arbitrary choice on hov/ to interpret and designate the dimension. In

an effort at continuity with the previous time periods, the factor vyill

be called "dairy farming."

Factor VII. This factor presents the same type of problem in

interpretation as did the previous one. Should it be considered a

general factor related to size of agricultural establishments or a more

narrow factor dealing v/ith animal husbandry? Opting once more for

continuity, Factor Vll will be labeled "agriculture scale" although the

dual content suggests the need for caution in utilizing both this and

the previous factor as explanatory variables.

Table A-7 shows the correlation matrices for the seven factors

obtained from the I960 analysis. The four variables loading most

heavily on Factor 1 all correlate well with each other, with coef-

ficients ranging from .^1 to .70. The variable dealing with rural

tenure shows a markedly lower correlation 'with each of the other
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TABLE A-7

CORRELATION i^.ATRICES FOR I960 FACTORS

Factor 1
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"urban" variables, ranging from a high of -.35 with density down to

-.09 with population grov;th rate. Thus, the correlation matrix lends

further support to the earlier interpretation that Factor I is a

standard urbanism factor to which the rural tenure variable is an

interesting but relatively unimportant addition.

The correlation matrices for Factor 11, 111^ and IV all offer

patterns of solid--if not excessively hi gh--cor rel at ions among the

variables loading heavily on each factor. Both the validity and the

original interpretation of these three factors seem to be well sub-

stantiated by the matrices. The same is true of Factor V, whose only

two heavy-loading variables i ntercor rel ate at a substantial -.62. The

difficulty of interpretation of the last two rotated factors is

compounded by the correlation matrices; the two major variables on

Factor Vi i ntercor rel ate at only -.22, while those on Factor Vli are

even less related at -.12. Factors VI and VII vjould therefore appear

to be largely artifacts of the analytic process and will be utilized

as explanatory variables only with considerable caution and qualification.

Summarizing the 1 96O analysis, it can be seen that Factors i

through IV are solid, mul t i -var I able dimensions leaving little doubt as

to either their validity or their interpretation. Factor V has heavy

loadings for only two variables, but a correlation of -.62 between these

justifies its adoption as a strong and meaningful factor. Each of the

last two factors, hov/ever, is composed of tv-vo largely unrelated variables

and thus can be interpreted as little more than an imperfect manifesta-

tion of one or the other of the variables.
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The similarity between the I96O factors and some of those in the

19^7 matrix has already been noted--and of course vyas to be expected in

view of the fact that a number of the same variables were used in both

analyses. Table A-8 shows the correlations between each of the I96O

factors and those of 19^7. Each 1 96O factor's strongest correlation

with a 19^7 factor has been underlined in the table. In two cases a

i960 factor correlated moderately well with a second 19^+7 factor; these

secondary correlations are marked by a broken line.

Factor I of the i960 group^ composed entirely of "new" variables

from the census of that year, shovys a solid correlation of .69 with the

urbanism factor of 19^7. This indicates a strong continuity despite

some variation in the types of indicators available for the two time

periods. It is further interesting to note that while in Table A-5 the

urbanism factor of igi't correlated slightly higher with "paraurbanisn"

than with urbanism in 19^7, that enigmatic 19^7 factor shows a cor-

relation of only .25 with the I96O urbanism factor. A correlation of

-.81 between the 1 96O Factor II and Factor iV of 19^7 supports the

designation of these factors as essentially the same when allowance is

ade for opposite polarities. Equally clear is the association between

Factor III in I96O and Factor II in 19^7 and between 1960's Factor IV

and Factor Vl in 19^7"~again with a reversal of polarity.

The two i960 factors which show moderately strong correlations

ith more than one 19^7 factor are Factors V and VII, designated as

"farm-ranch ratio" and "agriculture scale." The 19^7 factors with which

both of these correlate are measures of "agriculture scale" (Factor Mi),

originally designated as "truck farming^" and of "small ranching"

m

w
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TABLE A-8

CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FACTORS OF

19^7 AND 1960 CENSUSES

19if7

Factors
I I

i960 Factors

VI VII

I

II

Mi

IV

V

VI

VII

VIII

IX

X

IS
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(Factor V). Thus farrn-ranch ratio in I96O correlates at .^8 with 19^.'7

agriculture 5cale--whlch had a reversed pol ari ty--and at -.73 with

small ranching, v;hose negative end would be large farming. In the

case of the I96O factor dealing witfi agriculture cize--on which the

reverse polarity also means that positive loadings represent small size--

there is a correlation of .kj with the ig'+y agriculture size factor

and .k3 v\/ith small ranching in that year. The dairy farming factors

for both analyses, Factor Vl in 1 96O and Factor X in 19'-i-7j, correlate

at .56.

In summary, it can be seen in Table A-S that a strong continuity

exists betv/sen dimensions underlying the analyses of 1 9^i-7 and 19^0. In

the case of many factors, of course, this is largely the result of

utilizing the same variables for both time periods. Even where all nev/

variables were used, however, this continuity continued to be evident.

There was, for instance, a correlation of .69 between the urbanism

factors of 19^+7 and I96O compared to .^5 between urbanism in 191^^ and

19^7"~a difference which no doubt can be explained in part by an Inter-

censal period of thirteen years, compared to thirty-three years.

Another interesting aspect of Table A-8 Is that the only 19^7 factors

which show no moderately strong correlations vyith 1 9^0 factors are

those that were the vieakest and most ambiguous in the earlier analysis.

This Is in part the result of the absence of such variables as il-

literacy, family size, and index of male population in the I96O analysis.

Other variables which loaded on these vjeak factors in 19^7 are re-

presented in 19&0j, but in that later analysis they load on more Im.portant

factors; this was seen to be the case v\/Ith both total population and

rural tenure.
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Multip le Regression Anal ysis.

The factors obtained In the three analyses described above

provided the independent variables for the election analysis. The

computer prograii used for the factor analysis produced "factor scores"

--the loading of each county on each of the rotated f actors--which were

correlated with the election returns for major parties in each county.

The I9IU factors were used with the elections of I9I6 and 1326_, the

1947 factors with the 1936 and 19^6 elections^ and the I96O factors

with elections of I96O and 1965.

For the dependent variable the election analysis uses the per-

centage of all votes cast for national deputies in the departamento

which the particular party receives. The correlation technique used is

a step-wise multiple regression analysis yielding a product -moment cor-

relation coefficient as the measure of strength of association between

"continuous" variables. Independent variables are entered into the

regression equation one at a t ime--alv;ays the one with the most "ex-

planatory" ability at that particular stage--with the multiple cor-

relation coefficient and the partial correlation coefficients of

variables still outside the equation given at each step.

In an effort at clarity of presentation^ the tables dealing with

the election correlations show a party's simple correlation with each

of the independent variables rather than attempt to portray the coef-

ficients of the partialling process, in addition^ each table shows

the final m'lltiple correlation coefficient obtained when all independent

variables are in the regression equation. Significant stages of the

multiple regression analysis itself are described in the text.
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Notes

In Argentine census terminology^ rur&l establishments are divided
into two basic cateqories--q5nad&rt a and agr icul tura. The first clas-
sification includes all operations dealing with any type of livestock,
while the second covers all crop faroiing, orchards, and other activities
dealing with plants. The adjective agropecuar ia is used to define the
combined total of these two categories. !n adapting this classifica-
tion scheme to English, the present study will use "ranching" for
qanade rta , "farming" for agr icul tura , and "al 1 -agr icul ture" for the
inclusive aoro^ccifarja. The term "dairy farming" found in the 19^7 ^'nd

1560 analyses is an exception to this general rule.

2
In a recent study involving factor analysis of Brazilian and

Venezuelan census data, Glaucio Ary Dillon Scares uses the label "eco-
nomic development" for a factor vjhich emerged first for each country
and carried many variables similar to those loading heavily on the

"urbanism" factors in the present study. See Dillon Scares, "Congruen-
cias e incongruenci as entre indicadores de desenvol v imsnto economico,"
America Latina , VIII (January-March, \3oS) , hj-GO. Similar variables
also are used as indicators of economic development for modern Mexico
in Jose Luis Reyna, "Desarrollo economico, distribucion del poder y
part icipaclon polftica; el caso mexicano," Ciencjas Pplft icas v Socia les,

No. 50 (October-December, I967), pp. 469"^fi6, and of modernization in

Argentina of I9I6 in Ezequiel Gallo (h.) and Silvia Si gal, "La formaci on

de los partidos polfticos contemporaneos : la U.C.R., I89O-I9I6," in

Argentina , sociedad de masas , Torcuato S. Di Telia et al . (eds.) (Buenos
Aires: EUDEBA, I96S), pp." 12^-176.

3
The original analysis of the data was published as Torcuato S.

Di Telia, La teorfa del primer impacto del crecimiento economico (Ro-

sario, Argentina: Universidad Nacional del Literal, Institute de So-
ciolog'a, 19&5), which also contains the data in tabular form in an

appendix. Data used in the present study were obtained on IBM cards
from the International Data Library and Reference Service, Survey
Research Center, University of California at Berkeley.

Most of the sheepraising and much of the petroleum--a major part
of "mining"--is found in the southern provinces of Argentina which were
national territories until after the 19^7 census and which will be

excluded even from the 1S60 and 19^5 election analyses so as to make
these comparable with the first four election periods v;hen the nation
had only fourteen provinces.

^Di Telia, in La teorta . . ^ pp. 119-130, argues that farm

tenancy is an important step in the development of modern capitalistic

agriculture and a step which is both preceded and followed by periods

of more widespread ov/nership.

For further discussion of product -motnent correlation and multiple

regression, see, among others, Hubert M. Blalock Jr., Soci al Statistics
(New York: McGraw-Hill, I96C), pp. 273-358.



APPENDIX B

METHODOLOGY: ROLL CALL ANALYSIS

The use of roll call votes in the Argentine Chamber of Deputies

as an indic--3tor of political cleavage makes this an exploratory study

in several respects. Legislative roll call voting at the national and

state levels has been the subject of much analysis in the United States

for more than a decade^ v.-hile in recent years the techniques and

concepts of this sub-Pield of political science have been used in the

study of several foreign legislatures. At the time the present

research vjas carried out^ however, the author was unable to fir.d any

published study v/hich attcdipted to analyze voting data of a Latin Amer-

ican legislature. The absence of any background literature meant that

the author had to begin with such basic projects as deteriiii ni iig v;hether

t('e Argentine Chamber of Deputies held and recorded roll call voces and,

if so, whether they would lend themselves to the methodologies developed

in roll call analysis in the United States. in tlie hope that others

might not have to retrace all of these preliminary steps, the present

appendix vji 1 1 deal at soine length witli the general issue of roll call

voting in the Argentine Chamber of Deputies and v;i th certain particular

methodological difficulties presented by the Argentine cane.

The luck of interest in applying the methods of roll call a.ialysis

to Latin American data probably is tlie combined result of two major

factors. The firr-t deals with the or ii ntat ion or "persuasion" of the

"l.at i nct.ner icanist s" in U.S. political science; the second concerns the

h]3
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image of the Latin American legislatures themselves.

Many have commented on the "traditional" orientation of much of

the work done on Latin American politics by U.S. scholars and hov^^ as

one author put it, "political research on Latin America, rather than

flowing into the somewhat turbulent mainstream of modern political

science, often appears to drift in an isolated channel of its own, with

its sponsors perched along the banks of the more sv^iftly moving waters

3
of the discipline." There have been various signs of a change in

recent yaars--the present study hopefully will make a modest contribu-

tion in that di rect ion--but Impressionistic accounts and broad general-

izations still outnumber serious research pieces in the books and articles

published on Latin American politics in tlie late 1960's. Thus one

explanation for the lack of studies of roll call voting in Latin Amer-

ica is no doubt the fact that only a small percentage of those who

specialize in that geographic area have either the inclination or the

methodological background for this type of study.

Equally important, it would seem, has been the fact that tradi-

tionally the legislature in Latin America has been dismissed as an

institution without povier or Importance, If the executive and the

army--and som.etimes the political party--are all that matter in tlie

political equation, why bother to study congress? But while the

legislative branch may be meaningless in some Latin American nations,

in others It can be of political Importance even in a system of

executive dominance. It could be argued that in their proclivity to

generalize about twenty diverse nations Lnt i namer i cani sts have tended

to miss the importance of som.e legislatures, but tliis is not the place
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to make such d case nor is it required to defend the utility of roll

call analysis. Even if one viere to stipulate the pov-jer 1 essness of the

"typical" Latin American national congress, analysis of its voting

patterns might still yield valuable insights into the national polit-

ical structure. It is in this sense--where the question of the

"importance" of the legislature is basically i r rel evant --that roll call

analysis is used in the present study.

This appendix v-ji 1 1 be divided into three basic sections. The

first vjill be a descriptive account of the development and use of roll

call voting in the Argentine Chamber of Deputies, including some of the

major characteristics of this voting and methodological problems presented

in the analysis of the votes. The second section will specify the

various criteria us'^d in the selection of roll calls for analysis, in

determining "scalability," and in coping with particular problems such

as absenteeism. The final section will briefly describe and give the

source of each roll call used in the scale and reproduce the scales

themselves showing the ri3ire, district, party, and ranking of each deputy

on each scale.

Historical Backgrou nd.

The principle of roll call voting originated eorly in the liistory

of the Argentine Chamber of Deputies, but was rather slow to develop as

a parliamentary practice. This section will trace the developm.ent of

botli the principle and the practice and suggest a few possible explana-

tions behind their divergence.

The rules of procedure adopted in l856--the third year of the new
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chamber after "national organizat ion"- -establ i shed two basic principles

which have continued to govern voting in the Chamber of Deputies.

These were the stipulations that all elections would have to be by roll

call vote (Art. 78) and that if a deputy was in the chamber he could

not abstain from voting on an issue (Art. 81). There was no mention

of a deputy requesting a roll call on some matter other than an

election, and the results of the roll call votes for chamber officers

were not printed in the Diario de Sesiones during those early years.

On the question of obligatory voting, the I856 rules provided that if

a deputy felt constrained on some particular issue he could participate

in the discussion and then leave the room when the vote v;as taken

(Art. 83). As will be noted below, this practice of deputies "ab-

staining with their feet" presents some frustrating methodological

problems.

A revised version of the rules of procedure which v;ent into ef-

fect July 15,. 1878, carried over the above provisions and for the

first time introduced the principle of roll call voting on issues

other than elections.^ Article 15'^ of the I878 Reglame nto provided

that a deputy could osk for a roll call vote on any question before

the chamber and if his request was supported by one -firth of the

members present, the roll call would be taken and recorded in the

DJjrj o. -de Ses I ones,. This article expanding the use of the roll call

was adopted by l:he chamber without challenge or question.

Deputies soon began to experiment --al be 1 1 hes I tant
1
y--wi th the

new use of roll call voting, but the clerks seemed somewhat slower to

adopt the Idea. Three v/eeks after the new rules were approved, a
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roll call was held at tho suggestion of the chamber president after a

Q

rectification reversed a 33 "32 vote. But even a year later^ the fact

that the president of the chamber felt it necessary to read Article 15^

to the members after a deputy requested a roll call v;ould indicate tiiat

9
this was still considered a rather novel procedure. Despite the

stipulation in Article 15'+^ it was more than a year before the results

of roll call votes began to appear in the Diario de Sesione s. The first

10
roll call to be printed was held on August 2.0, 1879^ and despite

several elections of chamber officers in the year following adoption of

the new rule^ the first such election to be printed v^as held May ]S,

1880.

The rules of roll call voting have remained basically unchanged

since the adoption of tiie I878 rules of procedure. Examination of •sub-

1 2
sequent issues of the Regl amento and the Diar io de Sesiones indicates

that there has been consistent adherence to the principles of: (l)

holding a i^ol 1 call upon the request of one-fifth of the members present^

(2) mandatory roll call votes on the election of chamber officers, and

(3) obligatory voting on the part of deputies present in the chamber.

Subsequent to the 18/8 amendment a provision was incorporated in the

rules to allow a deputy to formally abstain from voting if such

abstention is approved in advance by tlie chamber. In practice, this

method of abstention has usually bc^n limited to those occasional votes

VNfhen a deputy was directly Involved in the issue at question and felt

it necessary to go on record as abstaining to avoid implications of

conflict of interest. The usual method of abstaining From a roll call

vote has continued Lo be the tradition of leaving the chamber.
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In 1938 the method of conducting a roll call by the clerk poll-

ing the deputies in alphabetical order was replaced by an elaborate

new electro-mechanical voting machine. Said to be the first such device

1

3

among the parliaments of the world, -^ each desk in the chamber was

equipped with an aye~nay switch and with a keyhole, while each seat was

wired with a pressure switch to record the presence or absence of a

deputy. From the number of occupied seats in the chamber the machine

would determine the existence of a quorum and calculate the number of

votes composing one-fifth, one-half, and tv/o-thirds of those present.

The chief clerk would indicate on his master console the proportion

necessary on a given issue, after which the device would determine the

success or failure of the motion. Results of a vote were shown on the

clerk's console and on two large panels on opposite walls of the chamber.

On non-roll call votes, each deputy vjould simpl y move his aye-nay switch

to the desired position while the "scoreboard" would register the

number of deputies present, the number voting on each side of the

question, the proportion of the vote needed for success, and whether

the motion passed or failed.

But while the nevj equipment simplified the procedures of determin-

ing quorum and taking sign votes, its most elaborate and time-saving

performance vjas in the calculation and recording of roll calls. V/here-

as in a chamber of 156 members the practice of having the clerk poll

the deputies In alphabetical order took betv/een 20 and 30 minutes, the

voting machine could take, calculate, display, and record a roll call

vote in a few minutes. Each deputy had a key vvhich corresponded to a

certain number on thio light panels 3nd en the printing device, allowing
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him to vote on a roll call from any seat in the chamber by simply

inserting his key in the keyhole of that desk before moving the vote

switch to his desired response. If he voted aye his number on the

panels v-jould light up in green; if he voted nay^ the number would show

in red. As in the non-roll call votes^ the panels vjould show the

total number present^ the number voting on each side, and whether the

motion was successful. For the printers of the Diario de Sesiones_ and

for the archives, a printing device at the clerk's desk would record

the basic information about the roll call (date, totals aye and nay,

results, etc.) and opposite each deputy's number indicate whether he

voted aye, nay, or was not recorded as voting. The clerk, then, was

left only the task of relating the numbers to the deputies' names.

The first roll call conducted with the new system caused many

deputies to accuse it of malfunctioning, but the problem apparently

was largely lack of familiarity with the equipment. The second attemipt

at an electro-mechanical roll call brought no protest, and several

years later one author on Argentine politics commented that only once

had the device failed to function proper 1

y --"I n that instance it showed

an affirmative vote for a member who had died a few days previously."

Although it had to be supplemented by a viva voce roll call after

the si^e of the chamber was exp^-nded to 192 in 1958--there v/ere only

158 numbers on t!ie panels-'the el ect ro-m.echani cal voting system remained

in use until .ibout iS'Sl. But v.'hon the printing device broke down that

year the uniqueness and the age of the system made repair or replacement

difficult; as a result, roll calls from I96I until the chamber was dis-

solved by the military in 1266 were again conducted by the clerk vocally

18
polling tiie deputies.
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In summary,, then^ the principle of roll call voting on general

issues has existed in the Argentine Chamber of Deputies since I878

and for a quarter of a century the voting machine meant that tliis was

a quick and efficient viay to go on record on a question. Yet with

the exception of the early years of the Peronista administration^ roll

call voting has been used rather sporadically and many important issues

have passed through the chamber without a single roll call. From the

perspective of the United States v;here senators and congressmen seem to

be quite concerned with their voting records and with letting "the

folks back home" know how they are voting^ this orientation seems a bit

strange. After a brief discussion of some of the major characteristics

of roll call voting in the Argentine chamber, an attempt will be made

to explain these differences.

An Indication of the frequency of roll call voting in various

periods can be seen In Table B-1 , Although technically every year is

a new session in the Chamber of Deputies, the present study considers

each two-year period between elections to be a single "session." -^

To simplify the table, the roll calls have been added and averaged on

the basis of major political "eras" since I9OO.

Roll call voting v;as quite rare until Slienz Pena's electoral

reforms began to bring Socialists arid Radicals to the chamber in 1912.

The number of roll calls per two-year session ranged from one to five

during the 1900-1912 period, increasing to sixteen in 1912-191^^ and

ten in i91^"'19l6. There viore thi rty-iJireo roll calls during the session

folloviing the election of Mipolito Yrigoyen in 1916, with the number

increasing to foi'ty-seven in the 1918-1920 period. During the decade
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of the 1920's^ there were from fifty-four to sixty-five roll calls per

sess ion.

Although there v;ere only tv/elve roll calls during the I936-I938

period^ the average for the decade of Concordancia administration v^as

only slightly belov; that of the Radical period. There were thirty-

seven roll calls during the first session following the return to

constitutional government in 1932, while the 1938-19'+0 and ig'+O-ljUa

periods had seventy-seven and fifty roll calls, respectively. Dy far

the greatest use of roll call voting in the chamber came during tiie

early years after the 19^f6 election of Juan D. Peron. There were 275

contested roll calls during the first two-year session under Peron,

while the 19^3-1950 period registered 159. The frequency of roll calls

declined considerably during the later Peron years as the combination

of his party's popularity and the gerrymandering of election districts

20
reduced the opposition to ineffectual size.

V/ith tlie return of the Radicals to power--the UCRI from 1958 to

1962 and the UCRP from I963 to 1966--the frequency of roll calls in

the chamber declined to an average lov/er than any period since 1916.

The first session under the presidency of Arturo Frondizi had only

eighteen roll calls, which increased to twenty-eight in che I96O-I962

session. Under the administration of Arturo 111 la, there v/ere twenty-

one roll calls in 1963-196^ and tvjenty-fivc in the I965-I966 session.

V/hile both of the latter sessions were slightly shorter than usual

--the 1963 election was lield in Juiy instead of February and the last

session was termiriated by a military qoi pe d e estado in June, I966--

it seems unlikely that the average would have reached that of the UCR,
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Concordancia, or Peronista periods.

Several factors might underlie these variations in the frequency

of roll calls during the different periods since 1900. Although any

attempt at "explanation" must be very tentative until much more study

is devoted to the Argentine Chamber of Deputies;, probable factors would

seem to include (1) the level of conflict^ (2) the nature of the align-

ments within the chamber,. (3) the level of party or bloc discipline,

and {k) the sel f -perceived roles of the deputies. An impressionistic

assessment of the different periods on these four dimensions v/i 11

attempt to relate them to the frequency of roll calls.

Until the arrival of the Radicals to power in 1916, the Chamber

of Deput ies --1 ike the political system as a whole--was what might in

21
general terins be called a case of the politics of notables. There

were differences over issues, but seldoin over values, and compared to

later periods it would have to be called an era of low conflict. The

parties were largely provincial and often ad hoc, resulting In a

chamber of both loose alignments and little "discipline." As to role,

it would seem reasonable to expect the self-image to be almost

exclusively that of "trustee."'" Under such circumstances it vjould

be unlikely that roll calls would be viewed by the deputies as being

necessary to keep their constituencies informed or to prevent deviation

in voting, v/hile forcing a vote to be on the record might be embarrass-

ing to some colleagues and thus ungent lemanl y.

The 1916-1930 Radical period and the ]332-19^3 era of Concordan-

cia administration were similar enoi^gh in these four respects to be

discussed together. The level of conflict within the chamber v-jas rather
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highj and the alignments were more formal than in the earlier period.

Nonetheless^ the existence of provincial parties under both the Radical

and conservative banners maintained a measure of flexibility in bloc

formation and tended to reduce conformity in voting within the blocs.

The role concept was probably still largely that of "trustee," but

there may now also have been cases of "pol'ticos" and perhaps a few

"delegates," In contrast to the 1900-1916 era, therefore, the higher

frequency of roll calls during the 19l6-19'^2 period could probably be

explained at least in part by (l) more and deeper controversies, (2)

an increased need to see who is "voting right," and (3) a desire by at

least some of the deputies to be on the record for the eyes of their

const i tuency

,

The Peron era was marked by a high level of conflict, a rather

rigid division of the chamber into Peronista and Opposition blocs, and

the entry of labor representatives into legislative politics. Despite

the division of the chamber, however, there v^as at times a rather low

level of coliesion v>/iLhin the Peronista bloc in the \Sho-\Sh8 period.

This diversity within the "government" bloc seemed to be the combined

result of the heterogeneous composition of the bloc--it was formed of

the Partido Labcrista, the Junta Renovadora of the Radicals, and various

provincial gi-oup5--and of a growing resentment on the part of some sup-

porters of Peron 's efforts to be the Jefe unico of the movement,'^-' The

technique of calling for a rect i f

i

caci6n n ominal, to bring straying bloc

members into line vjos not invented by the Peronistas, but tiiey used it

more frequent ly--and v/ith more striking resul ts --than had previously

been the case.'' Thus a considerable number of "Peronista" deputies
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during the first tv;o-year session would secretly vote against the

administration bloc but were hesitant to do so on the record. Because

oF this^ calling for roll calls v^/as an important tool in maintaining

bloc discipline. And, as was seen in Chapter V^ there were a number-

of times vjhen even a roll call was unable to maintain cohesion among

Peronista deputies of differing persuasions. As to roll coricept, it

seems likely that the Peronista deput ies--especi al
1
y those From working

class or Igi ns--v/ould have had more of a "delegate" orientation than had

been common in the chamber in earlier periods. If this and the original

assumption regarding role concepts are valid, these deputies should

have been somewhat more concerned to demonstrate v;hat they were doing

for their constituency than would the conservatives and Radicals of

earlier years.

Divisions in the chamber since 1958 have continued to be deep,

with fevjer cases of the "brokers" found populating the central positions

on scales of pre-ig'+fi sessions. But unlike the 19'f6-lS'-^3 session^ the

later periods seemed to present little problem of bloc discipline.

Thus it v\;as seen that during the 1960-1962 session when the chamber

was divided solidly betvv'een the UCRP and the UCRI blocs there was a

consistently high level of party unity with relatively few roll calls.

While roil calls seemed somewhat less important as a means of maintain-

ing discipline, the party and class background of the deputies during

this post-Peron period may have shifted the typical role concept some-

what back toward that of "trustee" and tlius further lovjered the

imiportance of recorded voting.
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Another factor v/hich must be considered in attempting to account

for changing frequencies of roll calls is the ease with which they can

be carried out. V/hen it takes a half hour or more for the clerk to

poll the deputies by name^ a member could be expected to be more

reluctant to ask for a roll call than when it could be handled mechan-

26
ically in a couple of minutes. There was a higlier number oF roll

calls (seventy-seven) during the 1938-19'fO session-'the first one using

the new voting mach ine--than in any previous tv/o-year period^ but

during the next two years the figure dropped to fifty, slightly lower

than any two-year session during the decade of the 1920's. The 275

roll calls of the igi+S-JS^S session would have been extremely time-

consuming if they had been taken in the old manner, but the availability

of mechanical roll call voting did not prevent the 1958-1360 session

from holding only eighteen roll calls.

In summary, then, it would appear that ease of voting may be a

contributing factor toward increasing the Frequency of roll calls~-and

in case of large numbers of such votes it may be considered a necessary

condi tion--but it is far from a sufficient cause. More important, it

would seem, are the levels of conflict within the chamber, the nature

and depth of party divisions, the extent of party cohesion or discipline,

and perhaps the image the deputy has of his role.

Scal ing Techniques and Problems

To those accustomed to working wit'i roll calls in the United

States Congress, the Argentine Chamber of Deputies presents several

new problems. T|-;e major sources of these problems are (1) a less
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consistent use of roll calls^ (2) a rather high rate of absenteeism,

and (3) the voting rules in regard to abstentions. [:ach of these points

will be considered briefly,

Vihether because they consider themselves trustees or--as delegates--

feel moi-e accountable to the party than to the constituency, the low

level of interest deputies often show in building individual voting

records at times allovjs major bills to go through the chamber without

a single roll call. Because of the use of roll calls for party discipline

or, at times, as stalling tactics, there are other cases where there

will be a roll call on one or two facets of an issue--perhaps Individual

articles of a long bill--but only a sign vote on final passage. Thus

In many sessions, particularly those with relatively few roll calls,

analysis of all such votes may still fail to give a complete picture

of the Issue dimensions. The vital question then becomes whether the

partial set of issues on which roll calls are held Is a random

abstre.ction of all issues or is biased--and If biased, how it is biased.

During the pre-19l6 period, as suggested above, it is possible

that deputies would have consciously avoided putting their colleagues

across the aisle in an embarrassing position by requesting roll calls

27
on touchy questions. Thus if there was any bias In the choice of

issues on 'jhich roll calls viere taken, it might have tended to be in

the direction of avoiding them on questions v/hicPi were the most contro-

versial, rhe danger of this type of bias v/ould seem to have been

lessened considerably with the arrival^ .-.round 131'^"' of the Radicals and

Socialists, however, and to have been even further reduced with the

appearance of Peronistas in 13^6. Along with the shift in language and
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debate style vjhich was so deplored by conservatives who had served

during the earlier period, these new groups brought varied class

perspectives and intensified conflict to the chamber and no doubt

reduced the concern over embarrassing one's opponents. Thus while

there may have been an occasional exception, it seems reasonable to

expect tliat since I9I6 any conscious bias in the selection of issue

areas on vjhich to hold roll calls v;ould have been in the direction of

such voting on the most important and/or controversial questions. If

this assumption is valid, the use of roll call analysis to probe the

major dimensions of conflict--if not to map all issue areas-~would

seem to be defensible.

Of more immediate inethodolog ical concern is the combined problem

of absenteeism and non-voting. As discussed above, the voting rules

have traditionally required that a deputy vote i f he is in the chamber

--allowing abstention only upon the approval of the house--but

specifically provided that if for som.e reason he prefers not to be

recorded on the issue he can step out of the chamber. From the record,

therefore, there is no way of knowing whether a deputy was absent at

the time of the roll call or wliether he had chosen to "abstain" by

leaving the charnbar temporarily. The combined result of a generally

high rate of absenteeism and tliis method of abstention Is a pattern

where the majority of roll calls record the position of only between

about 50 and 70 per cent of the members, leaving the rest in the un-

29
differentiated category of "non-response." V/hen such roll calls

are combined into Guttman scales, the high rate of non-response results

in many cases where dcpnties ha'vC to be eliminated from tlio scale be-

cause of excessive ambiguity as to their scale type. This can be
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seen most clearly^ of course^ in tlie occasional scale composed of only

two roll calls; a deputy cannot be included in such a scale unless he

voted on both questions.

All contested roll cal 1 s --def i ned as those in v^yhich at least

5 per cent of the members voting took the minority position--in each of

the six tvjo-year sessions were cor.sidered for analysis. The Guttman

scaling technique chosen as the primary form of analysis offers a means

of (l) determining v-vhether different roll calls reflect the same under-

lying issue dimension^ (2) arranging in rank-order the roll calls which

are found to lie along the same dimension, and (3) ranking each deputy

30
on that issue dimension. Very briefly, the scaling technique involves

31
first the determination whether on each roll call a "positive" vote

is an aye or a nay and the subsequent ordering of the roll calls in

ascending or descending frequency of positive votes. The Individuals

composing the scale are then rearranged in rank-order from those with

the most positive responses to those vyith the least positive responses,

ideally, each individual should have no positive responses to the

negative side of his first negative response nor any negative responses

to the positive side of his last positive response. Such a perfect

scale pattern is shov/n in figure B-1 . Although the figure shoves only

one liypothet i cal legislator in each voting position or "scale type,"

there will usually be a num.ber of deputies with Identical voting pat-

terns \'i\]0 will fall into each scale type.

Seldom, ho:;ever, is a scale found to consist only of perfect

scale types such as those of Figure B-1. There Is always the problem

of non-response --a rather serious problem In the Argentine case--as
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Legislator
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well as varying amounts of "error" in the voting patterns of some

members. In the language of scaling^ an "error" or non-scale response

is a positive vote which on the basis of the scale type should be

negative^ or vice versa. The term "error" of course does not imply that

the legislator intended to vote other than in the way he did; it means

simply that for v;hatever reason his response is not v.'hat it "should be"

according to the rationale of the scale. Figure B~2 shows some typical

patterns of voting errors and ambiguities due to non-response. After

criteria used in handling these tvio types of problems are specif ied^ it

v;i 1 1 be seen why the legislators in Figure B-2 are assigned to their

32
particular scale types.

The following criteria were applied in the case of voting errors:

1. A deputy casting more than one non-scale vote v;as not ranked

on the scale. (As legislator F in Figure B-2.)

2. Error was assigned to the vote which would result in a perfect

scale type. (in the case of Legislator G in Figure ?>-2, for example, as-

signing the error to Roll Call 5 will place him in the Scale Type 1 of

Figure 8-1; assigning the error to any other roll call in his case would

not result in a perfect scale type.)

3. V/hen the error could be corrected in one of two ways to produce

a perfect scale type, the deputy vn/bs assigned to the mean scale score

between the tvjo types. (Legislator C of Figure 5-2 vyould fall into Scale

Type 4 or 6 depending on whether the error was assigned to roll call 5

or 6; according to this criterion, he vvould instead be assigned to Scale

Type 5.)
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Legisl ator
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In the case of non-response, the following criteria were applied:

1. A deputy vWio failed to respond on more than one -half of the

roll calls composing a scale was not ranked on the scale.

2. When a non-response occurs between two similar responses

(both positive or both negative), it v;as assigned that response. (Thus

it is assumed that Legislator A would have cast a positive vote on roll

call 5 had he responded and, in an extension of this criterion, that

legislator E would have done likewise on roll call 1.)

3. Vihen a non-response occurs at a point where a deputy could be

l^laced in either of two scale types (as v/ith legislator B in Figure 3-2),

lie v/as placed in the one closest to the median of the scale.

k. Where two or more non-responses occur at an ambiguous point

on the scale (as with legislator D), the deputy was not ranked on the

scale.

Just as a deputy was excluded from a scale if he had more than

one non-scale response, a roll call was removed if its errors exceeded

'j per cent or the total responses on that item. For the finished scale

a coefficient of reproducibility Is normally established by dividing

Lhe total number of correct responses by the total number of all

responses, with .30 or .95 considered tlie minimum level of reproducibility

for a valid seals. Such coefficients v;ere deemed unnecessary in this

study of the Argentine Chamber of Deputies, hovjever, since the rather

rigid criteria of scalability !cept the number of non-scale responses

quite low. Also, the scales --comip] ate with errors and non-responses -

-

c'lie reproduced in this appendix for the reader's evaluation.
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The method used to initially determine vyhich roll calls v.'ould

combine into a scale v/as cross -tabul at i on. Roll calls with related

content were first checked against one another and those which qualified

according to the criteria given below v;ere used to construct preliminary

scales in each issue area. Remaining roll calls were then cross-

tabulated vilth at least one from each scale to detect any that might

fit a scale even though there was no apparent similarity in content.

When such a roll call was found to scale with one already in a scale,

it was then checked against the other roll calls in that scale. If it

scaled with all roll calls already i ncl uded--and "made sense" concep-

tually-- -^it was added to the scale.

The criteria For scalability used In evaluating the four-fold

tables and constructing the scales were the following:

1. if the combined total of the cases in the zero cell and its

diagonal cell was less than 5 per cent of the total in all four cells,

the roll calls wore collapsed into a contrived item.

2. The "error cell" in the table must contain no more than 5

per cent o^ the total number of cases in all four cells, and must

contain no more than half the number of cases found in any other cell.

3. If the a!;ibiguous cases at any one step on cfie scale exceeded

5 per cent of the irembers ranked on the scale, those cases were

considered as a separate scale type. if less than 5 per cent, they

viere classified In the adjacent scale type toward the median of the

scale.

h. Deputies vi'no showed a non-response on more than hialf of the

final items in the scale--cont r i ved items and/or individual roll calls--
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were excluded even though they may liove qualified on the basis of

response on half or more of the original roll calls.

There are cases where one or more of these criteria have been

altered in an effort to draw a little more information from a scale

--especially in sessions which had few roll calls and only one or two

scales. Each such variation from these basic criteria is explained in

the discussion of the particular scale. There are also cases v/nere

scalable but error-ridden roll calls are dropped if there are scalable

votes on "purer" versions of the same question. An example of this is

the petroleum scale of 1926-1928, vjhere the scale was improved--v;i thout

any significant alteration of the item or the ranking of the deputies--

by eliminating various procedural and tangental questions and basing

the scale on the "purest" roll calls at each position of the controversy.

Because of the folkways of roll call voting in the Argentine chamber

which were discussed above, it is often impossible to avoid using votes

which deal witli one article of a complex bill, motions to take up or to

table the issue in question, motions to adjourn, or other types of votes

which in addition to the basic question are likely to reflect other

dlmanslons and/or personal vagaries. But when available, votes dealing

directly and exclusively v^;ith the question at issue are of course to

be prefered.

The basic aims of the roll call analysis in this study are to

identify the major dimensions of conflict, determine the intensity of

conflict along these dimensions, and locate the deputles--ln terms both

of poi'ty and region--Oii each of these dimensions. The rather rigid

criteria for scaling were deemed necessary to avoid pitfalls resulting
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in large part from the high frequency of non-response; flexibility to

vary from the criteria seemed advisable when it vjould further one or

more of the three aims without substantially increasing the probability

of spurious results. Finally, these three goals depend more upon the

comprehensiveness and validity of the scales than upon what proportion

of the session's roll calls are used in the scales.

Scales and Roll Call s, 19 16-1966

This section of the appendix reproduces each of the Guttman

scales discussed in the preceding chapters and lists a brief description,

date, and source of roll calls composing each scale. Scales are presented

in the order in which they are discussed in the text, each follovjed by

a list of its roll calls. The volume and page citations at the end of

the roll call description refer to the location in the appropriate

year's Diario de Sesiones where the results of the roll call are

printed. The vote figure to the right of the description in all cases

lists the aye vote total first; the side v/h i ch is underlined indicates

the "positive" vote on that particular roll call.

Most party and bloc abbreviations vary from session to session

and are given in the notes to the individual scales. Consistent

throughout all tim.e periods, hov;ever, is the meaning of UCR (Union Civica

Radical) and, at the beginning of a party name, P. (Partido), U, (Union),

and C. (Concentracion)

.
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1916-1918
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1916-1918 (Continued)
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 191 6-1 91 8 (Continued)

Buenos Ai res
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, I9I6-I9I8 (Continued)

Item Roll Call Vote

2 Reapportionment. Motion to postpone consideration of

the formula for reapportioning the chamber. Sep-

tember 26, 1916, Vol. ill, pp. 2403-2^09. ^^.-^1

2 Buenos Aires Intervention. Motion to have clerk read

some documents allegedly relating to the inter-

vention discussion. June 8, 1917^ Vol. I, pp.

77^-775. Ii-^^5

2 Budget increase by the Senate of 1,000,000 pesos to

create an airborne police force for the southern

national territories. Motion to approve. March

13, 1918, Vol. VIII, pp. 652-653. 33.-29

3 Motion to approve the election of a Conservative

deputy from Jujuy. May 20, 1916, Vol. I, p. 87. 60-^

3 Increase in the tax and control of the sale of

alcoholic beverages and tobacco. January 18,

1916, Vol. V, p. ^+339. ^3-3_i

3 Buenos Aires intervention. Motion to recess during

a filibuster. June 8, 1917, Vol. I, pp. 766-767. 23.-52

3 Buenos Aires intervention. Motion to disapprove

the executive's intervention of the province.

June 8, 1917, Vol. I, p. 85*+. 53-36.

3 Congressional immunity. Motion to consider the

arrest of a conservative deputy in Tucuman.

January 3, 1918, Vol. VII, p. 7^6. 38-22

h Approval of the election of deputies in Buenos

Aires province, v;here conservatives \-ion the

majority. May 19, 1916, Vol. I, p. 62. 57-31

k Motion to break diplomatic relations with Germany.

September 2-'f, 1917, Vol. VI, p. 153. 53-13
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FOREIGN RELATIONS SCALE, 191 6-1 91

8
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FOREIGN RELATIONS SCALE, 19I6-19I8 (Continued)
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FOREIGN RELATIONS SCALE, I9I6-I9I8 (Continued)

See party abbreviations, p. 44^.

See bloc abbreviations, p. '+'4^.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Motion to take up day's agenda, thereby postponing
discussion of a proposed diplomatic break with
Germany. September 22, 1917, Vol. Vi, p. 27. 23~5Z

1 Motion to break diplomatic relations with Germany.
September Zk, 1917, Vol. VI, p. 153. Sl'lS

2 Motion to postpone until the follov/ing day further
discussion of the question of diplomatic relations
with Germany in order to take up some railroad
matters. September 2^, 1917, Vol. VI, p. 117, 35"i2.
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SUGAR PROTECTION SCALE^ 1916-1918
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SUGAR PROTECTION SCALE, I9I6-I9I8 (Continued)
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SUGAR PROTECTION SCALE, I9I6-I9I8 (Continued)

See party abbreviations, p. hUk.

See bloc abbreviations, p. ^kh.

Composition of scale:

item Roll Call Vote

1 Art, 2 of sugar import bill, setting a gradually
declining scale of duties on imported sugar.
August 2, 1917, Vol. ill, p. 1^+2. 27"^

1 Art. 3 of sugar import bill, abrogating earlier
laws dealing with duties on imported sugar.
August 3, 1917, Vol. Ill, p. 177. 23 -VL

2 Alternative proposal (after defeat of Art. 2)

providing that the old duties would take effect
again seventy days after the price of sugar
drops below hO centavos per kilo. August 3,
1917, Vol. Ill, p. 165. '11-33

3 Stipulation that consumer price would be the

figure determining the question of sugar
import duties. August 2, 1917^ Vol. ill,

P. 127. '4l-iL

k Vote on the key price--^0 centavos per kilo--in the

sugar import bill. August 2, 1917^ Vol. Ill,

pp. 127-123. ^5-2_2_
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RELIGION SCALE, 1916-1918
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RELIGION SCALE, 1916-1918 (Continued)

Scale"~"~'f

I tem Type
Deputy Province Party" Bloc-"" 12

Rodr'guezj A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C --

Sosa^ L, Corrientes P. Liberal C

Relbel, M. Entre R'os U. Cfvica Radical R

" See party abbreviations, p. W4.

''~" See bloc abbreviations, p. khk.

-;.-•.-;>- Compos ition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Budget item allocating 197^12^ pesos a year for

scholarships for the training of priests.
December 26, 1916, Vol. IV, p. 3079. M.-19

2 Motion to appoint a committee to study a proposed
divorce lavj. June 20, 1917, Vol. II, p. 19^. 30-Sl
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INVESTIGATIONS SCALE, 1916-1918

Scale-'-"-'

i tern Type

Deputy Province Party- BloC"-'> 12

Lagos, L. Capital U. Civica Radical R XX 2

Bravo, M. Capital P. Social ista S XX

Bunge, A. Capital P, Social ista S XX

Cuneo, E. Capital P. Social ista S XX

Dickmann, E. Capital P. Social ista S XX

Gim6nez, A. M. Capital P. Social ista S XX

Justo, J. B. Capital P. Social ista S XX

Repetto, H. Capital P. Social ista S XX

Tonaso, A. de Capital P. Social ista S XX

Zaccagnini, A. Capital P. Social ista S XX

Riij F^ A, Buenos Aires U. Cfvica Radical R XX

Moreno (h.), R. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C XX

Carranza, W. Cordoba U. Civica Radical R XX

Maidana, J. C&rdcba P. Democrata Prog. C XX

Reibel, M. Entre Rios U. Cfvica Radical R XX

Saravia, D. Salta U. Provincial C XX

Gatica, T. I. San Luis U, Civica Radical R XX

Cabal lero, R. Santa Fe Radical Disidente R XX

Hernandez, D, Santa Fe Radical Disidente R XX

Salvatierra, N. S, del Estero U. Democratica C XX

Demarchi, A, Buenos Aires U. Civica Radical R X- 1

Barcel&, A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X-

Costa, J. A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X-

Escobar, A. C. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X-

Moreno, J. A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X-

Pinedo, F. Buenos Aires P, Conservador C X-

Vaca N., J. Cordoba U. Cfvica Radical R X-

Zalazar, J. M. Cordoba U. Civica Radical R X-

Marco, C. I. Entre Rios U, Civica Radical R X-

Redoni, A, Entre Rios P. Provincial C X-

Arancibia R., A. San Luis P. Democrata Prog. C X-

Araya, P. Santa Fe U. Civica Radical R X-

Jerez, E. S. del Estero U, Civica Radical R X-

Valle, D. del Buenos Aires U. Civica Radical R --

Agote, L. Buenos Ai r-ss P. Conservador C

Varela, H. C. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C

Duffy, Cordoba U, Civica Radical R
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INVESTIGATIONS SCALE, 19l6-]9l8 (Continued)

Deputy Province Party-'
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PETROLEUM SCALE, 1926-1928
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PETROLEUM SCALE, 192^-1328 (Continued)

Scale—
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PETROLEUM SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

Deputy Province Party"-'"

Perez L., F. Capital P. Socialista
Repetto, N. Capital P, Socialista
Olvila, M. V. Buenos Aires P, Conservador
De Miguel, B. Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Gnecco, M, F, Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Moreno, A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Rodr'guez, A, Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Solfz, R. J. Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Caffcrata, J. F. Cordoba P. Democrata Prog,

Romero, L. Corrientes Liberal -Autonomista
Calle, J. Mendoza UCR Lencinista
Herroiz, P. Mendoza P, Liberal
Fiorillo, J. F. Santa Fe UCR Unificada
Mendieta, C, Santa Fe UCR Unificada
Castro, J. 8. S. del Estero UCR Unificada

Pintos, A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Salcedo, S. Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Figueroa, A. F. Catamarca U. Cfvica Radical
Centeno, D. R. Cordoba P. Democrata Prog.

Dfaz de Vivar, J, Corrientes U. Cfvica Radical

Meabe, R. R. Corrientes Li beral -Autonomista
Torrent, J. F. Corrientes Liberal -Autonomi sta

Jaursguiberry, L. Entre R'os UCR Ant ipersonal

.

Usandivaras, A. Salta U. Provincial
Albarrac'n, B, San Juan UCR Sloquista
Gutierrez, C. C. San Juan C. Cfvica
Aguirre, J. U, Santa Fe UCR Unificada
Ferri, J. Santa Fe P, Radical Unif.

Cfiiossone, G. S. del Estero UCR Unificada
Dfaz, M. P. Tucuman P. Liberal

Juarez C., M. A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador
Ceballos, M. P. Buenos Aires P. Democrata Prog,

iturraspe C., F. Cordoba P. Deniocrata Prog.

Bermudez; M. A. Corrientes Liberal -Autonomista

Calvento, M. G. Entre P.fos UCR Ant ipersonal .

ParodI, M, J. Entre Rfos UCR Ant I personal

.

Martinez, F, V, Entre Rfos C. Populai"

CalvettI, F. A. Jujuy U, Civlca Radical
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PETROLEUM SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

Scale""'.-"

I tern Type
Deputy Province Party'" Bloc—'- 123

Claros, E. Jujuy U. Ctvica Radical A

Videla R._, A. S. San Juan UCR Bloquista A

AbaloS; J. G. S. del Estero UCR Unificada A
Alcorta, V. S. del Estero UCR Unificada A

Sanchez Loria, H. Tucunian U. Cfvica Radical A
Padilla, E. E. TucumSn P. Liberal C

Taboada, G, Tucuman P. Liberal C

Abbreviations: Unif, = Unificada; Prog. = Progresista; Ant I personal

.

Ant i personal ista.

Blocs: R = Radical; A = Ant ipersonal ista; C ^ Conservative; S -

Soci al ist

.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Petroleum law. Article 1 declaring national ownership
of all hydrocarbons. September 1, 1927^ Vol. IV,

pp. 362-363. 88-17

2 Proposal that exploration and exploitation of hydro-
carbons be a national monopoly in all parts of the

nation. September 1, \'ill , Vol. IV, p. kl^. 6^-55

3 Motion to close debate on the proposed national

monopoly of petroleum exploitation. September J,

1927, Vol. IV, p. 'i31. ii-65
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WOMEN'S RIGHTS SCALE, 1926-1928
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WOMEN'S RIGHTS SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)
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WOMEN'S RIGHTS SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

See party abbreviations,, p, ^59.

See bloc abbreviations, p, ^+59.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Clause in women's rights law giving a v/oman the right
to administer her own property and that which she
receives in the lawful separation of a household.
August 25, 1926, Vol. IV, p. 429. Zl-12

2 Clause in v,'omen's rights law allovjing a V'joman to
dispose of her own property and that which she
receives as a result of a lav/ful separation of
household goods. August 25, 1926, Vol. IV,

PP. 429-^30. £0-3 it
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE, 1926-1928

Scale-wwV

Deputy Province Party-' Bloc-'w'

I tern Type
12

Alvarez, J. L.

Bergalli, H.

Ferreyra, A. (h.)

Fonrouge, G,

Giufra, E. F.

Guillot, v. J.

Hi r i ar t, J. C.

Mol inar i , D. L.

Podest^, P.

Zurueta, T.

Aldaz^bal, M.

Barbich, M. J.

Garc'a T. , E.

Gonzalez, E.

Nunez, P. R.

Pacha no, F. A.

Prat, J.

SSnchez, C. A.

Siri, E. P.

V5squez, J. C,

MIguez, E. J.

Moreno, A.

Rodr'guez, A.

Salcedo, S.

Santamar i na, A.

Soils, R. J.

Rodrfguez, C. J.

Centeno, D. R.

Iturraspe C, F.

Keabe, R. R.

Artusi, A. A.

Astes iano, C. I

.

Newell, C'. L.

Alcorta, V.

Castro, J, B.

Antoni, J. B,

Sanchez L., H.

Padilla, E. E.

Taboada, G.

Vega, A. de la

Capi tal

Capital
Capi tal

Capi tal

Capital
Capital
Cspi tal

Capital
Capi tal

Capi tal

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Buenos Ai

Cordoba
Cordoba
Cordoba
Corr ientes
Entre Rfos
Entre Rfos

Santa Fe

S. del Estero
S. del Estero
Tucunian

Tucuman
Tucuman
Tucuman
Tucunian

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res
res

res

res

res

res

res

U. Cfvica Radical
U. cfvica Radical
U. cfvica Radical
U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U, cfvica Radical
U, cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical
U. Cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical

U, Cfvica Radical
U. Cfvica Radical
U. Cfvica Radical
P. Conservador
P. Conservador
P. Conservador
P. Conservador
P. Conservador
P. Conservador
U. cfvica Radical
P. Democrata Prog,

P. Democrata Prog.

Liberal -Autonomista
U. cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical

P, Radical Unif.

UCR Unificada
UCR Uni Mcada
U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical
P. Liberal

P. Liberal

P. Liberal

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE, 19^6-1923 (Continued)

See party abbreviations, p. '^i-SS.

See bloc abbreviations, p, hSS.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Motion to take up day's agenda, thereby avoiding a

debate on the elevation of Argentina's repre-
sentation to Italy to the rank of embassy.
August 6, 1926, Vol. Ill, p. 5^2. 25-ZZ

2 Elevation of Argentina's representation to the

Vatican to the rank of embassy. Motion to

approve. September 29, 1927, Vol. VI, p. 517. 6^-37
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LABOR LEGISLATION SCALE, 1926-1928
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LABOR LEGISLATION SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)
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LABOR LEGISLATION SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

Scale"-'-"

I tern Type
Deputy Province Party" Bloc""" 123

Jauregui berry, L. Entre Rfos UCR Ant ipersonal . A
Marco, C. F, Entre Rfos UCR Ant ipersonal

,

A
Parodi, M. J, Entre Rfos UCR Ant I personal

.

A
duiros, H. J. Entre Rfos UCR Ant

i
personal

,

A --0

Calvetti, F. A. Jujuy U. Cfvica Radical A
Claros, E. Jujuy U. Cfvica Radical A
Fiorillo, J. F. Santa Fe UCR Unificada A
Lazo, P.O. Santa Fe UCR Unificada A
Alcorta, V. S. del Estero UCR Unificada A
Castro, J, B. S. de] Estero UCR Unificada A

Chiosscne, G. S. del Estero UCR Unificada A

Echegaray F., A. S. del Estero U. Cfvica Radical R -0-

Sanchez L., H. Tucuman U. Cfvica Radical A

Camano, M. Tucuman P, Liberal C -0-

Vega, A. de la Tucuman P. Liberal C

See party abbreviations, p. ^59.

>wV See bloc abbreviations, p. ^59.

-'.-;,-'- Compos i t i on of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Law setting 8 p.m. as the required closing time for

business firms. Motion to override presidential
veto. August 6, 1926, Vol, IN, p. 567. 60 -3

1

2 Senate modification of a bill outlawing v;ork in bakeries
between 9 p.m. and 5 a.m. making it apply only to

federal capital and national territories rather than

to entire nation as before. Motion to accept.

August 6, 1926, Vol, III, p. 572. 27-50

3 Motion to teke up day's agenda containing some I terns

on labor legislation. August 6, 1926, Vol. Ill,

p. 5^2. 2i-77
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1926-1928
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 192S-1928 (Continued)
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

See party abbreviations, p, 459.

See bloc abbreviations, p. 'f59.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call '

Vote

1 Elections of deputies in Buenos Aires province. Motion
to postpone consideration. June \k, 1926, Vol. !,

P. 446. 53-82

1 Election of deputies in Buenos Aires province. Motion
to approve, June 14, 1926, Vol. I, p. 447. 68-44

1 Motion to consider a proposed declaration reaffirming
the Chamber's sole authority in the matter of
initiating the budget. August 3, 1926, Vol. Ill,

P. 304. ^~^k

1 National budget. Motion to begin consideration August
3, 1926, Vol. ill, p. 313. 51-34

2 Vote on whether newly elected deputies from C&rdoba can
participate in preliminary sessions since their
credentials had not arrived. April 6, 1926, Vol. I,

P. n. 68-5i

2 UCR proposal to constitute the Chamber with just the
incorporation of the newly elected deputies from
the capital and Buenos Aires province, with
deputies-elect from the other provinces to be
considered during the regular sessions. June 16,

1926, Vol. i, p. 466. 5_6-80

2 Motion to adjourn, thus postponing consideration of
the credentials from Cordoba. June 21, 1926, Vol.
I, P. 596. 45_-88

2 Approval of the election of Ant ipersonal ist Deputies
Froil^n A. Calvetti and Ernesto Claros in Jujuy.
June 23, 1926, Vol. I, p. 839. 80-46

2 Approval of election in San Juan in v/hich tvjo Anti-
personal is tas and a Conservative were elected to
the Chamber. June 24, 1926, Vol. 11, p. 28. 79-4Z



473

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

Item Roll Call Vote

2 Specific approval of the election of the tvjo Antipersori-*

alist candidates (Belisario Albarracfn and Abraham S,

Videla Rojas) in the San Juan election. June 2^, 192^,
Vol. II, pp. 28-29. 79-^

2 Proposal to set up a committee reflecting tlie compositiorl
of the Chamber to oversee a general rercg istrat ion of

voters and to study any needed revisions in the elec"*

toral laws. July ]k, 1926, Vol. II, p. 367. M"59

2 Request that the president not name government employees
as non-government (labor or management) delegates tO
an International Labor Conference. Motion to considet*.

June 8, 1927, Vol. I, p. 5^1. hl-hk

2 Proposal to extend the period for voter rereg istrat ion,

Motion to consider. June 22, 1927^ Vol. I, pp. 7^9-750. ^-66

2 Request that the president vvithdraw a recent decree modify
ing the national anthem. July 22, 1927, Vol. Mi, P. 20. 36-6O

2 Proposal to create a special committee to Investigate al -^

leged mismanagement in the Navy's armament program.
Motion to consider. July 29, 1926, Vol. Ill, pp. 152-

1953. 65-3^

2 Request for an investigation of alleged purchasing irreg-

ularities in the national railroads. Motion to

consider. July 30, 1926, Vol. Ill, p. 19'+. 51 "il

2 Proposal to liberalize the pending bill setting out a

woman's riahts in civil and business affairs. August
2k, 1926, Vol. IV, p. 383. 33.-50

2 Motion to refer all minimum wage matters to standing com-
mittee on labor legislation. January 18, 1927, Vol.

VI 1 1, pp. 456-U57. 62-^

2 Vote on whether proposed pay raises for the military is

a reconsideration (requiring a tv.-o-thirds vote) or a

nev; item (requiring majority support). January 18,

1927; Vol. Vill, pp. hsS-kSS. 57-^3.



kih

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

tern Roll Call Vote

2 Motion to refer to committee proposed wage increases for
government employees and teachers. January 18. 1927,
Vol. VIII, pp. 51^-515. 61-^

2 Motion to take up proposal for mixed (public and private)
exploitation of petroleum, July 28, 1927, Vol Ml,
P. 208.

•

66_^

2 Motion to close debate on proposed national monopoly of
petroleum exploitation. September 7, 1927, Vol. IV,

P. ^31. '

£5_-65



hi 5

PENSIONS SCALE, 1926-1928

Scale-'-'wi^

Deputy Provi nee Party-'V B 1 oc

'

I tern Type

12

Alvarez, J. L.

Bard, L.

Bergal 11, H.

Ferreyra, A. (h,)

Fonrouge, G.

Guifra, E. F.

Mohando, A. E,

Mol inari , D. L.

Podesta, P,

Aldazabal, M.

Errea, F.

Garc'a T., E.

Garralda, J.

Gonzalez, E.

Lagomarsino, A. M

Liceaga, F. M.

NurTez, P. R.

O'Fai-rell, J. A.

SSnchez, C. A.

Santa Marfa, A.

Siri, E, P.

Ahumada, R. C.

Artusi, A. A.

Astes iano, C. I

.

Br izuel a y D. , R.

Peyrotti, J. B.

Adaro, E. P.

Gatti, J. A.

Gomez, V. M.

Fiorillo, J. F.

Lazo, P. C.

Anconi, J. B.

SSnchez L., H.

Camano, M.

Aniadeo y V., D.

Oe Miguel, B.

Gnecco, M. F.

Cap! tal

Capi tal

Cap! tal

Capi tal

Capi tal

Capital
Capital
Capi tal

Capi tal

Suenos A

Buenos A

Buenos A
Buenos A

Buenos A

Buenos A

Buenos A

Buenos A

Buenos A
Buenos A
Buenos A

Buenos A

Catamarca
Entre Rfos
Entre Rfos

La Rioja
Sal ta

San Luis

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Tucuin^n

Tucum^n
Tucum^n

Buenos Aires
Buenos Ai res

Buenos Aires

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

U, Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

IJ. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U, Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical A XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical R XX
P. Radical Unif. R XX

P. Radical Unif. R XX

UCR Unificada A XX

UCR Unificada A XX

U, Civica Radical R XX

U. Civica Radical A XX

P. Liberal C XX

P. Conservador C X-

P, Conservador C X-

P. Conservador C X-



hYo

PENSIONS SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)



^77

PENSIONS SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

Sec party abbreviations, p. ^59.

See bloc abbreviations, p. ^59.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Motion to consider requests for pensions by the

daughter of a former general and the family
of a deceased deputy. September 9, 1926,

Vol. V, p. 302. 6L-21

2 Motion to approve the Senate's increase from ^00

to 1,500 pesos per month the proposed pension

for the sister of former Radical lesder Leandro

N. Alem. September 30, 1926, Vol. VI, pp. 662"

663

.

6i-'+7



k/S

CREDENTIALS SCALE, 1926-1928



'+79

CREDENTIALS SCALE. 1926-1928 (Continued)



480

CRF.DENTIALS SCALE, 1926-1923 (Continued)

Scale""""

I tern Type
Deputy Province Party" Bloc"~'>" 123

Alvarado, M. R, Salta U. Provincial C XO-
Videla R., A. S. San Juan UCR Bloquista A XO-
Aguirre, J. U. Santa Fe UCR Unificada A XO-
Abalos;, J. G. S. del Estero UCR Unificada A XO-
Chiossone, G. S. del Estero UCR Unificada A XO-

Amadeo y V., D. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X--
Arce, J. Buenos Aires P, Conservador C X--
Davila, M. V. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X--
Juarez C., M. A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X--
Vinas, A. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C X--
Gigena, A. M. Cordoba P. Dem&crata C X--
Contte, J. A. Corrlentes Li beral -Autonornista C X--
Meabe, R. R. Corrientes Liberal -Autonornista C X--
ClaroSj E. Jujuy U. C'vica Radical A X--
HerraiZ; P. Mendoza P. Liberal C X--
Raffo de la R., J, Mendoza P. Liberal C X--
Usandivaras, A. Salta U, Provincial C X--
Albarracin., B. San Juan UCR Bloquista A X-0
Gutierrez, C. C. San Juan C. Cfvica C X--
Ferrl, J. Santa Fe P, Radical Unif, A X--
Fiorillo, J. F. Santa Fe UCR Unificada A X--
Lopez, A. S. Santa Fe UCR Unificada A X--
Mendieta, C. Santa Fe UCR Unificada A X--

Diaz, M. P. Tucuman P. Liberal C X--

Padilla, E. E. TucurnSn P. Liberal C X--

Taboada, G, Tucuman P. Liberal C X

—

Vega, A. de la Tucuman P. Liberal C X--

De Miguel, B. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C 0--

Solfs, R. J. Buenos Aires P. Conservador C 0--

Centeno, D. R. Cordoba P. Democrata Prog. C 0--

Iturraspe C., F. Cordoba P. Democrata Prog. C 0-~

Rueda, P. Cordoba P. Democrata Prog. C 0--

Gil, M. Cordoba P. Democrata C 0--

Bermudez, H. A. Corrientes Liberal -Autonomista C 0--

Martinez, F, V. Entre Rios C. Popular C 0--

Lazo, P. C. Santa Fe UCR Unificada A 0--



/|81

CREDENTIALS SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)



Item

^182

CREDENTIALS SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

Roll Call
Vote

Motion to postpone consideration of credentials ^nHresignation of UCR deputy-elect Ro.eo 's c^ eof the cap.tal. June 3, I926, Vol. I, p. 294 65.-58

''°'u?R H° 'r''?""
consideration of the credentials of

"neifrr9i^rJo^:i/r^isr^^^-^ °^ ^^---
,' ' ^- °°°- 80-^



i+83

BUDGET CONTROL SCALE, 1926-1928



kQk

BUDGET CONTROL SCALE, 1926-1923 (Continued)



^•85

BUDGET CONTROL SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)



^86

BUDGET CONTROL SCALE, 1926-1928 (Continued)

tem Roll Call Vote

2 Motion to remain in permanent session with quorum
until the budget is approved. January 18,
1927, Vol. VI II, p. 330. S2~ks

3 Vote on a committee report requiring that 65 per
cent of the surplus profits from the state oil
operation be reinvested in that operation and
that the remaining 35 per cent be spent on
specified items. September 28, 1927, Vol V,

P. 629. '

50-52



^87

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1 936-1 S38



488

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1936-1938 (Continued)

Deputy Provi nee



i|89

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 193S-1938 (Continued)



^190

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1936-1938 (Continued)



'491

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1936-1938 (Continued)

Party abbreviations ore as follows:

P. Pemocrata Nac ' 1 - Partido Democrata Nacional.

P. Popular - Partido Popular,

UCR Antipers. - Union Civica Radical Ant ipersonal ista,

P. Democrata Prog. - Partido Democrata Progresista.

C = Concordancia; = Opposition; U - Uncommitted.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Motion tiiat Chamber president take whatever measures

necessary to maintain a quorum, August ^4, 1937^

Vol. \, p. 1113. 39-2ii

2 Declaration favoring increased efforts by the execu-
tive to preserve public education from Communist
propaganda and other activities contrary to public

order. Motion to consider. December 3, 1936,

Vol. IV, p. 922. ^-55

2 Budget item, providing for two new positions in the

federal appellate court in La Plata. December 18,

1936, Vol. V, p. ^^2. Zl-70

2 Proposal to exempt from taxation up to four automobile

tires vi'nen they come v;ith the vehicle. December

29, 1936, Vol, VI, p, 106. 38-^3.

3 Motion to postpone consideration of a challenge to

the election of Deputy hmilio J. Hardoy of Buenos

Aires. April 25, 1936, Vol. I, p. 7. 79-ZO

3 Motion to approve the election for national deputies

in Buenos Aires province. June 17, 1936, Vol. I,

p. 840. 68-80

3 Motion to continue debate on the intervention of Santa

Fe province. October 30, 1936, Vol. IV, p. 410. 60-i3.

/+ Request thr.t 'ixecutive provide details on persons

expelled from Argentina since February 20, 1932.

November 4, 1936, Vol. !V, p. 488. 54 -6

L



'^92

PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1936-1938 (Continued)

Item Roll Call Vote

k Declaration urging executive to abide by minimum
wage law for government employees and to make

it retroactive to January I. Motion to consider.
June 11, 1937, Vol. i, p. 623. 57-16

'+ Proposal to increase the minimum wage of government
workers. January 21, 1938, Vol. I I

, p. 686. 50-^

5 Vote to override a presidential veto on an amend-
ment to the labor code which vjould remove private
chauffeurs from the category of domestic servants
and thereby guarantee them a weekly day off.

December 15, 1936, Vol. V, pp. I68-I69. 101 -Jj^



^93

LABOR SCALE //I, 19^6-19^8

Scale-"'



kSk

LABOR SCALE #1, 19^fS-19^lS (Continued)



^95

LABOR SCALE jt\ , 19^+6-19^8 (Continued)

Deputy



i+9&

LABOR SCALE //2, I 9^^6-1 9'48

Deputy



'^97

LABOR SCALE U2, 19'^6-19^8 (Continued)



498

LABOR SCALE #2, 194b-19't8 (Continued)

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Labor law governing private chauffeurs. Clause set-
ting 90 days of employment as the minimum to

qualify for benefits. September Tl, 19'!-6, Vol. Vj

p. Ihh. 28 -Zi.

2 Retirement and social security law. Amendment making

it applicable to government employees over eighteen
years old. August 21, 19^+7, Vol. Ill, p. 518. 55-16



499

UNIVERSITY LAW SCALE, ]3he-]SkB



iOO

UNIVERSITY LAW SCALE, 12^t6-19^8 (Continued)



501

UNIVERSITY LAW SCALE, 1 9^5-1 9'48 (Continued)



502

UNIVERSITY LAW SCALE, ] 9^6-1 9'48 (Continued)

See party abbreviations, p. ^+95.

See bloc abbreviations, p. 495.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Uevj University law. Senate amendrr.cnt prohibiting
faculty members from simultaneously holding
other public positions. September 26, 19^+7,

Vol. V, p. 356. Z^-Zi7

2 New University lav,/. Senate amendment requiring
that all persons joining the faculty have
degrees. September 25, 19^7:, Vol. V, p. 292. 58.-46

3 Proposal that deputies who are also university
professors either resign from the universities
or refrain from voting on the new university
law, which includes pay raises. September 25,
19'-i7, Vol. V, p. 287. 43-52

4 New University law. Approval "in general" prior
to various amendments. July 23, 1947, Vol. 11.

P. 778. '

75-12.



503

EXPORT INVESTIGATION SCALE, ISUS-IQ'+S



50^

EXPORT INVESTIGATION SCALE, 1946-19''t8 (Continued)



505

EXPORT INVESTIGATION SCALE^ lS'+6-19'fS (Continued)



506

EXPORT INVESTIGATION SCALE, 19^6-19^8 (Continued)



507

RIGHTS AND IMMUNITIES SCALE, ]3'\S-]ShB

Scale-'w'.--'.-

Deputy Provi nee Party'"
I tern Type

Bloc--'-'- 123^

Orozco, M. v.

Candioti, A. M.

Pel lepi ane, L.

Frond izi. A,

Liceaga; F. J.

L6pez Serrol;, 0.
Pomar, G,

Pxavignani, E. J, F.

RodrTciuez de ]a T,,
Rojas; N.

Sammart i no_, E. E,

Cleve, E.

Balbin, R,

Calcagno, A. D.

Cordova, J, S.

Cufr6_, 0. H.

Del Ctrril, E, D.

Del Hazo, C.

Errecart, J, A.

Ferrer, M.

Galvagni, S, M.

Ma I ne r
I
, D , J

.

Marl'nez G., G.

P^rez de la T., H.

Pueyrredon, H. H.

Solanet, E.

Baulina, A. V.

Bertlnl, A.

Lencinas, J. R.

Sobral, A,

Zinny, M.

Dfaz Colodrcro, J,

Vanaiico, J. A.

KacKay/L. R.

Santander, S.

Uranga, R,

GonzSlez F., T.
Zara, E. L.

ArSoz, R. E.

Capital
Capital

Capital
Capital

Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
Capi tal

Capital
Capi tal

Buenos A
Buenos A
Buenos A
Buenos A
Buenos A
Buenos A
Buenos A
Buenos A

Buenos
Buenos
Buenos
Buenos
Buenos
Buenos
Buenos
Cordoba
Cordoba
C&rdoba
C&rdoba
C6rdoba
Corr lentes
Corr lentes
Entre R'os
Entre R'os
Entre R'os
Mendoza
Mendoza
Salta

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

res

P. Laborista-
U. Cfvica Rad
U. cfvica Rad
U. cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
P. Laborlsta
U. cfvica Rad
U. cfvica Rad
U. cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad

U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U, Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
PDN f. UCR Ant
PDN & UCR Ant
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad

U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad
U. Cfvica Rad

RJR

ical

leal

i cal

ical

ical

ical

ical

ical

ical

ical

cal

cal

ca 1

cal

csl

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

per.

per.

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

cal

P XXOX 6

OXXX

OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXOX
OXXX
OXXX

P XXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX

OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXOX
OXXX
ooxx
OXXX
OXXX
OOXX
OXXX
OXXX
-XXX

XXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX
OXXX



508

RIGHTS AMD I f'liMUMI Ti ES SCALE, 19^6-13^8 (Continued)

Deputy Province



509

RIGHTS Af;0 IMMUMiTIEG SCALE, 19't6-19ii3 (Continued)



510

RIGHTS AND IMMUMITIES SCALE, 19't6-lP'-;8 (Continued)



511

RIGHTS AND iMfiUNITIES SCALE, 19^5-lS'-:8 (Continued)

tem Roll Call Vote

k Proposal to expand the investigation of the Reyes
assassination attempt to include a general
investigation of recent attacks on public
liberties. July h, 19^j7, Vol. II, p, 394. 31 -83



512

FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE, 19^16-13^^8

Deputy

Alvarez, N.



513

FOFiElGM AFFAIRS SCALE, 1 9^^6-1 9^rS (Continued)



514

FOREIGN AFFAIRS SCALE, )S46-19/+8 (Continued)



515

FOTvEIGM AFFAIRS SCALE, ig^^-lS^iS (Continued)

See party abbreviat ions^ p. 'l35.

See bloc abbreviations, p. ^95.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 United Nations Charter and Act of Cliapul tepee. Motion
to consider. August 29, 19^f6, Vol. Ill, p. 571. 106-kS

1 United Nations Charter. Approval. August 23. 19^6,
Vol, 111, p. 695.

'

2i-39

.1 Act of Chapul tepee. Minority report recommending
approval vi'ith several reservations as to national
determination. August 29^ 19^6, Vol. Ml, p. 690. 31 -IQQ

2 Act of Chapultepec. Approval of decree by v;hich

Argentina adhered to the Act. August 29, 19^i6,

Vol. Ill, pp. 692-693. 81-8

3 Declaration of solidarity \i\th the national congress
of Guatemala in Its claim of national rights over
Belize. September 25, 19^6, Vol. V, pp. 33^-335. ^7'^

4 Declaration urging Bolivia to cease political execu-
tions. September 29; 19^6, Vol. V, p. 892. HSO



516

ABORiGiNAL PROTECT lOIJ SCALE. IS^S-ig^+S



517

ABORIGINAL PKOTECTiON SCALt, lS'+6-19'iS (Continued)



518

ABORIGINAL PROTECTION SCALE, 19^:6-19^8 {Continued)



519

ABORIGINAL PROTECTION SCALE, 1946-]S)^S (Continued)

See party abbreviations, p. ^i93.

See bloc abbreviations, p. ^95.

Composition of scale:

Item Roll Call Vote

1 Resolution regarding protection of aboiiginal

peoples. Motion to consider. August 22,

19^6, Vol. Ill, p. 2^5. n.i-7

2 Proposed allocation of 30,000 pesos to the

Committee on National Territories for use

on study trips. Motion to consider.

August 22, 19't6, Vol. Ill, p. 2'^6. iOO-20



520

SAN JUAN RF.C0MS7 RUCTION SCAlE^ 19^^6-19^3

Scale "-'•-"-

Deputy Provi nee Party"

Colom^ E.

Del lepi ane
Fronclizij A.

Lopez Serrot^ 0.

Pomar^ G.

Ravigr.ani^ E, J. F

Rouggier, V. S,

Cufre^ 0. H.

Del Carril;, E, D.

Del MazOj G,

Errecart^ J. A.

Ferrer^ M.

Maineri, D. J.

Martfnez G.^ G.

Pueyrredon^ H. H.

Solanet^ E.

Baul itia^ A. V.

Lencinas,, J. R.

Sobralj A.

Dfaz Colodrero, J,

Vanasco^ J. A.

Santander^ S.

Zara^ E. L.

Arevalo C., J.

Pastor,. R. A.

Antille, D. C.

CSmara^ G. F.

Plrani_, A. S.

Ponce^ A. L.

Busaniche^ J. J.

Rojas^ A.

Rodrfguez^ N. M,

Alvarez^ N.

Argana^ J. M.

Gui 1 lot, C. J.

Marotta, J.

Reyn6s, L. R.

Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital

Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Buenos Ai res

Buenos Aires
Buencs Ai res

Buenos Aires
Buenos Ai res

Buenos Aires
C6rdoba
Cordoba
Cordoba
Corrlentes
Corr ientes
Entre Rtos
Mendoza
San Juan
San Luis
Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

S. del Estero
Tucuman

Capital
Capital
Capital
Capital

Capital

P. Labor ista-RJR
U. Civica Radical
U. Cfvica Radical
U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical
P. Labor ista

U. cfvica Radical
U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical

U. Cf vi ca Radi cal

U. Cfvica Radical
U, cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical
U. Cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical

U. cfvica Radical
PON & UCR Ant I per,

PDN & UCR Ant I per,

U. Cfvica Radical

U. Cfvica Radical
P. Laborista
P. Demo. Nacional
P. Labor ista -RJR

P. Labor ista-RJR
P. Laborista-RJR
P. Laborista-RJR
U. Cfvica Radical
U. Cfvica Radical
P. Laborista

P. Laborista-RJR
P. Laborista-RJR
P. Laborista-RJR
P. Laborista-RJR
P. Laborista-RJR

I tern Typf

12

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XX
XX

XX

X-

X-

X-

X-

X-



521

SAN JUAN RECONSTRUCTION SCALE, lS^!6-19'tS (Continued]



PAflTISAN ISSUES SCALE, IS65-I966

Deputy



523

PARTISAN ISSUES SCAi.E, 1965-1966 (Continued)

Deputy

Vi ] lamoyoi-_, R. A.

Darn i an i^ S.

Del Matti, J. J.

Rouzaut;, A, R.

SanudOj F.^ C. R.

Barrionuevo_, G. E.

M^ndez D,^ A. V.

MercadOj J, I

.

Zanoni, J, C.

Arroyo^ R. F.

Amura^ L,

Pena, R, M.

Urteaga^ B. F,

Roberto^ M.

Rodrfguez V., E.

Arrasc3eta_, F. de

BafficO;, A. 0.

Doiri'nguez^ L. C.

Gonzalez, B. P.

Hardoy^ E. J.

Fiol, J. A.

Harvey^ R. J, G.

Bilbao^ S.

Bravo^ H, F.

Patlis, L.

Thedy, H. R.

Ghioldi^ A.

Gutierrez,. E. 0.

De Cara^ J. E.

Fabrizio, L. N.

Abalo, R.

Balestra^ J,

Aletta de S.^ A. R,

Berrinij E.

Martinez, R., R. J.

Molinasj R. F.

Munlagurria^ C.
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALT.^ 1 965 "-1966 (Continued)
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PARTISAN JSSUFS SCALE, 1365-1966 (Continued)
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PARTISAN ISSUES SCALE, 1965-1966 (Continued)

P. Democrata Crist. - Partido Democrata Cristiano.
P. Labor Nac. - Partido Laborista Nacional.
Accion Prov. - Accion Provlnciana.
P. Blanco - Partido Blanco de 1 ob Trabaj adores.
M. Pop. Mend. - Movimiento Popular Mendocino.
P. Labor. Nac, - Partido Laoorlsta Nacional.

Composition of scale:

item Roll Call Vote

1 Buenos Aires street development; motion by pro-
ponents to insert material in the record as-
suring care of displaced residents. July 6,

1965, pp. 1055-1056. 2/1-30

1 Rent control law; committee report recom.mendi ng
a 10 per cent annual increase in rents.
September 30, 1965, p. 395^. 69-ZZ

2 Resolution condemning U. S. intervention in tl'ie

Dominican Republic and censuring the Argentine
executive for supporting the OAS stand on the
intervention; motion tc consider. Hay ]h,

1965, p. 308. 6't-Z6.

2 Resolution asking foreign minister to seek a change
of location of upcoming OAS foreign ministers
conference in Rio de Janeiro due to alleged
ant i "democrat ic conditions in Brazil. October
28, 1965, p. 4960. 53 -ii

2 Homage to Eva Peron; motion to hear all proposed
homages, including this one,. July 28, 1965^

PP. 157'i-1575. 60-^

3 Resolution condemning U. S. intervention In the
Dominican Republic; motion to consider im-

mediately. May 7, 1965, P. 265. 69-62.
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PARTISAN iSSUtS SCALE, 1 565-] 966 (Continued)

Item Roll Call Vote

3 Request thet minister of interior come to chamber im-
mediately to "explain" the alleged violent suppres-
sion of a worker demonstration that day in which
two allegedly died; motion to consider. October
21, 1965, p. 4675. 66-62

3 Declardtion that the chamber would be "pleased" if
the executive would pay the nation's teachers for
the time they were ori strike; motion to con^'-ider
March 23, 1966, p. 7009.

'

60-it8

3 Request that appropriaLe government ministers be
called to discuss problems of telephone service;
motion to consider. April 1, 1 966, p. 740S. '-tS-^Z

3 Motion that minister of interior be called in to
clarify restrictions on the Peronistas in the
statute governing political parties. June 16,
1966, p. 1185. 53-62,

3 Law of amnesty for Peronista labor unrest; motion
to set date for consideration. August 11, I965,

P. 1991. ek-^2

3 New tax law; vote on majority report. May 5, 1 966,
P. 260. 22.-78

3 Rent control law; clause excluding government opera-
tions from provisions of the law September 29,
1965, p. 3921. 63-i9_

k Request that ministers of education and economy come
explain why teachers' pay was behind schedule,
particularly in the interior. June 30, I965, p
832. 92-if5.

k Tax relief for growers in drought -pi agued Lntre Rior.

and r.outhern Cor rientes; motion to set on agenda.
June 16, 1965, p. 6i;-8. ' 63-^
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LALOR LEGISLATION SCALE^ I9S5-I966
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LABOR LEGISLATION SCALE;, 1965-]96o (Continued)

Scale"-'."
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LABOR LEGISLATION SCALE, 1 965 -1966 (Cont i rmecl)

Deputy Prov i nee Party Bloc--

Scale'wV

terr;

12

Type

Pernasetti; H.

Fernandez, R.

Fernandez, H. , !

.

Rasines, 0. G.

Ratti, L. C.

Roberto, M,

Spertiiio, N. A,

Balbi, I. G.

Vi 1 1 itmayor, f'. A,

Aletta de S., A.

Be r r i n i , E

.

Martinez R., R, v

Mol i nas, R. F.

Muniagurria, C.

Damianl, S.

Del M.atti, J. J.

Rouzautj A. R.

Mercado, J. I

.

Zanoni, J. C,

Arroyo, R. F.

Zadoff, A.

Cxenford, R. K.

Pur i eel 1
i
, A,

Garay, F. J.

Rodrtguez V., E.

C^ceres, R. M.

Sanudo F., C. R.

Baffico, A, 0.

Gcrofalo, R, A.

Riva, R. E.

Gutierrez, E, 0,

Del Pero, M. P.

Domtnguez, L. C.

Gonzc'ilez B., P.

Hardoy, E. J.

Vaca Lobo, J. M.

Bilbao, S.

Catomarca
Cordoba
Cordoba
Cordoba

Cordoba
Cordoba
Cordoba
Entre' Rtos

San Juan

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Santa Fe

Sarrta Fe

S. del Estero
S. del Estero
Tucuman

Capital

Buenos Aires
Buenos Ai res

Entre Rfos

Entre Rtos
La Rioja
Santa Fe

Capital
Capital

Capi tal

Capital
Capital
Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires
Cat aniarca

Entre Rtos

UCRP
UCRP
UCRP
UCRP

UCRP
UCRP
UCRP
UCRP

UCRP
P. Dernocrata Prog.

P. Dernocrata Prog.

P. Dernocrata Prog.

F. Deniocrata Prog.

P, Democtata Prog.

UCRP
UCRP

UCRP
UCRP
UCRP
UCRP

UCRP
UCRP
UCRP
UCRP
UCRP
UCRP
UCRP

UCRP

UCRP
UCRP
UDELPA
Independent

X-
xo
X-

X-

X-
X-
X-
X-

X-

X-

X-

X-

X-

X-

X-

X-
X-
X-
X-
X-

0-

0-
0-
0-

0-

0-

0-

FNPC
FNPC
FN PC

UCRP
FNPC

- U.
- U.
- U.

Conserv,
Conscrv.
Conserv.

- P. Dem. U.
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LABOR LEGISLATION SCALE, 1965--136& (Continued)

Scale-'w-

n ^ Item Type
^^Puty Province Party Bloc'A- 12

Aguinaga, C. E. Mendoza FNPC - P. Dam&crata
LI aver, S. F. Mendoza UCRP
Barrionuevo, G. E. S. del Estero UCRP

See party and bloc abbreviations, pp. 525--52.6.

Con;por. it ion of scale:

'^^"' Roll Call Vote

1 Labor
1 r,w changes, motion to consider April 28

1966, p. 7968. '

gQ-lO

1 Labor law changes, motion to consider Aoril 29
1966, pp. 8011-8012. '

'

8ii-li+

2 Labor law amendment giving tenure to employees
with ten years seniority. Motion to
consider. October 10, I965, p. 4830. 55-63

2 Coverage of maritime workers in labor law.
Motion to override Senate amendment which
would exclude maritime workers April 29
1966, p. 3039. ' '

53_5i^
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Notes.

The literature en roll call analysis in the United States is much
too vast to attempt to suitirriarize here^ but useful discussions and biblio-
graphic starting points include Lee F, Anderson et a1., Leg isla t ive Rol 1

-

Call Ana lysis (Evanston^ 111.: Northwestern University Press^ 1966),
and Malcolm E. Jevjell and Samuel C. Patterson, The Legislative Process
in the Un i ted States (New York: Random House, 1966), pp. h]k-h5Z.

2
Among studies of foreign legislatures which have utilized Guttman

scaling In the analysis of roll calls are Duncan MacRae Jr., Pari lament,.

Parti es and Soc.ie.ty . In France, 19^6.-]9S$ (New York: St. f-1a r t i n ' s Press,
1967); MacRae, "Intra-Party Division and Cabinet Coalitions In the Fourth
French Republic," Comp arati ve St udie s in Society and History, V (January,

1963), 164-211; David M. V/ood, "Issue Dimensions in 3 Flulti -Party System:
The French National As::embly and European Unification," Mi dwest Journal
of Pol jtjcai, Science, VIII (August, ]S6k) , 255-276; and William 0.

Aydelotte, "Voting Patterns in tlie British House of Commons In the
iS^lO's," Comparative Studies in S ociety and History. V (JanLiary, 1963),
13^-163.

-J

-Merle Kllng, "The State of Research on Latin America: Political
Science," in Social Science Research on Latin America .. Charles Wogley
(ed.) (New York: Columbia University Press, 1964), d, IS9. For another
critique reaching a somewhat similar conclusion, see John D. Martz,
"The Place of Latin America in the Study of Comporattve Politics,"
Journal of Politics, XXVI I! (February, 1966), 57-80.

Roll calls printed in the DI ario de S esicnes, the record of
debates of the Argentine Chamber of Deputies, ace neither indexed nor
numbered. Thus, the/ can only be located through a page-by~page
examination of the pvibl Icat ion.

-'Argentina, C^mara de Diputados, Reqlamento, de de bates y policTa

'^j^. ^ ^
j?.^^'''l'3..'''^.,

cjfl Dj put ados de la Confederaci on (Paran^: imprenta del

Estado, 1856).

Argenclna, CSmara de Diputados, Piar io de Sesiones, 1878, I,

2.9S-299. ' '

'

o
ibid_. , I, 653. Many of the roll calls held by the Argentine

Chamber of Deputies come as rect I f Icaciones nor.unales requested by
members dissatisfied vjith the outcome of the original vote.

9
D.i a rlo de. Ses Ip.nes, 1879;, p. 560.

J.Jl'o.
•
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^^ Diario de Sesiones, 1880^ p. 20.

1 2
Not all editions of the chamber rules could be located for

examination^ but the continuity among those that were available would
suggest that the same general procedures vjere follov^ed over long

periods of time.

13
Argentina^ CJ^m.ara de Diputados, El parlamento ar gent.ino (Buenos

Aires, 1948), p. 279.

^^ibid., pp. 279-280.

^^ Diario de Sesiones. 1938, III, hh^ff.

'^LbN.., P. 795.

'Austin F. Macdonald, Government of the Ar ge ntine Repu blic (New

York: Thomas Y. Crewel 1 Co., 19^2), p. 263.

1

8

Information on the breakdown of the machine and the inability
to get it repaired due to the unique design vjas provided by an employee
of the chamber who Vv'as in charge of maintaining the equipment in 19^7.

19
On similar grounds, some researchers have considered as a

single "court" the period of time between changes in the composition
of the U.S. Suprenie Court.

20
indicative of the imbalance in the chariber during the latter

part of the Peron era is the fact that it was divided batvjeen 135
Peronistas and ]k Radicals in 1552, ]k]-]h in 1953, and 1^0-12 in 1955.
See Dar'o Canton, Materiale s para e l estudio de la sociologfa polftica
en 1 a Argent i na (2 vols.; Ruenos Aires: Editorial del institute Tor"
cuato Di Telia, 1966), I, 69-71.

^ For an analysis of "old names" in the chamber during several
different periods, see Darfo Cant5n, El parlamen t o arge nt i no en epocas
de cam.bio: I89O. 1916 y 19^6 (Buenos Aires: Editorial del Institute
Torcuato Di Telia, 1966).

9 9
-"The terms "trustee," "delegate," and "politico" are used here

in the sense they are employed by Heinz Eulau et al . , "The Pole of the

Representative: Some Empirical Observations on the Theory of Edmund

Burke," Ameri can Polit ic al S c ience Rev iew, LMI (September, 1953), 7'+2-

756.

2?
"^Several assassination attempts against Deputy Cipriano Reyes,

leader of the Partido Laborista v;ho tried to maintain a measure of

independence from Per6n, are generally considered to be a product of

this internal conflict. See Robert J. Alexander, The Pe ron Era (New

York: Columbia University Press, 1951), p. 58.
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Zh
Among many examples of such changes in the ig^+S-ig^S session

was a roll call recording 115"7 approval of a measure which had failed
tv;ice in anonymous voting and a 50-^1 vote which reversed to 29-62
when a roll call was requested. Diario de Sesiones. 19^6, IN, ZhS,
and ]9'f7. V, 3^7.

25
Although it is beyond the scope of this study, it would be

interesting to analyze the voting deviance of Peronista deputies in

terms of voting returns in their areas of residence.

!n the sessions both befce the installation of the voting
machine and after it ceased to function for roll calls, numerous
instances can be found of deputies accusing their opponents of request-
ing roll calls merely as a stalling device,

27
Considerations such as this, for example, may have motivated

one deputy when asking for a roll call to point out that the question
was "clearly of an administrative character, having nothing to do with
politics." Oiari o de Sesiones, 1901, II, 481.

?8
For a colorfully written and illustrated description of style

in the chamber--f rom a conservative point of view--see Ramon Columba,
Ll_Concireg_o_.gue yo he visto (3 vols.; Buenos Aires: Editorial Ramon
Columba, 1 9'+8--l 951 )

.

29
There arc three types of recorded absence in the chamber:

absent with permission, absent with notice, and absent without notice.
These distinctions are not relevant in the current analysis, however,
and all three types of absence--al ong v;ith deputies who were present at
the opening of the session but were not recorded on the particular roll
call --are grouped into the general category of "non-response."

30
See Louis Guttman, "The Basis for Scalogram Analysis," in

Measurement and Prediction., Samuel A. Stouffer et al . (eds.) (New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1350), pp. 6O-9O.

31
The term "positive" carries no value connotations; it Is an

arbitrary decision which end of any issue dimension is designated as
the positive end. The need to convert the votes to positive or negative
responses arises from the fact that an aye on one roll call may represent
the same position on an issue as does a nay on another roll call.

110.

3 2The major souice of these criteria is Anderson e t a 1
. , pp. 107"

33This subjective ciieck on "scc^l ab i 1 i ty" seemnd advisable due to
the probability of random matches, especially in a chamber that tends
to vote by party bloc.
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^ The year of the Diario de Sesione s refers to ttie year in which
the annual session begins^ usually around May 1. There rore^ the first
few months of a calendar year will be recorded in the Diario of the
previous year.
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